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PREFACE

It is with particular satisfaction that I pass for Press the final

sheet of the present volume. In the year 1886 the idea of pre-

paring a Bibliography of the Works of Algernon Swinburne first

commended itself to me, and from that time until the present day

I have made a constant practice of acquiring every book and

pamphlet, every scrap of manuscript, no matter how small or

trifling, every autograph letter, and every magazine and newspaper

article, that might conceivably assist me in the task of making the

Bibliography as full and as accurate as possible.

So long ago as 1897 I printed a short Bibliographical List of the

Scarcer Works and Uncollected Writings of Algernon Charles Swin-

burne. This, however, was merely a foundation upon which to

build the work, and I continued unremittingly to gather suitable

material, allowing this to accumulate until the inevitable time should

arrive when the death of the poet should render it possible to make

the Bibliography final and complete.

In April, 1909, Swinburne passed away, and shortly after that

event I sent the copy for the first portion of the Bibliography to

the printers. But when the collection of papers preserved at

' The Pines ' came to be explored an unexpectedly large number of

new and unpublished documents were brought to light. It imme-

diately became clear to me that until these documents had been

fully examined and adequately digested, and until such of them
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as called for permanent preservation in type had been edited and

printed, no Bibliography that could in any way be regarded as

complete and final was possible. I therefore stayed my hand

until the arrangement of Swinburne's posthumous writings should

have been concluded. This has now been done, and at last the

Bibliography itself is finished.

That the Bibliography is both accurate and complete I am

convinced. This satisfactory result is largely due to my amiable

and continuous relations with the late Theodore Watts-Dunton. It

is well known that in 1909-1910 Watts-Dunton, for very proper

reasons, disposed of the mass of Swinburne's manuscripts which

came into his possession upon the death of the poet. A very

large proportion of these papers I acquired. Included among the

documents which then became my property were the whole of

such manuscripts as still remained unpubUshed, and I am glad to

take this opportunity of expressing the gratitude I feel to my dead

friend for the kindliness and goodwill he at all times exhibited

in his transactions with me. He promised from the first that every-

thing unpublished should pass into my keeping, and this promise

he loyally kept. He was well aware of the purpose for which I

required the papers, and the reasons which made me anxious to

secure them. With my project he was fully in sympathy, and

to me it is a matter of constant regret that at the time of his death

only the first few sheets of the Bibliography were in type, and the

proofs in his hands.

As will be observed by any reader of the pages which follow, I

am indebted to Watts-Dunton for other things besides manuscripts.

The unique copy of William Blake with the two cancelled title

pages ; the (presumably) equally unique copies of The Commonweal,

1886, and Russia : An Ode, 1890 ; the inscribed copy of The Devil's

Due; the privately printed First Act of Bothwell, 187 1; and other

treasurable items all came from ' The Pines.' Watts-Dunton
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was a poet, a novelist, and a critic, but he was neither a collector

nor a bibliographer. Yet his sympathies were with both, and he

himself found interest in that which interested his friends. Hence

I am glad to acknowledge the help he rendered me by placing me
in possession of such material as was available in his hands.

During the many years that I have been engaged in work upon

this book many friends have lent me aid, and it is a pleasant task

now to beg them to accept my grateful thanks. Mr. Percy Spalding,

head of the firm of Chatto & Windus, caused the archives of his

firm during the forty-five years they acted as Swinburne's pub-

lishers to be searched, with the result that I have been enabled

to record the date of every edition of every one of Swinburne's

books from 1873 onwards, together with the number of copies

printed of the first edition of each. Miss Theresa Watts favoured

me with the JfS. of the verses on Robert, Lord Lytton, printed

on p. 308 ; and her sister, Mrs. W. M. Mason, lent me the

originals of the series of portraits of the poet which certainly

increase the attraction of the book. Mrs. Disney Leith was good

enough to furnish me with the portrait of herself, and gave me

permission to reproduce it. Mr. de V. Payen-Payne lent me the

photograph of his father, James Bertrand Payne, and the auto-

graphed portrait of Adah Menken. Mr. Paul Lemperley, of

Cleveland, Ohio, gave me his copy of the privately printed

monograph on Shelley. Mr. W. T. Spencer gave me the joint

portrait of Swinburne and Adah Menken. Mr. James Aitken, of

Falkirk, X.B., Mr. E. K. Butler, of Jamaica Plain, U.S.A.,

Mr. J. A. Spoor, of Chicago, Mr. Walter B. Slater, Mr. Compton

Rickett, Mr. E. H. Dring, Mr. John Quinn of New York,

Mr. A. W. Pollard, Mr. William Heinemann, Mr. William Poel,

Mr. Clement K. Shorter, Mr. Frank Karslake, ;\Ir. Frank Sabin,

Messrs. Maggs Bros., the late George Aitken, C.B., and the late

H. Buxton Forman, C.B., all either lent me manuscripts or books
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in their possession and not elsewhere obtainable, or furnished me

with useful information. Mr. H. E. Butler once more gave himself

the trouble of reading my proofs with a view to the elimination

of printers' errors. But beyond all I am indebted to Mr. Edmund

Gosse, C.B., Swinburne's authoritative biographer and my most

valued friend, for the whole-hearted and unselfish assistance he

has rendered me throughout the entire period I have been engaged

upon my task. No one understands more clearly than he does

the labour entailed by work of this character, and no one could

be more ready than he has been to do anything that might serve

to forward my project, or help to lighten the burden.

The present volume carries the bibliography of the major works

of Swinburne down to the time of his death in April, 1909. The

second volume, which will be ready shortly, will complete the

record. Needless to say I shall be glad to receive note of any

correction, addition, or suggestion.

The frontispiece to this volume represents Algernon Swinburne

at the age of four. It has been reproduced from a contemporary

miniature for which I am indebted to Mrs. W. M. Mason.

Thomas J. Wise.

25, Heath Drive,

Hami'stead, N.W.
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PART 1.

EDITIONES PRINCIPES, etc.

(I)

[Undergraduate Papers: 1858]

Undergraduate Papers, / 1858. / "And gladly

ivoldc zve learn andgladly teach." / Chaucer.
/
[Wrwjr

of the University'] j Oxford : / Printed and Published

by W. Mansell, High Street.

Collation :—Demy octavo, printed in half- sheets, pp. ii +
186; consisting of: Title-page, as above (with

blank reverse), pp. i— ii, and Text of the Papers

pp. I— 186. There are head-lines throughout, each

page being headed with the title of the particular

' paper ' occupying it. Beyond that upon the title-

page there is no imprint. The signatures are A (a

single leaf carrying the title-page), and B to 2 B.

Of these G has 5 leaves, the last of which bears the

register G 2 ;
* O and R have each 2 leaves ; whilst

the remaining twenty-one half-sheets have 4 leaves

each. The book was issued without any half-title.

* As originally prepared this supplementary signature consisted of two

leaves, the second having a blank recto, and carrying sundry advertisements

upon the reverse. Tlowever when the volume was made up by the binder tliis

.second leaf, which was not included in the pngination, was rejected.
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Page 138 is misnumbered 148, and in some copies

page 1 1 1 is misnumbered 11.

Issued in three Niunbers, as follows. The second was first

published in four separate Parts, without wrappers, and

then as a complete Number

:

—
No. I. pp. I— 50 December, 1857.

„ 2. Part I. „ 51— 66

„ 2. „ 67— 82

„ 3- :> 83—102

„ 4-* „ 103—I22J
„ 3. „ 123—186 March dcnA April, -i?,K?>.

The Title-page was issued with the third Number.

* By a printer's error this number is marked (at foot of page 103) No. 4,

Fart 2, instead of No. 2, Pari 4.

The first three parts composing No. 2 are each marked Price

Fourpence at foot. On the fourth part no price is mentioned

;

possibly it was there originally but has been removed by the

binder. All were issued stitched, and without wrappers, as noted

above. Number I was issued in pale cream-coloured paper wrappers,

Price IS. Number II was subsequently issued in similar wrappers,

Price i^. 6d. As no copy of the third Number in original state is

available the price at which it was issued cannot be recorded.

Unhappily no complete set of these Numbers in the original

wrappers is at present forthcoming, the only examples yet unearthed

being a copy of No. I, now in the possession of Mr. James H.

Aitken, of Falkirk ; and copies of Nos. I and II, recently in the

hands of Messrs. Maggs Bros., of 34, Conduit Street, W., and now

in the collection of Mr. E. K. Butler, of Jamaica Plain, U.S.A.

Both Mr. Aitken and Messrs. Maggs Bros, courteously permitted

me to examine and describe their treasures.

The first page of the front wrapper of No. i has the following

letterpress :

—

December 1st, 1857. / Undergraduate Papers, / No. I. / Price Ove

Shilling. / "And gladly wolde he learn and gladly teach." j Chaucer. /
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Contents. / i. Hereditary Influences on Character, j 2. The Early

English Dramatists. / 3. The Republic and Christianity. / 4. The

Temple 0/ Janus, Part I.
/ 5. The Story of the Princess Blanchelys.

/

6. Louis Napoleon, Part I. / 7. Modern Hellenism, j 8. Queen

Yseult. I Oxford : j Printed and Published by W. Mansell, High

Street, j London ; Whitiaker & Co., Ave Maria Lane, j Cambridge ;

H. Wallis, 24, Sidney Street, j Glasgow ; Messrs. Griffin &• Co.

I give opposite a reduced facsimile of the front page of this

wrapper.

The second page of the front wrapper carries the following

editorial manifesto, below which is an advertisement of The Death

ofJacob, by C. H. Pearson, M.A., being the Prize Poem on a.Sacred

Subject for 1857 :

—

In issuing a series of Undergraduate Pavers we mean to be guided in

our selection by one standard alone : that of literary excellence. Nothing it

is hoped will appear in those numbers which will unworthily represent the

average ability of the University. Of no school and no party, our aim is to

supply a pleasant recreation for leisure hours. To liberal and conservative

alike we offer a fair field and no favour. Our papers will handle those

subjects most likely to engage general interest. We propose to treat of

Poetry and Politics in a free and catholic spirit. Short essays on questions of

moral and social philosophy will find place in our pages, along with sketches

of a lighter nature, pieces of criticism and waifs of verse.

Upon the first page of the back wrapper is the following announce-

ment, with W. Mansell's printing and bookbinding advertisements

below it :

—

The Publisher has in this number fulfilled the engagement of his last

prospectus ; but the new series has no connection with any former publica-

tion.

He proposes henceforth to issue the Undergraduate Papers in weekly

parts during the term ; beginnaig after the New Year. The rate of

remuneration will be 4s. for every page of prose which is accepted by the

Editors.

Contributions will be received by W. Man.sell, Bookseller, 45, High Street,

Oxford; addressed to the Editor of the Undergraduate Pai'ERS.
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No. 2, price Fourpence, will appear on Saturday, January 30th, 1858, to be

continued weekly during term.

Note :—All contributions intended for insertion should be forwarded to the

Editor at least ten days before the day of publication.

The last page of the wrapper is occupied by an advertisement

of Poems by Edward Wilberforce and Edmund Forster Blanchard,

with extracts from Reviews.

The leaves, which are uncut at the top, but slightly trimmed

at the fore-edge and foot, measure 8J x 5-I inches in the case of

Mr. Aitken's copy, and 8| x 5J in Mr. Butler's copy.

The first page of the front wrapper of No. 2 has the following

letterpress :

—

{Price) March, 1858. {is. 6d.) I Undergraduate Papers, j No. II.
/

" And gladly wolde he learn and gladly teach." / Chaucer, j Contents.
/

City Poems, j The Nonagenarian, j Lines to Margaret j Christmas at

Oxford, j Wyclifje. j Union Debate Feb. ist. j The Emerald Isle.
/

Scottish Universities, j The Saturday Review on Love and Marriage.
/

Monomaniac's Tragedy, j Louis Napoleon, Part II. j The Temple of

Janus, Part II. j Union Debate of Feb. Sih. j Oxford : / Printed and

Published by W. Mansell, High Street, j London. Whiiiaker 6* Co.,

Ave Maria Lane. / Cambridge. H. Wallis, 24, Sidney Street, j Glasgow.

Messrs. Griffin & Co.

I give opposite a reduced facsimile of the front page of this wrapper.

The reverse is blank. Unfortunately in the only copy of this

Number available in original state the back wrapper is missing.

The Undergraduate Papers was edited by the late Prof. John

Nichol, and should, perhaps, have been included cnly in the

Second Part of this Bibliography, with other works contributed

to by Algernon Charles Swinburne. The volum.e, however, is of

so much interest, and contains m,oreover so large a bulk of Swin-

burne's writing, that it may very properly be described at greater

length, and in the present connection.



(Pricb) march, 1858. (Is. 6d.)

Wnbppgrabuah JPajpFFS,

No. II.

* And' gladly wold«~lie learh and gl.-uily teaclu"

< ..v. Chauckr,

CONTENTSv. ,

CITY PwEMt*.

THE KONAQEXAELUf. -

USES TO ItARG.UiBI

l.HBISTM,13 AT OUOHB.

Tl YOLHTB.

TNIOjr DEBATE i'eb. 1st.

THE EMSKALD ISIiB.

SCOTTISH UXI¥J3ESmE*.

THE SATtKDAY SETIEW ON LOVB AND MAilBIAOB.

MONOMANIAC'S TRAGEDY.

LOMS SArOLTOK, iurt II.

THE TEMPLE OF JANiS, Piul U.

laiON DBBATfi OJ Jfeb.-Sih, '

fRINTEO AJJI): PUBUSHED BY W. JIANSELt., HIOH STREET,

lON'DON WHITTAJiES & Co., AYE JI.UIIA LAXE.

'.'AMBKIIiaE, H. WALIJS. S4, SID.VEY, STKEBT.

nLASHOW . ME(*.*J». OKJFPi.N' i V'l.
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To the Undergraduate Papers Swinburne contributed the following

four articles, not five as incorrectly stated by R. H. Shepherd :

PAGE
The Early English Dramatists. No. i., Christopher

Marlowe and John Webster 7-15

Queen Yseult. Canto i. Of the birth of Sir Tristram,

and how he voyaged into Ireland." [In the noble days

were shmon] 41-50

The Monomaniac's Tragedy, and Other Poems. By
Ernest Wheldrake, Author of Eve, a Mystery.

London, 1858 97-102

A ' review ' of au imaginary volume of jwems. The considerable

extracts of verse {\nc\i\A\ng a. Son/le/ on Louis Napoleon) ' quoted '

in the course of the review were, of course, Swinburne's own
composition.

Church Imperialism 134-137

"A terrific onslaught on the P'rench Empire and its Clerical

supporters.'' [A. C. S.]

A fifth article, Modern Hellenism, pp. 38—40, has been attributed

to Swinburne ; but in face of his very definite statement [" In the

' Undergraduate Papers ' / published four crudities, certainly no

more "] the attribution of this essay must be regarded with extreme

caution. Professor Knight gave the article to Swinburne's credit

[Memoir of John Nichol, 1896, p. 157] without any hesitation
;

but Professor Knight ranks with Dr. Grosart as one of the most

insufficient and self-confident of editors, and it is unsafe to place

any absolute reliance upon even his most distinct assertion.

The early indulgence by Swinburne in the habit of producing

' Reviews ' of entirely imaginary works by writers who had no

existence, in the course of which he quoted extracts from poems

actually his own, is of some slight biographical importance, as

well as of substantial bibliographical interest. In 1858 he created
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Ernest Wheldrake. In 1862 he nearly succeeded in hoaxing

R. II. Hutton with ' Reviews ' of the ' works ' of two entirely

mythical French poets, Ernest Clouet and Fehcien Cossu. Upon
these invented authors he fathered bogus volumes, Les Abimes and

Les Amours Eliques^ from which he pretended to extract the

selections he introduced from his own unpublished and unpub-

lishable verse.

The following letter, addressed to me by Prof. Nichol, is

invaluable by reason of its account of the history of the Under-

graduate Papers :
—

14, Montgomerie Crescent,

Kelvinside, Glasgow.

December zT^rd, 1885.

Dear Sir,

Thanhs for the Bibliography,* which is very interesting,

though quite inaccurate as regards the
'

' Undergraduate Papers.'' I

saw the mis-statement about Mr. Swinburne's editorship in " The

AthencBum," but left it to him, if he thought fit, to correct it. So now

I must refer you to him to attach his initials, if he thinksfit, to hisfour

contributions—one of them a very amusing parody.

I give the initials of the papers of George Rankine Luke, our " chief

of men " in our college days, now almost misty in the past—also those

of the late Prof. T. H. Green. You can, if you please, apply to Prof.

A. V. Diceyfor his. As to G. Birkbeck Hill {author of "Johnson and

his circle
"—a Life of his uncle Sir Rowland, &°c.), he gave me the motto

for the series, for I was solely responsible for the originating and edit-

ing the whole affair, and myself wrote about a third of the three

numbers. I did not expect it to last long, and had towards the close to

leave it for Degree work ; but we paid the contributors at the usual

rate while it lasted. Most of them—the_ main exception being the Editor

—have since made some mark, and for their sake the few attainable

* A copy of R. H. Shepherd's Bibliography of Swinburne, which I had

forwarded to Prof. Nichol, with a request for further inforiKation regarding

Undersiradualc Paters.
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copies (I know only of my own, and that is now lent to Mrs. Green)
may be of some interest. The publication was to our set what " The
Germ " was to Rossetii's—with which Swinburne about that time became
associated. He was very obliging about contributions, but I do not

remember his advising me about the management, being some years inv

junior, which does not count now, but did then.

The authority for giving the names of the writers of anonymous
articles, during their lives, must come from themselves. Prof. Dicey'

s

address is All Souls, Oxford ; Hill's, The Poplars, Binfield, Reading.

Yours very truly,

John Nichol.

In a letter, addressed to myself, Swinburne wrote as follows

regarding the Undergraduate Papers :
—

As you may care to know, I may tell you that in the three

numbers of the luckless ' Undergraduate Papers ' I published, as far
as I remember,four ' crudities,' certainly no more: a paper on Marlowe
and Webster ; some awful doggerel on the subject of Tristram and

Iseult ; a boyish bit of Burlesque ; and a terrific onslaught on the

French Empire and its Clerical supporters—which must no doubt have

contributed in no inconsiderable degree to bring about its ultimate

collapse. If ever you do see these worthless rarities, please remember

that they were literally a boy's work—legally an infant's. The article

on the Dramatists , as far as I remember, was the only thing of any

sort of value (except as showing a youngster' s honest iynpulses, and

sympathies, and antipathies)—and that I think must have shown that

before ledving Eton I had plunged as deep as a boy could dive into the

line of literature which has always been my favourite. But when I

think of the marvellous work that Rossetti {whose acquaintance I

tnade just afterwards) had done at the same age, 1 am abashed at the

recollection of my own rubbish. . . [Letters to T. J. Wise, 1909,

pp. IT—12.]

In point of interest the Undergraduate Papers stands second only

to The Germ in the list of private and semi-private magazine

c
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rarities which includes The Snoh, The Gownsman, The Gad's Hill

Gazette, The Oxford and Cambridge Magazine, and others. In the

matter of scarcity it passes them all. No more than five perfect

copies can at present be traced, whilst the British Museum possesses

the first two numbers only, [Press-mark C. 58. e. 30]. The

copy employed by me in the preparation of the present work was

formerly the property of W. Mansell, who printed and published

it. This copy (which was the one consulted by Richard Heme
Shepherd when compiling his Bibliography of Swinburne) is now

in my own collection of Swinburniana. A second example is in

the possession of Mr. J. H. Spoor, of Chicago. A third is in the

library of the late Harry Buxton Forman.

Undergraduate Papers was the official organ of" Old Mortality,"

a Society—or Club—founded at Oxford in November 1856. As

hinted by Prof. Nichol in the letter printed above, the magazine

was intended to occupy a position in regard to that Society similar

to that held by The Germ in J850 among the Pre-Raphaelites. But,

like The Germ, it met with no success, and after the birth of its

third Number passed into temporary oblivion.

In his Journal for 1858 Professor Nichol noted :

—

" These Undergradtiate Papers were the organ of ' Old MortaUly,' as far

as it was thought fit to make itself public. I wrote several articles, as Louis

Napoleon^ Wyclifie, Love and Marriage, Locke, Merope, Mazziui, but our

literary evenings were continued as briskly as ever, and it was now for the iiist

time that I began to feel myself one of a circle similar to that which had so

often met over supper at our Noctes Ambrosiante at Glasgow. These terms

were out of sight the most agreeable I had spent at Oxford."

Facing this page I have placed a reproduction of an interesting

photograph shewing ten of the members of ' Old Mortality.' In-

cluded in this group is a portrait of Algernon Swinburne.

One of the five known copies of the Undergraduate Papers is of

peculiar interest. This copy, which is now in the Harry Elkins

Widener Memorial Library at Harvard University, was formerly

the property of Dr. G. Birkbeck Hill, one of the original contributors

to the work. It has, bound up at the end, the proof sheet of an
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article by Dr. Hill^ which had not been made use of when the

Papers came to an untimely end. The article in question is entitled

Maud Once More. The pages are numbered 93 to 104, and the

signatures are 0, 8 pages, and P, 4 pages. Evidently the article

was set up to form part of the second Number, and may possibly

have been held over to make room for The Monomaniac's Tragedy ;

or, which is after all more likely, because it was deemed unwise to

include two such burlesques, both The Monomaniac's Tragedy and

Maud Once More, in one and the same issue of the magazine.

The following postscript to a letter, at present unpublished,

addressed by Swinburne to John Nichol on April 2nd, 1876, is of

interest as expressing Swinburne's own opinion regarding the

classification of his early work as ' Preraphaelite '
:—

P.S.

—

After all, though this letter has taken the best part of the day,

I must slip in an egoistic postscript at the risk of exhausting your

patience, and enter a mild protest, certainly not against the

company in which you class me, but decidedly against the public

term ' PreraphcBlite,' as zre no sense applicable to anything I have

written since I was an undergraduate. Before 1861 my early work

had no doubt a savour of the same influences as the earlier work of

Morris and Rossetti,—but from the date of " Chastelard " and

" Atalanta " onwards I cannot trace in any part of my work, classical,

modern or historic, a trace of any quality that could correctly or even

plausibly be labelled ' Preraphcslite ' either for praise or blame.

Knowing how warmly and fully I admire and enjoy the work of the

two poets with whom it is or was the fashion to class me, you will not

attribute it to want of sympathy, much less I hope to any assumption

of superiority, when I confess that I cannot imagine what critical

code or what principle of classification can possibly bring together as

members of the same school the authors respectively of" The Earthly

Paradise " and of" Songs before Sunrise," of " The House of Life
"

and of " Bothwell."

I do not see one point in common, as to choice of subject, turn of

mind, tone of thought, trick of speech, aim or method, object or style,
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except that each, I hope I may say, is a good workman who chooses

and uses his tools—his " speculative and official instrument oj

language
"—to the best of his ability, I really see no bond of community

or even connexion between us beyond the private and casual tie of

personal intimacy at one time of life. The always (I ihinh) rather

foolish and now long since obsolete word Preraphadite was never

applicable to any but the work of my earliest youth written at college

and has so long ceased to he applicable {at least in its original sense)

to the poetic work of my two elders that I thinkfor the sake of common

accuracy it should now be disused.

Even if I am wrong on this point, I am certain that the same sum-

mary term, if it means anything at all, cannot be applicable at once

to those writers as far apart in scope and spirit, execution and end,

as Tennyson, Browning and Arnold—who might just as reasonably

be bracketed together {how they would swear, all three 1) under the

heading the Post-Wordsworthian School. You will excuse my saying

in private what I cannot well say in public ; hut I object generally

to the critical habit of division and arrangement of poets by classes

into schools, as a had and loose kind of system tending to warp and

discolour the judgment—as it certainly did in the days oj Lake and

Satanic School nickna?nes.

Undergraduate Papers, as we have seen, ceased to exist after

the publication of the third Number. From the first it failed to

command success, and by the following extract from a letter

addressed by Swinburne to John Nichol on December 13th, 1857,

it appears that the first Number reached a circulation of not more

than 80 copies :

—

" T have very good news for you about the Magazine. Our in-

competent friend Mr. Mansell has not sold more, he says, than 80

copies ; and the advertising has been very much neglected. Besides,

Luke tells me that he is very careless about concealing our names ;

and upon the whole I think that he will do all to ruin the paper

that 'the divine right of stupidity' can.''
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By way of an example of Swinburne's contributions to the

Undergraduate Papers, here is the first Canto of Queen Yseull.

The stanzas will be welcomed as being SwinVjurne's earliest pub-

lished verse.

QUEEN YSEULT.

Canto I.

Of the birth of Sir Tristram, and how he voyaged into Ireland.

In the noble days were shown

Deeds of good knights many one,

Many worthy wars were done.

It was time of scath and scorn

When at breaking of the morn

Tristram the good knight was born.

He was fair and well to see

As his mother's child might be :

Many happy wars had he ;

Slew Moronde the knight alone,

Whence was all the ill begun

That on Blancheflour ivas done.

For long since Queen Blancheflour

Took a knight to paramour,

Who had served her well of yore.

And across the waters dim

And by many a river's rim

Went Queen Blancheflour with him.
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Many a hitler path she went,

Many a stone her feet had rent,

But her heart was well content.

" Lo I she said, I lady free

Took this manfor lord of me

Where the crowned saints might see.

And I will not bid him go,

Notforjoyance norfor woe,

Till my very love he know."

When he kissed her as they went,

All her heart was well content.

For the love that she him meant.

Now this knight was called Roland,

And he had within his hand

Ermonie the happy land.

So jive months in Ermonie

Dwelt they in their pleasurefree ;

For they knew not what should be.

Then came Moronde with his men.

Warring with her lord again.

All her heart was bitter then.

But she said ;
" if this be so.

The' I die, he shall not know."

And she kissed and bade him go ;

And he wept and wentfrom her.

Then was all the land astir

With a trouble in the air.
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When Roland the knight was gone,

Praise of men his warriors won

Warring well before the sun.

But Moronde the evil knight

Smote him falsely in the fight,

Slew him basely out of sight.

Then was weeping long and sore :

For the great love they him bore

All men wept but Blancheflour

.

But she took her golden ring

And a fair sword of the king

Wrought with many a carven thing.

With no crown about her head,

Thinking wild thoughts of the dead,

Evermore she fled and fled.

Far within the forest fair

,

A great anguish came on her

Till a strong manchild she bare.

And shefain had suckled him,

There beneath the lindens dim,

Round a fountain's weedy brim.

But too soon came death to take

All her beauty for his sake ;

And ere death she moaned and spake.

" Ah fair child," the lady said,

" For this anguish that it had

All thy mother's heart is dead.
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Sweet, I would not live to see

Any sorrow rest on thee,

Better thou hadst died with me.

Only thou art still too fair

For that smile I cannot bear

In such eyes as Roland's were.

Now, fair child, mine own luert thou,

{And she kissed the small soft brow)

Butfor death that takes me now.

And a bitter birth is thine ;

But no man can stain thy lint.

With a shame that was not mine.

Thou art pure and princely born ;

Fairer name was never worn.

Past the touch of any scorn.

Now thy grief has come on me.

As I prayed that it might be

Lest some woe should rest on thee."

Wept the low voice musical ;

" Now that mine has given thee all.

Better love thy love befall.

Purer prayers be round thy sleep,

Truer tears than these that drip

On thy tender cheek and lip.

Now, dear child, of all on earth

Thou art yet the fairest birth

For the pain thy life was worth.
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Sweetest name and sweetest heart,

Now I see thee as thou art

I have had the better part.

For the grief my love has had,

May the sweet saints keep thee glad

Tho' thy birth were strange and sad.

Now, dear child " (her thijt voice strove

Thro' the drawn dry sobs to move),

" Leave I thee to Christ's own love."

So she died in that dark place.

With the anguish in her jace ;

Mary took her into grace.

On the robe was sown her name,

Where a fine thread 7oliite asflame

Thro' the coloured samite came.

For on skirt and hem between

Wrought she letters white and green

" This is Blancheflour the Queen.''

There men found her as they sped.

Very beautiful and dead,

In the lilies white and red.

And beside her lying there,

Found a manchild strong andfair

Lain among the lilies bare.

And they thought it were ill fate,

If the child, forfear or hate.

They should leave in evil state-.
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So they took hint lying there,

Playing with the lady's hair

For hisJace was very fair.

And so tenderly he played,

Half asmile and half afraid,

With her lips and hair, I said.

That the strong men for his sahe

Could have weptfor dear heartache

At the murmurs he did make.

And the strongest lightly stept

Forth to where the mother slept ;

Stooping over her, he wept.

Lightly bowed above the child

The largeface whose might was mild

With black-bearded lips that smiled.

Then he took it of his grace.

Bowed him where she lay in place.

Put to her's the little face.

Then they softly buried her

Where the greenest leaves did stir,

With some white flowers in her hair.

Andfor the sweet look he had,

Weeping not but very sad,

Tri.'tiram by his n(ime they bade.

" For he looks upon her so,

Pity were he should not grow

All the piteous thing to know."
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And they look the sword and ring

That were of Roland the king,

Wrought with many a carven thing.

So they bred him as they knew ;

And a noble child he grew,

Like a tree in sun and dew.

Ere he was ten summers old

All the sorrow they him told.

Shewed the sword and ring of gold.

Kissed the boy both sword and ring :

" As my father was a king,

I will wreak this bitter thing."

Kissed the boy both ring and sword ;

'

' As my mother to her lord,

Fast I ding to this my word."

So he grew in might and grace.

With her look about his face :

All men saw his royal race.

But when twenty years were done

At the rising of the sun

Tristram from his place was gone.

Forth with warriors is he bound

Over many a change of ground.

To have wreak of Sir Moronde.

When he came to Ermonie,

Bare upon the earth bowed he.

Kissed the earth ivith kisses three.
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To the city men him bring,

Where the herald stood to sing

" Largesse of Moronde the king !
"

To the king came Tristram then,

To Moronde the evil man.

Treading softly as he can.

Spake he loftily in place :

A great light was on his face :

" Listen, king, of thy free grace.

I am Tristram., Roland's son ;

By thy might my lands were won,

All my lovers were undone.

Died by thee Queen Blanchejlour

,

Mother mine in bitter hour,

That was white as any flower.

Tho' they died not "sell aright,

Yet, for thou art belted knight.

King Moronde, I bid thee fight."

A great laughter laughed they all,

Drinking wine about the hall,

Standing by the outer wall.

But the pale king leapt apace,

Caught his staff that lay in place

And smote Tristram on the face.

Tristram stood back paces two,

All his face was reddened so

Round the deep mark of the How.
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Large and bright the king's eyes grew .

As knight Roland's sword he drew,

Fiercely like a pard he flew.

And above the staring eyes

Smote Moronde the king flatwise

That men saw the dear blood rise.

At the second time he smote,

All the carven blade, I wot,

With the blood was blurred and hot.

Al the third stroke that he gave.

Deep the carven steel he drave,

Thro' king Moronde's heart it clave.

Well I ween his wound was great

As he sank across the seat,

Slain for Blancheflour the sweet.

Then spake Tristram, praising God ;

In his father's place he stood

Wiping clean the smears of blood,

That the sword, while he did pray,

At the throne's foot he might lay ;

Christ save all good knights, I say.

Then spake all men in his praise,

Speaking words of the old days.

Sweeter words than sweetest lays.

Said one " lo the dead queen's hair

And her brows so straight and fair ;

So the lips of Roland were."
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For all praised him as he stood,

That such things none other could

Than the son of kingly blood.

Round he looked with quiet eyes

" When ye saw king Moronde rise,

None beheld me on this wise."

At such words as he did say,

Bare an old nmn knelt to pray
,

" Christ be with us all to-day.

This is Tristram the good lord ;

Knightly hath he held his word,

Warring with his father's sword.''

Then one brought the diadem,

Clear and golden like pure flame ;

And his thanks did grace to them.

Next in courteous wise he bade

That fair honour should be had

Of the dear queen that was dead.

So in her great sorrow's praise

A fair tomb he bade them raise

For a wonder to the days.

And between its roof and floor

Wrote he two words and no more,

Wrote Roland and Blanchcflour.

That ivas carven sharp in gold.

For a great praise to behold.

Where the queen lay straight and cold.
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All %aas graven deep and, fine,

In and out, and line with line,

That all men might see it shine.

So far off it sprang and shone,

Ere ten paces one had gone.

Shewing all the sorrow done.

And the pillars, that upbore

The large rooffor evermore.

In wrought flowers her sweet name wore :

Points of stone carved gently all,

Wrought in cusp and capital,

Climbing still to creep and fall.

And in many a tender nook,

Traced soft as running brook.

Shone her face's quiet look.

And above they wrought to lie

King Roland all white on high,

With the lady carven by.

Very patient was her fare,

Stooping from its maiden place

Into strange new mother-grace.

Parted lips and closing eyes,

All the quiet of the skies

Fills her beauty where she lies.

On her hair the forest crown

Lets the sliding tresses down.

Touched ere dark with golden brown ;
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Both with carven hands uplift,

Praying softly as at shrift.

So it stood a kingly gift.

And when all was graven fair

Tristram came, and standing there

Kissed his mother's tender hair.

Then he bade them takefor King

His true father in each thing,

Him who saved the sword and ring.

So they hearkened to his word,

And they took to be their lord

Him who kept the ring and sword.

Then by many painful ways,

With a noble thought in chase,

Tristram journeyed many days.

Towards the Cornwall king he bore.

Since an oath of love he swore

For the name of Blancheflour

,

That King Mark, her brother true.

He would honour as he knew ;

This was he I tell to you.

When he stood in Cormvall there,

Mark beheld him standing bare,

And he knew his sister's hair.

All these things to Mark he told.

To the king so lean and cold.

And he shewed her ring of gold.
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Then wept all the valiant men,

Wept King Mark upon him then,

Thinking what a grief had been.

Then was Tristram belled knight,

For his happy hand in fight.

Then spake Mark in all men's sight.

" For the love my sister won,

I will honour as I can

This her son, the loved man.

And this praise I give him here :

He shall go to bring anear

My neiv bride with noble cheer.

For strange things are said in place

Of the wonder of her jace

And her tender woman s grace.''

Spake the Jdng so lean and cold.

" She hath name oj honour old,

Yseult queen, the hair of gold.

All her limbs are fair and strong,

And her face is straight and long,

And her talk is as a song.

And faint lines of colour stripe

{As spilt wine that one should wipe)

All her golden hair corn-ripe ;

Drawn lilie red gold ears that stand

In the yellow summer land ;

Arrow-straight her perfect hand,
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And her eyes like river-lakes

Where a gloomy glory shakes

Which the happy sunset makes.

Her shall Tristram go to bring,

With a gift of some rich thing

Fit to free a prisoned king."

As Sir Mark said, it was done :

And ere set the morrow's sun,

Tristram the good knight was gone.

Forth to Ireland bade he come,

Forth across the grey sea-foam.

All to bring Queen Yseult home.

Queen Yseult was composed by Swinburne during the winter of

1857-58. On February 17th of the latter year he wrote to Edwin

Hatch :—

" If you like, and if it prospers, I will send you specimens of a

new Poem on Tristram which I am about."

But two months earlier he had already felt some hesitation in

permitting any further portion of the poem to appear in Under-

graduate Papers, for on December i3thj 1857, he wrote to John

Nichol :

—

" There seems to be an idea afloat that a preponderance of verse

s too likely to detain \sic^ ; Luke and Dicey both think (and I incline

'0 agree with them) that the publication of ' Yseult ' is likely rather

injure it than otherwise.

" Considering our position, I think it is better not to hazard too

nuch in the poetical way of business ; and in reperusing my cantos

^. think they are too imperfect to appearfor a year or two. A thorough

ewriting would be good for some of them . . . Canto I stands well

nough as a separate ballad, which the others would not do. I read

t one evening to Morris and the others, and they seemed to agree with
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me. They all, however, praise the poem far more than I believe it

deserves. Morris says it is much better than his own poem, which

opinion I took the liberty to tell him was absurd." [Letters to John
Nichol, 1917, pp. 5-7

.]

Fortunately the complete Manuscript of Queen Yseult was

preserved by Swinburne, and is still extant. It is written upon

ninety-nine quarto pages of white paper, and is bound in red levant

morocco by Riviere. The text is preceded by the following-

synopsis, from which it would appear that the poem as originally

planned was to have consisted of ten Cantos :—
Canto I. Of the birth of Sir Tristram, and how he voyaged into

Ireland.

Canto II. Of Queen Yseult, and of the voyage to Cornwall.

Canto III. How Sir Tristram and Queen Yseult loved each other

by the space of three years.

Canto IV. How Sir Tristram came to Brittany.

Canto V. Of the bridal night of Sir Tristram and the lady Yseult

aux Blanches Mains.

Canto VI. How Queen Yseult kept her ring.

Canto VII. How Sir Tristram came to Joyous Gard.

Canto VIII. How Sir Tristram warred against the Saxons.

Canto IX. How Sir Tristram sent to Queen Yseult.

Canto X. How Queen Yseult came to Sir Tristram.

Of these ten Cantos the first six only were completed, and it is

probable that no portion of the remaining four were ever written.

In 1918 the whole six Cantos were privately printed in a slender

volume of which Thirty Copies only were produced. The following

is a transcript of its title-page :

—

Queen Yseult / A Poem / In Six Cantos j By j Algernon Charles

Swinburne j With an Introduction j By j Edmund Gosse, C.B.
/

London / Printed for Private Circulation only j 1918.

The collation is Foolscap Quarto, pp. 82, with two Illustrations.

Issued in dark blue paper wrappers, with edges untrimmed.
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The copy of Undergraduate Papers originally the property of

Dr. G. Birkbeck Hill, and now in the Harry Elkins Widener

Memorial Library at Harvard, was found in a bundle of books

bought for a few shillings in a London Auction Room. It was

promptly acquired by a leading bookseller, and ultimately passed

into the possession of the late Judge Jacob Klein, of St. Louis
;

at the sale of his library in New York on February i6th, 191 1,

it realized $1650. Mr. Spoor's copy was also purchased in New
York in 1915, and cost I1500. These are the only occasions upon

which copies of the book have changed hands publicly in recent

years. The two Numbers referred to (ante p. 6) were advertised

by Messrs. Maggs Bros, in their Catalogue No. 367, issued in the

spring of 1918. The price quoted for them was £150. The fifth

known copy belongs to Mr. H. E. Huntington.

(2)

[The Oueen-Motiier and Rosamond: i860]

The Queen-Mother. / Rosamond. / Two Plays. / By

Algernon Charles Swinburne / \DolpJLin andAnchor^

London / Basil Montagu Pickering / Piccadilly /

i860.

Collation :—Foolscap octavo, pp. x + 217 ; consisting

of : half-title (with blank reverse), pp. i-ii ;

Title-page, as above (with blank reverse), pp. iii-iv
;

Dedication (To Dante Gabriel Rossetti, with blank

reverse), pp. v-vi ; list of Persons Represented (with

blank reverse), pp. vii-viii ; Fly-title to The

Queen-Mother, pp. ix-x ; Text of The Queen-Mother,

pp. 1-160 ; Fly-title to Rosamond ; * and Text of

' This leaf is an inset, and is not included in the pagination of the book,

which is actually x-)-2i9.
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Rosamond, pp. 161-217. The reverse of p. 217
is blank. There are head-hnes throughout, pages
2-160 being headed The Queen-Mother, in addition

to the numbers of the Acts and Scenes ; and
pages 162-217, Rosamond. At the foot of p. 217 is

the foUowing imprint, " Chiswick Press :
—Whitting-

ham and Wilkins, j Tooks Court, Chancery Lane."
The signatures are A (5 leaves), B to O (thirteen

sheets, each 8 leaves), and P (6 leaves), plus a

single leaf, carrying the Fly-title to Rosamond,
inserted between L and M. S^g. P 6 is a blank.

At the end of the book is inserted, between Sigs. P 5 and P 6,

a leaf containing the following list of Errata :

—

Page 190, line iS, /or purplest seat, tead purplest beat.

Page 204, line 12, for premi, /iflrfpreme.

Page 209, line 30, /ar God help, read GoA help !

Issued in slate-coloured ' diced ' cloth boards, with white

paper back-label, lettered " The / Queen- j Mother /

Rosamond j Two plays j By j A. G.* Swinburne j Pickering j

1 861. j
" The leaves measure 6f X 4J inches.

It may be stated, upon the authority of B. M. Picker-

ing, the publisher of the work, that less than twenty

copies of the book had passed into circulation before it

was withdrawn, and the above title-page cancelled.

Most of these were sent out for review, though a few

had been distributed among the author's friends. One

of these, now in the Harry ^\'idener Memorial Library

at Harvard, bears upon the half-title a signed inscription

to D. G. Rossetti. Another extremely interesting

" A misprint for C.

t Again an error—Jloxon had his re-issue of the book out already before

the (.lobC of i860.
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example, included in my own collection, has inserted

between pages i86 and 187 the original manuscript of

Rosamond's Song ' Belh est madame, et hien douce en son

dire.' The number originally printed was Two Hundred
and Fifty. A reduced facsimile of the title-page is given

herewith.

There is a copy of the First Edition of The Queen-Mother and

Rosamond, with the original Pickering title-page, in the Library

of the British Museum. The Press-mark is C. 63. e. 16.

(3)

{Moxoiis Isstie : i860)

Upon the eve of publication, and before any but a few ' review
'

and presentation copies had been sent out, arrangements were

made to transfer The Queen-Mofher and Rosamond to Edward

Moxon & Co., who issued the work without further delay. The sheets

already prepared for Pickering were employed, but the title-page

was cancelled, and replaced by a second, which reads as follows :

—

The Queen-Mother/ and Rosamond / By / Algernon

Charles Sv/inburne / London / Edward Moxon and

Co., Dover Street / i860.

Issued in dark green sand-grained cloth boards, with

white paper back-label, which reads " The Queen- /

Mother, j and j Rosamond. / Two Plays : j By j A. C.

Swinburne / E. Moxon and Co. j i860." The letterpress

of this label is in red.

Copies of the book occasionally occur composed of the original

sheets, with the original Pickering title-page, but with Moxon's

label upon the back.
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(4)

{^Hottais Issue: 1866)

The firm of Edward Moxon & Co. continued to have The Queen-

Mother and Rosamond in their care until 1866, when the wild

outer)'' raised over Poems and Ballads served to excite extreme

nervousness in the mind of James Bertrand Payne, who at that

time held the position of responsible Manager to Messrs. Moxon.

A second migration was arranged, and these two books, together

with Chastelard, Aialanta, and the then unissued Blake, passed,

after having been declined by John Murray, into the hands of John

Camden Hotten, whose successors, Messrs. Chatto and Windus,

continued to act as Swinburne's publishers until 1917.

It had by no means been desired by Payne that the whole of

Swinburne's books should be lost to his firm. It is clear from

Swinburne's correspondence that Payne endeavoured to rid himself

of Poems and Ballads only, whilst retaining his hold upon the

remaining books. But Swinburne, or those upon whose advice

he depended, was firm upon this point, and Hotten was duly

constituted the sole publisher of the full series of Swinburne's

works, an appointment he held until his death in June, 1873.

Statements varying and conflicting having been made regarding

the identity of the friends who acted for Swinburne in his dealings

with Moxon & Co., I applied to William Rossetti for information

upon the subject. He replied as follows :

—

Dear Wise,

At the time of that Moxon affair I was extremely interested on

Swinburne's behalf, but I did not suggest to him to leave matters

in my or any one's hands, nor did I take any such step as that of

calling upon Payne. My brother did this, accompanied I think

by Frederick Sandys, the painter.

Always yours,

W. M. Rossetti.

E
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At the time of the transfer of the book the stock of original

sheets of The Queen-Mother and Rosamond had not yet become

exhausted, and Hotten, cancelling Moxon's title-page, again

issued them with one of his own. This reads as follows :

—

The Queen-Mother / and Rosamond / By / Algernon

Charles Swinburne / London / John Camden Hotten,

Piccadilly / 1866.

Issued in dark green sand-grained cloth boards, with

white paper back-label, which reads " The / Queen-

Mother, / and I Rosamond. / Two Plays : / By I A. C.

Swinburne / J. C. Hotten. / 1866." The letterpress of

this label is again in red.

When making conveyance of his stock over to Hotten, Moxon

must have handed him labels as well as quires, for occasionally

copies of the book occur havingAfo»«'i' label v/ithHotten's title-page.

(5)

[Second Edition : 1 868)

For the Second Edition of The Queen-Mother and Rosamond

the book was re-set throughout. The title-page reads :

—

The Queen-Mother / and Rosamond. / By / Algernon

Charles Swinburne. / Second Edition. / London : /

John Camden Hotten, Piccadilly. / 1868.

Collation :—Foolscap octavo, pp. viii + 233. No

printer's imprint occurs anywhere in the volume.

Issued in green straight-grained cloth boards, lettered in

gold across the back " Queen- / Mother j and j Rosamond /

Swinburne / 1868."

From an examination of several copies of The Queen-Mother and

Rosamond, all dated 1868, it is perfectly clear that a Third Edition
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also was printed in that year,* though the number upon the title

page remained unchanged. This was a fraud which Hotten

practised also when dealing with Poems and Ballads and Notes

on Poems and Revieios, as I have pointed out elsewhere.f It is

equally clear that the number of copies of which these editions

dated 1868 consisted must have been grossly excessive ; the time

that elapsed before fresh editions were required cannot otherwise

be accounted fOr.

New editions of The Queen-Mother and Rosamond were published

by Messrs. Chatto and Windus in 1896, 1907, and 1908.

There can be little doubt that both The Queen-Mother and

Rosamond were planned by Swinburne during his residence at

Oxford ; but between the time of their original conception in 1857

and their ultimate publication in September, i860, the latter play at

all events experienced startling vicissitudes. Of The Queen-Mother

no scrap of manuscript is known to exist. Of Rosamond the

manuscript which served the printers has also disappeared ; but

there remains complete a manuscript of the play in its original

form which is the object of peculiar interest.

The earliest reference to Rosamond in its author's available

correspondence occurs in a letter to Edwin Hatch dated February

17, 1858, in which Swinburne remarks :

" He [Morris] ventured to prefer Rosamond to Peter Harpdon in a

repeatedly rebuked and resolutely argued statement. It appears to

me simple mania ; but certainly I am glad of his loordsjor Rosamond

is about jny favourite poem, and is now verging on a satisfactory com-

pletion. Thefirst scene as rewritten is an acknowledged improvement.

But the Rosamond which William Morris preferred to his own

Sir Peter Harpdon's End was not the Rosamond available to the

readers of to-day. The play Swinburne read to his friends in

1858 was even then undergoing the process of rewriting, and

was altogether discarded before i860.

* Or, perhaps, in a later year under a false date,

t Snepos/, pp. 131 and 151.
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Mr. Gosse relates an incident that took place when Swinburne

was staying with William Stubbs^ afterwards Bishop of Oxford,

at Navestock. It appears that upon the invitation of his host

and hostess the poet read aloud an historical play in verse, which

was probably the original Rosamond,.

Stubbs, Mr. Gosse tells us, " was very much impressed with the merits of

the piece, but . . . felt obliged to say that he thought the tone of the

amatory passages somewhat objectionable." The result was "a long silent

stare, followed by a scream which rent the vicarage, and by the bolt upstairs

of the outraged poet, hugging his MS. to his bosom. Presently gentle

Mrs. Stubbs stole upstairs, and, tapping at Swinburne's door, entreated him

to come down to supper. There was no reply, but an extraordinary noise

within of tearing, and o, strange glare through the key-hole. All night, at

intervals, there were noises in the poet's room, and the Stubbses were

distracted. In the morning Swinburne appeared extremely late, and deathly

pale. Stubbs, by this time very wretched, hastened to say how sorry he was

that he had so hastily condemned the drama, and how much he hoped that

Swinburne had not been discouraged by his criticism." The poet replied, " I

lighted a fire in the empty grate, and I burned every page of xny manuscript."

Stubbs was horrified. " But it does not matter ; I sat up all night and wrote

it through again from memory."

I have repeated Mr. Gosse's anecdote at length because the

story is sufficiently characteristic of Swinburne's extraordinary

temperament to make one hope it is true. The manuscript, from

which we may suppose the play to have been recited for Stubbs'

benefit, fills forty-seven large quarto pages. It is well and care-

fully written, and the many changes and alterations introduced into

its text speak of attentive and laborious composition. It was

certainly not reproduced from memory in a night, and may not

unreasonably be accepted as the original manuscript from which

Swinburne read the play to Morris in February, 1858. The text

differs entirely from that which appears in the volume of i860,

although it runs along the same lines as the latter, to which it

presents many close resemblances. I give greatly reduced facsimiles

of two of the pages of this interesting manuscript, which is bound

by Riviere in richly tooled levant.



Rosamond, the original Manuscript of 1857.

Bound in red levant morocco, by Riviere.
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(6)

[The Children of the Chapel: 1864J

The Children of the Chapel. / A Tale. / By the

Author of " Mark Dennis." /
^' Lo / tvho must holde

the candle, but he that wurst may ? / Well, syns

that I am chosen this pageant for- to playe, j Have
at hyt, for out it shall evry whit by this daye j How
we, poore sylye boyes, abyde much woe." / John

Redforde. / London : / Joseph Masters, Aldersgate

Street, / and New Bond Street. / mdccclxiv.

Collation :—Foolscap octavo, pp. ii + 122 ; consisting of

:

Title-page, as above (with imprint " London : j

Printed by Joseph Masters and Son, / Aldersgate

Street " upon the centre of the reverse), pp. i—ii;

and Text of the Tale, pp. i—122. The head-line

is The Children of the Chapel throughout, upon
both sides of the page. At the foot of p. 122

the imprint is repeated thus, " Joseph Masters

and Son, Printers, Aldersgate Street." The signa-

tures are B to H (seven sheets, each 8 leaves),

plus I (5 leaves) ; the whole preceded by a single

unsigned leaf carrying the title-page.

Issued in cloth boards, which in some examples are of a

bright red, in others of a bright blue, and in others of

a dark brown colour. The leaves, which are trimmed,

measure 6| x 4^ inches.
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It is evident that a large proportion of the sheets were held in

stock in quires, and ' made up ' as required, and the differences in

the binding exhibited by various copies of the book shew that

they were so made up upon at least three different occasions.

Thus some examples are ' blind-blocked ' with rectangular panes,

having a series of fleurs-de-lys in the centre, and conventional

ornaments in the four corners. Others are ' blind-blocked ' with

rectangular panes of wider dimensions, and with four corner

ornaments, but without the fleurs-de-lys in the centre. All have

upon the back a golden scroll, with the legend The / Children / 0/

the / Chapel in red raised letters. I think there can be no doubt

that copies with the Fleurs-de-lys ornaments were the earliest

issued. All have bound up at the end a series of Advertisements

of books published by J. Masters. These differ considerably

in various examples of the book, and range from 16 to 36 pages.

The main story. The Children of the Chapel, was written by

Swinburne's cousin. Miss Gordon, afterwards Mrs. Disney Leith.

But the ' Morality Play ' The Pilgrimage of Pleasure, performed

by the ' Children,' which occupies so prominent a position in

the book, was the work of Swinburne himself. Hence the volume

claims a just right to a place among the Editiones Principes of

Swinburne's writings, all the more certainly since his name is

given as joint author upon the title-page of the third edition of

the tale.

In her Preface added to the third edition Mrs. Leith herself

writes as follows :

—

" The idea of the tale was suggested to me by finding Queen Eliza-

beth's commission to Thomas Gyles, in Dr. Burney's History of

Music. My cousin, Algernon Charles Swinburne, was staying

at my father's house at the time, 1864 ; and from the first conception

of my story he took the greatest interest in it, finding historical details

for me, correcting anachronisms, suggesting or amending names,

costumes, and incidents. In short, not a sentence was written without

being read by him, not an episode worked out without his advice.



MRS. DISNEY LEITH.
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Finally he proposed, since the ' Children ' laere to act a play, that

he should himself write a Morality for them. Hence the origin of
' The Pilgrimage of Pleasure.' My cousin gave it to me absolutely,

to be published without name and without acknowledgment.

After the tale had run completely out of print, we often spoke of
re-issuing it, and my cousin was in no way averse to this being done
and to its being stated that the Morality Play was by him. He had
even spoken to me of himself publishing the play alone. But owing
to press of other work, I suppose, this was never undertaken by either

of us."

A Second Edition of The Children of the Chapel was issued by

J. Masters & Co. in 1875, and a Third by Messrs. Chatto & Windus
in 1910. The collation of the former is foolscap octavo,

pp. iv + n6. For the latter the size of the page was enlarged

to crown octavo, and the collation is pp. viii + 182. The Third

Edition was the first to bear Swinburne's name as joint author

upon the title-page.

In 1913 the ' Morality Play ' The Pilgrimage of Pleasure was

separated from the remainder of the text of The Children of the

Chapel, and printed as a separate entity in an unauthorised volume

of reprints of certain of Swinburne's scattered writings published

by Richard G. Badger, of Boston, U.S.A.

The Manuscript of The Pilgrimage of Pleasure fortunately still

exists, and is in my own collection of Swinburniana. By its aid we

are able to ascertain precisely what Swinburne wrote. The

Manuscript extends to eight folio pages, closely written, with

many alterations and corrections. It is bound in red levant

morocco by Riviere, together with a printed text of the Interlude

inlaid to folio size. A greatly reduced facsimile of the first page

of this MS. is given herewith.

There is a copy of the First Edition of The Children of the Chapel

in the Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is

4414. bbb. 22.
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(7)

[Dead Love: 1864]

Dead Love. / By / Algernon C. Swinburne.
/

London / John W. Parker and Son, West Strand. /

1864.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. 15; consisting of: Half-

title (with blank reverse) pp. 1—2
; Title-page, as

above (with imprint " London: j Savill and Edwards,
Printers, Chandos Street, / Covent Garden " upon tlie

centre of the reverse) pp. 3—4 ; and Text of the

story pp. 5—15. The reverse of p. 15 is blank.

The head-line is Dead Love thi-oughout, upon both

sides of the page. The imprint is repeated at the

foot of p. 15. There are no signatures, the pamphlet

being composed of a single sheet, folded to form

16 octavo pages. In some copies p. 7 lacks the

numeral.

Issued in bright brick-red coloured paper wrappers, with

untrimmed edges, and with the title-page reproduced upon

the front. The leaves usually measure
7y''i3- x 5 jV 'riches. But

some copies are taller, and measure up to 7| x 5iV inches.

A little book of considerable scarcity, and of much interest.

The story (in prose) had previously appeared in Once-a- Week,

vol. vii, October 1862, pp. 432—434, where it was accompanied

by an illustration upon wood by M. J. Lawless, a facsimile

reproduction of which faces the present page. The story was

never reprinted by its author, but it will, in all probability, be

revived at an early date, in combination with the other three

available stories of The Triameron.
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Dead Love was originally designed by Swinburne to serve as

one of a series of romances forming a proposed work entitled The
TriMiieroii, as explained by AVatts-Dunton in his Prefatory

Note to The Marriage of Monna Lisa, privately printed in igog.

In the list of stories drawn up by Swinburne, Dead Love figures

as the Third Story of the First Day.

Five stories in all appear to have been completed by

Swinburne, of which four have survived intact.

These four are :

—

Dead Love, printed in 1864.

The Marriage of Mojuia Lisa. \ All three

The Portrait. - Privately Printed

The Chronicle of Queen Fredegond. ) in 1 gog.

The fifth story has also survived, but some leaves are missing

from the iVIanuscript, and the text is consequently imperfect.

No Manuscript of Dead Love is known to have been preserved.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Dead Love in the

Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is C. 59. c. 25.

The Museum also possesses an example of the spurious reprint
;

the Press-nurk is C. 71. c. 7.

(8)

[Heprint : circa 1904)

An unauthorised reprint of the first edition of Dead Love exists.

As this is as nearly a facsimile of the original as it seems possible

to produce, and as it has nothing upon it to mark its status, and

as copies of it have been vended as examples of the genuine

pamphlet, its production can hardly have been other than

fraudulent. Fortunately the difference between the original and

the reprint is plainly apparent the moment the two are placed side

by side. However, as it may not be at all times convenient for

an intending purchaser to obtain access to an unquestioned copy

F
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of the original, it may be well to set out in detail such variations

between the two pamphlets as may be clearly expressed in words.

Paper. The paper employed for both pamphlets is almost,

but not absolutely, uniform. The quality is a light wove, and is

very slightly cream-coloured. But that employed for the princeps

was originally a shade whiter, and has become toned by time,

whilst that used for the reprint is evidently of a tint selected to

match the mellowed appearance of the original. As it stands

it is a perceptible shade deeper.

Wrapper. Here, again, there is a distinct difference to be

observed. The colour of the original is a bright brick-red, in

which is a distinct trace of orange. The reprint is a dull brick-

red, without any trace of the orange tint.

Title-page. The title-page of the reprint was evidently set up

with painful care, but from the point of view of its misguided

begetter it is the least satisfactory portion of his work. All the

measurements are approximately accurate. But they are not

absolutely identical with those of the tide it was desired to

reproduce. For instance, the measurement of the letter-press

from the top of the word Love to the bottom of the date is

exactly 5 inches in the case of the original ; in the case of the

reprint the measurement is only 4|y inches. This minute

difference results from the nature of the types employed. Those

which had to serve the fabricator of the reprint are modern,

whilst those worked with by Messrs. Savill and Edwards were

of a heavier face; and are such as were in common use in 1864.

I give herewith photographic reproductions of the two titles.

They are as nearly being absolute facsimiles as the block-maker

has been able to furnish. It will doubtless be noticed that in

both the right-hand limb of the second N in Swinburne is

broken. Evidently the person employed to manufacture the

reprint spotted this defect in the original, and mutilated his

type to match it. No careful enquirer, when examining the
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imprint at the foot of the title-page, can fail to observe that

in the case of the original the letter L in London stands im-

mediately over the terminal letter of the word Parker , upon

turning his eyes to the reprint he will discover that this letter

is imposed directly above the blank space which intervenes

between the words Parker and and.

Size. The average size of normal copies of the princeps is

VA ^ Sth inches. But as the pamphlet was issued with un-

trimmed edges, the unequal size of the leaves results in some

examples measuring up to a full eighth of an inch in excess of

these figures. The reprint was evidently worked upon half-sheets

of paper which made, when folded, a larger page than that of the

original. The consequence was that, after completion, these

pamphlets had to be cut down to 7^^ x StV inches. The result

affords a most excellent test of genuineness when a wrappered copy

of the pamphlet is in question. If the pamphlet be genuine tlie

top edges ivill be seen to have been cut open with a paper-knife,

together with the fore-edges of pages 9 to 16, whilst the leaves

themselves, being untrimmed, will be of slightly unequal size.

On the other hand, if the pamphlet be spurious the leaves will be

of uniform size, and the edges will be smoothly trimmed l>y the

binder's plough.

Make-up. The original pamphlet was printed upon a single

sheet of paper, folded to form 16 pages. It was stitched through

the centre, the tied thread showing between pages 8 and 9. The

wrappers were lightly pasted on. The reprint was worked upon

two half-sheets, each of four leaves. These were ' stabbed

'

together through three holes, and the wrapper was firmly gummed

on, covering the ' stabbing.' Hence no tied thread is to be seen

between pages 8 and 9, where the two half-sheets are brought

into contact.

Letterpress. The text of the original is set up in Old Style

Small Pica. But that of the reprint is of a more modern face, and
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consequently the appearance of a page of the princeps is heavier

and darker than that of its illegitimate successor, and presents a

far more pleasing aspect than does a page of the reprint. The

types for the latter were clearly set up with particular care and

precision, but nevertheless a close scrutiny results in the discovery

of numerous minute variations. For example :

—

P. 8, line 8, the letter 'a' in heavy is battered at the bottom

in the reprint ; in the original it is sound.

P. 9, line 4, in the original the letter ' i ' in ivitk falls

immediately under the left limb of the letter ' h ' in the

line above it. In the reprint this letter is placed directly

under the letter ' t ' in the same word.

P. 10, line 8, the letter 's' in his is battered in the reprint;

in the original it is sound.

P. 13, line 6, the letter 'm ' in 7iiany is deformed by wear in

the reprint ; in the original it also is sound.

P. 13, line IT, the semi-colon after strength is in the original

directly under the left-hand Hmb of the letter ' n ' in the

word a?id in the line above it ; in the reprint the semi-colon

is directly under the centre of the letter 'n.' In the original

this same semi-colon stands immediately over the letter 't'

in the word that in the line beneath it ; in the reprint it

stands immediately over the letter ' h ' in that.

P. 13, line 15, in the original the colon at the end of this

line appears in the reprint precisely under the letter ' h ' of

the word with in the line above it. In the original this colon

appears below the blank space between the words with

and him.

P. 13, line 17, in the original the full-point at the end

of this line is imposed immediately above the comma which
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follows the word suddenly in the line below it, and the

' turned commas ' which succeed the point fall above the

space which intervenes between the words suddenly and and.

In the reprint the full-point stands over the left limb of the

letter 'y ' in suddenly, whilst the ' turned commas' fall over

the right limb of the letter ' y,' and over the succeeding

comma.

Other similar variants still might be recorded, but the fore-

going are sufficient to serve the purpose of deciding the status of

any copy of Dead Love. The whole thing proves once more that,

easy as it appears to be to fabricate reprints of rare books, it is in

actual practice absolutely impossible to do so in such a manner

that detection cannot follow the result. It goes without saying

that no firm of standing, possessed of an unlimited accumulation

of plant among which the necessary type might by chance be

found, could be induced to accept so dishonest a commission.

In the present instance the job was apparently undertaken by

some small tradesman with no reputation to lose, whose re-

sources were so limited that his press could only accommodate

a single half-sheet at a time.

The first example of the spurious reprint of Bead T.ove to come

under my notice was acquired for eight guineas by Mr. Richard

Jennings, in April^ 1916, from a prominent London dealer. The

transaction, of course, casts no reflection upon the gentleman

from whom it was purchased. The pamphlet is of so dangerous

and deceptive a character that the most acute and experienced

bookseller might well be taken in by it. But at a later date it

came to my knowledge that a copy in the possession of Mr. J. A.

Spoor, of Chicago, which he was good enough to send over for my
inspection, and which he has since given to the British Museum,

had been bought by him so long ago as 1904. Hence the date of

the fabrication must be assigned to a period certainly not later

than that year.
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(9)

[Atalanta in Calydon : 1865]

Atalanta in Calydon. / A Tragedy. / By / Algernon

Charles Swinburne. / Tow ^wvra<; ev Bpav Kardavwv

he 7ra? avrip j Tfj ical cr/cia' to fiT^Sev ei? ovSev peij-ei. j

Eur. Fr. Mel. 20. (537O/ London :/ Edward Moxon
& Co., 44, Dover Street. / 1865.

Collation :—Small Quarto, pp. xiv + in ; consisting of

:

Half-title (with blank reverse), pp. i—ii ; Title-

page, as above (with imprint " London : j Richard

Barrett, Printer, j Mark Lane " upon the centre

of the reverse), pp. hi—iv ; Dedication " To the

Memory of Walter Savage Landor," &c. (with blank

reverse), pp. v—vi ; twenty lines of Greek verse,

p. vii
; p. viii is blank ; fifty-six lines of Greek

verse, pp. ix—x ; list of The Persons p. xi
;

quotation from .Eschylus, p. xii ; Argument

pp. xiii—xiv* ; and Text of the Tragedy pp. i—iii.

The reverse of p. in is blank. The head-line is

Atalanta in Calydon throughout, upon both sides

of the page. The signatures are b (4 leaves), and

B to P (fourteen sheets, each 4 leaves) , the whole

preceded by three unsigned leaves carrying the

Half-title, Title, and Dedication.

Issued in cream-coloured buckram boards, bevelled,

and lettered in gold across the back, " Atalanta j in j

Calydon / Sxmnburne j 1865." Upon the front cover

are impressed three ornaments in gold, designed by
* These preliminary pages are incorrectly enumerated, the second page of

the leaf containing the Argument being numbered " xii."
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Tlie First Edition of Atalanta in Calydon.
The cover designed by U. G. Rossetli.
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Dante Gabriel Rossetti. The leaves, which were un-

trimmed, measure 8 J x 6| inches. One Hundred copies

only were printed.

Included in the te.\t of Atalanta are the following nine lyrical

choruses, &c. :

—

PAGE

I. When the hounds of Spring are Oft winter's traces, . 3

II. Before the beginning of years . . 15

III. We have seen thee, Love, thou art fair ; thou art

goodly, Love; ... . SI-

IV. Who hath given man speech ? or who hath set therein 48

V. that 1 now, I too were 62

VI. Not as with sundering of the earth . . . .83
VII. She has filled with sighing the city, . . 91

VIII. Let your hands meet . . . . 96

IX. Who shall contend with his lords . . . iii

No complete Manuscript of Atalanta in Calydon exists, but

a considerable portion, from which most of the choruses are absent,

is preserved in the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge. In my
own copy of the quarto (which was formerly Swinburne's, and

was acquired by me from Watts-Dunton) is inserted what is

evidently an early draft of the famous first Chorus, " When the

hounds of spring are on winter's traces." This draft, which occupies

four full quarto pages, differs substantially from the text as finally

published, as the following two versions of the third stanza will

shew :

Text of MS.

Where shall we find her, how shall we sing to her,

Her who is more than love or than spring ?

Wine shall we shedfor her, wreaths shall we bring to her,

Life shall we give her, and fire shall we bring ?

For her feet are fair in the wet sweet ways,

From the sea-bank to the sea-bays ;

And the risen stars and the fallen cling to her,

And the southwest wind and the westivind sing.
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Published Text.

Where shall wefind her, how shall we sing to her,

Fold our hands round her knees, and ding 'I

thai man's heart were as fire and could spring to her.

Fire, or the strength of the streams that spring 1

For the stars and the winds are unto her

As raiment, as songs of the harp-player ;

For the risen stars and the fallen cling to her.

And the southwest-wind and the west-wind sing.

I give a greatly reduced facsimile of the page of the manuscript

carrying this stanza. It will be observed that the lines finally

adopted follow those originally composed.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Atalanta in Calydon

in the Library of the British Museum. The press-mark is C. 58. e. 7.

(10)

{Second Edition : 1865)

The second edition of Atalanta in Calydon was also issued in

1865, but with no statement upon its title-page to denote that it

was other than the first edition.

Atalanta in Calydon, / A Tragedy. / By / Algernon

Charles Swinburne. / Tot),- fwi/xa? ev Spdv- Kardavoiv

e 7ra? avr)p j Irj kui aicia ro fjurjbev et? ovoev peirei. j

Eur. Fr. Mel. 20. (537.) / London : / Edward

Moxon & Co., 44, Dover Street. / 1865.

Collation :—Foolscap octavo, pp. xiv + 130 ; consisting

of : Half-title (with blank reverse) pp. i—ii
;

Title-page (as above) (with imprint " London : /
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Bradbury, Evans, and Co., / Printers, Whitefriars
"

upon the centre of the reverse) pp. iii—iv
;

Dedication (with blank reverse) pp. v—vi ; twentj'

lines of Greek verse, p. vii
; p. viii is blank ; fifty-

six lines of Greek verse, pp. ix—x ; list of Dramaiis

personcB p. xi
;

quotation from yEschylus, p. xii

;

Argument pp. xiii—xiv ; and Text of the Tragedy

pp. I—130. The head-line is Atalanta in Calydon

throughout, upon both sides of the page. The
imprint is repeated at the foot of p. 130. The
signatures are A (7 leaves), B to I (eight sheets,

each 8 leaves), plus K (one leaf).

Issued in straight-grained cloth boards, lettered in gold

across the back, " Atalanta j in j Calydon / Swinburne
/

1865." In some copies the colour of the cloth is bright

blue ; in others it is a bright red.

Save for the following three misprints the Text is identical with

that of the Quarto :

—

P. vii, line 18, aTreSw/ce should be airfSaiKf.

V. vii, line 19, A€\6ovs ,, AeAtfOi/*.

P. 47, line IS,

5««, ani light among green hills, and day
should be

Sun, and clear light among green kills, and day.

In copies made up later these errors were corrected by means of

cancel-leaves. In some copies '44' was omitted on the title-page.

(")

{Third Edition : 1866)

In 1866 the sheets of Atalanta were taken over by John

Camden Hotten^ who reissued them with a new title-page bearing
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his own imprint. In the Sf,me year a new edition, the third, was

called for. For this the book was re-set throughout, but again

no statement appeared upon the Title-page (which was identical

with that employed to accompany Moxon's sheets) to notify that

it was other than a first edition.

Atalanta in Cal>don. / A Tragedy. / By / Algernon

Charles Swinburne. / Tow? ^uvrwi ev Bpav Kardavwv he

7ra.<; avrjp j F^ Kol (TKia' rb /jirjSev el<; ovBev peirei. j rl/Ur.

Fr. Mel. 20. (537-) / London: / John Camden

Hotten, Piccadilly. / 1866.

Collation :—Fcp. 8vo., pp. xiv -f 130. The details of the

collation agree with those of the Second Edition.

Issued in cloth boards, uniform with those of the Second

Edition.

(12)

(Fourth Edition : 1868)

In 1868 a fourth edition of Atalanta in Calydon was published,

but with the words " Third Edition " figuring upon the title-page.

Whether this mis-statement was really an error upon Hotten's

part, or whether the actual third edition of 1866 had been produced

for his own material benefit instead of to the advantage of the

Author, and thus needed to be disregarded, must remain a matter

for conjecture. But from what we know of the peculiar business

methods adopted by John Camden Hotten in his dealings with

Swinburne, the doubt is by no means difficult to solve. The

types were again re-set throughout.

Atalanta in Calydon. / A Tragedy. / By / Algernon

Charles Swinburne. / Toil? ^S»vra^ ev Bpav- KaTOavoav Be

'n-a<; avrjp I Vrj koI cfkio,' to fii]Bev eh ovBev peirei. j fc-ur.
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Fr. Mel. 20. (537.) / Third Edition. / London: /

John Camden Hotten, Piccadilly. / 1868.

Collation :—Foolscap octavo, pp. xiv + 130. The details

of the collation again agree with those of the

Second Edition, but the imprint is " London : j

Savill, Edwards and Co., Printers, Chandos Street, /

Cevent Garden."

Issued in cloth boards, uniform with those of the two
preceding editions.

(13)

(Fifth Edition : 1875)

For the fifth edition of Atalanta in Calydon the sixe of the page

was enlarged to crown octavo, and the book was accordingly again

re-set throughout. The title-page reads as follows :

—

Atalanta in Calydon : / A Tragedy. / By / Algernon

Charles Swinburne. / Toy? ^uvra^i ev BpaV KaT9avwv he

7ra? avr)p / Vi) koI aKia' To firjhev et? oii^ev petrel, j liur.

Fr. Mel. 20 (537.) / A New Edition. / London : /

Chatto & Windus, Piccadilly. / 1875.

Collation :—Crown octavo, xvi + 98 ; consisting of : Half-

title (with the Publishers' device upon the reverse),

pp. i—ii ; Title-page, as above (with imprint

" London : Printed by / Spottiswoode and Co.,

New-Street Square / and Parliament Street " upon

the centre of the reverse), pp. iii—iv ; Dedication

(with blank reverse), pp. v—vi ; twenty lines of

Greek verse, p. vii
; p. viii is blank ; lifty-six

lines of Greek verse, pp. ix—x ; Fly-title (with

blank reverse), pp. xi—xii ; list of Dramatis

G 2
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PersoncB, p. xiii
;

quotation from ^schylus,

p. xiv ; Argument, pp. xv—xvi ; and Text of

the Tragedy pp. i—98. There are head-lines

throughout. The imprint is repeated at the

foot of the last page.

Issued in dark green cloth, uniform with Swinburne's later

books, and lettered in gold across the back, " Atalanta
j

in j Calydon / Swinburne j Chatto & Windus."

Further editions were published by Messrs. Chatto & Windus in

1879, 1882, 1885, 1889J 1892, 1893, 1896, 1898, 1901, 1905, 1907,

1909, 1910, 1912J 1913, and 1917. In 1917 the copyright passed

to William Heinemann, who in that year included the Tragedy in

the ' Golden Pine ' edition of Swinburne's works.

Whether the Fourth Edition really served to supply the demand

from 1868 to 1875 cannot be stated, but it is extremely probable

that an examination of various copies bearing that number would

reveal such minor differences as would shew that Hotten had again

reprinted the volume on his own account, as he is known to have

reprinted other of Swinburne's books.

(14)

{Kelmscott Press Editioii)

Atalanta / in Calydon / a Tragedy / made by
/

Algernon / Charles / Swinburne.

Collation :—Folio (but arranged in sections of 16), pp.

viii + 82 ; consisting of : Half-title, with quota-

tion from Euripides, p. i ; Dedication, with

twenty lines of Greek verse, p. ii ; fifty-six hnes

of Greek verse, pp. iii—iv ; list of Dramatis

Personce, with quotation from ^schylus, p. v

;

Argument, p. vi
; p. vii is blank ; Title-page,
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engraved from a special design by William Morris,

p. viii ; Text of the Tragedy pp. i—81 ; and
Colophon, p. 82. There are no head-lines. The
pages are numbered at foot. The first page of

the text is set within an ornamental border,

designed by William Morris.

Issued (in May, 1894) in limp vellum covers, with silk

strings to tie. Lettered " Atalanta. Swinburne " in gold,

up the back. Two hundred and fifty copies were printed

on hand-made paper, and a few copies upon vellum.

There is an unfortunate misprint upon page 47, where " De^p

wells and water floods " reads " Deep loalls and water floods."

With the exception of Locrine, Atalanta in Calydon is the only

one of Swinburne's dramas that was placed upon the stage during

the lifetime of the poet. A performance of the Tragedy was given

in the Scala Theatre, London, on June nth, 1906. The play

was produced by Miss Elsie Fogerty, with music by Miss Muriel

Elliot.

(15)

(
German Translatioit)

Atalanta in Calydon. / Eine Tragodie / von /

Algernon Charles Swinburne. / Deutsch / von
/

Albrecht Graf Wickenburg. / Wien 1878. / Verlag

von L. Rosner.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. xii + 80 ; consisting of :

Title-page, as above (with blank reverse), pp. i—ii
;

Translator's Preface, pp. iii—xii ; and Text,

pp. I—8o.

Issued in coloured paper wrappers, with the Title-page

(surrounded by an ornamental Oxford frame) reproduced

upon the front. The fourth page of the wrapper is
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occupied by an advertisement of a translation into

German of Shelley's Prometheus Unbound.

(i6)

{Swedish Translation)

Atalanta i Kalydon / Av / Algernon Charles

Swinburne / Oversatt av K. G. Ossian-Nilsson
/

Stockholm / Albert Bonniers Forlag.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. 136 ; consisting of : Half-

title and Title-page, pp. i—4 ; Introduction,

pp. 5—18 ; and Text of the Translation pp.

%g—T36. The book was published in 1912.

Issued in cream-coloured paper wrappers, lettered both

upon the front cover and up the back. The fourth page

of the wrapper is occupied by a series of advertisements.

(17)

{Polish Translation)

A translation of Atalanta hv Calydon into Polish

was published in 1912. It forms the concluding

portion of the second volume cf Arcydziela

Eiiropepkiej \ Poezzi Dramatyczvej \ W. Przekladzie

jana Kasprowicza. In addition to Swinburne's

Atalanta the volume contains translations of

.Shelley's The Cenci, Browning's Pippa Passes,

and other dramas, each play being furnished with

an individual title-page and a separate pagination.

The collation of the section of the book carrying

Atalanta is crown quarto, pp. 116.
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(18)

[Chastelard : 1865J

Chastelard
; / A Tragedy. / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne. / Att- milieu de I'avril, entre les lys

iiaqjiit
I Son corps, qui de blancheur les lys manes

vainqutt ; j Et les roses, qui soni du sang dAdonis
ieintes, / Furent' par sa couleur de leiir vermeil

d^peintes. \ Ronsard. / What need ye hech I and

how I ladies ? j JJ7iat need ye hozu ! for me ? j Ye

never saw grace at a graceless face ; j Queen Mary
has nane to gie. j The Queen's Marie. / London :

/

Edward Moxon & Co., Dover Street. / 1865.

Collation :—Foolscap octavo, pp. viii + 219 ; consisting

of : Half-title (with blank reverse) pp. i—ii

;

Title-page, as above (with imprint " London : j

Bradbury and Evans, Printers, Whiiefriars " upon

the centre of the reverse), pp. iii—iv; Dedication

To Victor Hugo (with blank reverse) pp. v—vi

;

List of Persons (with an extract from Maun-

devile's Voiage and Travaile upon the centre

of the reverse) pp. vii—viii ; and Text of the

Tragedy pp. I—219. The reverse of p. 219 is

blank. Pages 48 and 112 are also blank. The

head-hne is Chastelard throughout, upon both

sides of the page ; each double-page also is headed

with the number of the Act and Scene. Each

of the five Acts is preceded by a. fly-title, with
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blank reverse. At the foot of p. 219 the imprint

is repeated thus, " Bradbury and Evans, Printers,

Whitefriars." The signatures are A (a half-

sheet of 4 leaves), B to (thirteen sheets, each

8 leaves), P (a half-sheet of 4 leaves), and

(a quarter-sheet of 2 leaves).

Issued in bright blue straight-grained cloth boards,

lettered in gold across the back, " Chastelard / Swinburne /

1865." The leaves measure 6| x 4j\ inches. One

thousand copies were printed. Some copies made
up later were in bright red straight-grained cloth. A
reduced facsimile of the title-page is given herewith.

Although not published until 1865 Chastelard was originally

composed at Oxford, probably during the years 1858-9. In

the interval the Tragedy had more than once been rewritten,

and such few fragments of the earlier manuscripts as survive

exhibit a text which cannot be identified with anything contained

in the published volume. Ill fortune certainly attended the

original manuscript of Chastelard. Much of it was destroyed,

but other portions were again employed by the poet, the manuscript

being crossed through, and fresh poems, etc., inscribed upon the

blank versos of the pages. Several of these fragments are extant,

and two at least of them have yielded matter of more than passing

interest. Upon the back of one is written a list of the stories to be

included in the projected Triameron. Upon the back of another,

now in my own possession, occurs a Song doubtless intended to

be sung by Chastelard immediately before the entrance of Mary

Beaton, who, in the first draft of Act V. Scene ii, was accompanied

by Mary Seton and Mary Carmichael. Mr. Gosse suggested that

it was rejected as being out of harmony with the seriousness of

the prisoner's monologue. But the Song was not cancelled as

was the blank verse by which it was accompanied, and it m^y
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well be believed that the poet preserved it in order that he might

print it on some future occasion. But this he never did, and the

stanzas^ which commence

Though ye he never so fair a may
As Queen Marie that is so sweet,

were ultimately printed in Letters from Algernon Charles Swinburne

to T. J. Wise, 1909, p. 29. I give opposite a greatly reduced

facsimile of the MS. of this poem.

The final Manuscript from which the Tragedy was ultimately

printed is written upon 115 folio pages, consisting partly of blue

and partly of white paper, and is bound in red morocco by Stikeman.

It formed Lot 726 in the sale of the library of M. C. D. Borden

at the American Art Galleries, New York, on February 19th, 1913

and realised $2,000.

The following Ij-rics are included in the text of Chastelard

:

—
PACE

Mary Beaton's Song. [Le navire] 3

IfARY Beaton's Song. [Le navire] 11

The Song of Love at Ebb. [Between the sunset and the sea\ 30

Chastelard's Song. [Apres tant dejours, apres tantdepleurs.] 32

This song was afterwards introduced into Jl/ary Stuart, p. 170,

where it is sung by Mary Beaton.

The Queen's Song. [J'ai vufaner Men des choses,] . . 74

The Queen's Song. [Alys la chatelaine] 93

The Scenario prepared by Swinburne for Chastelard is much

briefer than that which he drew up before commencing work upon

either of his other dramas. It occupies two quarto leaves of pale

blue paper, written upon one side only.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Chastelard in the Library

of the British. Museum. The press-mark is 11779. i. n.
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{Ilo/fen's issue; 1866)

In the following year^ 1866, the copies remaining in hand were

passed over to John Camden Hotten, who cancelled the title-page,

and replaced it with one bearing his own name [but with blank

reverse], as follows :

—

Chastelard
; / A Traged}^ / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne,
/

[^Quotations from Ronsard and The

Queens Marie] j London : / John Camden Hotten,

Piccadilly. / 1866.

Issued in cloth boards identical with those of Moxon's

issue, the date at the foot of the back, however, being

1866. I have seen a copy with the date 1865, doubtless

an error on the part of the binder.

Apparently a portion only of the sheets were made up in 1866,

the remainder having been held in quires until 1868, when they

also were put up in cloth boards, the date upon the back, at foot,

being changed to 1868,— unless, which is quite likely, Hotten in

the meantime reprinted the book, retaining the original date

upon the title-page. In the latter year, also, an avowed Second

Edition was pubhshed. This, though dated 1868, was printed

in December 1867, and consisted of 1,500 copies. Further editions

were published by Messrs. Chatto & Windus in 1878, 1893, and 1909.

(20)

(First German Tra?islatioti)

Cha.ste]ard / Tragodie / von / Algernon Charles

Swinburne. / Deutsch / von / Oskar Horn. /
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Bremen, 1873. / Verlag von T. Kiihlmann's Buch-

handlung.

Collation :—Post octavo, pp. iv + 195 ; consisting of :

Title-page, as above (with blank reverse)
, pp. i—ii

;

Introduction, pp. iii—iv ; and Text of the Trans-

lation, pp. I—105.

Issued in paper wrappers, lettered both upon the front

cover, and up the back.

A second German translation was published in Berlin in 1908.

(21)

{French Translation)

Algernon Charles Swinburne / Chastelard / Piece

en 5 Actes / Traduit de I'Anglais / Par Madame
H. Du Pasquier / Avec rautorisation de M. Watts-

Dunton / Introduction biographique de M. Ren^

Puaux / Paris / Bernard Grasset / Editeur
/

7, Rue Corneille, 7 / 19 10 / Tous droits reserves.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. xxxvii-l-175-l-i; consisting

of : Half-title (with blank reverse), pp. i—ii; Title-

page, as above (with blank reverse), pp. iii— iv
;

Biographical Introduction, pp. v—xxxvii ; Text of

the Translation, pp. i—175; and Table of Contents,

p. i.

Issued in yellow paper wrappers, lettered both upon

the front cover and across the back. The fourth page

of the wrapper is occupied by Advertisements.
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(22)

[Laus Veneris: 1866]

Laus Veneris. / By / Algernon Charles Swinburne.
/

London : / Edward Moxon & Co., Dover Street.
/

1866.

Collation :—Demy octavo, pp. 28 ; consisting of

:

Half-title (with blank reverse) pp. i—2 ; Title-

page, as above (with imprint " London : / Bradbury,

Evans, and Co., Printers, Whitefriars " upon the

centre of the reverse), pp. 3—4 ;
passage from

Livre des grandes merveilles d'amour, escrtpt en

latin et en frangoys par Maistre Antoine Gaget.

1530. P- 5 ; p. 6 is blank ; and Text of the poem

pp. 7—28. The head-line is Laus Veneris through-

out, upon both sides of thp page. There are no

signatures, but the pamphlet is composed of one

full sheet (8 leaves) , followed by a half-sheet

(4 leaves), and a quarter-sheet (2 leaves).

Issued in plain paper wrappers of various colours. The

leaves, which were untrimmed, measure 8J x 5iV inches.

Some few years ago a small ' remainder ' of Laus Veneris

came to light. The copies of which this remainder consisted

were in the original sheets—mostly unfolded—and were, of course,

without wrappers. They came originally from the sale of the

surplus effects of Messrs. Moxon & Co. utider circumstances which

are fully detailed below.

Laus Veneris was included in Poems and Ballads, Moxon, 1866,

pp. 11-30, and has been retained in each succeeding edition. The
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pamphletj Swinburne has stated, was issued some months previous

to the publication of that volume. Very few copies were printed,

most of which were distributed amongst private friends. " In

fact," said Swinburne, " it was more an experiment to ascertain

the public taste—and forbearance !—than anything else. Moxon

[that is the firm of Moxon as represented by James Bertrand Payne]

I well remember, was terribly nervous in those days, and it was

only the wishes of mutual good friends, coupled with his own

liking for the ballads, that finally induced him to publish the

book \Poems and Ballads] at all."

It is probable that Laus Veneris was set up from the types

already prepared for Poems and Ballads. But that the proofs

were submitted to Swinburne is evidenced by the following letter

addressed to Payne which is inserted in my own copy of the

pamphlet, and in any case we have his express statement that the

separate edition of the poem " was issued some months previous

to the publication of that volume " :

—

Dear Sir,

I send the proof which of course was here, and turned up at once.

I hope you will get it in time to avoid any inconvenience.

Yours truly,

A. C. Swinburne.

P.S.—/ have only glanced at the proof. If there are any small

errors please correct them.

Beyond the original edition described above, no separate edition

of Laus Veneris has appeared in this country. But in 1900 Thomas

B. Mosher published a dainty pocket edition of xi + 46 pages,

small 8vo size. In addition to the text of the poem the little

book contains a long extract from Notes on Poems and Reviews,

together with a ' Bibliography ' taken from my tentative volume

of 1897.

n 2
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The Manuscript from which Laus Veneris was set up by Messrs.

Bradbury^ Evans & Co. has been preserved. I give a reduced

facsimile of a portion of its first page. The MS. (which is bound

in red levant morocco, by Riviere) is written upon sixteen sheets

of blue foolscap, mostly upon one side of the paper only, and

is freely corrected, and contains moreover a number of cancelled

stanzas, of which here is one :

—

The scent and shadow dead above me make

The very soul in all my senses ache ;

My lips burn, yea mine eyes burn up with heat,

Myface is turned to dustfor my pain's sake.

But this was not the only manuscript of the poem. It is

evident from the following letter that an earlier draft once existed,

and that this was written in red ink :

—

Box Hill, Dorking,

April 2yd, 1909.

Dear Mr. Wise,

The stanzas of Laus Veneris were written in my presence, and

red ink was the medium. The supposition must be that he subse-

quently wrote out the full poem in black ink. That would seem to

explain the matter.

Yours truly,

George Meredith.

Edward Moxon, who founded the firm of Edward Moxon & Co.,

in 1830, was no longer living when the trouble over Poems

and Ballads arose. He had married Charles Lamb's adopted

daughter Emma Isola, and the first book to bear his imprint as

publisher was Lamb's Album Verses. But in June 1858 Moxon died,

and the business was subsequently conducted under the manage-

ment of James Bertrand Payne, who acted on behalf of Mrs. Moxon

and her son Arthur Moxon. Payne was born at vSt. Heher on April

8th, 1833, and had for some years been employed by Edward Moxon.

Under Payne's direction the business suffered a serious decline.
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which became accentuated in 1869 when Tennyson transferred his

books to Messrs. Strahan & Co. In 1866, when Swinburne became
connected with it, the firm had already lost much of its stability and

good repute. In June, 187 1, matters came to a climax, and various

deeds of arrangement were entered into, under one of which the

whole property was assigned to Messrs. Ward Lock & Tyler, who
acted as trustees for the creditors. By them the business was carried

on under its original name until 1878, when its identity disappeared,

and it became finally incorporated in their firm. In 1873 a Sale

by Auction was held in London at which a considerable quantity

of old and neglected stock was disposed of, and in 1888 Messrs.

Ward Lock & Co. cleared out a further quantity of ' waste.'

From these sales, but particularly from the latter, came the

' remainders ' of Swinburne's Laus Veneris, Browning's Cleon and

The Statue and the Bust, Tennyson's A Welcome, and other items then

regarded as of small account, but now both interesting and valuable.

In February, 1873, an action was brought by Mrs. Moxon against

Payne in which the latter was charged with having enriched

himself at the expense of her son and herself, and further with

having induced them by fraud and undue influence to execute

certain deeds which it was then sought to have set aside. The

trial lasted five days, and resulted in a verdict for the defendant.

l\Irs. Moxon appealed. The appeal was heard in May 1873,

the second trial lasting three days. On June i2tb Lord Justice

James delivered judgment, to the effect that " in their

Lordships' judgment the plaintiffs had in substance proved

the material allegations of fraud, and they were entitled in sub-

stance to the rehef which they asked." Payne was ordered to

pay the costs.

The immediate result of this trial was that Payne found himself

financially ruined. Possessing military proclivities (he was already

Captain in the Royal Jersey Militia) he went to Spain, and fought

for the Carlists in 1874. Returning to England with the rank of

Colonel he added Payen to his surname Payne at the request of his
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French cousins, and re-engaged in literary pursuits, publishing a

Roll of the High Sheriffs of England and Wales in 1877 and 1878.

In addition to performing his duties as a publisher, Payne had

already been of some service to literature. He published a

Gossiping Guide to Jersey in 1862, and an Armorial of Jersey in

1865. He also founded Ye King of Arms, a weekly journal which

ran from October 1873 to January 1874. He married Zoe E.

Taylor in 1864, and died in London on September 27th, 1898.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Laus Veneris in the

Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is C.57.d.27.

(23)

(^French Translation)

Laus Veneris / Poeme de / Swinburne / traduit

par / Francis Viele-Griffin / Paris / Edition du

Mercure de France / 15, rue de L'Echaude-St-

Germain / mdcccxcv.

Collation :—2400, pp. 105. Issued in paper wrappers.

(24)

(Italian Translation)

Giuseppe de' Paoli / Laus Veneris / dai Poems

and Ballads / di Algernon Charles Swinburne /

Prima versione Italiana dall' Inglese / Societa

Poligrafica, Alessandria / 1907.

Collation :—Royal 8vo, pp. 15. Issued in paper wrappers.
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(25)

[Poems and Ballads: 1866]

Poems and Ballads. / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne. / London: / Edward Moxon & Co.,

Dover Street. / 1866.

Collation :—Foolscap octavo, pp. vii + 344 ; consisting of :

Title-page, as above (with imprint " London : j

Bradbury, Evans, and Co., Printers, Whitefriars
"

upon the centre of the reverse), pp. i—ii ; Dedica-

tion " To my Friend Edward Burne Jones " (with

blank reverse) pp. iii—iv ; table of Contents

pp. v—vii ; the reverse of p. vii is blank ; and
text of the Poems pp. i—344, including a separate

Fly-title to Laus Veneris with a passage in French

upon the reverse. Page 10 is blank. There are

head-lines throughout, each page being headed

with the title of the particular Poem or Ballad

occupying it. At the foot of p. 344 the imprint is

repeated thus, " Bradbury, Evans, and Co., Printers,

Whitefriars." The signatures are A (4 leaves),

B to Y (twenty-one sheets, each 8 leaves), and

Z (4 leaves). The book was issued without any

half-title.

Issued in green straight-grained cloth boards, with
' blind ' stamped ornament enclosing the f)ublishers'

monogram upon the front, and lettered in gold across the

back, " Poems I & j Ballads / Swinburne j London j

Moxon." The leaves measure 6| x 4g inches.

One thousand copies were printed. The published price was

Six Shillings.
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Contents.
PAGE

A Ballad of Life. [7 found in dreams a place of wind, and

flowers^ I

A Ballad of Death. [Kneel down, fair Love, and Jill thyself

with tears^ 5

Laus Veneris. [Asleep or waking is it ?for her neck^ . . 11

Also printed in pamphlet form : Latis Veneris. / By / Algernon

Charles Swinburne. / London : Sva, 1866, pj>. 28.—[See

anle, No. 22.]

Ph^dra. [Lay not thine hand Upon me ; let me go ;] . . 31

The Triumph of Time. [Before our lives dividefor ever,] . 40

Les NoYADES. [Whatever a man of the sons of men] . . 56

A Leave-taking. [Let us go hence, my songs ; she will not

hear.] 60

Itylus. [Swallow, my sister, sister swallow^ ... 62

Anactoria. [My life is hitter with thy love ; thine eyes] . . 65

Hymn to Proserpine. [/ have lived long enough, having seen

one thing, that love hath an end ;] 77

Ilicet. [There is an end ofjoy and sorrow ;] . . . • 85

Hermaphroditus. [Lift up thy lips, turn round, look back

for love,] ... 91

Fragoletta [0 Love 1 what shall be said of thee ?] . . 94

Rondel. [These many years since we began to be^ ... 97

Satia Te Sanguine. [Ifyou loved me ever so little^ . . 98

A Litany. [All the bright lights of heaven\ .... 102

A Lamentation. \Who hath known the ways of time] . . 108

Anima Anceps. [Till death hath broken] 114

In the Orchard. [Leave go my hands, let me catch breath and

see
;]

116

A Match. [If love were what the rose is,] 119

Faustine. [Lean back, and get some minutes' peace ;] . . 122

Previously printed in TAe Spectator, May 31J/, 1862, pp. 606-607.
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HAGE

A Cameo. [There was a graven image of Desire] . . . 130

Song Before Death. [Sweet mother, in a minute's span] 131

Rococo. [TaJie hands and pari with laughter ;] ... 132

Stage Love. [When the game began between themfor a jest,] 136

The Leper. [Nothing is better, I well think,] .... 137

A Ballad of Burdens. [The burden affair women. Vain

delight^ . . 144

Rondel. [Kissing her hair I sat against her feet,] . . 148

Before the Mirror. [White rose in red rose-garden] . . 149

Two of the stanzas, the fourth and the sixth, of this poem had

been previously printed in the Catalogtie of the Royal

Academy Exhibition, 1865, p. 28, under the tentative title

The Little White Girl. They applied to the picture of that

name by J. A. Whistler.

Erotion. [Sweetfor a little even to fear, and sweet^ . . 153

In Memory of Walter Savage Landor. [Back to thejlower-

town, side by side,] . . • iS5

A Song IN Time OF Order, 1852. [Pushhard across the sand

^

158

Previously printed in The Spectator, April 261h, 1862, p. 466.

A Song in Time of Revolution, i860. [The heart of the rulers

is sick, and the high-priest covers his head :] . . .161
Previously printed in The Spectator, June 2&th, 1862, p. 718.

To Victor Hugo. [In thefair days when God] . . 166

Before Dawn. [Sweet life, if life were stronger,] . . -174
Dolores. [Cold eyelids that hide like a jewel] .... 178

Subsequently printed in pamphlet form. Dolores. / By / Algernon

Charles Swinburne. / London : / 1867, Fcp. 8ot, pp. 23.

—

[See post. No. 39.]

The Garden of Proserpine. [Kere, where the world is

quiet -^ .... 196

Hesperia. [Cm/ of the golden remote wild west where the sea

without shore is,] .... • • • 200

Love at Sea. [We are in love's land to-day ;J
. .207
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PAGE
April. [When the fields catch flower] 209

Before Parting. [A month or twain to live on honeycomb] . 212

Previously printed in TAe Spectator, May l^th, 1862, p. 550.

The Sundew. [A little marsh plant, yellow green^ . . .214
Previously printed in The Spectator, July 26th, 1862, p. 830.

FiLiSE. \What shall be said between us here] .... 217

An Interlude. [7« the greenest growth of the Maytime,] . . 230

Hendecasyllabics. [In the month of the long decline of roses] 233

Sapphics. [All the night sleep came not upon my eyelids^ . 235

At Eleusis. [Men of Eleusis, ye that with long staves] . . 239

August. [There werefour apples on the bough,] . . . 248

Previously printed in Tke Spectator, September 6th, 1862, p. 997.

A Christmas Carol. [Three damsels in the queen's chamber^ 251

The Masque of Queen Bersabe. [Knights mine, all that be

in hall,] 255

St. Dorothy. [It hath been seen and yet it shall be seen] . 274

The Two Dreams. [/ will that if I say a heavy thing] . . 292

Aholibah. [In the beginning God made thee] .... 309

Love and Sleep. [Lying asleep between the strokes of night] 316

Madonna Mia. [Under green apple-boughs] .... 317

The King's Daughter. [We were ten maidens in the green

corn,] 321

After Death. [The four boards of the coflin lid] . . . 324

Previously printed in The Spectator, May 2/\th, 1862, pp, 578-9.

May Janet. [^' Stand up, stand up, thou MayJanet^ . sz']

The Bloody Son. [" where have ye been the morn sae late,] 329

Previously printed in Once-a-Week, February l^lh, 1862, pp. 215-6,

under the tentative title The Fratricide.

The Sea-Swallows. [This fell when Christmas lights were

done,]. . 334

The Year of Love. [There werefour loves that one by one,]

.

337

Dedication. [The sea gives her shells to the shingle,] . . 340

Note.—Each poem to which no reference is appended appeared

for the first time in this volume.
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A portion of the first draft of ' Rococo.'
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There is a copy of the First Edition of Poems and Ballads, 1866,

with Moxon's title-page^ in the Library of the British Museum. The
press-mark is C. 58. b. 40.

If any copy of the first edition of the First Series of Poems and

Ballads be attentively examined it will probably be found to

present distinct evidence of the presence of a number of Cancel-

Leaves, in addition to N. 3 which had been cancelled at press.

The fact is that one of the first copies made up by the binders

was submitted to the Author, who immediately detected numerous

misprints which had hitherto escaped his notice. These he

indicated, and returned the book forthwith in order that such errors

might be rectified in the only manner possible.

The identical copy in question passed, some years ago, through

the hands of Bernard Quaritch, by whose courtesy I was afforded

the opportunity of examining it. The book was marked with

about twenty corrections in Swinburne's handwriting, and these

alterations were presumably made in every copy issued to the public.

To effect this revision some of the sheets were reprinted in toto ;

in certain cases portions only of the sheets were reprinted ; in

other instances, where punctuation only was involved, the missing

stops were inserted by hand. In the copies issued the following

separate leaves were reprinted ; they will always be found pasted

to the stubs of the leaves which had been removed, and do not

form portions of the original sheets :—pages 115-116, 189-190,

213-214, 229-230, 277-278, 285-286, 313-314, 327-328, 337-338-

It is doubtful whether many unaltered copies of the book got

into circulation. Even with the Moxon title and the corrected

leaves the book is by no means common. But an absolutely

genuine example, with every leaf excepting N. 3 in the original state,

is of extreme rarity, and is very seldom to be met with.

The following is a list of the errors occurring in the earliest

examples, and corrected in the copies finally issued to the public :

—

I 2
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Page I. Line 4. ' hmoers ' corrected to ' hours'

„ 3. „ 15. comma aiter faces deleted.

» 3- ,> 19- ;, „ Open

„ 5- „ 14- ' under breath ' corrected to ' underbreaih.'

„ 12. „ 12. ' eust

'

„ „' eui.'

„ 40. „ 12. Note of interrogation [?] added at the end of

the Hne.

„ 50. „ 2. ' would ' corrected to ' should.'

„ 51. „ 12. A period added at the end of the line.

77. „ 2 of title. The closing bracket [)] added at the

end of the line.

„ 102. „ 2 of Motto. ' Hap ' corrected to ' Tlap'.'

„ 115. A lead inserted between lines 12 and 13 to divide the

second and third stanzas.

„ 190, footnote. The quotation marks at close [ " ] deleted.

„ 214. Line 6. ' may be' corrected to' maybe.'

„ 229. „ 5.
' good-night, good-bye' corrected to' goodnight,

goodbye.'

„ 256. „ 13. The period at the end of the line altered to

a comma.

„ 261. „ 7. The comma at the end of the line altered to

a period.

„ 277. „ 26. ' love's' corrected to' Love's.'

„ 285. „ 2. ' this pain' corrected to' his pain.'

„ 285. „ 4. ' Yea, now ' „ „' Yea now.'

„ 294. „ 19. ' Flushed

'

„ „' Hushed.'

„ 295. „ ID. The comma at end of the line altered to a

semi-colon.

„ 314. „ 3. ' face ' corrected to ' pace.'

„ 327. „ 2 of title. ' Breton ' corrected to ' breton.'

>i 338- ,, 15. ' bitter' corrected to' bitten.'
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Two further errors were afterwards detected by Swinburne, as

appears from a letter addressed by him to James Bertrand Payne :

—

P. 84. For ^vy(apiov—viKpov.

Read ipvyapiov—vcKpov.

P. 90. For ' Nor for their love
'

Read' Not for their love.'

Both these errors were promptly rectified.

In addition to ascertaining that it contains the original leaves

with the errors detailed above, a further method by means of

which a copy of the genuine first issue of Poems and Ballads may be

identified is by examining the eight pages of Moxon's advertise-

ments of Swinburne's works which are bound up at the com-

mencement of the book. When these were first printed the

quotation from The Edinburgh Review of July, 1865, was imposed

upon the lower half of p. 8, thus completing the extracts from

reviews of Chastelard, instead of upon the upper portion of p. 4,

completing the extracts from reviews of Atalanta, where it should

have been placed. When the volume was withdrawn in order

that the errors in its text might be got rid of this mistake also

was remedied ; the half-sheet of advertisements was reprinted,

and the quotation removed to its proper position.

When the stock of Poems and Ballads was handed over by

Messrs. Moxon & Co. to John Camden Hotten, among the unbound

quires remaining there must have lurked a number of the original

sheets carrying the uncancelled faulty text. These were in due

course bound up, and thus it occasionally happens that a copy of

the book composed of Moxon's sheets with Hotten's title may be

met with, a portion of which consists of original sheets with the

errors uncorrected. But I have never yet encountered a copy

—

and I have examined many—in which the whole of the original

sheets were included.
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It is a curious fact that after Poems and. Ballads had been trans-

ferred from Moxon & Co. to Hotten, and when the latter came

to reset the types for a new edition, the copy employed to reprint

from was composed of the original uncorrected sheets. Thus the

errors, or most of them, were again introduced. Some have since

been rediscovered ; but four still exist, and have so effectually

escaped detection that they occur so recently as the 6-vol. Library

Edition of 1904, and the ' Golden Pine' edition of. 191 7. The

Library Edition therefore requires the following list of

Errata.

Vol. i, p. 42, 1. 16.

For Would the iron hollow of doubtful heaven

Read Should the iron hollow of doubtful heaven

Vol. i, p. 246, 1. 10.

For Lo, sir, she said, this death and all this pain

Read Lo, sir, she said, this death and all his pain

Vol. i, p. 254, l.ii.

For Flushed hours of rain upon the leaves ; and there

Read Hushed hours of rain upon the leaves ; and there

Vol. i, p. 292, 1. II.

For From the rank bitter husk whence drips

Read From the rank bitten husk whence drips

The ' Golden Pine ' edition also needs a similar list.

Fortunately it will not be possible for any person possessed of an

elastic conscience to produce examples of the original cancelled

issue by the apparently easy process of taking a copy of Hotten's

reprint in which the errors are perpetuated, and exchanging its

title-page for one bearing Moxon's name. The paper employed

by Hotten is thicker and whiter than that used by Moxon, and
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thus Hotten's reprint makes a substantially thicker and heavier

volume than Moxon's original issue. The thickness of a copy of

Moxon's issue, without the covers, is a bare three-quarters of an

inch ; the thickness of a copy of Hotten's reprint is a bare seven-

eighths of an inch.

But happily an extremely simple test exists. In the original

Moxon sheets the signatures denoting the register are imposed

at the lower right-hand corner of the pages ; in the sheets reprinted

by Hotten these signatures are placed in the centre of the pages.

(26)

{Reissue with Hotten's title : 1866)

The firm of Edward Moxon & Co. was not destined to retain for

long the honour of publishing the first series of Poems and Ballads.

The responsible manager, James Bertrand Payne, was rendered

nervous (unwisely and needlessly nervous, as the event proved)

by the unreasoning and hysterical criticism flung at the book,

and the storm of opposition roused by certain of its contents.

He withdrew the volume from circulation, and ultimately under

pressure resigned the commission held by his firm as Swinburne's

publishers, allowing the Poems and Ballads, together with Chaste-

lard, Atalanta, The Queen-Mother and Rosamond, and the still

unpublished Blake, to pass into the hands of John Camden Hotten.

That the resignation, however, was not altogether a matter of

volition upon Payne's part, will be seen from a perusal of the

following extract from a letter addressed by Swinburne to Sir

Richard F. Burton on January nth, 1867 :

—

My dear Burton,

. . . You may know perhaps that Messrs. Moxon 6° Co. . . . tried

to swamp my book by withdrawing it from circulation when the storm

of warm water began to seethe and rage in the British tea-kettle,

trusting that in British eyes their fraudulent breach of contract would
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he justified, by the plea of virtuous abhorrence. Of course I withdrew

all my booksfrom their hands, and declined any further dealings with

such a den of thieves.

The following letters also, addressed by Swinburne to Sir Edward

Lytton-Bulwer, present the position more clearly still :

—

August 6th, [1866].

Dear Lord Lytion,

Your letter was doubly acceptable to me, coming as it did on the

same day with the abusive reviews of my book which appeared on

Saturday. While I have the approval of those from whom alone

praise can give pleasure, I can dispense with the favour ofjournalists.

I thank you sincerely for the pleasure you have given me, and am very

glad if my poems have given any to you. In any case, I, with the rest

of the world, must remain your debtor for much more, and a debtor

without prospect of payment. . . .

Yours very truly,

A. C. Swinburne.

August 10th, [1866].

Dear I^ord Lytton,

... 7 cannot tell you how much pleasure and encouragement your

last letter gave me. You will see that it came at a time when I wanted

something of the kind, when I tell you that in consequence of the

abusive reviews of my book, the publisher (without consulting me,

without warning, and without compensation) had actually withdrawn

it from circulation. I have no right to trouble you with my affairs,

but I cannot resist the temptation to trespass sofar upon your kindness

as to ask what course you would recommend me to take in such a case.

I am resolved to cancel nothing, and (of course) to transfer my books

to any other publisher I can find. I am told by lawyers that I might

claim legal redress for a distinct violation of contract on Messrs.

Moxon's part, but I do not wish to drag the matter before a law court.
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This business, you will see, is something worse than a scolding,

to which, jrom my Eton days upwards, I have been sufficiently

accustomed.

Yours sincerely,

A. C. Swinburne.

August i^^h, [1866].

Dear Lord Lytton,

I am much obliged by the letter of advice you wrote me, and if Lord

Houghton had not gone off to Vichy, I should certainly take counsel

with him. As it is, I am compelled to decide without further help. I

have no relation with Messrs. Moxon except of a strictly business

character, and considering that the head of this firm has broken his

agreement by refusing to continue the sale of my poems, without even

speaking to me on the matter, I cannot but desire, first of all, to have

no further dealings with anyone so untrustworthy. The book is mine.

I agreed with him to issue an edition of 1,000 copies, he undertaking to

print, publish and sell them, and if the edition sold off, I was to have

two-thirds of the profits. He does not now deny the contract which he

refuses to fulfil ; he simply said to a friend who called on him as my
representative, that on hearing there was to be an article in " The

Times " attacking my book as improper, he could not continue the sale.

As to the suppression of separate passages or poems, it could not be

done without injuring the whole structure of the book, where every

part has been as carefully considered and arranged as I could manage,

and under the circumstances it seems to me that I have no choice but

to break off my connection with the publisher.

I have consulted friends older than myself, and more experienced in

the business ways of the world, and really it seems to me I have no

alternative. Before the book was published, if my friends had given

me strong and unanimous advice to withdraw and alter any passage, I

should certainly have done so—in two instances I did, rather against

my own impulse, which is a fair proof that I am not too headstrong or

conceited to listen to friendly counsel. But now to alter my course or
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mutilate my published work seems to me somewhat like deserting one's

colours. One may or may not repent having enlisted, but to lay down

one's arms, except under compulsion, remains intolerable. Even if I

did not feel the matter in this way, my withdrawal would not undo

what has been done, nor unsay what has been said.

Yours truly,

A. C. Swinburne.*

But, after all, when it is remembered that in 1841 Edward

Moxon himself had been prosecuted, and heavily fined, for

republishing Shelley's Queen Mab, some excuse may be found for

the extreme caution exhibited by his successor, James Bertrand

Payne, in the matter of Poems and Ballads.

That some at least of the poet's friends had been from the first

keenly alive to the possibility of the book meeting with an adverse

reception, is evidenced by the following extract from a letter

addressed to him at this period by George Meredith :

—

" As to the Poems—if they are not yet in the press, do be careful of

getting your reputation firmly grounded : for I have heard ' low

mutterings ' already from the Lion of British prudery ; and I, who

love your verse, would play savagely with a knife among the proofs for

the sake of your fame ; and because I want to see you take the first

place, as you may ifyou will."

That the ' mutterings ' heard by Meredith became full-voiced

is shown by an amusing incident reported by Swinburne to Richard

Burton, to whom he wrote :

—

" I wish you had been at hand or within reach this year, to see the

missives I got from nameless quarters. One anonymous letter from

Dublin threatened me, if I did not suppress my book within six weeks

* The above letters, with others, are printed in full in Letters from
Algernon Charles Swinburne to Sir Edward Lytton-Bulwer and Other

Correspondents, London, 8vo, 1913.
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from that date, with castration. The writer, ' when I least expected,

would waylay me, slip my head in a bag, and remove the obnoxious

organs ; he had seen his gamekeeper do it with cats.' This is ver-

batim, though quoted from memory, as I bestowed the document on a

friend who collects curiosities. I beg. to add that my unoffending

person is as yet no worse than it was. This was the greatest spree of

all ; but I have had letters and notices sent me {American and British)

by the score, which were only less comic whether they comefromfriend

or foe."

But here is a criticism, until now unprinted, expressed by one

whose opinion Swinburne valued. Early in 1866 Ruskin wrote

him :

—

" I have the MSS. all right. I like them so much, but there are

redundancies yet which you can prune—in some—not in Faustine !

which made me all hot, like fire, it's glorious—with the devil's finger

in it."

Upon finding himself installed as Swinburne's publisher, Hotten

promptly cancelled Moxon's title-page, and supplied the book with

a half-title and title of his own. This title, the reverse of which

is blank, reads as follows :

—

Poems and Ballads. / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne. / London : / John Camden Hotten,

Piccadilly. / 1866.

The Collation, apart from the additional half-title,

agrees with the former Issue in everj^ particular.

Issued in green straight-grained cloth boards, lettered in

gold across the back, " Poems / & / Ballads j Swinburne."

How many copies were so converted it is impossible

to say, but copies of the original sheets with Moxon's or
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with Hotten's title-pages seem to occur with about equal

frequency, if allowance be made for the large number of

copies of the Second Edition which are incorrectly

catalogued and sold as " first edition with Hotten's

title."

Subsequently to the sheets of Poems and Ballads passing into the

hands of John Camden Hotten, an idea grew up in the minds of

collectors and booksellers alike that certain of the contents of the

volume had been withdrawn by the author, and the book was

frequently advertised for sale as " containing poems afterwards

suppressed." Such an advertisement appearing in the catalogue

of Russell Smith drew from Swinburne the following very emphatic

letter, which was printed in The AthencBum for March loth, 1877 :

—

BALLADS AND POEMS.

In Mr. Russell Smith's catalogue of hooks for this current month of

March, 1877, I find entered as No. 1058 a copy of my ' Poems and

Ballads ' published eleven years since by Moxon 6° Co., and here

announced as " the original edition, containing pieces not after-

wards reprinted
"—and priced accordingly at upwards of three times

its original cost. There never was any such edition. It is only because

I now for the first time see this preposterous little lie in actual print}

under the mistaken warrant of a name so long and so justly respected

among bookbuyers and booksellers as that of Russell Smith, that I now

for the -first time think it worth while to snuff out a report which I

never before imagined that any man of sense could believe or that

any man of credit could repeat. There is not one " piece," there is

not one line, there is not one word, there is not one syllable in any
one copy ever printed of that book which has ever been changed or

cancelled since the day of publication.* I write this with a copy open

* When this letter was penned by Swinburne he was, of course, in

ignorance of the fact that Hotten had set up his book anew from faulty sheets.

Had it been otherwise he would doubtless have phrased his communication in

manner less forcible and precise.
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before my eyes, bearing on the title-page the imprint of Moxon & Co.,

and differing otherwise from the copies which hear the imprint of the

late Mr. Hotten, or of his successors, Messrs. Chatto & Windus, in no

single point whatever beyond the correction of one letter, and that one

Greek, at p. 84 (i// for <)>), where the word {j/vxapiov (occurring in a

citation from Epictetus) had been stupidly misprinted (jjvxapiov. If any

collector thinks this variation of text worth upwards of one pound

sterling disbursed in good English money, he seems to me more enviable

for superfluity of cash than commendable for sufficiency of sense.

But if henceforward any man buys or sells a copy of the volume now

before me, on the understanding that it contains any other letter not

contained in any later issue, the purchaser will find himself to be a

dupe, and the vendor will know himself to be a swindler.

A. C. Swinburne.

Despite the above letter (no doubt in ignorance of it) it is still by

no means unusual for second-hand booksellers to catalogue the

first edition of the first series of Poems and Ballads, with Moxon's

title-page, as " containing poems suppressed in later issues."

(27)

(Second Edition: 1866-7)

The demand for Poems and Ballads was active and persistent,

and before the close of the year the quire stock received from

Moxon & Co. had become exhausted, and Hotten had reprinted the

work. There is absolutely nothing upon the face of the volume to

distinguish it from copies of the earlier issue, or to denote that it is

a second edition. The title-page is a. facsimile of the one prepared

by Hotten to accompany the copies in quires he had received from

Moxon, whilst the body of the book, pp. 1-344, is a page for page

K
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and line for line reprint. The eight preliminary pages, however,

differ from those of the earlier issue, and collate as follows :

—

Half-title (with blank reverse) pp. i-ii ; Title-page

(with imprint " London : / Savill and Edwards,

Printers, Chandos Street, / Covent Garden " upon

the centre of the reverse) pp. iii-iv ; Dedication

(with blank reverse) pp. v-vi ; and table of Contents,

pp. vii-viii.

In addition to the different position upon the pages occupied by

the signatures, already indicated, another minor point by which it

is possible to distinguish a copy of Hotten's reprint from an example

made up from the original sheets, is that Moxon's original issue has

Bradbury, Evans and Co.'s imprint at the foot of p. 344, whilst

in Hotten's edition this page bears no imprint. Again, in the

Moxon sheets the first two stanzas of Felise on p. 222 are set up

in a smaller type than that employed for the remainder of the

text. In the Hotten sheets the whole page is in type of one

uniform size. As already noted, also, the paper of the latter is

somewhat whiter and heavier, and the complete volume is there-

fore some 15 per cent, thicker than the original book. Notwith-

standing these variations, however, Hotten's reprint is constantly

(doubtless from ignorance upon the part of the vendor) being

offered as" original sheets with Hotten's title."

The reason why Hotten omitted to place the words " Second

Edition " upon the title-page of his reprint of Poems and Ballads

is unhappily one which it is by no means impossible to fathom.

The omission was no oversight ; Hotten was far too widely

awake to the advantages afforded by such an advertisement for

that to happen. It is at least open to suspicion that the motive

which prompted the omission of the number from the title-pages

of the Second Edition of Notes on Poems and Reviews, and the
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Third Edition of The Queen-Mother and Rosamond, also caused it

to be wittingly omitted from the title-page of the Second Edition

of Poems and Ballads until 1867, when the fault was rectified.

I have been forced to the conclusion that Hotten repeatedly-

reprinted Poems and Ballads without any notification of the fact

appearing upon the title-page, until the close of the year, with its

necessary change of date, rendered it difficult for him any

longer to continue the practice. The benefits accruing to himself

by being relieved from the necessity of paying the Author's royalty

upon successive editions are obvious ; whilst the very large number

of surviving copies of this variety of the book, some of which

present very perceptible differences of types and spacing, render

such a supposition anything but improbable. The demand for

the book was considerable and lasting, and it is impossible to

imagine that one single edition, following the first (which consisted

of 1,000 copies only), would have sufficed to meet the extensive

circulation that undoubtedly existed, and it was not until 1868

that the avowed third edition made its appearance.

That a similar fraud was practised in the case of the Third

Edition is equally clear. No one edition, however large, could

have lasted from 1868 to 1871, and an examination of various

surviving copies noted as ' Third Edition ' again results in the

discovery of marked differences. The same thing not improbably

happened in the case of the Fourth Edition also.

(28)

{Third Edition: 1868)

Poems and Ballads. / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne. / Third Edition. / London : / John

Camden Hotten, Piccadilly. / 1868.

K 2
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Collation :—Foolscap octavo, pp. viii + 344.

Issued in green cloth boards, gilt lettered.

(29)

[Fourth Edition: 1871)

Poems and Ballads. / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne. / Fourth Edition. / London : / John

Camden Hotten, Piccadilly. / 1871.

Collation :—Foolscap octavo, pp. viii -f- 344.

Issued in green cloth boards, gUt lettered.

(30)

{Fifth Edition: 1873)

Poems and Ballads. / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne. / Fifth Edition. / London : / John

Camden Hotten, Piccadilly. / 1873.

Collation :—Foolscap octavo, pp. viii + 344.

Issued in green cloth boards, gilt lettered.

This edition was the last published by Hotten, who died on

June 14th, 1873. Andrew Chatto then came to the front, and as

a natural consequence all irregularities ceased to occur.
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(31)

(Sixth Edition: 1873)

Poems and Ballads / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne / [^Publishers' device] j A new Edition
/

London / Chatto and Windus, Piccadilly / 1873.

Collation :—Foolscap octavo, pp. viii + 344.

Issued in green cloth boards, gilt lettered.

This edition, which consisted of 3,000 copies, was the first pub-

lished by Messrs. Chatto & Windus.

Further editions appeared in 1875, 1875, 1876, 1877, 1878, 1878

1880, 1882, 1883, 1884, 1885, 1887, 1888, 1889, 1891, 1892, 1893,

1894, 1896, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1899, 1900, 1901, 1902, 1903, 1904,

i9°S> i9°7> i9°8, 1909, 1909, 1910, 1910, 1911, 1912, 1914, and

1916.

For the second of the two editions of 1875 the type was reset,

and the size of the page was enlarged to Crown 8vo. The collation

of this, and of all subsequent editions up to and including that of

1916, is pp. ix + 338.

In 1917 the book was included in the ' Golden Pine ' edition,

published by William Heinemann, who had in that year acquired

the copyright.

In March, 1888, Richard Heme Shepherd, in conjunction with

Mr. Redway, printed and circulated a tiny brochure of four pages,

carrying eighteen lines, with the title Unpublished Verses by Algernon

Charles Swinburne. The poem commenced 'As the refluent sea-

weed moves in the languid exuberant stream.' As a matter of fact

the so-called ' unpublished verses ' were a portion of the published
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Hesperia, and are to be found in Poems and Ballads, pp. 201-202.

The MS. from which Shepherd derived them was merely a stray

fragment of the first draft of the poem. The brochure is therefore

a mere piracy, and of no value whatsoever, either pecuniary or

bibliographical. Shepherd reprinted it frequently.

No complete Manuscript of Poems and Ballads exists, but MSS.

of many of the individual pieces have been preserved and are in

the hands of various collectors.

(32)

{First American Edition)

Laus Veneris, / and other / Poems and Ballads.
/

By / Algernon Charles Swinburne. / New York
/

Carleton, Publisher, 413, Broadway. / London :

Moxon & Co. / MDCCCLXVI.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. viii + 328.

Issued in brown cloth boards, gilt lettered.

The text is identical with that of the London editions.

Why the book was published under the above title it is difficult;

say. Possibly the discussion raised by Laus Veneris here in

London had awakened curiosity in the States, and the publisher

looked to excite a larger sale for his book by distinctly showing

that the most notorious poem was not excluded from its pages.

This edition was fully authorised, the arrangement being that

the profits were to be divided into three equal portions, of which

one share should go to the Author, and one to Messrs. Moxon & Co.,

whilst the third should be retained by the American publisher.

But though the venture proved to be a successful one (the volume

passed through three editions in three months) and a substantial

sum was duly remitted to London, not a cent of the money ever
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reached the pocket of Algernon Swinburne, a loss which prompted
him more than once to indulge in humorous complaint. Other
editions which soon appeared in America were piracies.

On November 24th, 1866, the publisher, G. W. Carleton, wrote
to Swinburne :

—

" Having myself no fear of the pens of the critics, I consented to

publish the volume, and have had a rough time of it ever sine thee day
I issued it—Nov. yd. I send you by express 3 copies of my edition,

together with such reviews from the American papers as I can lay

my hands upon. 1 have been pitched into right and left, heavy and
hard, but I aint dead yet 1 The public over here have got to find out

through your book and my pluck that the volume is not to be ex-

tinguished by the howlings ofjealous and carping critics. There will

be a reaction, and wc shall believe that the work is Poetry, and not
' immoral versed

"

(33)

{JMoshers Edition)

Laus Veneris / Poems and Ballads / By / Algernon

Charles Swinburne
/
\Publisher s device\ / Portland,

Maine / Thomas B. Mosher / mdcccxcix.

Collation :—Foolscap quarto, pp. xlviii+355.

In addition to the regular series of Poems and Ballads as contained

in the original editions, this volume includes Cleopatra, Notes on

Poems and Reviews, and a Bibliography, together with a portrait

and three facsimiles. The Bibliography is merely a reprint of

pertinent extracts taken from my own Bibliographical List, printed

in 1897. The inclusion of Cleopatra, which has never yet been
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reprinted in England, lends to the volume an especial interest.

For this reason I have given it a position here.

Issued in blue-grey paper boards, backed with white.

(34)

{First French Translation)

Gabriel Mourey / Poemes et Ballades / de / A. C.

Swinburne / Notes sur Swinburne / par / Guy de

Maupassant / [^Publishers device'] / Paris / Nouvelle

Librairie Parisienne / Albert Savine, Editeur /

12 rue des Pyramides, 12 / 1891 / Tous droits

rdserv^s.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. xxvi + 372.

Issued, untrimmed, in yellow paper wrappers.

{Rossetti's " Criticism ")

In dealing with Poems and Ballads the following book may be

noted, though it will be given its proper position in a later division

of the Bibliography :
—

Swinburne's / Poems and Ballads. / A Criticism / by / William

Michael Rossetti. / [Quotation from Shelley] / London : / John

Camden Hotten, Piccadilly. / 1866.
/
[All rights reserved.]

Collation :—Foolscap octavo, pp. 80—including Half-title, Title,

and a two-paged Prefatory Note.

Issued in straight-grained cloth boards, gilt lettered, which in

some examples are green and in others red.
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(35)

[Cleopatra : 1866]

Cleopatra. / By / Algernon Charles Swinburne.
/

London : / John Camden Hotten, Piccadilly. / 1866.

Collation :—Square Foolscap octavo, pp. 17 ; consisting

of : Half-title (with blank reverse) pp. i—2 ;

Title-page, as above (with blank reverse), pp. 3—4 ;

extract from " T. Hayman, Fall of Antony, 1655,"

an imaginary play (with blank reverse) pp. 5—6 ;

and Text of the Poem pp. 7—17. The reverse of

p. 17 is blank. The head-line is Cleopatra through-

out, upon both sides of the page. At the foot

of p. 17 is the following imprint, " Printed by

J. Andrews, Clements Lane, E.C." There are no
signatures. The pamphlet consists of a full sheet

of eight leaves, imposed between the two leaves

of an additional quarter-sheet, the first of which

carries the half-title ; the second, completing

the pamphlet, is a blank.

Issued in plain imprinted paper wrappers, of which

there are two varieties : (A) a thickish paper, of a pale

buff colour ; and (B) a thin flimsy paper, of a pale brown
colour. The leaves, which are untrimmed, measure

6f X 5 inches. A reduced facsimile of the title-page

is given herewith.

Contents.
PAGE

Cleopatra. [Her mouth is fragrant as a vine,] ... 7
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In a letter, addressed to myself, Swinburne has written the

following statement regarding Cleopatra :—
" Mr. George Meredith, I remember, strongly (and no doubt justly)

remonstrated mith mefor producing such a farrago of the most obvious

commonplaces of my ordinary style—as it was in '66, or thereabouts.

The verses were never intended for reproduction or preservation, but

simply scribbled off as fast as might be to oblige afriend whose work I

admired—-just as in the preceding year I had written afew lines on his

picture of ' Spring ' which appeared in the Royal Academy catalogue of

that year. I should no more have thought of reproducing the one

improvisation than the other. My impression is that the best thing

about the poem [' Cleopatra '] is the motto^from an imaginary

'Fall of Antony,' 1655. This was really a chipping from the first

(undergraduate) sketch of ' Chastelard.' If I were not a bit of a

bibliomaniac myself, I should be shocked to think of your wasting

good money on such a trumpery ephemeral."

A signed MS. note inscribed by Swinburne in my own copy of

Cleopatra states that the poem was " written to illustrate a drawing

by F. Sandys, in which Cleopatra is represented as treading on a

consecrated vestment." But Swinburne's memory was at fault. The

detail he mentions does not correctly describe the drawing, which

depicts Cleopatra dropping her pearls into a chalice.

Cleopatra was also printed in The Cornhill Magazine, Vol. xiv,

September 1866, pp. 331-333. The Poem was written to accompany

a drawing upon wood by Frederick Sandys, a reduced reproduc-

tion of which is given opposite. George Meredith also wrote,

unsuccessfully, a poem for the same purpose.

A collation of the text of Cleopatra as printed in the separate

pamphlet with that which appeared in The Cornhill Magazine

reveals two interesting variants :

—

Stanza II, line 5

Cornhill

—

To shed between her fingers thus ?

Pamphlet

—

To shred between her fingers thus ?
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Stanza IX, line i

Comhill

—

She sees the heart of death made bare,

Pamphlet-

—

She sees the hand of death made bare,

In both instances the reading of the pamphlet is obviously

superior to that of the magazine, and disposes of Swinburne's

suggestion, made in a letter addressed to myself, that Hotten had

produced the former without the authority of the author. Clearly

Swinburne did authorise the issue of the pamphlet, and revised the

text of the poem for that purpose. This statement is supported

by the fact that among the papers preserved at The Pines, and

acquired by me from Watts-Dunton, was a set of proof-sheets of

Cleopatra. These were pierced through the centre of the leaves,

having apparently been thrust upon the point of an old-fashioned

file. But Swinburne's memory was not always to be relied upon

where the history of his own writings was concerned ; witness, for

example, his emphatic repudiation of the authorship of Dolorida.

Mr. E. K. Butler possesses a signed MS. copy of the first stanza

of Cleopatra, written by Swinburne to satisfy some friend who

had appealed for an ' autograph,' in which the last line reads

And the amorous deep lips divine,

in place of

And the amorous deep lids divine,

of the two published versions. ' Lips ' was no doubt a slip upon

Swinburne's part, as ' lids ' is unquestionably the correct reading.

Cleopatra was entirely dropped by its author, and is not included

in any of his collected volumes. Here, therefore, is a specimen of

the verses :

—

Her mouth is fragrant as a vine,

A vine with birds in all its boughs ;

Serpent and scarab for a sign

Between the beauty of her brows

And the amorous deep lids divine.

if if * if * *
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Under those low large lids of hers

She hath the histories of all time ;

Thefruit offoliage-stricken years ;

The old seasons with their heavy chime

That leaves its rhyme in the world's ears.

His face, who was and was not he,

In whom, alive, her life abode ;

The end, when she gained heart to see

Those ways of death wherein she trod,

Goddess by god, with Antony.

Although never reproduced in. this country, Cleopatra was

included, pp. 335-399, in an unauthorised reprint of Poems and

Ballads published in 1899 by Thomas B. Mosher, of Portland,

Maine. The MS. of the poem was sold in Messrs. Sotheby's

Rooms on July 7th, 1919. It realised £20.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Cleopatra in the Library

of the British Museum. The Press-mark is C. 59. b. 15.

(36)

[Notes on Poems and Reviews : 1866J

Notes on Poems and / Reviews. / By / Algernon

Charles Swinburne. / \_Two quotations from (i)

Fr^ddric le Grand, and (2) Carlyle.\ j London : /

John Camden Hotten, Piccadilly. / 1866.

Collation :—Octavo, pp. 23 : consisting of : Half-title

(with blank reverse) pp. i— 2 ; Title-page (with

imprint " London : j Savill and Edwards, Printers,

Chandos Street, / Covent Garden " upon the centre
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of the reverse) pp. 3—4 ; and Text of the Notes

pp. 5—23. There are no head-lines, the pages

being numbered centrally in Arabic numerals.

There are no signatures, but the pamphlet consists

of a full sheet of eight leaves, inset within a half-

sheet of four leaves.

Issued stitched, and without wrappers. The leaves,

which were trimmed, measure 8J X 5J inches. One
thousand copies were printed. The published price was
One Shilling.

Upon page 20 of Notes on Poems and Reviews are two stanzas

addressed by the poet to his critics. Inserted in one of my own
copies of the pamphlet is the original Manuscript of these stanzas,

and the text as it there stands differs appreciably from that printed.

Here are the lines as Swinburne wrote them :—

Why should you grudge me lyre and laurel,

toothless mouth, soundless maw ?

I never grudged you bell and coral,

1 never grudged you troughs and straw.

Lie still in kennel, snug in stable,

Good creatures of the stall or sty ;

Shove snouts for crumbs beneath the table ;

Lie still ; and rise not up to lie.

In the manuscript the lines are headed A Query ; in the pamphlet

this title was withheld.

In addition to these stanzas Swinburne wrote a second and longer

set of verses for insertion among his Notes. But for some un-

recorded reason he forbore to use this Drydenish satire, and it

has remained unpublished until to-day. I print it now, from a

Manuscript bound up with the copy of the pamphlet referred to
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above. No one still lives whose feelings would be hurt by its

perusal, and it is sufficiently clever to warrant preservation :

—

A Study

First in manure of hot religions hatched,

Andfattening on the titbits that he snatched—
Then with gorge heaving at the daily cram,

And dreaming he had soul enough to damn.

The hybrid, fitfor neither man nor priest,

Skulked into light, a ruminative beast.

Withfoul mouth mincing at the skirts of sin.

With dubious nose and academic chin.

Fetid and flatulent, he snuffed and sipped.

Lapped at thought's stagnant pools, but rose dry-lipped ;

With shreds of doctrine delicately sliced.

For tender thinkers served up half a Christ.

Then pale a bishop grew, and red a dean.

And half a college sickened into green ;

He, with meek brows of martyrdom upraised.

Praised God for making what God never praised :

{For if indeed He who made man made this

He mixed into the dough no flour of His,*

But, kneading to a lump the refuse bran.

Spurned into life the mockery of a man :

A bastard halting soul of sexless shape,

Not half a human, and not all an ape)

Then, girt to run by some new prophet's wheels.

He braced the spur on virtue's booted heels ;

And faith's lost lamb, returning, fell tofawn
On massy-muscled saint of beer and brawn.

He changed the whine of dolorous disbelief.

To hymn the fat moralities of beef

;

* Cancelled reading :

For if man's maker made a thing like this

Unborn the angels damned it with a kiss.
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To laud, the ghostly huntsman that would flog

Bach to warm straw so lean a straying dog.

A tear and wink contending in his eyes—
His lank soul stuffed with thick theologies—
He taught his lip the penitential smirk,

And turned a Christian as one turns a Turk.

Next with blunt nose down foul historic ways

He roamed to sweep the sewerage of strange days ;

And, binding loud knaves' badges on his back.

Spat the whitefoul and then licked white the black ;

Still as the wind sets impotently veered

Squatted and rose, with forehead fresh veneered :

A flaccid thing God meant as foodfor time,

But that I deign to damn him in a rhyme.

Whate'er of his oblivious years may rob.

Where my lash stung a little life shall throb ;

Forgotten all but where my footprint fell ;

So much I takefrom death and give to hell.

I am indebted to Mr. Edmund Gosse for the following illumina-

ting comment on the foregoing ' Study ' :

—

My dear Wise,

There can be no reasonable doubt that 'A Study ' is a portrait of

James Anthony Froude. Swinburne disliked and disapproved of

him extremely. He never mentions him without censure, and Froude'

s

cold-blooded analysis of the character of Mary, Queen of Scots roused

Swinburne to fury. He calls Froude ' the advocate on the devil's

side,' and scathes his ' implacable and single-eyed animosity,' his

' vituperative terms ' and his ' prepense partisanship.' He never

has a word of mercy for Froude's ' gratuitous inferences ' and his

' unfair dealing and unfounded statements.'

If we turn to ' A Study,' and make due allowancefor Swinburne's

veherAent exaggeration, we find the following results :
—

L 2
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1. I. Froude was brought up in a hot-bed of Anglicanism.

I. 2. At Oxford he was the humble disciple of Newman.

II. 3-12. In 1848 he abruptly left the High Church party, and

proclaimed himself {in ' The Nemesis of Faith ') a Christian free-

thinker, and ' with shreds of doctrine, . . . served up half a Christ.'

11. 13-18. Froude's apostasy made a great sensation in the Uni-

versity ; the Bishop of Oxford intervened, and though there was

much difference of opinion. Oriel College deprived him of his fellow-

ship.

II. 19-34. Swinburne's commentary on Froude's expressed opinion,

and his conjectures as to Froude's inward feelings.

II. 35, 36. Froude now devoted himself to 'foul historic ways'

that is to say to the elucidation of the intrigues of Henry VIII., whom,

in spite of the sewerage of strange days,' he tried to rehabilitate.

The relation of Froude to Carlyle, of whom he was always the toady,

his constitutional inaccuracy, which often looked like bad faith, and

his views on the character of Queen Mary, combined to make him,

especially after his ' History of England,' which was still appearing

in 1867, detestable to Swinburne.

Ever your affectionate Friend,

Edmund Gosse.

Notes on Poems and Reviews was seen through the press by

William Rossetti. But a considerable amount of correspondence

regarding the pamphlet passed directly between the poet and his

publisher. The two following letters are of interest, and as they

have not yet been published I give them both in full :

—

ffolmwood,

Henley-on- Thames.

lOcioder, 1866]

Dear Sir,

Let me have the proofs and MS. of my pamphlet as soon as you can,

as I leave in a few days for Wales. I am surprised at not hearing

further about the other arrangements, as it must be a fortnight since
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I wrote to you. The title of my pamphlet will be " Notes on Poems

and Reviews."

I see by certain printed impertinences that people have been at

the trouble to forge rumours about it, which I presume cannot be

helped, or I should request you to keep things quiet till the time of

publication, as I do not care to see my affairs handled by absurd

scribblers in the newspapers.

Yours truly,

A. C. Swinburne.

Holmwood^

October \%lh, [1866]

Dear Sir,

I have just got your note, and was (when it came) about to return

the proof of my pamphlet to Mr. Rossetii. I am very glad that you

sent it to him and laid the matter in full before him. I have, as you

will see, at once adopted your suggestions. The reference to a threat

of prosecution was made simply on your account, and in consequence

of what you said to me. It was this, you will remember, that made

me think of noticing the affair at all, and this is my reasonfor objecting

to any title for my pamphlet which would make it look like an answer

to the reviews, ofwhich I should naturally have taken no notice whatever.

I am, you will understand, particularly reluctant to be classed {even

by the lowest scribbler in the ' Star ') among the small literary fry

of people who write in answer to their reviewers. Also—it is not

exactly a reply to any critic or critics that I have written—but rather

a casual set of notes on my poems, such as Coleridge and Byron {under

other circumstances) did on theirs. I think a few extracts from the

Examiner article might serve your turn in the way of reprint, but

by no means the entire article as it stands. I hope you have got

my Blake proofs and MS. from Moxon's—/ am uneasy till I hear

of their being safe out of such hands. What does the laioyer say of the

American profits on which I wrote my opinion to you and him ?
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I think still that "Notes on Poems and Reviews by A. C. S." is

as good a title as we can have (without any italics or inverted commas)

being simple and unobtrusive, and free of any direct allusion which

I should not like. I return the proof to Mr. Rossetii as it came through

him to me. I think you may as well {if you like) cancel the note at

pp. II-I2, which was inserted on account of what you told me about

the menaces made to you on the ground of'profanity ' &'c. But this,

as well as all questions ofform and tone, I leave entirely in your hands.

In other points the pamphlet must appear just as it stands in the

revised copy which I have asked Mr. Rossetti to forward to you.

He will also give you a list of the persons to whom I should like it to

be at once sent in my name. I hear from him that there was some

attack made on me in the ' Spectator ' of September Sth or 15th, in

verse, which he thinks I ought to see.* I should be much obliged ifyou

could at once send it me, as I am out of the way of seeing past numbers

of journals, in a country house some way off a town of any sort, and

I shall probably be moving into Wales next week. The present

address will always find me.

Yours very truly,

A. C. Swinburne.

P.S.—In reissuing my book'f I hope you will see to the two misprints

I pointed out to you—at p. 146 'fair seasons ' should be'four seasons
'

^at p. 181 ' where lives ' ought to be ' whose lives.' These blunders

are so grave that they ought to be rectified immediately.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Notes on Poems and

Reviews in the Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark

is C. 58. f. 17.

* The 'attack' was made in The Session of the Poets, by Robert

Buchanan, published in The Spectator of September isth, 1866, over the

pseudonym ' Caliban.'

t Poems and Ballads. The errors indicated were duly corrected by Hctten.
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(37)

[Second Edition : 1866)

Nothing appears upon the Title-page of this—the second

—

edition of Notes on Poems and Reviews to distinguish it from the First

Edition. It may, however, be easily recognised by the imprint,

which reads "London : / Savill, Edwards and Co., Printers, Chandos

Street, j Covent Garden." There are in addition many minor

mechanical variations throughout. The reason for the absence of

any notification that the pamphlet is a Second Edition is readily

accounted for. Hotten printed the first edition (consisting of

1 ,000 copies) and duly paid the author his royalty upon them. Find-

ing the demand for the booklet continue he promptly reprinted it

;

and, in order to obviate the necessity of paying the additional

royalty, suppressed the fact that he had published another edition,

and refrained from placing the words Second Edition upon the

title-page. The number so reprinted must have been very large,

as up to the year 1895 the pamphlet was still procurable at the

published price of One Shilling from Messrs. Chatto & Windus,

successors to John Camden Hotten. The brochure is consequently

of no pecuniary value whatever, whilst examples of the genuine

first edition are of very much greater scarcity than is generally

supposed, most of the copies sold as " First Editions " being in

reality specimens of the illegitimate second issue. The variation in

the imprint, however, removes any difficulty in deciding whether

an example be a copy of this spurious issue, or a genuine princeps.

In a letter addressed to myself, regarding this and other matters,

Swinburne included the following amusing paragraph regarding

John Camden Hotten :

—

"... The moral character of the worthy Mr. Hotten was—

I was about, very inaccurately, to say—ambiguous. He was a service-

able sort offellow in his way, but decidedly what Dr. Johnson would

have called ' a shady lot,' and Lord Chesterfield ' a rum customer.
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When I heard that he had died of a surfeit of pork-chops, I observed

that this was a serious argument against my friend Sir Richard

Burton's views of cannibalism as a wholesome and natural method of

diet."

Even for the royalties upon the editions of his books which Hotten

did admit selling Swinburne found constant difficulty in obtaining

payment. On November 9th, 1868, he wrote to Lord Houghton

:

" It is no end of a work to wring an instalment of my money from

his [Hotten's] throat and maw, though he admits an outstanding

debt of hundreds."

Again, on December loth, 1869, he wrote to D. G. Rossetti

:

" / presume the Hotten embroilment will clear up, more or less,

and sooner or later ; but the large sums he puts down as paid in

the lump I certainly never received or cashed, though the small cheques*

are probably all right."

Other similar remarks, expressed much more strongly, are to be

found in certain of Swinburne's unpublished letters. No wonder

that the latter grew exasperated with the whole affair, and wel-

comed the proposal for a fresh transfer of his books, this time to

the house of Chapman and Hall. But Hotten's death in June, 1873,

resulted in the business passing into the loyal hands of Andrew

Chatto, whose prompt performance of all engagements relieved the

poet from that date of any commercial anxiety.

Since 1866 (or whatever year it may have been in which Hotten

fabricated his spurious Second Edition) Notes on Poems and Reviews

has not been reprinted in this country. But in 1899 the text of

the pamphlet was employed as an Introduction to the unauthorised

edition of Poems and Ballads published by Thomas B. Mosher at

Portland, Maine.

* Hotten preserved the cheques, each enciorsed by the poet, passed by
him to Swinburne after they had in due course been returned by his bankers.

The total sum represented by these cheques is £s<)0, a hopelessly inadequate

amount. Hotten was born on September 12th, 1832.
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[A Song of Italy: 1867]

A / Song of Italy. / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne. / London : / John Camden Hotten,

Piccadilly. / 1867.

Collation :—Foolscap octavo, pp. 66 ; consisting of

:

Half-title (with blank reverse) pp. i—2 ; Title-

page, as above (with blank reverse), pp. 3—4;
Dedication To Joseph Mazzini (with blank reverse)

pp. 5—6 ; and Text of the Song pp. 7—66. The
head-line is A Song of Italy throughout, upon
both sides of the page. There is no printer's

imprint. The signatures are A (a half-sheet of

4 leaves), and B to E (four sheets, each 8 leaves).

The first leaf, Sig. Ai, is a blank.* E7 is also a

blank. E8 carries the first two of a series of pages

of Hotten's Advertisements. The number of

these pages of advertisements varies in different

examples of the book.

* Some copies, but not all, have eight numbered pages of Advertisements

of Atalanta and Chastelard inserted between this blank leaf and the half-title.

Issued in green sand-grained cloth boards, lettered in

gold across the back, " A I Song j of j Italy / Swinburne /

1867." Three thousand copies were printed. The pub-

lished price was Three Shillings and Sixpence. A number

of ' remainder ' copies were put up in cloth boards, some

bright blue and some bright red, lettered as above.
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Examples are to be met with, in all varieties of binding,

with no date upon the back. Doubtless these were made
up subsequent to 1867. The leaves, which were sUghtly

trimmed, measure 6|- x 4iV inches.

In the following year, 1868, a so-called Second Edition of A Song

of Italy was published. Messrs. Chatto & Windus have informed

me that this consisted of a portion of the stock of original sheets

of the book for which 1,000 fresh titles, noted as ' Second Edition,'

were printed on June ist, 1868.

In 1875 the Song was included in Songs of Two Nations, pp. 1-33,

and no separate edition of the poem has since then been issued.

Contents.
PAGE

A Song of Italy. [Upon a windy night of stars thatfell] . 7

There are two Manuscripts of A Song of Italy extant. The

earlier is written upon fourteen sheets of white paper, of which

five are octavo and nine are folio. In the majority of cases both

sides of the leaves are employed, with the result that there are

altogether twenty-four pages of manuscript. The text differs

substantially from that finally published, and affords a number of

variorum readings. The sections are also arranged in a different

order from that of the printed book. For example, in the MS.

the Song concludes with the address to Mazzini which ends :

Because the supreme sunrise is not yet,

Is the young dew not wet ?

Because night's veil is half unrent, half drawn.

Is there not surely dawn ?

In the printed volume the last two lines are deleted, and the

remainder pf the passage is transferred to p. 31.
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Again, after the line, Thou wast not, but thy grave, printed on

p. 54, the following unpublished passage stands uncancelled in

the MS. :—

But thou, the i?nperial and the immortal, thou

Still dark of eyes and brow.

Still veiled and bound and alienfrom thy land,

Reach thou thy royal hand I

Mother oj many names and miseries.

Stretch forth thy handfor his,

Rome,for-his hand that long since raised thee up
To drink the costliest cup.

The blessed blood offreedom spiltfor thee,

Pouredforth even like a sea.

The wine of the sin-offeringfor thy sin

That let the tyrants in ;

Shall it not surely raise thee again and save,

Tho' thy slave call thee slave ?

Shall he not fill thee again with large desire

And procreant force offire,

Who wast a dead corpse in a barren land.

Do thou but touch his hand 1

An additional point of interest attaching to this manuscript is

that upon the reverse of one of its leaves is the first draft of Winter

in Northumberland, printed in Poems and Ballads, Second Series

1878, pp. 163-176.

I give a reduced facsimile of the first page of this MS. It will be

noticed that the title of the poem here is Italia, and that it is

dated at the commencement ' Nov. 14, '66.'

The second Manuscript, from which the Song was ultimately

printed, consists of twenty-three leaves of octavo notepaper,

written upon both sides, and is bound, together with a set of the

printed proofs, in dark blue morocco by Riviere. The MS. was

given by Swinburne to Thomas Purnell, and in 1896 was catalogued
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by Messrs. Robson & Co., booksellers, of London, at £75. It

subsequently formed Lot 725 in the sale of the library of M. C. D.

Borden at the American Art Galleries, New York, on February

19th, 1913, and realised $740.

There is a copy of the First Edition of A Song of Italy in the

Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is 11645. b. 69.

(39)

[Dolores : 1867]

Dolores. /By / Algernon Charles Swinburne. /

London: / John Camden Hotten, Piccadilly. / 1867.

Collation :—Foolscap octavo, printed in half-sheets,

pp. 23 ; consisting of : Half-title (with blank

reverse), pp. i—2 ; Title-page, as above (with

blank reverse), pp. 3—4 ; and Text of the Poem

pp. 5—23. The reverse of p. 23 is blank. The
head-line is Dolores throughout, upon both sides

of the page. There is no printer's imprint. There

are also no signatures, the pamphlet consisting of

three half-sheets, each 4 leaves.

Issued in plain paper wrappers, of various colours, with-

out lettering or ornament. The leaves, which are

untrimmed, measure 6f x 4^ inches.

Contents.
PAGE

Dolores. [Cold eyelids that hide like a jewel] .... 5

Dolores had appeared previously in Poems and Ballads, Moxon,

1866, pp. 178-195, and has since retained its position in every
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edition of that work. Why it should subsequently have been

published separately can only be conjectured. Swinburne himself,

upon being appealed to for information upon the subject, declared

that he had no recollection of the circumstances in which it was

produced.

Some years ago a small ' remainder ' of Dolores came to light.

The copies of which this ' remainder ' consisted were in the original

unfolded sheets, and were, of course, without wrappers.

The Manuscript of Dolores is still extant, and was formerly in

the Library of Mr. Walter B. Slater. It is written upon nine sheets

of foolscap paper (one white, and the remainder blue), watermarked

1864. The majority of the leaves are written upon both sides.

A facsimile of a portion of one of the pages is given opposite.

In a letter (undated, but probably belonging to 1865) to Charles

Howell, Swinburne wrote :

—

" 1 have added yet Jour more jets of boiling and gushing infamy

to the perennial and poisonous fountain of Dolores. rnon ami I

. , . I send you afresh sample of Dolores. If you are a?niable and

write me something stimula'ing as the smell of firwoods, you shall

have the rest :

' 'Por the Lords in whose keeping the door is

That opens on all who draw breath

Gave the cypress to Love, my Dolores

y

The myrtle to Death.

' 'And they laughed, changing hands in the measure,

And they mixed and made peace after strife ;

Pain melted in tears, and was Pleasure,

Death tingled with blood, and was Life.

Voila, mes amis, une viriti que ne comprendront jamais les sols

idolateurs de la vertu.

" P.S.—Since writing the above I have added ten verses to Dolores

—tres infantes et ires bien tournis. ' Oh ! Monsieur, peut-on prendre

du plaisir a de telles horreurs ? '
"

M
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'

' Dolores is one of the most poignantly moral lyrics in our literature. It is

a passionate revelation of the pain of pleasure, the ennui of evil, and the

satiety of sin. It may seem a far cry from Solomon to Swinburne, but

Dolores is really a lyrical version of the seventh chapter of Proverbs. It

is the despairing cry of the baffled voluptuary. Vice has its renegades as

well as virtue. We hear too much about the temptations of vice, and too

little about the temptations of virtue. Dolores shows that in the deepest

depth of hedonism the hedonist is haunted by the eternal riddle of good and

evil, that the wiles of vice are weaker than the wiles of virtue, and that the

attainment of perfect depravity is infinitely harder than the attainment of

perfect righteousness."—[ fames Douglas.
'\

There is a copy of the first separate edition of Dolores in the

Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is C. 57. e. 57.

(40)

{Popular Edition, 1916)

Dolores / By / Algernon Charles Swinburne
/

London / Chatto & Windus / mcmxvi.

Collation :—Small square octavo, pp. 31 ; consisting of :

Title-page, as above (with blank reverse), pp. i—2 ;

Fly-title p. 3 ; and Text of the Poem pp. 4—^31.

Upon the reverse of p. 31 is the following imprint

:

" Printed, by / Billing and Sons, Ltd., / Guildford,

England." The head-Hne is Dolores throughout,

upon both sides of the page. There is no half-

title and no pagination, and there are no signa-

tures.

Issued in bright scarlet paper boards, backed with white

hnen. Upon the front cover is a white paper label,

lettered in red " Dolores / Swinburne." Three thousand

copies were printed. The pubUshed price was One

ShUhng.





THE CONDEMNED FENIAN PEISONEES.

''AN APPEAL TO ENGLAND,"
EY THB DISTINGUISHED r

ALGERNON SWINBOURNE,
AUTHOR OF "POEMS & BALLADS," "OHASTELARD," Sco.

Art tVjon inJccd i\moDg the^e.

Thou of tljy tjTnnnoua crow,

The kingilonis fed npou Motid,

Queen from of uM of the seas

;

KuglanJ, art tliou of tlieni too

That Jrink of the poisonoiLs flood,

Tbat hiiK' under pt-i^onoaa treea '.'

II.

Nay, tliY nmflfi from of olil.

Mother, was piiri,', of we dreaiued ;

Purer we lielil Uicv than this,

Purer fain would wo hold :

So gooilly a gli>'T it seemed,

A fame eo "bonntEoua of bliss.

So more preeioca than gold.

ni.
A praise ao swoet in our rara.

That thou in ihc lempr-sl of things

As a roflc for ti i-efuge shoiild'st slaud,

In lliG ijlo'jd-reii rtvt-r of tenrs

I'ouriid fortji f'lr the triumph of kiiigs ;

A sul'Eynai'd, a shelteritiy; land,

in tlio thunder and torrent of yeHrs.

rv.

Sti'augers coiue gladly to Uiee,

Exiles, chosen of rDe»,

Safe for thy sake iu thy shade,

Sat dowa at thy feet and were free.

So rneu spulte of tlicfc then :

Now shall thoir spealdng bo stAyed
''

Ah, so let it not he!

Not for re\-enge or sffrighf,'

Pride, or a tyramious lust,

Caatfrom theo Che ciowni of thy praise.

Mei'cy was ihice in thy might-

;

Stronp wheu tlioii wci-t, thou wert just

:

Now, in the wrong-doing daya,

Cleflve thou, thou at leaat, to the right,

VI.

How eliould one charge thee, how pray,

Savo by Uie inetiioric-a that wero?
Not thy gold nor the streugtli of thy ships.

Nor tlie might of thiue armies at bay,

Made tliee, mother, ]iio;-t fair;

But » word from ri^pubUcan )ip^

Said in thy uame ia thy day.

VI r.

Host tlion said it, and host thou forgot?

Is thy prniae in thino ears as a sc^ff ?

Blood of men guiltlost; wns ahi'd,

Children, and aouls witbout.spot.

Shed, but in places far off;

Let slmighler nn mora It, said

Milton ; and slaughter wns not.

vm,
Was it not Buid of thee too.

Now, bul now, by thy foes,

By tiie slaves that hud slain their France

And thee would slaj ad tliey slew

—

"DoTfD with her walls that enclose

Freemen that eye us askance.

Fugitives, men that are true?"

IX.

This was thy pruiae or thy blame
From bondsman or freeman—to he

Pure from pollution of slaves.

Clean of their sins, and thy name
Bluodlean, inuocent, free

;

Now if thou be not, tliy wftvoG

Wash not from off Ihee tliy shame.

Freeman he is not, but slave,

Whoso in fear for the State,

Cries for surety of blood,

Holp o( gibbet and grave
;

Neither is any land great

Whom, in hor fcar-strietien mood.
These tilings only can save.

XI.
Lo, how fair from afar.

Taintless of tyrnuny, stands

Thy mighty daughter, for years,

Who trod the wine-press of war ;

Hhincs with immaeulale hands
;

Siays not a foe, neither feai-s ;

Stains not peace with a aciu'.

XII.

Be not 03 tyrant or slave,

England : bo not as these,

Thou that wort other than they,

Stretch out thine hand but to save

;

Put forth thy atrenglh, and release;

Le&t there oiiso, if thuu tlay,

Thy shame, us a ghost from tho grave
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(41)

[Latin Translation)

Collation :—Demy octavo, pp. 21. There is no title-

page, the pamphlet commencing with a Half-

title ' Dolores,' p. i. The text of the poem occupies

pp. 2—21, each verso carr3dng the original English

stanzas, the Latin equivalent appearing upon
each opposite recto. The reverse of p. 21 is

blank. There are no head-lines. The pages are

numbered at foot in Arabic numerals. The Latin

text is signed at the end " B. H. H.-J." There is

no printer's imprint, and the date and place of

production are nowhere indicated.

Issued in pale lavender-coloured paper wrappers, with

trimmed edges, and with the title ' Dolores ' upon the

centre of the front cover.

This Latin translation of Dolores was made by the late

Professor B. H. Hampden-Jones, of Capetown, South

Africa, where the pamphlet was privately printed in 1906.

(42)

[An Appeal to England: 1867]

The Condemned Fenian Prisoners. /
" An Appeal

to England," / By the distinguished Poet, / Algernon

Swinbourne, / Author of " Poems & Ballads,"

" Chastelard," &c.
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Collation :—Folio, pp. 2.

The princeps of An Appeal to England is a bfoadside, a single

leaf of folio paper printed upon one side only, the reverse remaining

blank. The title, as above, appears upon the upper portion of

the page after the manner of a ' dropped head.' The remainder

of the page is occupied by the twelve stanzas of the poem, imposed

in two columns divided by a double rule. There is no printer's

imprint. The size of the only available copy is iOj-\ X 6| inches.

An Appeal to England also appeared in The Morning Star for

Friday, November 22nd, 1867, from whence it was widely copied

by the contemporary Press. The poem was afterwards included in

Songs before Sunrise, 1871, pp. 253-257.

Contents.
TJiCS

An Appeal. [Art thou indeed among these,] . . . . i

The broadside here described was printed at the office of The

Morning Star, and was published simultaneously with the appear-

ance of the poem in the columns of that paper. No doubt it was

set up in advance of the latter issue, for it was certainly on sale

in the streets of Manchester side by side with the number of the

newspaper containing the verses. This is proved by the following

paragraph extracted from The Manchester Weekly Times of

November 23rd, 1867 :

—

" During the day a considerable quantity oj literature of the Newgate

typefound purchasers at street corners. Algernon Swinburne's poem,

published in yesterday's ' Star,' appeared to be a favourite fly-sheet,

and fairly divided the custom with the photographic portraits of the

convicts. But when night closed in the market was at an end, and

all the custom had departed."
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But, although nominally published at the price of One Penny,
the sheet was also distributed gratuitously. How many copies

were struck oS is not recorded, but the issue is not likely to have

been a large one, and the whole edition was no doubt wasted

almost as soon as it was produced. The transient nature of the

interest attaching to the subject which occasioned the preparation

of the broadside would alone account for the failure on the part of

such persons as received it to preserve so fugitive a waif. Moreover,

the pamphlet by which it was promptly succeeded presented the

poem in a dress more suited to the taste and requirements of those

lovers of Swinburne's work who would be disposed to retain his

stanzas in an ephemeral form until such time as they should find

permanent shelter within the covers of one of his volumes of collected

verse. At all events the broadside is to-day known to exist in a

single example only. This is in my own collection. It is bound

up with the original JIanuscript, together with a specimen, also

apparently unique, of a large folio advertisement sheet which

was posted upon the bill-hoardings of Manchester to call public

attention to the poem. I give facsimiles, greatly reduced, of

both these interesting and now unprocurable prints.

" The scene in which the ' ^Nlen of Manchester ' played their part was

the closing one of the Fenian insurrection of '67. The Manchester poh'ce

arrested two leading Fenians, Kelly and Deasy. Their comrades resolved

to attempt a rescue. On the iSth of September the two men were being

conveyed from the court to the county gaol, when, with a 'Stand and

surrender !
' the prison van was stopped on the highway by a handful of

armed Fenians. Most of the police fled, and the rescue party tried the

door of the van. But it was locked, and Sergeant Brett, the policeman in

charge within, courageously refused to hand out the keys. There was not a

moment to waste. Time meant liberty. Already the police were rallying,

a crowd was forming, the precious opportunity was slipping away. Unable

to burst in the door, the Fenians hit on the only expedient which remained.

They blew the lock open with a pistol shot. That was the object, as every

one believes, but unhappily the result was homicide. At the moment of the

shot Brett was bending down to peer through the keyhole. Wounded to

death, he Fank, and a woman within, taking the keys from his pocket,

handed them out. In a moment the rescue was effected. The little ring of
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Fenians who had been guarding the retreat with threatening pistols did not

fire a shot in their own defence. They scattered and fled. They were

pursued by 'a furious crowd. Five of them were caught and struck down.

The five were tried for the wilful murder of Brett. Panic was in the air ; an

example was called for. The men were found guilty and condemned to

death. The voice of reason, of justice, of moderation, was raised in vain.

It had eloquent exponents. John Stuart Mill and John Bright pleaded with

all their power, but in vain. Two of the men, whose responsibility was

disproved, were pardoned ; but Allen, Larkin, and O'Brien were hanged.

That was in November, 1867. Just before the end Swinburne published

his eloquent Appeal."—[From the Pall Mall Gazette. ]

One of the reprieved Fenians, O'Meagher Condon, died as

recently as December, 1915. Originally an American citizen, he

returned, after serving ten years' penal servitude, to the United

States, where he practised as an architect. In recent years he

became a strong supporter of the Constitutional Home Rule move-

ment, and in the early days of the late war used his influence to

counteract the pro-German campaign in certain Irish circles in

America. Evidently in his case, if in no other, Swinburne's

intervention was justified by the result.

It is recorded that when the convicted prisoners stood in the

dock, whilst sentence was being pronounced, Condon exclaimed

" God save Ireland !" and the cry was repeated by his comrades.

The incident was made the subject of a song by T. D. Sullivan,

and God save Ireland I became the anthem of the Nationalists.

The manuscript of An Appeal to England is written in double

columns upon the two sides of a single leaf of blue foolscap paper.

It is signed and dated in full, "A. C. Swinburne, November zoth,

1867." I give a reduced facsimile of the first two stanzas of the

poem.

There is at present no copy of the First Edition of An Appeal

to England in the Library of the British Museum.
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Clia-sielard, 5:c,

MANCHESTER:

REFKINTED FROM THE '' MORNING STAR."

1867.
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(43)

{^Pamphlet Edition: 1867)

An Appeal / to / England / Against the Execution

of the / Condemned Fenians. / By / Algernon

Charles Swinburne, / Author of Poems and

Ballads, / Atalanta in Calydon, / Chastelard, &c. /

Manchester: / Reprinted from the "Morning

Star." / 1867.

Collation :—-Crown octavo, pp. 11 ; consisting of : Half-

title (with blank reverse) pp. i—2 ; Title-page, as

above (with blank reverse) pp. 3—4 ; and Text of

the Poem pp. 5—-ii. The reverse of p. 11 is

blank. The head-line is An Appeal throughout,

upon both sides of the page. There is no printer's

imprint.

Issued in mottled-grey paper wrappers, with untrimmed

edges, and with the title-page (enclosed within a plain

rectangular ruled frame) reproduced upon the front. The
leaves measure 7^ X 5 inches.

This pamphlet edition of An Appeal to England appeared im-

mediately after the publication of the poem in the columns of

TheMorning Star,a.nd, like its broadside predecessor, was circulated

gratuitously. What length of time elapsed between the publica-

tion of the princeps and the issue of the present pamphlet is not

recorded
J
but the interval was doubtless inconsiderable. The

brochure could be set up, and the limited number of copies required

struck off, within a few hours ; the preparation of the pamphlet
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would occupy a few days. But no time was likely to have been

lost. The circumstances were pressing, and would render any

undue delay prejudicial to the end the poet and those whose cause

he was serving had in view. I have been able to obtain no in-

formation regarding the number of copies printed.

There is a copy of the pamphlet edition of An Appeal to

England in the Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark

is C. 58. d. 15.

(44)

[Siena: 1868]

Siena. / By / Algernon Charles Swinburne. /

London : / John Camden Hotten, Piccadilly
/

1868. / (All rights reserved.)

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. 15 ; consisting of : Title-

page, as above (vdth blank reverse), pp. i—2

;

and Text of the Poem pp, 3—15. The reverse of

p. 15 is blank. There is no printer's imprint.

The head-line is Siena throughout, upon both sides

of the page. There is no half-title, and there are

no signatures, the pamphlet being composed of a

single sheet folded to form sixteen pages.

Issued in plain paper vsrappers, with trimmed edges, and

without either lettering or ornament. Of the five known
copies of the pamphlet, two are in creaw-coloured, and

two in ora?i^e-coloured, wrappers. The fifth known copy,

preserved in the British Museum, lacks the original cover.

The leaves measure 6^|- X 4-^^ inches.





ALGERNON SWINBURNE IN 1868.
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Contents.
PAGE

Siena. [Inside this northern summer's fold] .... 3

Siena was first published in Lippincott's Magazine for June,

1868, pp. 622-629, but, previous to its appearance there, was printed

here in pamphlet form in order to secure the EngUsh copyright.

Swinburne himself informed me that only six copies were printed,

one of which was sold, and the others distributed privately. Of

these six copies five can now be traced. The pamphlet, therefore,

is one of the rarest of the first editions of Swinburne's writings,

the copies which constantly occur for sale belonging invariably

to the second, published, edition described below. The poem

was afterwards included- in Songs before Sunrise, pp. 191-204.

The prose notes which accompanied Siena in Lippincott's Magazine

did not appear in either of the two English pamphlets of 1868
;

only a portion of them, also, were retained when the poem was

reprinted in Songs before Sunrise.

The First Edition of Siena has only upon one occasion figured

in the Auction Room. This was on June 2gth, 1916, when the

late Andrew Chatto's copy was sold by Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson,

& Hodge. The pamphlet was in the original wrappers, and

realised £134. It was purchased by Messrs. Bernard Quaritch Ltd.,

who advertised it in their catalogue No. 352. The price quoted

was ;£i8o. No manuscript of the poem is known to exist.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Siena in the Library

of the British Museum. The Press-mark is C. 59. b. 16.

(45)

[Second—or Spurious—Edition : 1868)

This, the first published, edition of Siena is unfortunately fre-

quently accepted ;n ignorance as the original semi-private pamphlet.

N
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Swinburne gave no authority to John Camden Hotten to reprint

and publish the poem ; and, upon being appealed to for 'nformation

upon the subject, was only able to suggest that when the pamphlet

in question was issued, Hotten (who was himself the purchaser

of the only copy sold), finding a demand for first editions of his

(Swinburne's) writings even in those early days, at once caused

it to be reprinted as precisely as possible, and it is known that

he sold the booklets readily at five or ten shillings apiece. No
difficulty need be exper'enced in distinguishing copies of the two

issues. The types used for both are very similar, but the paper

of the published edition is somewhat thinner and smoother than

that of the original pamphlet ; the wrapper also, which is orange

coloured, is thinner, smoother, and much brighter than the

original. Examples of both issues are in the British Museum,

and should be inspected by anyone interested ;n the matter.

When the two tracts are placed side by side, the d fference

between them is immediately apparent.

For the benefit of such persons as have no opportunity of com-

paring the two, it may be as well to indicate some point in the

text where a difference may be observed between them. As an

example, see p. 5, line 6 from the foot. In the princefs the

semi-colon which concludes this line falls between the s and p of

the word spears below it, whilst in the reprint this semi-colon

falls immediately above the letter e. Other similar differences

might be pointed out, but one is sufficient for the purpose.

(46)

[LippincoWs Edition: 1868)

[From Lippincott's Magazine.] / Siena. / By /

Algernon Charles Swinburne /
[^Publishers' device] /

Philadelphia / J. B. Lippincott & Co. / 1868.
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Collation :—Duodecimo, printed in half-sheets, pp. 24 ;

consisting of : Title-page, as above (with blank

reverse) pp. i—2 ; publishers' Preface (with blank

reverse) pp. 3—4 ; Text of the Poem pp. 5—23 ;

and Notes pp. 23—24. The head-line is Siena

throughout, upon both sides of the page. There

. are no signatures ; the pamphlet is composed of

two half-sheets, each 6 leaves. There is no half-

title. A single leaf of blank paper is inserted at

each end to stiffen the tract.

Issued in pale lavender-coloured glazed-paper wrappers,

with trimmed edges, and with the title-page, enclosed

within an ornamental rectangular frame, reproduced

upon the front.

With the present pamphlet Siena made its fourth^ but third

legitimate, appearance in print. The booklet was issued at

Philadelphia subsequently to the publication of the poem in

Lippincott's Magazine. This is expressly stated by the publishers

in the Preface they attached to the poem. I have more than once

seen the pamphlet catalogued as a Swinburne princeps, and

accordingly add this note in order that its correct status may in

future be distinctly understood.

(47)

(^Italian Translation)

C. A.* Swinburne / Siena / Traduzione di Salomone

Menasci / Firenze / Tipografia Cooperativa / Via

Monalda, No. i / 1890,

N 2
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Collation :—Square crown octavo, pp. 15 ; consisting of :

Title-page, as above (with " Estmtto dal Periodica

veta Nuova, Anno ii., N. 46, 47," upon the centre

of the reverse), pp. i—2 ; and Text of the Poem
pp. 3—15. There are no head-lines, the pages

being numbered centrally in Arabic numerals.

Issued in pale blue paper wrappers, with trimmed edges,

with the title reproduced upon the front cover.

* An obvious misprint of " A. C." Swinburne.

(48)

[William Blake : 1868]

William Blake. / A Critical Essay. / By / Algernon

Charles Swinburne. /
[Vignette] / Zamiel. / From

the Book of Job. / With Illustrations from Blake's

Designs in Facsimile, / Coloured and Plain.
/

London : / John Camden Hotten, Piccadilly. /

1868. / [All rights reserved.]

Collation :—Demy octavo, pp. viii + 304 ; consisting of :

printed Title-page, as above (with blank reverse),

pp. i—ii ; Dedication To William Michael Rossetti

pp. iii—iv ; Table of Contents (with blank reverse)

pp. v—vi ; List of Illustrations p. vii ; List of

Authorities p. viii ; and Text of the Essay

pp. I—304. There are head-lines throughout, each

verso being headed William Blake, whilst each

recto carries at its head the title of the particular

subject dealt with. At the foot of p. 304 is the



WILLIAM BLAKE.

Ji ©ritual t%i.w

ALGERNON CHARLKS SWiXBl liNK.

WITH iLI.USTR.lTIOKS FROM BLAKE'S DtSIONS IS KAi SI.MIl.E.

LONDON

.

JOHN CAMDEN HOTTEN, PICCAIiILLY
166J,

Proof title, without VignLtte, and dated 1867.



William Blake
a Critical ffisssD.

ALGERNON CHARLES SWINBURNE,

Fy^m tk< lii-eli .>/ Ji^h.

WITti ILLUSTRATIONS FROM BLAKE'S DESIGNS LV FACSIUILL

C'L;:ired ^nJ PUin.

LO^rDo^f

:

JOHN CAMDEN HOTTEN, PlCCADiLLV.*

Cancelled title-page, ' IthurieV



William Blake.

.a Criliral t-5San.

ALGKRNOX CHARLIES SWIXUURXH.

WITH !Li.L^IK,\'ll'.lNS I POM ilLAKE'b DESIGNS IX f.\CM\Ui.E,

•:o/ O' AV /' J\D // i/X.

UIXDON

JIJUX CAMUI'.X HOT-JEX. Fl CCADI 1,1. V.

First published title-page, ' Zaniiel.'



William Blake.

a ffririral Cssnu.

Ar.GF.RXi.iX CHARLES SWIN'BUR.VI-:,

Willi ll.iLMKVi iUNS l-RONi ULAt^UVS Dl/.StiJXS IS K\(,sl\MI t

COLOiUl-O tVO l'[..t/X.

I.ONOON;

JllllN CWIDi'.X HOT lh.\, I' 1 CL' \1 1
1
I.I.V,

Second published title-page, ' Going to andfro in the Earth!
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following imprint, " Bradbury, Evans, and Co.,

Printers, Whitefriars." The signatures are B to U
(nineteen sheets, each 8 leaves), preceded by three

unsigned leaves carrying the Dedication, Contents,

and two Lists. The title-page is printed upon a
separate single leaf of toned paper. The book
was issued without any half-title.

Issued in bright blue cloth boards, lettered in gold

across the back, " William / Blake / A Critical / Essay, j

Swinburne / /. C. Hotten." The leaves, which were

untrimmed, measure S^r x 5|- inches. Fifteen Hundred
copies were printed. The pubUshed price was Sixteen

Shillings. The decoration of the boards varies somewhat
in different examples of the book. Some copies have three

rectangular frames blind-stamped upon both sides ; others

have two frames only, those upon the front being in gold,

whilst those upon the back cover are blind.

The title transcribed above is that with which the book was

provided upon its appearance in August, 1868. But at least one

example of the Essay exists with the title in an earlier state. In

this copy (which was preserved by Swinburne, and afterwards

sold by Watts-Dunton to me) the words below the vignette read

" Ithuriel. From the Booh of Job" instead of " Zamiel. From

the Book of Job." In this copy is also inserted a pull of a still

earlier title dated 1867. This earliest title has no vignette^ and

upon it is written in pencil for addition the words " Ithuriel, from

the Book ofJob," together with a note of instruction to the printers

" 6 copies on toned paper." Hence it is probable that of the

suppressed title reading "Ithuriel" instead of "Zamiel" not

more than six copies were printed. I give reduced facsimiles

of all three titles, (i) the probably unique proof of 1867, (2) the

cancelled title with "Ithuriel" below the vignette, (3) the first
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published title with " Ithuriel ' replaced by " Zamiel." To
these I have added (4) the second published title described below,

with the words " Going to andfro in the Earth " instead of " Zamiel."

The (probably unique) copy of the Essay described above has

inserted between pp. 138 and 139 the manuscript in Swinburne's

handwriting of ten of Blake's lyrical poems. One of these, Soft

Snow [" I walked abroad on a sunny day "], is printed, but without

a title, on p. 135 ; a second. Infant Sorrow, is printed on

pp. 137-139 ; and a third, The Will and the Way, is printed on

p. 141 ; and the first stanza of a fourth, In a Myrtle Shade

[" Why should I he hound to thee"], is printed, also without a title,

on p. 137. The remaining six were not printed by Swinburne.

It is probable that all were selected for quotation in the book,

but that only those cited were ultimately made use of.

Illustrations.

Frontispiece. Gateway with eclipse. A reduction of plate 70,

from Jerusalem.

Lithographed A design of borders, selected from those in Jeru-

TiTLE-PAGE. salem (plates 5, 19, &c.), with minor details

from Marriage of Heaven and Hell, and The

Book of Thel.

Facing p. 200. Title from The Book of Thel.

„ p. 204. Title from Marriage of Heaven and Hell.

„ p. 208. Plate 8, from the Same (selected to show the

artist's peculiar method of blending text with

minute design).

„ p. 224. The Leviathan. From Marriage of Heaven and

Hell.

„ p. 258. From Milton. Male figures ; one in flames.

„ p. 276. Female figures. A reduction of plate 81 from

Jerusalem.

„ p. 282. Design with bat-like figure. A reduction of

plate 33 from Jerusalem.
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These Illustrations were reproduced from originals in the British

Museum. The colouring was done by hand, Blake's tints being

followed as closely as possible, a fact which adds very considerably

to the interest and value of the book.

Although not finally published until August, 1868, the Essay

on Blake had been finished more than two years earlier, and already

in November, 1865, had been sent to press in an uncompleted

form. A considerable number of references to the book occur

in Swinburne's printed and unprinted correspondence, and it is

evident that an extraordinary amount of time as well as efiort

was expended in the preparation and production of the work.

The subject first commended itself to Swinburne in the winter

of 1863, and originated in a contemplated review of Gilchrist's

Life of Blake. But in March, 1864, conversations held in Florence

with Seymour Kirkup resulted in a change of plan, and the original

review was expanded into a lengthy monograph. " My book,"

he wrote to Kirkup, " will handle the whole question of Blake's

life and work with perfect fearlessness and with thorough ad-

miration." In November, 1865, the first portion went to the printers,

and in April, 1866, Swinburne wrote to James Bertrand Payne,

of Messrs. Moxon & Co., instructing him to have the remaining

manuscript put into type. This was accordingly done, and by

November, 1866, the work was ready, as noted in a letter addressed

on January 1st, 1867, by Payne to John Camden Hotten. But

so many alterations, entailing changes and cancellations, were

introduced by the author, that not until the summer of 1868 was

the volume finally published. On August 6th of that year Swinburne

wrote to Bulwer Lytton, " My book appeared on Saturday."

No complete Manuscript of William Blake has been preserved,

but fragments of it may occasionally be met with. One of these

fragments, preserved with others in the John H. Wrenn Library

in the University of Texas, has an unpublished paragraph in
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Swinburne's handwriting upon the reverse of one of its leaves.

The paragraph is headed ' iVo/e/ and was evidently intended to

illuminate the argument on p. 94. As it remains uncancelled

it is probable that it was intended to form a footnote to that page,

but, being upon the reverse of a sheet, it was apparently overlooked

by both author and printer. It reads as follows :

—

Note.

To the school of Zoophytic moralists demanding, with mud or jelly

in hand, " Why not make a poem out of this ? " one has merely to

reply, that poetry has to he made out of itself, and not out of any star

or shell-fish. Besides, if your planet or your crab is so beautifully

superior to the mere mind and body of a man {things on the other

hand which we think worth working upon), do not you also for your

part admit that it is unfit for artistic treatment—cannot be further

beautified, being already more beautiful and valuable than any mere

poem or picture ? Therefore, all things taken into account, would

it not be better to choose once for all between sense and silence ?

There is at present no copy of the First Edition of William

Blake in the Library of the British Museum.

(49)

{Second Issiie : 1868)

Although he had already caused one change to be made in the

words placed beneath the vignette upon the title-page of his book
(' Zamiel ' in place of ' Ithuriel '), it would appear that Swin-

burne was still dissatisfied. Before many copies had been passed

into circulation the title he adopted in August was withdrawn,

and the volume was reissued with a new one. In this the words
" Zamiel. From the Book of Job " were discarded, and replaced
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by a quotation from Milton, " Going to and fro in the Earth."
How^ many copies of the book with the earlier title-page were
distributed has not been recorded, but this Second Issue is the
form in which the Essay most frequently occurs to-day.

(50)

{Second Edition: 1868)

The so-called ' Second Edition ' of William Blake was, properly

speaking, no new edition at all. Documents relating to the book
are fortunately still preserved among the archives of Messrs.

Chatto & Windus, who have been good enough to inform me that

on January 12th, 1869, Five Hundred new title-pages, dated

1868 and noted as ' Second Edition,' were printed and bound up
with 500 sets of the original sheets. As copies of the book with

the original title-page (Second public issue) were still on sale more

than twenty years later (as evidenced by the dated publishers'

lists bound up with them), it is clear that this manipulation was

merely a trick on the part of John Camden Hotten to excite or

stimulate interest in the book, and to create an idea that the

work had met with a greater amount of success than had actually

been the case. Hence the number of copies circulated with the

two original titles would not together have amounted to more

than a thousand.

It is difficult, however, to believe that even 1,500 copies of such

a work could have sufficed to meet all demands from 1868 to

1896, when the first new edition was published. Knowing what

we do of the business methods practised by Hotten, it is not

unreasonable to suspect that he adopted one of two courses :

either he printed in the first instance a number largely in excess

of the 1,500 authorised ; or he reprinted the book with the Second

public issue title-page, reproducing the date 1868, and refraining
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from placing any notification of this fact upon the title. Either

alternative would fit the case. The volume, with the first pub-

lished title-page carrying the words " Zamiel. From the Book oj

Job," is extremely scarce ; the same volume with the title-page

marked ' Second Edition ' is by no means common ; but copies

with the second published title-page, having the words ' Zamiel'

&c., replaced by the quotation from Milton, are unusually abun-

dant, and are to be found upon every side.

In 1906 a new edition of William Blake was published by

Messrs. Chatto & Windus. The size was reduced to Crown

Octavo, uniform with the current editions of Swinburne's other

works, and the price was reduced to Six Shillings. In this edition

the plates which served to illustrate the original edition were

removed, but a Portrait-Frontispiece was given in their stead,

and a new four-page Prefatory Note was added.

There is a copy of William Blake, consisting of original sheets

with the title-page reading ' Second Edition,' in the Library of the

British Museum. The Press-mark is 011853. h. 7.

(51)

[Notes on the Royal Academy : 1868]

Notes / on the / Royal Academy Exhibition, / 1868.
/

Part I. by / Wm. Michael Rossetti. / Part II. by /

Algernon C. Swinburne. /
" Desiring this man's ari,

and that mans scope."—Shakespeare. / London :

/

John Camden Hotten, Piccadilly.
/ (All Rights

Reserved.)

Collation :—Demy octavo, pp. iv -{- 51 ; consisting of :

Title-page, as above (with a Note to the Reader
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upon the reverse), pp. i—ii ; Preface, by W. M.
Rossetti, pp. iii—iv ; Part I of Text, by W. M.
Rossetti, pp. 1—30 ; and Part II of Text, by
A. C. Swinburne, pp. 31—51. There are head-

lines throughout, each verso being headed Royal
Academy Exhibition, 1868, whilst each recto carries

at its head the name of the author of the portion

of the text occupying^ it. Upon the reverse of

p. 51 is the following imprint, " London : / Savill,

Edwards and Co., Printers, Chandos Street, j Covent

Garden." The signatures are A (a quarter-sheet

of 2 leaves), B to D (three sheets, each 8 leaves),

and E (a quarter-sheet of 2 leaves). The book
was issued without any half-title.

Issued in buff paper wrappers, lettered " Notes on the
j

Royal Academy j Exhibition, 1868. / Part I., by / Wm.
Michael Rossetti. / Part II., by / Algernon C. Swinburne. /

London : / John Camden Hotten, Piccadilly." The fore-

going title is enclosed within an ' Oxford ' frame printed

in red, the words " Price One Shilling " and " {All Rights

Reserved) " being added above and below the frame

respectively. The leaves, which were trimmed, measure

8J X 5| inches.

Upon p. 38 are twenty-three lines of blank verse. In 1881

these Hnes were reprinted in Mary Stuart, pp. 151-152 [Act iv,

Scene ii], where they form a portion of a speech by Sir Drew Drury.

With the exception of a note upon Sir Frederick Leighton's

Acme and Septimus (p. 33), and a considerable notice of Sir John

E. Millais (pp. 33-35), the portion of the book contributed by

Swinburne was reprinted in Essays and Studies, 1875, pp. 358-380.
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A daily newspaper of June 21st, 1868, reviewing the Notes,

indulged in the following amusing criticism:

—

"A more interesting, more valuable, or more attractive pamphlet the

press does not often give us. Every lover of art or English should

obtain it. One defect it has. Purporting to be a review of the Royal

Academy, the most important criticisms it contains are upon works

which are not in the exhibition."

There is a copy of the First Edition of Notes on the Royal Academy

Exhibition, 1868, in the Library of the British Museum. The

Press-mark is 7854. dd. 7.

(52)

[Ode on the Proclamation of the French

Republic : 1870]

Ode / on the / Proclamation / of the / French

RepubHc, / September 4th, 1870. / By / Algernon

Charles Swinburne. / alXwov alXivov elire, to S" evviKaro). /

London : / F. S. Ellis, ;iT„ King Street, Covent

Garden. / 1870.

Collation :—Demy octavo, pp. 23 ; consisting of : Half-

title (with blank reverse) pp. i—2 ; Title-page,

as above (with blank reverse), pp. 3—^4 ; Dedica-

tion A Victor Hugo (with blank reverse) pp. 5—6 ;

and Text of the Ode pp. 7—23. There are head-

hnes throughout, each verso being headed Ode on
the Proclamation, and each recto of the French

Republic. There is no imprint, but the device
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of the printers, Messrs. Savill, Edwards, & Co., is

placed upon the centre of the reverse of p. 23.

The pamphlet is composed of a single sheet

(8 leaves) signed A, inset within an unsigned

half-sheet of 4 leaves.

Issued in stiff orange-red coloured paper wrappers, with

trimmed edges, and with the Title-page, surrounded by
a plain rectangular ruled frame, reproduced upon the

front, the words Price One Shilling being added at the

top, above the rule, and All Rights reserved at foot,

within the rule. The leaves measure 8f x 5| inches.

The Ode was reprinted in Songs of Two Nations, 1875, pp. 39-51.

Contents.
PAGE

Ode on the Proclamation or the French Republic
[With songs and crying and sounds of acclamations,] . . 7

There are two Manuscripts of the Ode on the Proclamation of

the French Republic. One, the later, that which went to the printers,

is written upon eight folio pages. This MS. was advertised by

Messrs. Maggs Bros., of 34 Conduit Street, London, in their

Catalogue No. 322, for March—April, 1914, at the price of £105.

The other, the earlier, Manuscript is written upon four pages of

white folio paper, is crowded with corrections and alterations, and

differs widely in arrangement from the published text. For

example, the MS. closes with the passage ending

A bride,

Sweet-voiced to sing the bridegroom to her side,

The spirit of man, the bridegroom brighter than the sun.

In the published version this passage forms Antistrophe 2, and

is printed on pp. 13-15 of the pamphlet. At its close the MS.

O 2
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is dated ' Weinesiay, Sept. 'jth {yd day),' signifying that the

composition of the Ode had been the work of three days. I give

a greatly reduced facsimile of the first page of this important

manuscript.

On September gth, 1870, Swinburne wrote to Charles Howell:

" / have out on Monday (chez Ellis, of course) an Ode on the

Proclamation of the French Republic, thrown off at a heat on the arrival

of the news—written, copied, and despatched in two days. I could

not wait and let it miss the nick of time to appear in."

The pubUcation of Swinburne's Ode was followed immediately

by an anonjmious parody entitled :

An Imitation / of j A. C. Swinburne's / Ode / on the / Proclamation j

of the I French Republic, j September 4ih, 1870 / London : j Provost

& Co., ^6, Henrietta Street, j Covent Garden, j 1871.

Demy octavo, pp. 24, in pale blue printed wrappers.

There is a copy of the First Edition of the Ode on the Proclamation

of the French Republic in the Library of the British Museum. The

Press-mark s 11649. f. 15. (13).

(S3)

[First Act of Bothwell : 1871]

An early version of the First Act of Bothwell.

Collation :—Post octavo, pp. 69. There is no Title-page,

and no Half-title. The text commences upon





The First Act of Bothwell. Privately printed, 1871.

Bound in yellow levant morocco, by Riviere.
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p. I, and extends to p. 69. The reverse of p. 69
is blank. There are no head-lines, the pages being
numbered centrally in Arabic numerals. The
signatures are B to E (four sheets, each 8 leaves),

plus F (3 leaves). There is no printer's imprint
;

the book was produced by Messrs. J. Davy & Sons,

London. The five Scenes of the Act occupy

pp. I—57 ; the remaining twelve pages carry a

portion of the first Scene of Act II.

Issued stitched, and without wrappers. Probably some
half-dozen copies only were printed.

This private impression of the first draft of the First Act of

Boihwell was printed at the instance of Frederick Locker-Lampson,

and only two examples of it are at present known to exist. The

remaining copies were probably wasted. One at least was cut

upj and portions of it used as printer's ' copy/ in 1874, for I have

a number of leaves of the second issue, heavily corrected, which bear

the printer's number in red pencil, and were evidently made use

of when the final version of the Act was composed.

The two surviving specimens of the book are not identical

;

they represent two distinct and successive issues.

The earlier example is in my own possession. It was formerly

Swinburne's, and was purchased by me from Watts-Dunton in

March, 1910, together with the Manuscript. It is quite uncut,

and is bound in yellow levant morocco by Riviere. The leaves

measure 7f X 5 inches. Every page, without a single exception,

is crowded with corrections, alterations, and additions in Swin-

burne's handwriting. P. 33 is blank, as is also the reverse of

p. 69 ; but in addition pp. 66-68 are printed upon one side of
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the paper only. I give facsimiles, greatly reduced, of two of

the pages of this volume.

The later copy is the property of Commander Locker-Lampson,

M.P., to whom I am indebted for the loan of it. This copy is

bound in calf, with three of Swinburne's letters inserted, and has

the following note in the handwriting of Frederick Locker-Lampson

upon the fly-leaf

:

" I got these pages printed for Swinburne by Davyfrom his MS.
as hefeared he might lose it ; he had half a dozen copies printed. It

is full of errors."

The text of the two copies is uniform, save that the Sestina

" Love with shut wings, a little ungrown love " does not occur in

the earlier, where it appears in manuscript, written upon three

pages of white octavo paper, Swinburne having placed a note

indicating where it was to be inserted, and the printers having

left p. 33 blank for its accommodation. In the later copy

this Sestina duly figures in print. But it had to be placed on

p. 20, and its introduction there necessitated the re-imposition

of all the letterpress from p. 20 to p. 32. Hence the two copies

are page-for-page alike from p. i to p. 19, and from p. 34 to p. 69

;

but differ in arrangement of the text from p. 20 to p. 33.

The following extracts from letters addressed by Swinburne to

Frederick Locker-Lampson are of importance in connection with the

bibliography of this interesting pamphlet. They make it clear

that the earUer copy was printed before August 4th, 1871, on which

date it apparently reached Swinburne's hands ; and that the

later copy was produced after November "jth, as on the latter date

Swinburne returned the corrected revise.*

* The letters from which these extracts have been taken are printed in

full in Letters front Algernon Charles Swinburne to Frederick Locker-

Lampson and Other Correspondents, 1912, pp. 5— 12.
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Hohnwood,

Henley on Thames.

August 4th, 1871.

My dear Locker,

A thousand thanks for the bit of ' Bothwell ' just arrived. It

seems admirably correct considering the state of the MS.

I send the Sestina, Rizzio's first song, sung in Scene I when the

Queen asks for one ; it was left here as I supposed. I should like

very much to have the whole Poem printed as you suggest, but you
know it may be years before I finish it on the scale designed. I feel

at times crushed under the Tarpeian weight of my materials. At

the least computation there must be 20 Scenes in Act 2. If the thing

is to be done it must be done on a great scale in every sense. Its motto

must be Caesar Borgia's—Aut Caesar, aut Nullus. When it is

finally printed, I should like the printer to put the names prefixed

to the speeches in full, instead of mere initials like ' Q,' ' R,' S^c,

both for sightliness and convenience. Till then I don't think it worth

while to have the corrections made, especially as I may alter and add

again and again, iho' on the whole I think this will do as it stands.

When they send me the MS. back I can correct these proofs, and that

will be enough en attendant to do for the text.

I wrote a bit of a scene yesterday between Murray and the Queen ;

it is the drier political details that bother me, but without some reference

to them the action (and consequently the passion) is unintelligible.

I study Shakespeare constantly, Antony and Cleopatra especially,

to try if I can learn and catch the trick of condensing all this, and

cramming a great mass of public events into the compass of a few

scenes or speeches without deforming or defacing the poem. . . .

Give my kind regards to Lady Charlotte and ' the young lady,'

and believe me.

Ever yours sincerely,

A. C. Swinburne.
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Holtnwood,

Henley on Thames,

August gth, 1871.

My dear Locker

,

I have just a minute before post time to acknowledge the receipt

of my second proofs and MS., with many thanks. I hope they will

be able to let me have the rest by the end of the week, as on Monday
I must be offfor the Highlands, and it would be a relief to have the

ist Act done with. I will keep the MS. safefor you, as you say you

would like to have it. I hope you will have a good time out of town.

Ever yours,

A. C. Swinburne.

Holmwood,

November "jth, 1871.

My dear Locker,

If the printer wants the type I suppose he must have it. I have

carefully corrected the revise, but of course as you must see it would

be preposterous to think of publishing a fragment of a Play. Also

I may not improbably recast and rewrite part of it. I said before

that I had no view offinishing it soon. It will be taken up when I

am 'so dispoged,' as Mrs. Gamp says, and continued slowly at my
leisure. Very likely, as I told you, it may be years in hand before

it is (jf ever it be) completed to my liking and satisfaction. I have

put the MS. by carefully for you, and you shall have it when you

please ; but as yet I may want it for reference on revising. Many
thanks for your offer of Baudelaire's letter. Of course I should like

to see it very much, but I should hardly like to rob your collection of

it. I have his inscription to me in a copy of his pamphlet on Wagner.

With best remembrancesfrom my father,

Ever yours truly,

A. C. Swinburne.
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Faithful to his promise, Swinburne ' put the MS. carefully by,'

but Locker never received it. It remained at The Pines until

after the poet's death, when Watts-Dunton sold it to me. The

Manuscript consists of thirty-eight sheets of paper, mostly written

upon one side only, of which thirty-five are folio and three are

quarto. It is quite complete, as shewn by Swinburne's mark at

the end denoting the conclusion, and yet it presents the first two

Scenes of the Tragedy only. Hence some further manuscript,

or transcript, must have gone to the printers in addition to it.

When completing his Tragedy for publication in 1874 Swinburne

discarded the first Act of Bothwell as printed in the private pamphlet

of 1871, and rewrote it entirely. In order that the wide difference

between the two versions may be appreciated, I give the opening

speeches of the first Scene as they stand in each.

1871

D. But you will not believe me, will you them 1

You have no faith.

M. C. Enough to save myself

;

A hot new gospeller is your Majesty,

So hankering after such poor convertites.

For me, I am neither of St. David's part

Nor on St. Henry's.

D. Nay, King David's, now

King David psalmist—never a saint but he

And makes rare temple-music ; but in your ear

I doubt he hath lost the old trick of touch he had

Once in the sword-play.

M. C. See you play not Saul,

Who are something of his stature, says the word.

Much of his mighty presence ; be it not said

He hath tript your skirts already.
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1874

Darnley. But you will not believe me though you hear ;

You have no faith ; you steer by sight, and see

This fellow gilt and garnished with her grace

Sit covered by the queen where lords stand bare

And jet before them lordlier ; and the sight

Makes firm your faith that in his hand and eye

This land is but a harp to play upon,

Whose strings may turn to serpents or to swords

To maim his hand or charm his- eye to death.

You have no faith to see this, or to read

The sentence that ensuing shall write me king,

And worth men's fears or faiths : lo, now you laugh,

As though my hope were braggart, and myself

A fool and mouthpiece of its foolish vaunt

:

You have no faith.

Mary Carmichael. / have no wit nor will

To choose between St. David for my lord

And sweet St. Henry.

Darnley. Nay, King David now,

King David psalmist ; but for all his-song

I doubt he hath lost the old trick of touch he had

Once in the sword-play.

Mary Carmichael. See you play not Saul,

Who are something of his stature in our eyes.

Much of his mighty presence ; be it not said

He hath snipt your skirts already.
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And here are the opening speeches of Scene II.

1871

Burgesses and People.

1. I say the proof cries open-mouthed and loud

Against this people ; God hath writ us broad

For fearful flatterers and unprofitable

In earth and heaven with heavy handwriting,

With frost andfamine, and with storms of stars

All strewn on us within this year or twain.

Manifest plagues and portents ; and yet lives

In the gross growth and present seat of pride

The spring of all these and the swelling seeds.

The red root of confusion ; and yet lives

Exiled and mocked of soulless tongues and minds

The scattered and sweet remnant of God's choice

Strong men to serve him, even the cast-off lords

That lack their life in England. 'Tis plain sin.

2. It is the shameful grief and all the time

Except these things be chance or seasonable.

And common stuff of daily consequence.

The poison buds and burgeons in men's minds

That we thought healed, the old plague-sores fill their flesh

Whom we thought pure, with new heart-eating taint

;

Night brings forth fruit to day, and day leaves night

Big with new shames, some certain of the court,

Clawbacks and cankers, things full fleshed in sin,

Take on them thefoul freedom of times dead.

Riotously trampling the green wheat,

The gracious growth of buds tnade soft with suns.

Break theyoung vineyard, spoil the grape

With violent lips and hands. 'Tis not so long

Since some of these as wild swine ravening

Burst men's doors down to fetch their daughters forth

Even as those foul folk vexed the gates of Lot

With crying and smiting ; God pourflre on them !
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One is before thee, face o' the fire of God

Already, the queen's brother of Coldingham,

Who died in desperate penitence, men say.

And left her warning words of sere advice

To turn herfeetfrom these unquiet ways

Wherein they tread after the Pope's to hell.

But one then matched against him and ahead,

One deeper in all sin's overflowing shame.

Lives soft and lords it in the world's wild eye

Still out of measure, vexing good men's hearts

That burn with fire to make a fire of him.

3. Speak soft when you say Bothwell ; he hath hands

To slay without a stab.

1874

Burgesses and People.

First Citizen, Was it not shown long since when she came in

If God were glad of her 7 Two days and nights

Ere she brought strife among us, and again

Two nights and days when first we saw her face,

We saw not once by day the sun's in heaven,

The moon's by night, or any space of stars.

But thick sick mist corrupting the moist air

With drench of darkness, so that scarce at noon

Might man spy man a bow-shot's length away ;

And in man's memory on that day of the year

Was never a more dolorousface of heaven

Seen so to scowl on summer, as to speak

What comfort should come with her to this land ;

But then were most eyes blind.

Second Citizen. These five years since

Has God filled full of signs that they might see,

And sent his plagues to open them ; and most

This year or twain what portents of his hand
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Have writ us down in heaven and trembling earth

For fearful flatterers and for faithless friends

Whosefear andfriendship have no part in him,

Who knows not or can read not 1 famine, frost,

Storms of stars crossing, and strange fires in the air,

Have these no tongues to chide with ?

Third Citizen. Why, at first

A man that was no seer might see what end

Should come on us that saw the mass come in

And held our hand when man bv man fell off

And heart by heart was cooled of all its heat

By sprinkled holy^water of the court

In five days' space, tempering the fervent edge

That had been fieriest on God's side ; Lord James

Whose heart should weep now for it, or burn again

With shame to think how he made strong their hands

Who have cast him out among the banished lords

That lack their life in England, kept himself

The chapel-door, that none who loved God's law

Might slay the idolatrous and whorish priest

In his mid sin ; and after mass was said

Lord Robert and Lord John of Coldingham,

Who then had put not off our cause, but sat

Withfaithful men as fellows at God's board,

Conveyed him to his chamber : there began

The curse that yet constrains us, and must fall

On more than these ; of whom ye know this John

Is now before the face 0' the fire of God,

And ere he died in desperate penitence.

Men say, sent warnings to his sister queen

To turn her feetfrom those unquiet ways

Wherein they tread behind the Pope's to hell.

There is at present no copy of the First Edition of The First

Act of Bothwell, i?iTi, in the Library of the British Museum.

P
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(54)

[Songs Before Sunrise: 187 i]

Songs Before Sunrise. I By
J

Algernon Charles

Swinburne. / London : / F. S. Ellis, ^^, King
Street, Covent Garden. / 1871.

Collation :^Crown octavo, pp. viii + 287 ; consisting of

:

Half-title (with blank reverse) pp. i—ii ; Title-

page, as above (with blank reverse), pp. iii—iv ;

Dedication To Joseph Mazzini pp. v—vi ; Table
of Contents pp. vii—viii ; Text of the Songs

pp. 1—284 ; and Notes pp. 285—287. There
are head-lines throughout, each page being headed
with the title of the particular poem occupying

it. No printer's imprint occurs an5rwhere in

the book, the reverse of p. 287 remaining blank.

The signatures are A (a half-sheet of 4 leaves),

and B to T (eighteen sheets, each 8 leaves).

Issued in dark blue cloth boards, lettered in gold across

the back " Songs / Before j Sunrise / Swinburne." The

covers also bear seven ornaments, stamped in gold,

from designs by Dante Gabriel Rossetti. The leaves

measure 7t x 5 inches. Five Hundred Copies were

printed. The published price was Ten Shillings and

Sixpence.

Twenty-five Large Paper (demy 8vo) copies were also issued.

These were printed upon Whatman's hand-made paper, and

bound in cream-coloured cloth boards, lettered and ornamented

as above. The leaves measure 8X5! inches. A Certificate of
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Issue was added upon the reverse of the Half-title. The following

imprint also was placed upon the centre of the reverse of p. 287,
" London : / Savill, Edwards and Co., Printers, Chandos-Street,

/

Covent Garden."

In 1874 the book was transferred to Messrs. Chatto & Windus,

who published new editions in 1874, 1877, 1880, 1883, 1888, 1892,

1895, 1896, 1899, 1903, 1908, 1911, and 1915. In 1917 it was
included in the ' Golden Pine ' edition of Swinburne's Works, pub-

lished by William Heinemann.

Contents.
PAGE

Dedication. To Joseph Mazzini. [Take since you bade it

should bear,] v

Prelude. [Between the green bud and the red].... i

The Eve of Revolution. [The trumpets of the four winds

of the world] . . 10

A Watch in the Night. [Watchman, what of the Night ?—

]

30

Previously printed in TAe Fortnightly Review, December, 1868,

PP- 30-37-

Super Flumina Babylonis. \By the waters of Babylon we

sat down and wept,] 38

Previously printed in TAe Fortnightly Review, October, 1869,

pp. 386-389.

The Halt Before Rome. \1s it so, that the sword is broken,] 45

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, November, 1867,

PP- 539-546.

Mentana : First Anniversary. [At the time when the stars

are grey

^

60

Blessed Among Women. [Blessed was she that bare,] . . 64

In the Manuscript (which is written upon II leaves of white paper,

8vo size) the title of this poem was originally Blessed above

Women. I give a facsimile of the first page of this Manuscript.

P 2
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PAGE

The Litany of Nations. [// with voice of words or prayers

thy sons may reach thee,] 73

Hertha. [/ am that which began ;] 82

" Of all I have done I rate Hertha highest as a. single piece,

finding in it the most of lyric force and music combined with

the most condensed and clarified thought. I think there

really is a good deal compressed and consecrated into that

poem."

—

\Ldters to E. C. Stedman, 1912, p. 43.]

The Manuscript of Hertha (which is in my own possession)

extends to six pages, written upon five sheets of white foolscap

paper, one of the sheets having both its sides occupied by the

MS. A reduced facsimile of three stanzas is given opposite.

Before a Crucifix. [Here, down between the dusty trees ^ . 93

Tenebr^. [At the chill high tide of the night.^ . . . 102

Hymn of Man. [In the grey beginning of years, in the

twilight of things that began^ log

The Pilgrims . [Who is your lady of love, ye that pass] . 125

Armand Barbes. [Fire out of heaven, a flower of perfect fire,] 130

Quia Multum Amavit. [Am I not he that hath made thee and

begotten thee,] 132

Genesis. [In the outer world that was before this earth,] . 140

To Walt Whitman in America. [Send but a song oversea

for us,] 143

Christmas Antiphones :

I. In Church. [Thou whose birth on earth] . . . 150

II. Outside Church. [We whose days and ways] . . 154

III. Beyond Church. [Ye that weep in sleepy . . . 159

A New Year's Message. [Out of the dawning heavens that

hear] 164

Mater Dolorosa. [Who is this that sits by the way, by the

wild wayside,] 167

Mater Triumphalis. [Mother of man's time-travelling

generations,] . 171
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PAGEA Marching Song. [We mixfrom many lands,] . . .179
Siena. [Inside this northern summer's fold] . . . .191

Previously printed in pamphlet form : Siena j By j Algernon
Charles Swinburne. / London : / /okn Camden Hotten,
Piccadilly / 1868. Post 8vo, pp. 15.—[See ante. No. 44.]

Also printed in Lippincotfs Magazine, fune, 1868, pp. 622-629,
where the poem was accompanied by a series of prose notes,

some of which do not appear in the English versions.

From LippincoWs Magazine the poem was again printed in

pamphlet form, l2mo, pp. 24.—[See a)ite, No. 46.]

Cor CoRDiUM. ^ heart of hearts, the chalice oj love'sfire\ . 205

In San Lorenzo. [Is thine hour come to wake, slumbering

Night 2] 206

TiRESiAS. [It is an hour before the hour of dawn.] . . . 207

The Song of the Standard. [Maiden most beautiful,

mother most bountiful, lady of lands,] 224

On the Downs. [A faint sea without wind or sun ;] . . 229

Messidor. [Put in the sickles and reap ;] .... 236

Ode on the Insurrection in Candia. [I laid my laurel-

leaf] .... 240

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, March, 1867,

pp. 284—289.

NoN Dolet. [It does not hurt. She looked along the knife] . 251

Eurydice. [Orpheus, the night isfull of tears and cries,] . . 252

An Appeal. [Art thou indeed among these,] .... 253

First printed in double columns upon one side of a single folio

leaf.—[See ante. No. 42.]

Also printed in The Morning Star, November 22nd, 1867.

Afterwards printed in pamphlet form : An Appeal j to j England /

Against the Execution of the / Condemned Fenians. / Man-

chester I 1867. Post 8vo, pp. II.—[See ante, No. 43.]

Perinde AC Cadaver. [In a vision Liberty stooi] . 258

Monotones. [Because there is but one truth ;] . . • 263

The Oblation. [Ask nothing more of me, sweet ;] . . • 265
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PAGE

A Year's Burden. \Fire and wild, light of hope and doubt and

fear,] 266

Epilogue. [Between the wave-ridge and the strand] . . 271

Notes 285

Note.—Each poem to which no reference is attached, appeared for

the first time in this volume.

A curious misprint is to be observed in the first line of the

second stanza of the Epilogue, which reads

—

whatsoever of life or light

in place of

—

Or, whatsoever of life or light

Evidently the word ' Or ' dropped out of the forme at the last

moment, and the page was stereotyped as it then stood. The

error remained uncorrected in every separate edition of the book

printed from the original plates up to and including that of 1915.

Another similar error occurs on p. 282, line 13, where the initial

letter ' M ' of Master had dropped out. This error also appears

in every edition of the book printed from the original plates.

On January 8th, 1875, Swinburne wrote to Andrew Chatto

directing him to alter line 20 on page 104 from

The sun-god of Freedom on earth.

to

The sun-god Freedom on earth.

The line was finally amended in the manner indicated, but not

until many succeeding editions of the book had been published.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Songs Before Sunrise

in the Library of the British Museum^ The Press-mark is 11644.
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(55)

[Florence Press Edition]

Songs Before / Sunrise / By / Algernon Charles
/

Swinburne / Published for the Florence / Press

by Chatto & Windus / London, mcmix.

Collation :—Small quarto, pp. x + 211 ; consisting of :

Certificate of Issue (with blank recto) pp. i—ii

;

Half-title (with blank reverse) pp. iii—iv ; Title-

page, as above (with blank reverse), pp. v—vi

;

Dedication pp. vii—viii ; Table of Contents (with

blank reverse) pp. ix—x ; Text of the Songs

pp. I—205 ; p. 206 is blank ; Fly-title to the

Notes p. 207 ; and Text of the Notes pp. 208—209.

The reverse of p. 209 is blank. The volume is

concluded by a leaf with the imprint of the Florence

Press upon its recto, the reverse blank.

Issued (in November, 1909) in pale blue-grey paper boards,

backed with canvas, and with white paper labels on

back and side. The edition consisted of 650 copies

on Hand-made Paper, at 26s. net, and 12 copies on

VeUum.

(56)

[Under the Microscope: 1872]

Under / The IVIicroscope. / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne. / London : / D. White, 22, Coventry

Street, W. / 1872.
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Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. iv + 88 ; consisting of :

Half-title (with blank reverse) pp. i—ii ; Title-

page, as above (with imprint " London : / Savill,

Edwards and Co., Printers, Chandos Street,
/

Covent Garden " upon the centre of the reverse),

pp. iii—iv ; and Text of the Essay pp. i—88.

The head-line is Under the Microscope throughout,

upon both sides of the page. The signatures are

B to F (five sheets, each 8 leaves), plus G (a half-

sheet of 4 leaves), the whole preceded by a quarter-

sheet of 2 leaves carrying the half-title and title-

page.

Issued in stone-coloured paper wrappers, with untrimmed

edges, and with the title-page (enclosed within an orna-

mental ruled frame) reproduced upon the front, the

words " Price Two Shillings and Sixpence " being added

at foot below the rule. The leaves measure j^ x 5iV

inches.

The edition consisted of Five Hundred Copies.

Inserted at the end is a slip with a list of four Errata :

—

Page 32, last line but one,—for monsieurs, read messieurs.

„ 6l, line 19

—

-for no\A.!is, read TloXiis.

,, 72, ,, 18— ,, Hugos, read Hugo's.

,, ,, line 19— ,, Brownings, r«arf Browning s.

In 1899 a handsome but unauthorised edition of Under the

Microscope was published by Thomas B. Mosher, of Portland,

Maine, in a demy octavo volume of xii + 97 pages, limited to

450 copies, all upon Van Gelder hand-made paper. But the book

has never been reprinted in this country, although when the

material for Essays and Studies was being got together Swinburne

was strongly inclined to revive it. On June sth, 1873, he wrote

to Watts-Dunton

:
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" The book [' Essays and Studies '] ought certainly to include
' Under the Microscope,' which I wish I had published in the Fort-

nightly last year instead of a separate pamphlet. To the title I

should add ' Fragments of a Prose Dunciad,' and perhaps add to

that ' With Excursions,' so as to cover the episodes on Byron, Tennyson,

Whitman, etc., with perhaps a note or two and a postscript."

The following letter, addressed to F. S. Ellis, refers to the list

of Errata :

—

Tuminel Bridge,

Pitlochry, N.B.

July i8th, 1S72.

Dear Sir,

Thanks for your note received to-day. I write now to tell you

that Mr. Jowett has just pointed out to me a frightful slip of the pen in

the Greek verses atp.Sx ofmy pamphlet. The very first word, ttoXXos
,

ought of course to be Trokvi. It is a slip for which a schoolboy

would be flogged, and how it came to escape not only my eye, but

yours, Mr. Burne Jones's, and Mr. Gibson's, both good Greek scholars,

who saw the passage before publication, I cannot imagine. Now,

though (as the Professor of Greek says) it is too late to hope for escape

from the comments of The Saturday Review {for instance), if

that esteemed journal should notice the pamphlet, or tny solecism,

I must beg that a slip of errata may be at once inserted in all remaining

copies, and that when the second batch of copies is made up and the

misprints at pp. 32 and 72 removed by cancelling those pages as we

agreed on, this page also may be cancelled ; meantime at any rate

I must have the errata inserted in every copy to be sold henceforward.

The list should run thus :

Page 32, last line but one, for monsi'eiirs read messieurs.

,, 61, „ 19, for TToAAbs read Tro\vs.

„ 72, ., 18, ,, Hugos ,, Hugo's.

,, do. „ 19, „ Brownings ,, Browning's.

It seems a small thing, but coming where it does it is very vexatious

to me ; and Professor Jowett is of opinion with me that the best and
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indeed the only thing to be done is, though late, to correct it at once by

this the only means left. So I must beg you to see that it is done with

all the copies in hand, whether at your place or at the nominal

publisher's.

I remain.

Yours very truly,

A. C. Swinburne.

Upon examining any copy of Under the Microscope it will be

observed that Sig. D 5 (pp. 41-42) is a cancel-leaf. The original

leaf was wisely suppressed, as certain of the expressions used in

relation to the characters of Tennyson's Idylls of the King were

unduly harsh. In particular the passage describing " the benig-

nant Lady of the Lake " as " the very vilest figure in all that cycle

of strumpets and scoundrels, broken by here and there an imbecile,

which Mr. Tennyson has set revolving round the figure of his

central wittol," was unjust as well as severe. So far as can now

be ascertained, only four or five examples of this cancelled leaf

appear to have been permanently preserved. One of these, which

was retained by F. S. Ellis, was given to me by him in 1890. The

leaf has been reprinted in recent years, hence any copy that may
chance to occur for sale should be examined with particular care.

The following letter affords an interesting account of the circum-

stances under which the pamph'et was published, and especially

in regard to the cancelling of the condemned leaf. It also explains

the expression ' the nominal publisher ' employed by Swinburne

in the letter printed above

:

35 Pond Street,

Hampstead, N.W.

April 16th, 1909.

Dear Mr. Wise,

Many thanks for your kindness in lending me your Bibliography

of Swinburne, T have already found something of personal interest

to me re Under the Microscope.
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When a youngster of twenty-one I was employed by Mr. David

White. Mr. F. S. Ellis was asked to publish the pamphlet by, or

at the suggestion of, D. G. Rossetti. But for some reason unknown

to me (probably because that afterwards-cancelled passage regarding

Tennyson stuck in his gizzard) he did not wish to assume the respon-

sibility of issuing it. Just at that time Mr. Ellis had completed the

negociations with Mr. White regarding the partnership between

them, and he asked the latter to allow his name alone to appear upon

the title-page. This was accordingly done, and I had charge of the

stock.

I forget how soon after the little pamphlet was printed the order

came to cancel the page with the Tennyson reference. But it was

quite at the beginning, and I had the new leaves handed to me, with

instructions to take out the cancels and paste in the substitutes, which

of course was duly done. The bundle of cancels was lying about

for some time, but what eventually became of it I don't know. Wouldn't

those leaves bring a price now I

Your sincerely,

Frank Karslake.

The Manuscript of Under the Microscope was formerly in the

possession of Theodore Watts-Dunton. It consists of Sixty

Folio Pages. In May, 1909, this MS. was sold by Watts-Dunton

to a London bookseller. By him it was consigned to America,

and was finally purchased for £600 by Harry Elkins Widener. It

is now, together with the remainder of Harry Widener's books and

manuscripts, the property of Harvard University. A facsimile

of the page of the manuscript carrying the offending passage

regarding Tennyson is given in A Catalogue of the Library of Harry

Elkins Widener, 1911, p. 205.

Under the Microscope was Swinburne's reply to the attack made

by Robert Buchanan upon Rossetti and himself in The Fleshly

School of Poetry, first published in The Contemporary Review

for October, 1871, under the pseudonym ' Thomas Maiiland,'
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and reissued in a revised form as a separate pamphlet in March of

the following year. The effect of Swinburne's book was imme-

diate, and Buchanan sought to discount its influence. His attempt

to do so took the form of what was intended by its author to be

an amusing and satirical poem entitled The Monkey and. the

Microscope, which appeared in St. Paul's Magazine for August,

1872. But the humour was as thin as the satire was weak.'

This the following extract will serve to shew

:

Once, when the wondrous work was new,

I deemed Darwinian dreams untrue,

But now I must admit with shame

The caudal stockfrom which we came,—
Seeing a sight to slay all hope :

A Monkey with a Microscope 1

A clever Monkey—he can squeak.

Scream, bite, munch, mumble, all but speak :

^ :^ ^ 4: :{c

Looks human, and upon the whole

Lacks nothing, save perchance a soul.

For never did his gestures strike

As so absurdly human-like.

As now, when, havingfound with joy

Some poor old human Pedant's toy,

A Microscope, he squats to view it.

Turns up and damn, peers in and through it.

Screws up his cunning eye to scan,

Just like a clever little man !

Andfrom his skin, with radiant features,

Selecting small inferior creatures.

Makes mortal wonder in what college he

Saw real Men study Entomology ?

A clever Monkey I—worth a smile !

How really human is his style ;
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How worthy of our admiration

Is such delicious imitation !

And I believe with all my might

Religion wrong and science right,

Seeing a sight to slay all hope :

A Monkey and a Microscope !

Swinburne took no immediate public notice either of Robert

Buchanan or of the above absurdity. For more than three years

he quietly waited^ and then in December; 1875, he wrote The

Devil's Due.

Swinburne was not left to carry on alone a solitary fight against

Buchanan. D. G. Rossetti also prepared a reply, and this, under

the title The / Stealthy School of Criticism j A Letter on Literary

Lying j To j Robert Buchanan, Esq.
/ {Alias Thomas Maitland,

Esq.) I By I D. G. Rossetti, was set up as a slender crown octavo

pamphlet, which it was proposed to publish under the imprint

of Messrs. Ellis & White. But Ellis hesitated, and expressed fear

lest certain of its expressions should be deemed to be libellous, and

should involve the publishers in litigation. A proof copy of the

pamphlet was therefore submitted to counsel. His decision was

against it, and the project was dropped. An abbreviated and

emasculated version of its contents was printed, under a shortened

title. The Stealthy School of Criticism, in The Athenceum for December

16th, 1871, pp. 792-794, and was reprinted in the 1886 edition

of Rossetti's Collected Works, Vol. i, pp. 480-488.

A solitary example of the proof of the pamphlet was preserved

by Ellis until 1890, in which year he shewed it to me and

permitted me to read it. I made an effort to acquire it ; but

Ellis considered that as it was the sole existing example of

the suppressed text the wisest course was to destroy it, and this

he did in my presence. But he gave me the following letter, which

had until then been preserved with the proof. As this letter

is by no means devoid of bibliographical interest, I print it here :

Q
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Sunday.

{December, 1871]
Dear Ellis,

No doubt you will keep your eye on the Communion oj Skunks,

who, you will agree, are getting past any claim to the Forgiveness of

Sins. Accordingly I expect my pamphlet may still be called for

before long, and would be much obliged if you would take it at once

(/ suppose you have a copy from the printer, though it is still in the

state of proof merely) to that lawyer of yours, that we may know

what he thinks of its -fitness for publication. 1 think you should

show him Thomas Maitland's article with it. I want- to get this

necessary opinion at once, so as to be ready with my course of action

at a moment's notice if called for.

Ever yours,

D. G. Rossetti.

Strahan &• Co. must be a nice firm for Tennyson to cotton to.

Just think of their mixing up Browning's name in their lie I

The ' lie ' was a prevaricatirig statement printed by Messrs.

Strahan & Co. in The Athenaum of December T.6th, 1871, in whicli

they insinuated that ' Thomas Maitland ' was not Robert Buchanan,

but might be " Robert Browning, Robert Lytton, or any other

Robert."

In the same issue of The Athenceum was a letter from Buchanan

himself in which he admitted the authorship of the offensive article,

but asserted that the suppression of his real name, and the sub-

stitution of the nom-de-plume ' Thomas Maitland,' was the result

of an inadvertence !

To this singular brace of communications the Editor appended

a caustic comment. Upon reading them Rossetti, also, was

struck by the feeble and conflicting statements, and prepared a

letter which he sent to Ellis, desiring him to copy it and forward
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it to The Athenceuin in the name of his own firm. This Ellis did

not do. But he preserved the letter, and I print it here :

—

The Stealthy School of Criticism.

As the publishers of The Contemporary Review have addressed

you on the above subject, it may not perhaps be thought out of place

if the publishers of the writings attached in Mr. Buchanan's article

ask one single question. Mr. Buchanan is very positive as to the

' Thomas Maitland ' having been appended to his article through

' an inadvertence ' which can be explained by Messrs. Strahan 6° Co. ;

while that firm's bewilderments on the subject would seem, from their

letter to you, even to outstrip his. But will either correspondent

kindly inform us how it could have been possible at all to introduce

the allusions made in the article to the poet Buchanan, obviously as

another person than the writer, had that article ever been meant by

him to be over his own signature 1 The truth is, however, that this

is not the first time Mr. Buchanan has practised his little mislead-

ing ruse of self-allusion while covertly attacking another poet, and

the earlier instance can readily be adduced if required.

The ' earlier instance ' alluded to was The Session of the Poets,

published by Buchanan in The Spectator on September isth, 1866,

over the signature ' Caliban.'

Rossetti was famous among the friends forming his immediate

circle for the facility with which he composed ' Limericks ' upon

any and every occasion. Some few of these have found their

way into print. But others exist in manuscript, and the following,

which now first sees the light, is sufficiently entertaining to

warrant its reproduction here :

—

As a critic, the poet Buchanan

Thinks the Pseudo worth two of Ihe Anon.

Into Maitland he's slunk ;

But what gift in the skunk

Guides the shuddering nose to Buchanan ?
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In a transcript of these lines made by Rossetti for F. S. Ellis

the last two read

—

Yet the smell of the shunh

Guides the shuddering nose to Buchanan !

Swinburne, also, amused himself in verse at Buchanan's expense.

But his burlesque lines are hardly such as one would wish to see

preserved, and were it not that they have already appeared in

the pubUc Press they would not be alluded to here. His squib

was printed in The Star of March igth, 1917. The MS. is inserted

in one of my copies of The Devil's Due.

That Buchanan in his attack upon men infinitely his superior in

every degree was, in addition to vanity and jealousy and the desire

for advertisement, at least partially actuated by malevolence and

spite is made perfectly clear by the following letter which he

addressed to Robert Browning in March, 1872 :

My dear Browning,

My pamphlet is just ready, and be its literary merit what it may,

I am convinced that it will do good—most good of all to the men

criticised, perhaps even saving them from going headlong to Hell.

You will see the whole matter there put in its perfect form of simple

and outspohen truth, and you will moreover see other allusions to

yourself. In this matter of the Fleshly School I know every great-

hearted and honest man will stand on my side ; and, come what may,

a Snake is scotched effectually, and his entire scheme ruined.

In the whole morale oj the affair I will only plead guilty to one

instinct of recrimination. When these men, not content with out-

raging literature, violated the memory of the poor boy who went home

from me twelveyears ago to die, I made a religious vow to hcLve no mercy

;

and I have had none. Thus far I have been revengeful. The main

cause is nevertheless righteous and good.

Yours ever,

Robert Buchanan.
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The ' poor boy ' was Buchanan's early friend and companion,

the peasant-boy poet David Gray, regarding whose amateurish

verse Swinburne had made some not unkindly reference in his

review. of Matthew Arnold's 'New Poems, published in The Fort-

nightly Review for October 1867, and afterwards included in Essays

and Studies, 1875, p. 153.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Under the Microscope in

the Library of the British Museum. The Press- mark is C. 71. c. 5.

(57)

[BOTHWELL : 1874J

Bothwell : / A Tragedy. / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne. / London : / Chatto and VVindus, Picca-

dilly. / 1874.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. viii -|- 532 ; consisting of :

Half-title (with quotation from yEschylus, Cho.

585—601, upon the reverse) pp. i—ii ; Title-page,

as above (with imprint " London : Printed by /

Spottiswoode and Co., New-Street Square j And
Parliament Street " upon the centre of the reverse),

pp. iii—iv ; Dedication to Victor Hugo (a Sonnet,

in French, with blank reverse) pp. v—vi ; list of

Dramatis Personcz (with blank reverse) pp. vii

—

viii ; and Text of the Tragedy pp. i—532. Each
of the five Acts is preceded by a Fly-title, with the

time of the action upon the centre of the reverse.

The head-line is Bothwell throughout, upon both

sides of the page. Each double page has in

addition at its head the number of the particular
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Act and Scene occupying it. At the foot of p. 532
the imprint is repeated thus, " Spottiswoode & Co.,

Printers, New-street Square, London." The signa-

tures are B to LL (33 sheets, each 8 leaves), MM (a

half-sheet of 4 leaves), plus NN (a quarter-sheet

of 2 leaves), the whole preceded by an unsigned

half-sheet (Sig. A) carrying the preliminary matter.

The last four leaves, Sigs. MM 3—4 and NN i—2,

are occupied by a series of Advertisements of the

publications of Messrs. Chatto & Windus.

Issued in dark purple cloth boards, lettered in gold across

the back, " Bothwell j Swinburne," together with a device

which includes the publishers' names. The leaves measure

7f X 5 inches. The sides are decorated with an ornament

impressed ' blind.' Fifteen Hundred copies were printed.

The published price was Twelve Shillings and Sixpence.

A Second Edition of Bothwell was issued in 1874, a Third in

1882, and a Fourth in 1900. The sum received by Swinburne as

royalty upon the First Edition was £225.

In 1875 a few copies of the original sheets of the Second Edition

of Bothwell were put up in two volumes, each with a separate

title-page, as follows :

—

Bothwell : / A Tragedy, j By j Algernon Charles Swinburne. / In

_ Two Volumes, j Vol. 1. [Vol. II.] / London : j Chatto and Windus,

Piccadilly, j 1875.

Collation :—Vol. I contains the eight preliminary pages detailed

above (the new being substituted for the old title-page),

and pp. I—240 of Text ; that is, the text of Acts I and II.

Vol. II contains title-page, and pp. 241—532 of Text; being

the text of Acts III, IV, and V.
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The volumes were issued in dark green cloth boards, uniform with

the majority of Swinburne's later works, and lettered in gold

across the back, " Bothwell / Swinburne j Vol. I [Vol. II]
/

Chatto & Windus."

Copies of Bothwell made up into two volumes, as described above,

are exceedingly uncommon, and their value very considerably ex-

ceeds that of the First Edition of the ordinary one-volume issue.

The following sets of verses are included in Bothwell :

—

PAGE

Dedicatory Sonnet, A Victor Hugo. [Comme un fleuve

qui donne a I'ocean son dme] v

Rizzio's Song, Act I, Scene I. [Love with shut wings, a

little ungrown love] .... .... 30

Rizzio's Song, Act I, Scene V. [Lord Love went Maying] 78

The Queen's Song, Act II, Scene XVII. [Qui se fie] The

first seven stanzas 206

The remaining seven stanzas 215

In 1897 a German translation of Bothwell was published by

Theodore Gritz, the translator of Peotfi's lyrical poems, for which

translation he was elected member of the Hungarian Literary

Society, Kisfaludi-Tarsagag.

The subject of Bothwell, as a portion of the Mary Stuart trilogy,

held a foremost place in Swinburne's thoughts during a prolonged

period, whilst the actual composition of the drama occupied him

more or less closely from early in 1871 until its publication in

1874. In July, 1871, the first draft of the first Act was completed,

and was placed in the hands of Frederick Locker-Lampson in

order that it might be set up in type and a few copies printed as

a private pamphlet. This pamphlet, a slender octavo of sixty-

nine pages, was ready in August, and has already been sufficiently

described [ante. No. 53].

But Swinburne's judgment was adversely critical of his own
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work. He cancelled the Act and rewrote it completely. On
February 6th, 1873, he wrote to Charles Howell :

—

" 1 am making gradual way with Botkwell, but am yet far from
sight of harbour. My comfort is that if ever accomplished according

to my design the book must either be an utter failure, and still-born,

or else not merely by far the greatest work I have done, but a really

great poem, and fit to live as a typical and representative piece of

work."

Progress as yet was slow, and on December i6th of the same

year he wrote to Lord Morley :

—

" I am working hard and steadily at Bothwell, which dilates in

bulk and material at every step. If ever accomplished the drama

will certainly be a great work in one sense, for except that translation

from the Spanish of a comedy in 25 acts published in 1631, it will

be the biggest I fear in the language. But having made a careful

analysis of historical events from the day of Rizzio's murder to that

of Mary's flight into England, I find that to cast into dramatic mould

the events of those eighteen -months it is necessary to omit no detail,

to drop no link in the chain, if the work is to be either dramatically

coherent or historically intelligible. The enormity of the subject

together with its incomparable capability for dramatic poetry assures

me more and more forcibly of the truth that Shakespeare alone could

have grappled with it satisfactorily , and wrung the final prize of the

tragedy from the clutch of historic fact. But having taken up the

enterprise I will not at least drop it till I have wrestled my best with it."

During the succeeding months inspiration was unhindered,

and on March 28th, 1874, Swinburne was able to assure Lord

Morley that the work was done.

" My Bothwell," he wrote, " is now finished, and I should like

you to see something of it before I ask youfor counsel as to the arrange-

ments about its publication. I don't know if it would be convenient

for you to come here some evening early and hear as much of the
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inass of MS. as may be conveniently read out ; hut if it is, I would

ask you to come and meet a few friends to whom I should like to give

a recitation, next week or that after."

Two months later the book was ready, and Swinburne once

more wrote to Lord Morley :

—

" I was rather disappointed at first to see that Bothwell was not

to have a notice in The Fortnightly Review for June, as I thought

it was in your hands, and was naturally eager to read what you

would say about it. . . I need not repeat how much satisfaction

it gives me to know what you think of the work to which I have given

my best powers and my most earnest labour of many months, during

which I have resolutely kept my hand from any other task. If you

speak of it in public anywhere, my satisfaction will be all the greater."

The Scenario for Bothwell was prepared by Swinburne with

even more than his usual care and precision. It occupies twelve

large folio pages of white paper, the whole of the details of the

scenes and the speeches for the several characters being set down

at length.

No complete Manuscript of the Tragedy has been preserved.

At the time of its appearance Bothwell, alone among Swinburne's

dramas, would appear to have stood some chance of being placed

upon the contemporary Stage. In July, 1875, Swinburne lunched

with Henry Irving at the Garrick Club, when the possibility of

adapting Bothwell for representation by the latter as a successor to

Tennyson's Queen Mary was seriously discussed. But the poet

did all the talking, whilst ' Irving's mood was taciturn,' and

the project dropped so far as he was concerned.

Twelve months or so later the matter was revived in another

quarter, and on August 27th, 1876, Swinburne wrote to Edwin

Harrison :

—

" I will only say that I am glad that a rumour is true to the effect

that it [Bothwell] is about to be arranged for the stage by fohn
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Oxenford, a playmight of note, and will be brought out next theatrical

season, when I shall expect all my friends and the faithful in Oxford

to rally round it and me"

But once more disappointment met the poet and Bothivell

never saw the foothghts.

" Bothwell is really a chronicle play of epic rlimensions into which the poet

poured all the wine he had crushed from the grapes of history. To censure it

because of its length is uncritical. It is not a drama, but a dramatic chronicle,

or, to use Swinburne's own phrase, a ' chronicle history.' Its gigantic scale

is due, not to verbosity, but to the poet's determination to present, not a

travesty of history, but a faithful series of historical pictures and portraits."—
[ [aines Douglas.']

There is a copy of the First Edition of Bothwell in the Library

of the British Museum. The Press-mark is 11781. dd. 42.

(58)

[George Chapman : 1875]

George Chapman / A Critical Essay. / By /

Algernon Charles Swinburne. / London : / Chatto

and Windus, Piccadilly / 1875.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. iv + 187 ; consisting of :

Half-title (with Publishers' device upon the centre

of the reverse) pp. i—ii ; Title-page, as above (with

blank reverse), pp. iii—iv ; Text of the Essay

pp. I—173 ; p. 174 is blank ; and Text of the

Appendix pp. 175—187. The reverse of p. 187 is

blank. The head-line is George Chapman through-

out, upon both sides of the page, save pp. 175—187,

which are headed Appendix. At the foot of p. 187

is the following imprint, " Billing and Sons,
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Printers, Guildford, Surrey." The register is

denoted by Arabic numerals, the signatures being

I—II (eleven sheets, each 8 leaves), and 12

(6 leaves) , the whole preceded by two unsigned

leaves carrying the half-title and title-page.

Issued in dark green cloth boards, lettered " George j

Chapman, j Swinburne / [Publishers' device] " in gold

across the back. The leaves measure j^ x 4J inches.

Five Hundred copies were printed. The published price

was Seven Shillings.

Swinburne's Essay was also employed as an Introduction to

the third volume (1875) of the Complete Works of George Chapman,

edited by R. H. Shepherd, and published (1873—1875) by Messrs.

Chatto & Windus. Swinburne's book was never reprinted separ-

ately. For many years it was permitted to remain out of

print, awaiting the time when circumstances should allow of its

being incorporated in the great work on the Dramatists of the

Shakespearean period the plan of which its author had already

conceived. In 1919 the Essay was included in Contemporaries

ofShakespeare, Edited by Edmund Gosse and T. J . Wise, pp. 131—42.

During the months that Shepherd was occupied in the task

of editing Chapman he corresponded freely with Swinburne, who

spared no pains and avoided no trouble in affording such assistance

as he alone was competent to render in the settlement of the many

questions which arose in the course of clarifying the faulty text

of the original editions of Chapman's writings. Swinburne's

share of this correspondence was fortunately preserved by

Shepherd, and in 1909 the letters were printed in the following

pamphlet :

—

Letters on the Works j of j George Chapman j By j Algernon Charles

Swinburne j With j A Prefatory Note j by j Edmund Gosse j London .•/

Printed for Private Circulation j 1909—Crown 8vo, pp. 42.
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The letters included in this pamphlet are of the highest biblio-

graphical and critical value, and form a fitting appendix to Swin-

burne's Essay. " This Essay/' wrote Mr. Gosse, " as it was at

last completed, is perhaps the finest exercise in pure criticism,

the most learned, the most searching, and even the best balanced,

which he [Swinburne] ever presented to the world."

The Manuscript of George Chapman consists of 129 folio pages

of white paper. It was sold in Messrs. Sotheby's rooms on

November 7th, 1918, and realised £155.

There is a copy of the First Edition of George Chapman in the

Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is 2308. c. 17.

(59)

[Songs of Two Nations: 1875]

Songs of Two Nations / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne / I. A Song of Italy. / II. Ode on the

Proclamation of the French Republic. /III. DIrae
/

London / Chatto and Windus, Piccadilly / 1875.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. viii + 78 ; consisting of :

Half-title (with a publishers' device upon the

centre of the reverse) pp. i—ii ; Title-page, as

above (with imprint " London : Printed by /

Spottiswoode and Co., New-Street Square / and

Parliament Street " upon the centre of the reverse),

pp. iii—iv ; two four-line introductory stanzas p. v ;

p. vi is blank ; Table of Contents pp. vii—viii
;

and Text of the Songs pp. i—78. Pp. 1—51
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have head-lines, each page being headed with

the title of the poem occupying it
; pp. 56—78

are numbered centrally in Arabic numerals.

The imprint is repeated at the foot of the last page.

The Song, Ode, and DircB are each preceded by

a Fljr-title, the two former having each in addition

a leaf with a separate Dedication. Pages 2, 4, 34,

36, and 52 are blank. The signatures are A
(a half-sheet of 4 leaves), and B to F (five sheets,

each 8 leaves). Sig. F 8 carries the publishers'

device upon its recto, the reverse being blank.

Issued in dark green cloth boards, lettered in gold across

the back " Songs I of j Two / Naiions / Sivinhiirne,"

with the publishers' device at foot. The leaves measure

7I X 4|- inches. One Thousand copies were printed.

The published price was Six Shillings.

A Second Edition was published in 1893.

Contents.
PAGE

Introductory Stanzas. [/ saw the double-featured statue

stand] . . . • . . V

A Song OF Italy. [Upon a windy night of stars ikat fell]. . 5

Previously printed in separate form : A / Son^ of Ilaly. / By /

Algernon Charles Stvinbiirne. / London : / 1S67, 8vo, pp. 66—
[See ante. No. 38.]

Ode on the Proclamation of the French Republic.

[With songs and crying and sounds of acclamations^ . . 39

Previously printed in separate form : Ode / on the / Froclamalion /

of the I French Republic, / By / Algernon Charles Swinburne. /

London : / 1870, 8vo, pp. 23— [See nn/e, No. 52.]
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PAGE

DiR/E :

I. A Dead King. \Go down to hell. This end is good to

see] 55

Previously printed in The Examine!', March 22nd, 1873, p. 307.

II. A Year After. [If blood throbs yet in this that

was thy face,] 56

Previously printed in The Examiner, March 22nd, 1873, p. 307.

III. Peter's Pence from Perugia, \lscariot, thou

grey-grown beast of blood,] 57

Previously printed in The Examiner, March 2<jth, 1873, p. 332.

IV. Papal Allocution. [What hast thou done ? Hark,

till thine ears wax hot,] 58

Previously printed in The Examiner, March 2<jth, 1S73, p 332.

V. The Burden of Austria. [0 daughter of pride,

wasted with misery^ 59

Previously printed in The Examiner, April ^ih, 1873, p. 362.

VI. LocusTA. [Come dose and see her and hearken.

This is she.] 60

Previously printed in The Examiner, April \2lh, 1873, p. 386.

VII. Cel^no. [The blind king hides his wee-ping eyeless

head,] 61

Previously printed in The Examiner, April igih, 1873, P- 4'°'

VIII. A Choice. [Faith is the spirit that makes man's body

and blood] 62

Previously printed in The Examiner, April 26lh, 1873, p. 433.

-IX. The Augurs. [Lay the corpse out on the altar ; bid

the elect] 63

Previously printed in The Examiner, April 26lh, 1873, p. 433.
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PAGE

X. A Counsel. [0 strong Republic of the nohler years] 64

Treviously printed in The Examiner, May yd, 1873, p. 458.

XI. The JIoderates. [She stood before her traitors

bound and bare,] . 65

Previously printed in T/te Examiner, May loth, 1873, p. 482.

XII. Intercession :

i. \0 Death, a little more, and then the worm ;] . 66

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, Ncrveinber, 1869,

p. 509.

ii. \Shall a man die before his dying day,] . . 67

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, Xoz'tinber, 1869,

p. 509.

iii. [Hath he not deeds to do and days to see] . . 68

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, November, 1869,

p. 510.

iv. [0 watcher at the guardless gate of kings,] . 69

Pre\-iously printed in The Fortnightly Rr^'iew, November, 1869,

p. 510.

XIII. The Saviour of Society :

\. [0 son of man, but of what man who knows f] . 70

Pre\'iously printed in The Examiner, May lyth, 1S73, p. 519.

ii. [Thine incarnation was Upon this wise,] . . 71

Previously printed in The Examiner, Mar lyth, 1S73, p. 519.

XIV. ilENT-iNA : Second .\:v^niversary :

i. [By the dead body of Hope, the spotless lamb] 72

Previously printed in The Examiner, May list, 1S73, p. 568.

ii. \By the hrutesoul that made man's soul itsfood ;] 73

Previously printed in The Examiner, May list, 1873, p. 568.
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PAGE

XV. Mentana : Third Anniversary :

i. \Suchprayerslastyearwereputupforthy sake ;"] 74

Previously printed in The Exaininer, May 24th, 1873, p. 543.

ii. [The hour for which men hungered, and had

thirst,] 75

Previously printed in The Examiner, May 2\th, 1873, p. 543.

XVI. The Descent into Hell :

i. \0 night and death, to whom we grudged him
then,] 76

Previously printed in TAe Examiner, June "jth, 1873, p. 589.

ii. \What shapes are these and shadows without enS\ 77

Previously printed in The Examiner, June "jth, 1873, p. 589.

XVII. Apologia. \Ij wrath embitter the sweet mouth of

song;\ 78

Previously printed in The Examiner, June nth, 1873, p. 615.

By an error upon the part of the printer, this Sonnet is numbered

XVI instead of XVII.

Note.—Each poem to which no reference is appended appeared

for the first time in this volume.

When preparing Songs of Two Nations for the press, Swinburne

would appear to have experienced some difficulty in selecting a

suitable title for his book. On January ist, 1875, he wrote to

Mr. Edmund Gosse :

—

" Do for my sake help me to a comprehensive title for my forth-

coming collection of reprinted verse. . . .
' Political Poems,' which

Chatto has put on the proof title-page, would probably sink any book

at once. I want some title which may express the mixture in the

volume of blessing and cursing—two-thirds of the first to one-third

of the second. . . . The last name I have thought of is ' Songs in

Time of Change

'

—but I don't much like it—or ' Poems of Revo-

lution.'
"
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And on February ist, 1875, he wrote to Watts-Dunton :—

" Do you think these eight lines'^ will do to head the forthcoming

book 1 and which, if any, of these titles do you think appropriate 1

' Songs of Two Nations ' (I think I prefer this), ' Songs {or Poems

in Time of Change,' ' Songs {or Poems) of Birth and Death!

Chatto ought to have the leaf I enclose and {if you approve) these

' motto ' verses in a day or so—indeed, as soon as possible. Help,

now or never 1

"

* I saw the doiihle-feahired statue stand, ij^c.

Finally, on February 5tli, 1875, he reported to Mr. Gosse :

—

" I have at last hit on a passable name for my unchristened and

unchristian offspring
—

' Songs of Two Nations.' All the poems in

the book, great and small, deal with French or Italian matters—
Republican, Papal, or Imperial."

And this title, simple and effective, he adopted.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Songs of Two Nations

in the Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is

11644. i. II.

(60)

[Essays and Studies : 1875]

Essays and Studies. / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne. /
\_Publishers' Device'] j London : /

Chatto and Windus, Piccadilly. / 1875.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. xiii + 380 ; consisting of :

Half-title (with a note upon the reverse thanking

various pubUshers for permission to reprint sundry

Essays contained in thevolume) pp. i—ii ; Title-

page, as above (with imprint, " London : Printed

by j Spottiswoode and Co., New-Street Square / and

R 2
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Parliament Street " upon the centre of the reverse),

pp. iii—iv ; Dedication To my Father (with blank

reverse) pp. v—vi ; Preface pp. vii—xii ; Table

of Contents p. xiii ; and Text pp. i—380. The
reverse of p. xiii is blank. There are head-lines

throughout, each page, or double-page, being

headed with the title of the Essay occup3dng it.

The imprint is repeated at the foot of the last

page. Following p. 380 is a leaf with the pub-

lishers' device upon its recto, the reverse blank.

The signatures are A to AA (twenty-four sheets,

each 8 leaves), and BB (6 leaves). Sig. Ai has an

advertisement of Swinburne's Works upon the

reverse, recto blank.

Issued in dark green cloth boards, lettered in gold across

the back " Essays / and / Studies. /
' Swinburne." with

the publishers' device at foot. The leaves measirre

7f X 5 inches. One Thousand copies were printed.

The pubHshed price was Twelve Shillings.

In 1876 a Second Edition was called for, and a Third in 1887.

Further editions appeared in 1896, 1901, and 1911.

Contents.
PAGE

Victor Hugo : L'Homme qui Rit i

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, July, 1869,

pp. 73-81.

Victor Hugo : L'Ann^e Terrible 17

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, September, 1872,

pp. 243-267.

The Poems of Dante Gabriel Rossetti .... 60

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, May, 1870,

PP- 551-579-
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PAGE
Morris's Life and Death of Jason no

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, ftily, 1867,

pp. 19-28.

Matthew Arnold's New Poems 123

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, October, 1867,

pp. 414-445-

Notes ON THE Text OF Shelley 184

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, May, [869,

PP- 539-561.

Some slight additions were made to these Notes when included in

Essays and Studies.

Byron ... .... . 238

Previously printed in A Selection from the Works of Lord Byron.

Edited and Prefaced by Algernon Charles Swinburne. London:

Moxon, 1866. Swinburne's Preface occupies pp. v-xxix.

When reprinted in Essays and Studies a new Prefatory Note

was added.

Coleridge . . . 259

Previously printed in Christabel and the Lyrical and Imaginative

Poems of S. T. Coleridge. Arranged and Introduced by

Algernon Charles Swinburne. London: Sampson Low, 1869.

Swinburne's Introductory Essay occupies pp. v-xxiii.

John Ford ... 276

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, July, 187 1,

pp. 42-63.

Notes on Designs of the Old Masters at Florence . 314

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, July, 186S,

pp. 16-40.

Notes ON Some Pictures OF 1868 ... . . 358

A reprint of the greater part of Swinburne's contribution to Notes

on the Royal Academy Exhibition, 1868. . . . By Wm. Michael

Rossetti and Algernon C. Swinhirne. London : John

Cainden Hotten. [See ante. No. 51.] When included in

Essays and Studies a Prefatory Note, extending to one full

page, was added to the original Notes.
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On June 26th, 1875, Swinburne wrote to Andrew Chatto :

—

" On examining the text of ' Essays and Studies ' I was very

seriously vexed to find several most wanton and reckless blunders

foisted by the gross incompetence or wilful negligence of the -printers

into a text which I didflatter myself that by dint of infinite pains and

labour I had brought in spite of them to a decent state of accuracy.

It will be necessary at once to insert a leaf of errata, and as soon

as possible to cancel the misprints altogether. I put down such as

have already caught my eye

:

Page 130, line Z,for sous read son.

Page 158, line T.S,for overhead read overheard.

Page 235, line 25, dele to at end of line.

Page T,2(), line 6, for this read his.

Page 331, line 2, for FilHppino's read Fihppino's.

Page 341, line 20, dele comma after 1458.

Three of these {andfor ought I know there may be more such) are due

solely to the wilful neglect of the printers. I have taken the trouble

to collate their text with that of The Fortnightly Review, which they

had only to copy as it lay before their eyes {if eyes they have, or any

human sense whatever), and which in each case is perfectly correct.

No patience and no painstaking can guard against such utterly

inexcusable carelessness or incompetence to discharge the easiest and

simplest part of their duty. Pray do what you can to set this right."

No hst of Errata was furnished, but in the Second Edition of

the book the mistakes were put right, and in some copies of the

First Edition the last two were got rid of.

In a further letter Swinburne pointed to two additional errors

:

Page 148, line 4, dele ' a.'

Page 292, last line,for work read Works.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Essays and Studies in the

Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is 2308. c. 16.
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A LETTER
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in-
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(61)

[The Devil's Due: 1875]

The Devil's Due / A Letter / To the Editor of

" The Examiner." / By / Thomas Maitland.
/

1875. For Private Circulation.

Collation :—Post octavo, pp. 11 ; consisting of : Half-

title (with the viford ' Private ' in italics, within

square brackets, and with blank reverse) pp. i—2 ;

Title-page, as above (with blank reverse 1, pp. 3—4 ;

and Text of the Letter pp. 5—11. The reverse

of p. II is blank. There are no head-lines, the

pages being numbered centrally in Arabic

numerals. There are no signatures, the pamphlet

consisting of a half-sheet of 4 leaves inset within

a quarter-sheet of 2 leaves. There is no printer's

imprint. The Letter was prepared for private

distribution only, at the office of The Examiner.

Issued stitched, and without wrappers. The leaves,

which are untrimmed, measure 6| X 4iV inches. A
reduced facsimile of the title-page is given herewith.

No record exists of the number of copies originally

printed ; but the pamphlet was suppressed almost as

soon as it was produced, and it is doubtful if more than

a mere handful of copies escaped into circulation. With

the exception of the small packet preserved by chance

by Watts-Dunton the entire issue was destroyed.
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The Devil's Due is an open letter, signed in sarcasm 'Thomas

Maiiland,' one of Robert Buchanan's many pseudonyms, and

the one with which he signed The Fleshly School of Poetry

upon its first appearance as an article in The Contemporary

Review. The letter was dated ' St. Kilda, December 28,

1875/ and dealt with Buchanan's The Fleshly School of

Poetry, and the Earl of Southesk's Jonas Fisher. It was

also printed in The Examiner for December nth, 1875,

p. 1388.

In 1897, when I printed a short Bibliographical List of the Scarcer

Works and Uncollected Writings of Swinburne, no copy of The

Devil's Due was available, and I had to content myself by recording

the fact that such a tract had once existed. But upon sending

a set of the completed sheets of my List to The Pines I was

informed by Watts-Dunton that he had found a copy of the

pamphlet, and was invited to call and inspect it. This I did,

with the result that I was enabled to add to my Bibliographical

List a Postscript in which the little rarity was described in

fulls The, as I then imagined, unique example I purchased

from Watts-Dunton for £21. Three years afterwards, one Sunday

afternoon, Watts-Dunton surprised me by asking whether any

friend of mine was desirous of obtaining a copy of the First

Edition of The Devil's Due. Upon my expressing curiosity as

to his reason for making such an enquiry, he informed me that

he had found among the lumber of books and papers with which

certain rooms at The Pines were encumbered a small packet

containing a number of examples of the original pamphlet. This

packet he then produced. There were in all some fifteen copies

of The Devil's Due. One of these was handed to Swinburne ; the

remainder I carried away with me, having acquired them from

Watts-Dunton at the rate of three guineas each. The copy

handed to Swinburne was entrusted to a local binder, who put

it into a commonplace cover of black roan. Swinburne then
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wrote the following inscription upon the recto of the first leaf, and
presented the tiny volume to his friend :

The date of this inscription, April, 1900, fixes approximately

the date when the little ' remainder ' came to light. In the autumn
of 1909, after the death of Swinburne, I purchased this inscribed

copy also for the sum of £21, the identical price I had paid for the

first-recovered copy in 1897. The book has since been bound in

red levant morocco by Riviere.

The eight lines of verse commencing

—

Whom green-faced Envy, sick and sore.

To many-childed Dullness bore,

printed on pp. 6—7 of The Devil's Due, and applied to Robert

Buchanan, are a parody of Milton's

Thee bright-haired Vesta long of yore

To solitary Saturn bore, &c.j

lines 23—30 of II Penseroso.

Buchanan had no cause for grievance against Swinburne on the

score of personahties. So early as September, 1866, in the pages

of The Spectator, he had thus introduced the name of Swinburne

into his poem The Session of the Poets, published over the pseudo-

nym ' Caliban '
:
—

What was said ? What was done ? Was there prosing or rhyming ?

Was nothing noteworthy in deed or in word 1

Why
,
just as the hourfor the supper was chiming,

The only event of the evening occurred.
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Vp jumped, with his neck stretching out like a gander,

Master Swinburne, and squeal'd, glaring out through his hair,

' All Virtue is bosh I Hallelujahfor Lander I

1 disbelieve wholly in everything I—there I

'

With language so awful he dared then to treat 'em,—
Miss Ingelow fainted in Tennyson's arms.

Poor Arnold rush'd out, crying ' SoecV inficetum !
'

And great bards and small bards were full of alarms ;

Till Tennyson,flaming and red as a gipsy,

Struck hisfist on the table and uttered a shout

:

' To the door with the boy ! Call a cab I He is tipsy I

'

And they carried the naughty young gentleman out.

These lines were probably little less offensive to Swinburne than

was The Monkey and the Microscope of August, 1872.

The production of The Devil's Due was the final outcome of the

attack made by Robert Buchanan upon Swinburne, D. G. Rossetti,

and others, whom for the purpose of abuse be classed together

as ' The Fleshly School.' Although published more than three

years later than that pamphlet, the Letter was in direct succession

to Under the Microscope, and the circumstances which induced

both have already been sufficiently detailed in my account of the

earlier book. The immediate cause of Swinburne's latest outburst

was the appearance of Jonas Fisher, A Poem in Brown and White,

published in 1875 by Messrs. Triibner & Co. in a small octavo

volume of 243 pages. This anonymous volume was the work of

the Earl of Southesk. But it was understood by Swinburne

that it came from the pen of Robert Buchanan, hence his

allusion to its author as ' the polypseudonymous lyrist and

libeller/ and, upon another occasion, as ' the polypseudonymous

idylist of the gutter.'

That Jonas Fisher was at the time of its advent widely regarded

as the work of Buchanan is evidenced by the following paragraph
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extracted from a review of the book which appeared in the pages
of The Examiner :—

" This anonymous foem is said to be the work of either Mr. Robert

Buchanan or the Devil ; and delicate as may be the question raised

by this double-sided supposition, the weight of the probability inclines

to the first of the alternatives. That the author, whoever he is, is a

Scotchman may be inferred from one or two incidental sneers at the

characteristics of his countrymen. There are other and more specific

circumstances which favour the report that ' Jonas Fisher ' is another

of the aliases under which Mr. Buchanan is fond of challenging

criticism, rather than one of the disguises of the enemy.

There is no reason why the Devil should go out of his way to abuse

the ' Fleshly School.' Now the hero of this poem has views on some

of the tendencies of modern poetry and art which coincide very closely

with Mr. Buchanan's, exhibiting the same nicely-balanced and care-

fully-differentiated feelings of scorn for effeminate voluptuousness

,

and delight in that voluptuousness which is manly.''

Upon the appearance of The Devil's Due an action for hbel

was instituted by Buchanan against P. A. Taylor, M.P. for

Leicester, and proprietor of The Examiner. The action was heard

before Mr. Justice Archibald and a Special Jury on June 29th

and 3othj 1876. The Judge in the course of his summing up
expressed very strongly his opinion ' that it was very much to be

regretted that they had had to decide these matters at all, for

he did not think that what had happened was creditable to either

party.' But the Jury found a verdict for the plaintiff, and awarded

him £1^0 damages. Buchanan had claimed £5,000.

Swinburne does not appear to have been treated with much
loyalty by either P. A. Taylor, the proprietor of The Examiner,

or by WiUiam Minto, the Editor of that paper. The former,

through his . solicitors, sought to escape his liability by revealing

Swinburne's name as that of the writer of the article, and suggested

that against the latter the action should be brought. An effort

was also made to induce Swinburne to bear the costs of the trial.
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This he naturally declined to do, and on October 28th he wrote to

a friend in whose judgment he had the utmost confidence :

—

" Now I must, for the last time as I hope, revert for a moment to a

subject which I have as little as possible allowed to harass me in

sickness or in health, but on which I want one last word,, not perhaps

so much of counsel as of cheer, from my oldest and most trusted friend.

After the close of the Taylor-Buchanan lawsuit Watts in a friendly

and informal manner suggested to me that it would be ' graceful ' on

my part to offer to bear some part of the heavy expenses of conducting

the suit, which had fallen on The Examiner in consequence of the

publication of my letter. Now I need not tell you that nothing

could have been more offensive or irritating to me than the line

taken by the counsel for the plaintiff to the effect that I was a man

of straw who presumably could not be made to pay up, and therefore

they had fallen back on the proprietor of the paper as a scapegoat

Jor my offence.

I took a night to consider the matter, and then replied that I

could not possibly regard the case in any degree answering to that

of a debt of honour {the only imaginable aspect under which I

could hold myself liable for one penny of the costs), for it was not

my business, but that of the Editor who was paid to do so, to know or

to decide what might or might not be safely or advisably admitted

into the paper. As to the proprietor, with whom I had never had

any business relations whatever, the pecuniary damage or profit

ensuing on the publication of any particular article seemed to me
as much a part of his speculation as any other lucky or unlucky

accident in the ordinary way of business, for which I could in no

way consider myself responsible.

Watts answered, in a perfectly friendly and inoffensive manner,

that from the legal point of view my present position was unim-

peachable, but that on a previous occasion I had seemed in talking

with him to take a very different view—and no doubt I then had

strongly expressed the regret which I still felt for having innocently

brought trouble and heavy loss on persons towards whom I felt
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sincere goodwill—as Jar, that is, as I could fairly be held to have

brought or helped to bring it by writing a letter of which I instantly

had come forward to avow the authorship and assume in public the

responsibility for it. He added that he felt sure no advantage

would be taken of an offer which would look well on my part ; but,

as you will doubtless understand and anticipate, I did not relish

the idea of making aformal offer on the tacit understanding or in the

secret hope that it would not be accepted.

I think I may say, and trust I may appeal for confirmation to

your old knowledge of my character, that neither yourself nor any

man living can be less disposed than I am to shirk the consequences

of any word or act of mine, and I hope you will be able to tell me in

a brief word that you share my view, and would have acted and felt

as I have done in my place. As it is always more than possible

that a matter of this kind may be brought up by way of reference,

or cast up by way of taunt or reproach, or may simply turn up at

any time by way of accident, perhaps I may ask you to keep this letter,

as a private statement of the casefrom my own point of view."

Among the papers I obtained from the store preserved at

The Pines was a document of absorbing interest. This document,

which extends to five sheets of blue foho paper, is entirely in

Swinburne's handwriting, and was evidently prepared with

the greatest care and precision. It consists of a report sent by

Mr. MacClymont (who, together with Mr. Charles Russell, Q.C.,

was Counsel for the plaintiff) to John Nichol upon the eve of the

trial, and is followed by a second communication made on

July 5th, a few days after the trial had concluded. It is

evident that these had been lent to Swinburne by Nichol, and

that from them the former had made this transcript. That

Swinburne regarded the entire document as being of more than

ordinary importance is evident from the extremely careful and

exact manner in which it is written, and it is highly probable

that he fully anticipated that it would one day find its way

into type. I cannot do better than reproduce it here.
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MacClymont to Nichol.

22 June, 1876.

No action that I know of is threatened against or in progress

against Swinburne. Buchanan has raised an action against

P. A. Taylor, M.P., the proprietor of The Examiner
, for a series

of libels published in that paper. After the action had been raised,

Taylor's Solicitors wrote to the Solicitors instructing me, stating

that the last of these libels, entitled ' The Devil's Due,' which I do

not think you can have seen, was written by Swinburne, and offering

to give up his name that he might be prosecuted on condition of the

action brought against Taylor being withdrawn. This of course

for obvious reasons we refused ; for in the mere case of a literary

quarrel fought out however bitterly, I would never as a matter of

tactics advise resort to a Court of Law. Whatever be the demerits

of Buchanan, and I never saw him until after the action had been

commenced, he has been grossly illused by Minto, the editor of

The Examiner, whose attacks are very much worse {in a legal sense)

than Swinburne's. When this avowal of the authorship came out,

I met Taylor's counsel {one Williams of Merton, who used to be

called Student Williams) and suggested an arrangement which

would have saved all scandal and cost Taylor very little., I was

very pleased that I saw my way to propose an arrangement con-

sistently with the interest of my client, because I knew Swinburne

was afriend ofJowett's. I did not know that he was such a personal

friend of yours, else my pleasure would have been increased. But

Williams shewed very little good feeling, and I am bound to say as

little skill in the way he received my advances. Ever since for

more than seven months the defendant's effort has been to shift

the burden from himself to Swinburne and Rossetti ; and my
effort, which I think has been successful, is to tie him down along

with his editor as alone responsible. If it were any business of

mine, I should feel very indignant at the persistent way in which

they try to put Swinburne in the forefront of the battle to save their

own skins ; and I have said so in Court more than once, and I
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think the judges agree with me. Williams * comes down to the

robing-room with his one brief and entertains the idlers with his

conversations with Swinburne about the case, a good deal of which

I hear consists of abuse of me. I would not believe a word of it on

the word of Williams, but from the report I glean little snatches of

reference to the time I spent with Swinburne at Tummel-brig which

Williams could have heard only from the poet himself. My
recollections of that time are only pleasant, and it vexes me to think

that Swinburne should have a different recollection or think so

meanly of me as that I could be influenced in a public duty by such

mean spite. If he knew it, he owes it to me that he has not been

{thanks to Taylor's and Minto's loyalty) criminally prosecuted.

I do not mean to say that I have sacrificed my client's interest to

favour of Swinburne—though probably if I had seen it to be

Buchanan's interest to prosecute, I would {with the thought of the

Master in my mind) have declined to hold the brief. Nine juniors

out of ten at the bar would have advised a prosecution because it

was the obvious course ; the result was pretty certain, and the

matter had just the flavour of scandal that is useful as an advertise-

ment. I prevented this, and compelled them to go at Taylor and

Minto instead, because in the one case Buchanan would only

have had revenge, in the other case he is pretty sure of damages.

Swinburne may be very thankful that this case came to my hands.

It happens to be Buchanan's interest in view of his verdict {i.e.,

his reasonable and forensic interest) to keep his quarrel with Swin-

burne as much as possible in the background, and I have done so,

though Swinburne has done his best through Williams to sting me

into temper and forgetfulness of my client's substantial interest.

In the result I hope to secure a large verdict. I don't think it any

part of a lawyer's duty to serve the passion of his client, and in no

case, I hope, much less in the case of a friend of yours and the

Master's, will youfind me lending myself to purposes of annoyance.

* Mr. Robert Williams, one of the Counsel for the defendant, ^^'ith him v\'ere

Mr. Hawkins, Q.C., Mr. Murphy, Q.C., and Mr. Warr.

S
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5th July.

I must first thank you for so frankly telling me all you thought.

You are one of the three or four men whose ill opinion would grieve

me more than I can tell, and I am therefore very grateful for your

having given me an opportunity of explaining what must have seemed

at first sight meanness and worse. The course and result of the

trial must have convinced Swinburne I think that I fought the case

fairly, and that so far from being animated by personal ill-will

and acting on such motives, my whole effort was to divert attention

from the personal quarrel of him and Buchanan, and centre the whole

blame on Taylor and his editor, the latter of whom I am convinced

flatters Swinburne, and tries to use him for his own purposes.

Swinburne seems not to know that at the very beginning of

the case I put in an admission of all the anonymous writings of

Buchanan, including ' The Session of the Poets ' and ' The Monkey

and the Microscope,' neither of which last we attemptedfor a moment

to justify. We insisted on the high qualities of the poet, and brought

out the points worthy of admiration in his works which had been

admitted in the review. In short, we treated him with every respect

that the plaintiff's interest would permit. But Hawkins began by

abusing Whitman, Swinburne, and Rossetti, and repudiating on

the part of the defendant all sympathy and even tolerance for their

work, dfc, b'c. Generally he tried to throw them overboard, to

lighten the damages. He knew that before the trial in the morning

we would have taken £io 105. and a promise of being let alone ;

but all our advances were spurned, with the resultyou see.

P.S. I cannot imagine who has been lying and making mischief.

Williams is just the man to cover his own gross incompetence by

alleging malice in his opponent.

At its conclusion the document is signed

—

' Copied literatim, January 2nd, 1877. A. C. Swinburne.'

There is a copy of the First Edition of The Devil's Due in the

Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is C. 57. e. 55.
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(62)

[Erechtheus : 1876]

Erechtheus : / A Tragedy. / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne.
/
[Two Greek Quotations, (i) from

Pindar, and (2) from ^Eschylus.] / London :
/

Chatto and Windus, Piccadilly. / 1876.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. viii + 107 ; consisting of :

Half-title (with the publishers' device upon the

reverse) pp. i—ii ; Title-page, as above (with

imprint " London : j Printed hy William Clowes

and Sons, Stamford Street j and Charing Cross
"

upon the centre of the reverse), pp. iii—iv

;

Dedication " To My Mother " (with blank reverse)

pp. v—vi ; hst of Persons (with blank reverse)

pp. vii—viii ; Text of the Tragedy pp. i—105 ;

p. 106 is blank ; and Notes p. 107. The head-line

is Erechtheus throughout, upon both sides of the

page. The imprint is repeated upon the reverse of

p. 107. The signatures are B to G (six sheets, each

8 leaves), plus H (6 leaves), preceded by an unsigned

half-sheet of 4 leaves, forming Sig. A, together

with a single unsigned leaf carrying the list of

Persons. Sig. Ai has a blank recto, and bears

upon the reverse a list of Swinburne's pubUshed

Works.

Issued in dark green cloth boards, lettered in gold across

the back, " Erechtheus j Swinburne / Chatto & Windus,"

the names of the publishers forming part of an ornamental

s 2
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device. The leaves measure 7f X 5 inches. Fifteen

hundred copies were printed. The published price was

Six Shillings.

A Second. Edition was published in 1876, a Third, in 1887, a Fourth

in 1896, a Fifth in 1901, and a Sixth in 1911.

Swinburne dedicated Erechtheus to his mother. Her portrait

faces the present page.

The following lyrical Choruses are included in the text of

Erechtheus

:

—
PAGE

Chorus I. [Sun, that hast lightened and loosed by thy might] 5

Chorus II. [He hath uttered too surely his wrath not obscurely,

nor wrapt as in mists oj his breath^ . . 19

Chorus III. [Out oj the north wind grief came forth,] . . 31

Chorus IV. [Who shall put a bridle in the mourner's lips

to chasten them,] . . 43

Chorus V. [0 wofullest of women, yet of all] . 61

Chorus VI. [More hapless born by far] . . . 72

Chorus VII. [Ill thoughts breed fear, and fear ill words ;

but these] . . . 74

Chorus VIII. [Frotn the cup of my heart I pour through my
lips along] ... 98

Chorus IX. [From the depths of the springs of my spirit a

fountain is poured of thanksgiving^ 104

At p. 84, line 1409, of Erechtheus there is a curious error. In

the text as printed this line reads :

Hast thou set not thy left hand again to the string, in place of

right hand. The mistake was put right in the Second Edition

of the Tragedy.
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On September 8th, 1875, Swinburne wrote to Edmund Clarence

Stedman :

—

" I am writing a Greek tragedy, which I mean to be more purely

Hellenic and perhaps more universal in its relation to human thought

and emotion than was Atalanta. The fusion of lyric with dramatic

form gives the highest type of poetry I know ; and I always feel the

Greek history and mythology {in its deeper sense and wider bearing)

much nearer to us even yet than those of the Jews, alien from us in

blood and character. Even the poet of Job is a Semitic alien, while

the poet of Prometheus is an Aryan kinsman of our own : his

national history of far more real importance to us, his poetry far

closer to our own thought, passion, speculation, conscience, than the

Hebrew. This argument, if necessary, I may perhaps expand into

a vindication of my choice in taking up what may seem, but is not

and should not be, a remote and obsolete theme to work upon."

Again, on November 28th, 1875, he wrote to Joseph Knight :

—

" There is no ' secret ' about my forthcoming poem, which I hope

will be in print by next month's end. It is a play on the Greek model,

more regular than Atalanta ; the title Erechtheus, the length a little

over 1700 lines."

The Manuscript of Erechtheus is in my own library. It occupies

sixty-two folio leaves of white paper, mostly written upon one

side only, and contains in all seventy-nine pages of MS. In

common with Swinburne's early manuscripts, but unlike his

later ones, which exhibit but few changes, the MS. of Erechtheus

is crowded with corrections, alterations, and additions, in some

places half a page at a time being marked out. Since no complete

MS. of either Atalanta in Calydon or Tristram of Lyonesse has

been preserved, I regard this noble volume as being the finest

and most desirable Swinburne manuscript extant. It was given

by the poet to Watts-Dunton, from whom I purchased it in

September, 1909. It is bound in red levant morocco, by Riviere.
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I give a greatly reduced facsimile of the first page ; and also,

in order to shew the extent of deletion, an equally reduced fac-

simile of p. 48.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Erechtheus in the Library

of the British Museum. The Press-mark is 11775. f. 56.

(63)

[Note on the Muscovite Crusade : 1876]

Note / of / An English Republican / on the
/

Muscovite Crusade. / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne. /
' JVon tali attxiiio, nee defensoribus

istis
I

Tevtpus eget.'—Virg. yEn. ii. 521. / [Pub-

lishers' Device^ / London : / Chatto & Windus,

Piccadilly. / 1876.

Collation :—Demy octavo, pp. 24 ; consisting of : Title-

page, as above (with imprint " London : Printed,

by
I
Spottiswoode and Co., New-Street Square / and

Parliament Street " upon the centre of the reverse),

pp. I—2 ; and Text of the Note pp. 3—24. There

are head-hnes throughout, each verso being headed

Note of an English Republican, and each recto

On the Muscovite Crusade. The register is A (one

sheet of 8 leaves), plus an unsigned half-sheet of

4 leaves. The book was issued without any half-

title.

Issued in mottled-grey paper wrappers, with the title-

page (enclosed within a plain rectangular ruled frame)



(mJ^^ liXu, fi^Ji/ ^ «<^ <»«^ Ai„ arviUJ. A^*4

JkJ. ta^ tulUt. u/C/A ao.mJ^ InntY ^ f^^^ ^A^i^

^W4«jv^ /"^^J^ '''^ t^ety -^'^ 7^ fAjiijL,

^«^ ^-^^n^ l/i^tfj. /4*ccl.*ij, At^*. Mac,

*>eMiL liij., 'Wtt. ,>iiv ^.n*_ .iut. uvun^xsL 4 '2ii/*-\

,

i'K^

, Ci./U^.



^'^^^U <^»^^/0>^"?^ AM^^un^^-":^-'^ 95.i-/^jy^^^

'^iJ^^nicn. 'iH^i.ritL ajy^£f>-^ 4"V '^'^

Jo il'>inxS^II*''J!^ TfAi^^'i it'}**'
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reproduced upon the front ; the words " Price One
Shilling" being added at foot, below the rule. By
a misprint the Une from Virgil is given as 251. The
remaining three pages of the wrappers are filled with
advertisements of the pubhcations of Messrs. Chatto &
Windus. The leaves, which were trimmed, measure

8t¥ X 5xV inches. Two Thousand copies were printed.

The contents of the pamphlet have never been reprinted.

Upon p. 14 there is an error which future editors should take

note of. This was pointed out by Swinburne in a letter to Watts-
Dunton on December i4thj 1876 :

—

These d printers have restored or retained a blunder which I

had most carefully corrected, and which stultifies a most important

sentence ; p. 14, ninth line, for ' all great men whose genius^ these

Bulgars {0 God, that I were a Pasha for their cursed sake 1) have

stuck in that d word ' of

'

—
' of whose genius

'—and made utter

nonsense of the whole passage. For pity's sake, if possible, make

them correct this before copies are sold I
"

Despite this appeal the error remained uncorrected.

The genesis of the pamphlet is explained by the following passage

from a letter, also addressed to Watts-Dunton, dated November

29th, 1876 :

—

Having been long since solicited to say something on the ' Eastern

Question,' and being unable to join in the popular view of the case

expressed, among others, by our friend Morris, I feel impelled to

publish afew words which I am now setting in order. The appearance

of Carlyle's letter in ' The Times ' has at length decided me. Now I

want to know in what daily paper I can publish my letter. I have

no knowledge of, or interest with, anyone connected with ' The Times '

or ' Pall Mall,' either of which I should prefer to any third journal.

The ' Daily News ' would probably decline to publish a letter on the
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anti-Russian side. Therefore, if no better may be—as I must speak

at once if at all—/ must publish it as a sheet or tiny pamphlet with

Chatto. But I should prefer a newspaper.

Ever yours,

A. C. Swinburne.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Note of an English

Republican on the Muscovite Crusade in the Library of the British

Museum. The Press-mark is 8028. cc. 3. (20.)

(64)

[A Note on Charlotte BrontE : 1877]

A Note / on / Charlotte Bronte / By / Algernon

Ciiarles Swinburne
/
\Ptiblishers Device] j London

/

Chatto & Windus, Piccadilly / 1877 / All Rights

Reserved.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. iv + 97 ; consisting of :

Half-title (with list of Swinburne's Works upon

the reverse) pp. i—ii ; Title-page, as above (with

imprint " London : Printed by / Spottiswoode and

Co., New-Street Square / and Parliament Street"

upon the reverse), pp. iii—iv ; and Text of the

Note pp. I—97. The reverse of p. 97 is blank.

The head-line is Charlotte Bronte throughout,

upon both sides of the page. At the foot of

p. 97 the imprint is repeated thus, " Spottis-

woode & Co., Printers, New-street Square, London."

The signatures are A (a quarter-sheet of 2 leaves),

B to G (six sheets, each 8 leaves), plus a single leaf

registered H.
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Issued in cloth boards of a Reckitt's blue colour, lettered

in gold across the back " A \ Note / on / Charlotte / Bronte j

Swinburne," with the publishers* device at foot. Some
copies made up later were put into dark green cloth boards,

uniform with other of Swinburne's later works, and
lettered as above. The leaves measure j'} x 4J-|- inches.

Seven Hundred and Fifty copies were printed. The
published price was Six Shillings.

Some copies have an additional leaf with a dedication To my
friend Theodore Watts (reverse blank) inserted between A2 and Bi —
that is, immediately before the first page of text. This leaf was
printed and added as an after-thought, and was not present in

the first issued examples of the book.

A Second Edition was published in 1877, and a Third in 1894.

Swinburne was led to commence his work upon Charlotte Bronte

by a perusal of the series of letters addressed by her to her school

friend Ellen Nussey which first appeared in Hours at Jlome in 1870,

and were reprinted in Maanillan's Magazine in September and

October, 1876. It was here that Swinburne first saw them. On
November 17th of that year he wrote to Watts-Dunton :

—

" I presume you have read with as much interest as I the last instal-

ment of Charlotte Bronte's correspondence. IfI have time and spiritfor

the work, I think of taking it as the textfor some brief discourse on her,

which might perhapsfind a corner in The AthencBuin, either as a whole

or in theform of necessary detached notes and fragments of remarks."

But, like his work on Blake, which commenced as a simple re\-iew

and ultimately became a considerable monograph, so the ' brief

discourse ' rapidly expanded, and on February 27th, 1877, Swin-

burne again wrote to Watts-Dunton :

—

" My essay or study of Charlotte Bronte is growing into another

pamphlet, and I will say I think one of my best things in prose, but

MacColl [the Editor of The AthencBum] can give it by instalments."
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But still the work increased in scope and bulk until it exceeded

even the bounds of a simple pamphlet, and was ultimately published

in the form of the substantial volume described above.

The Manuscript of A Note on Charlotte Bronte, wanting the last

leaf, was sold by Watts-Dunton to a London dealer, and was

ultimately advertised in a Catalogue of Swinburne MSS. issued by

W. M. Hill, of Chicago, in 1910. Although imperfect, the price

asked for the manuscript was $1,600.

There is a copy of the First Edition of A Note on Charlotte Bronte f

in the Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is

2308. c. 18.

(65)

[Lesbia Brandon : 1877]

Lesbia Brandon.

Collation :—Folio, galleys i-ioi ; consisting of : a small

portion of Mary Stuart galleys 1-24 ; a large portion

of Lesbia Brandon galleys 25-97^ ; and John Jones

galleys 98-101. The galleys are imposed two on

a page, and each is numbered at the foot in Arabic

numerals. As number 97 is followed by 97'*^ and

97^ , there are 103 galleys in all. The leaves

measure 13 x 10 inches.

Lesbia Brandon is an unfinished and unpublished work, and, in

its way, is unique in the series of Swinburne's writings. During

the early 'sixties Swinburne appears to have applied himself almost

as closely to the construction of prose fiction as to poetical composi-

tion, and it was probably the success of Atalanta and Poems and

Ballads that finally induced him to relinquish the former, and to
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devote his entire creative energy to the production of verse. Quite
a number of short stories, both in Enghsh and French, written

during this period have been preserved in manuscript. All that

is complete of The Triameron has been printed ; others have
not yet seen the light. But these were all more or less studies or

adventures ; Lesbia Brandon was a serious attempt to write a

sustained novel modelled upon conventional lines. It differs

altogether from Love's Cross Currents, for that is a romance cast

in the form of Letters, and is of a class by itself.

The earliest glimpse we have of Lesbia Brandon is in a letter

addressed to Sir Richard Burton on January nth, 1867. In this

letter Swinburne remarks :

—

" I have in hand a scheme of mixed verse and prose—a sort of itude

a la Balzac plus the poetry—which Iflatter myself will be more offensive

and objectionable to Britannia than anything I have yet done. You
see I have now a character to keep up, and by the grace of Cotytto

I will endeavour not to come short of it—at least in my writings.

Tell me, if you have time, what you think of Dolores and Anactoria

in full print."

Nothing further regarding this ' etude a la Balzac ' is to be found

in any of Swinburne's correspondence of that period as yet avail-

able, and no more was heard of the ' scheme of mixed verse

and prose ' nr\t\\ June nth, 1877, when at his rooms at 3 Great

James Street Swinburne read two long passages from it to Mr.

Edmund Gosse. In the autumn of the same year Swinburne one

day entered the office of his publishers, Messrs. Chatto & Windus,

and handed to the late Andrew Chatto a parcel of manuscript,

informing him that this contained the MS. of an unfinished novel,

and instructing him to have it at once set up in type. Without

any examination being made of its contents, the packet was passed

on to the printers, Messrs. Eyre & Spottiswoode, who in due course

furnished the usual galley proofs. It then became apparent that

the poet had by some means got his manuscripts mixed up, for the
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proofs turned out to be, not those of a novels avowedly unfinished,

but a mixture of Mary Stuart, Lesbia Brandon, and John Jones.

Fortunately many of the galleys have the printers' dated adhesive

labels attached, and these extend from 'Nov. 14, '77/ to ' Dec. 5,

'77,' so that we know precisely when this event occurred.

The next news we have of Lesbia Brandon is contained in a

letter addressed by Swinburne from Glasgow, where he was visiting

John Nichol, to Andrew Chatto, in which occurs the following

passage :

—

" Please send me by return of post if possible a set of the proofs

of my new series of Poems [Poems and Ballads, Second Series]

and the remaining sheets of my unfinished novel, of which the Manu-

script is still in your hands, as you reminded me when I last called

and was afraid it had been lost or mislaid. I want these at once for

a particular and important reason."

This letter is undated, but it must have been written in the

early weeks of 1878, when Swinburne paid the second of his two

visits to Nichol, the first having been paid in August, 1857.

Again, on January ^ist, 1878, Swinburne wrote, still from

Glasgow :

—

" I must beg you to let me have with all speed the remaining slips

of my unfinished novel, which I specified in my last note, and which

I particularly want at once. The slip numbered 49 breaks off in

th6 middle of a sentence at the words ' and he would

'

—the next page

of the MS. begins ' have gone into seas where,' * b'c. I want also

slips 32 —34. The whole is well printed, with few errors, but most

carelessly arranged."

* These words commence galley 91, the text of which follows on from

galley 49.

Naturally Chatto was unable to send ' the remaining slips

of the novel,' for the simple reason that the ' copy ' for these
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had never reached his hands. The manuscript of these ' remaining

sheets ' (four chapters) had been in the first instance inadvertenlly

replaced by John Jones and a fragment of Mary Stvurt, and the

MS. chapters remained undisturbed at The Pines until 1910, in

which year they came to light, and were disposed of by Watts-

Dunton to me.

I also have the manuscript of the printed chapters, which

consists of about a hundred folio pages. The paper employed

for these is watermarked with dates ranging from 1859 to 1864.

Hence the novel was in all probability planned and commenced

in or about 1859, and was continued at intervals until the

beginning of 1867, when Swinburne advised Burton that he had

it ' in hand.'

So much for the history of Lesbia Brandon. The story is un-

questionably autobiographical, and the hero is a distorted image of

the youthful Algernon. As such it is of interest. But the whole

thing is morbid and unwholesome, and no regret need be felt that

Swinburne failed to continue and complete the work. The author

sized it up fairly enough when he declared to Burton that it would
' be more offensive and objectionable to Britannia than anything I

have yet done.' My own set of the galley proofs carry numerous

corrections in Swinburne's hand, and it is evident that in 1878 he

certainly made a commencement at revising and arranging the

novel before renouncing it for ever.

As will have been gathered from the above, Lesbia Brandon as

left by Swinburne consists of seventy-five galleys, numbered 25 to

97B
J

plus four unprinted Chapters. These four Chapters are

entitled respectively :

—

A Character. Three pages folio, written upon three leaves

of white paper, watermarked 1864. This chapter is

unfinished.

An Episode. Seven pages folio, written upon six leaves of

blue paper, watermarked 1866. This chapter is complete.

T
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TuRRis Eburnea. Five pages folio, written upon five leaves

of blue paper, watermarked 1866. This chapter is also

complete. I give a greatly reduced facsimile of the first

page of the MS. of this chapter.

La Boheme D^dor^e. Four pages folio, written upon four

leaves of watermarked paper, the first of which is blue

and the others white. The handwriting upon the first

leaf certainly belongs to a later period than that of the

other three. I should surmise that the whole chapter was

originally written upon white paper, and that the first

page was cancelled and rewritten at a later date. This

chapter also is quite complete. I give a greatly reduced

facsimile of the first page of the MS. of this chapter.

The printed chapters as they appear upon the galley-proofs are

broken and irregular. With the exception of A Day's Work,

galley 60, none are supplied with individual titles as are the four

still in manuscript ; and many of them, including the first and

last, either commence or end abruptly. In the MS. one of the

chapters is headed Leucadia, but this title was omitted by the

printers. Throughout the whole of the proofs the name of the

lady is misprinted Leslia Brandon. In my own set Swinburne has

altered I into b. In the MS. the name is clearly Lesbia.

But the point of greatest interest attaching to these proofs of

Lesbia Brandon is that they include, introduced into the text as

being said or sung by the several characters, a number of poems

with the majority of which we have long been familiar in Swinburne's

published works. It is conceivable that it was in order to recover

these poems that Swinburne wrote to Chatto in 1878 to send him

the proofs. Or, it may be that when the sheets reached Glasgow,

Nichol, upon reading them, dissuaded the poet from continuing

the book, and prevailed upon him to extract his verses and employ

them elsewhere.

But, whatever the cause may have been, the fact remains that

the novel was suppressed, and the verses alone were spared.
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Poems Included in ' Lesbia Brandon.'

Galley 42.

A double Ballad of Love. Part I, April. [Tressez ma
couronne]

Reprinted, under the title Chanson d'Avril, in Posthumous Poems,

1917, PP- 134—135-

A DOUBLE Ballad of Love. Part II, February. \Tressons

ma guirlande]

Reprinted, under the title Chanson de Fivrier, in Posthumous

Poem':, 1917, pp. 131— 133.

Lines. [Combien de temps, dis, la belle,]

Reprinted, under the title Dolorida, as a separate leaflet in 1883.

[See/M/, No. 75.]

Galleys 44-46.

The Weary Wedding. [And what will you give for your

father's love ?]

Reprinted, with the addition of six new stanzas at the commence-

ment, and with several differences of text,* in Poems and

Ballads, Third Series, 1889, pp. 134— 148.

* For example :

And what willyou give your brother Ned?

One with another.

Death for a pillow and hellfor a bed.

Mother, my mother

of Lesbia, Brandon becomes :

And what willyou give your brotherJohn ?

One with another.

The dust of death tofeed upon.

Mother, my mother

in Poems and Ballads.
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Galleys 46-48.

The Witch-Mother. [0 where will ye gang to and where will

ye sleep]

Reprinted (with the omission of the three final stanzas, but with

seven new ones added, and with the whole arranged in a

different order, and with several variations in the text) in

Poems and Ballads^ Third Series, 1S89, pp. 155— 159.

The following are the three stanzas which conclude the

poem in Lesbia Brandon and which have as yet been printed

nowhere else :

The cockle-shells to be viy bed

And the mussels in the sea ;

And the easterin' wind and the westerin' wind
To mak' my sheet to me.

O whe7i m.y bed was saft wi silk.

Mine een were sair wi^ weeping

;

But now my bed is sair wi' stanes,

MJine een are saft wC sleeping.

Its underfae^n andfathom jiow,

Andfathom- undtr sea ;

Andfor a' gates the wind gangs.

The wind wakes na vie.

Galley 48.

A Nursery Jingle. \Fair offacejidl of pride,]

Reprinted, under the title A Lyke-Wake Song, and with a few
fexhaX aXia&Wons, m Poems and Ballads, Third Series, 1889,

pp. 151-152.

Galleys 48-^49.

Song. \There''s many a man loves land and life,]

Reprinted, under the title The Tyneside Widow, in The Fortnightly

Review, April, 1888, pp. 477—479. Also printed in Poems
and Ballads, Third Series, 1889, pp. 175— 179.
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Galley 67.

Stanzas. \0 weary fa' the east wind]

Reprinted, under the title TAe Winds, witli the stanzas arranged

in a different order, and with several variations in the text

[' an hundred men ' in place of ' seven score men ' for example],

in Poems and Ballads, Third Series, 1889, pp. 149— 150.

Galley 68.

A Song. \Quo'' the bracken-bush to the wan well-head^

Reprinted, under the title The King's ae Son, in Posthumous

Poems, 1917, pp. 52—53.

Galley 85.

A Song made by a Jacobite in 17 15 the night before

Execution. \There's nae mair lands to tyne, my dear,]

Reprinted, under the title A Jacobite's Parewell, 17 16, and with a

trifling change in the text, in Poems and Ballads, Third

Series, 1889, pp. 167— 168.

Galley 87.

A Song for Margaret Midhurst. [God send the sea sorrow]

Reprinted in Posthumous Poems, 1917, pp. 94—97.

Galley 91.

Willie's Neck-Song. [Some die singing, and some die swinging^

Reprinted, under the title A Reiver's Neck- Verse, and with the

addition of a new stanza introduced between stanzas i and 2,

m Poems and Ballads, Third Series, 7889, pp. 153— 154.

In addition to the above there are numerous scraps and snatches

of verse, both in French and Enghsh.
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The twenty-four galleys occupied by a portion of Mary Stuart

carry the whole of Act I, and the opening dialogue between Elizabeth

and Walsingham of Act II, Scene I, down to line 12 of p. 68 of

the published edition of 1881. But neither the types nor the

leads employed are identical with those used in 1881, and it is

quite evident that the type set for these galleys was distributed,

and that the whole was set up afresh when the time came to

print and publish the Tragedy. The text also is not identical ; for

example, the line

My monk-faced spy's good uncle

which concludes galley 24 of the proofs which accompanied Lesbia

Brandon, becomes

My smock-faced spy's good uncle, to take off

in the published edition of 1881.

John Jones, which occupies galleys 98-100 of the Lesbia Brandon

proofs, also differs greatly from the version of the poem published

in Heptalogia in 1880. For one thing the parody consists of four

sections only, those now numbered i, ii, iii and v, the last being

numbered iv ; the present No. iv. Up the Spout, was a fresh section

introduced into the parody in 1880. As an example of the differences

of text I give the two versions of the opening stanza of the poem :

—

Lesbia Brandon, 1877.

Love me and leave me ; what have you to give me ? or why should I

stay?

Leave me and love me ; your hands reach above me, and mine drop

away ;

Fall as the snow falls, when summer leaves grow false, and spring

leaves decay.
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The Heptalogia, 1880.

Love me and leave me ; what love bids retrieve me ? can June's

fist grasp May ?

Leave me and love me ; hopes eyed once above me like spring's sprouts,

decay ;

Fall as the snow falls, when summer leaves grow false—cards packed

for storm's play I

A set of the galley-proofs of Lesbia Brandon (uncorrected and

unaccompanied by anymanuscript matter), which formerlybelonged

to Andrew Chatto, was advertised by Messrs. Pickering & Chatto in

their Catalogue No. 184 for April, 1919. The price quoted was £50.

(66)

[Poems and Ballads, Second Series : 1878]

Poems and Ballads / Second Series / By / Algernon

Charles Swinburne
/
\Publishers device] / London

/

Chatto and Windus, Piccadilly / 1878 /
[The right

of translation is reserved.]

Collation :—Octavo, pp. x + 240 ; consisting of : Half-

title (with imprint " London : Printed by / Spottis-

woode and Co., New-Street Square / and Parliament

Street " upon the centre of the reverse) pp. i—ii

;

Title-page, as above (with blank reverse)
, pp. iii—iv

;

Inscription to Richard F. Burton (with blank

reverse) pp. v—vi ; Table of Contents pp. vii—ix
;

p. X is blank ; and Text of the Poems pp. i—240.

There are head-lines throughout, each page being

headed with the title of the particular Poem

occupying it. The imprint is repeated at the

foot of the last page. The signatures are A
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(6 leaves), and B to (15 sheets, each 8 leaves).

Sig. A I carries a List of Swinburne's Works upon

its verso, the recto remaining blank.

Issued in two sizes, and in two styles of binding.

1. Foolscap octavo, uniform with the early editions

of the First Series of Poems and Ballads. Bound in

green straight-grained cloth boards, lettered in gold

across the back, " Poems j & '
I Ballads / Swinburne

j

[Small ornament] / Second Series / Chatto & Windus."

The leaves measure 6f x 4\ inches.

2. Crown octavo, uniform with the majority of Swin-

burne's later works. Bound in dark green cloth boards,

lettered in gold across the back, " Poems / and j Ballads /

Swinburne / Second Series / [Publishers' device] / Chatto

& Windus." The leaves measure 7| X 5 inches. Two
Thousand copies were printed, one thousand in each size.

Both varieties were published at Nine Shillings.

In Foolscap 8vo size the book was never reprinted, but new

editions in Crown 8vo were issued In 1878, 1880, 1882, 1884, 1886,

1889, 1891, 1893, 1895, 1897, 1899, 1900, 1902, 1905, 1908; 1910,

1912, 1915, and 1916. In 1917 the book was included in the

Golden Pine ' edition, published by William Heinemann.

Contents.
PAGE

The Last Oracle. [Years have risen and fallen in darkness

or in twilight^ i

Previously printed in Belgravia, May, 1876, pp. 329—332.

In the Bay. [Beyond the hollow sunset, ere a star'\ ... 10

A Forsaken Garden. [In a coign of the cliff between lowland

and highland^ 27

Previously printed in The Athenaum, July 22itii, 1876, p. 112.
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PACK
Relics. \Thisflower that smells of honey and the sea^ . . 32

Previously printed (under the tentative title JVori/i and South) m
The Fortnightly Review, May, 1873, PP- 564-566.

At a Month's End. \The night last night was strange and

shaken .-1 . . . . . 37

Previously printed (under the tentative title The End of a Month)

in The Dark Blue, April, 1871, pp. 217—220.

Sestina. [7 saw my soul at rest upon a day] ... 46

Previously printed in Once-a-IVeehtyannary 6th, 1872, p. i.

The Year or the Rose. [From the depths of the green garden-

closes] 49

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Revie,w, August, 1874,

pp. 201-203.

A Wasted Vigil. [Couldst thou not watch with me one hour ?

Behold;] . . 55

Previously printed (under the tentative title A Lost Vigil) in

The Fortnightly Review, December, 1867, pp. 671—672.

The Complaint or Lisa. \There is no woman living that

draws breath] 60

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, February, 1870,

pp. 176-179.

For the Feast of Giordano Bruno. \Son of the lightning

and the light that glows] 69

Ave Atque Vale. [Shall 1 strew on thee rose or rue or laurel^] 71

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, January, 1868,

pp. 71-76-

Memorial Verses on the Death or Theophile Gautier.

[Death, what hast thou to do with me 1 So saith] . . 84

Previously printed in De Tonibeau de Thiophile Gautier, 1873,

pp. 156-164.
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PAGE

Sonnet. With a Copy of Mademoiselle de Maupin.

yrhis is the golden book of spirit and sense] . . . .97

Previously printed in Le Tombean de Thiophile Gautier, 1873,

p. 155.

Age and Song. To Barry Cornwall. [In vain men tell

us time can alter] 9^

Previously printed (under the tentative title Barry Cornwall, and

accompanied by a prose note) in The Pall Mall Gazette,

October 20th, 1874, p. 11.

In Memory of Barry Cornwall. [In the garden of death,

where the singers whose names are deathless] . . . 100

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, November, 1874,

pp. 659—660.

Epicede. [Life may givefor love to death] .... 104

Previously printed in The Alhenaum, June 10th, 1876, p. 794.

To Victor Hugo. [He had no children, who for love of men] 107

Previously printed in The Athenieuvi
, January yd, 1874, p. 20.

Inferiae. [Spring, and the light and sound of things on eariK] 108

Inferiae was Swinburne's offering to his dead father, whose

portrait faces the present page. I also give a greatly reduced

facsimile of the MS. of the poem.

A Birth Song. For Olivia Frances Madox Rossetti.

[Out of the darh sweet sleep] no
Previously printed in The Athenaum, February l<)th, 1876,

pp. 263^264.

Ex-VoTO. \When their last hour shall rise] . . . .116
Previously printed in The Athenceum

, June 2nd, 1877, p. 703.

The Manuscript of this, one of the most beautiful of Swinburne's

poems, is written upon three sheets of folio paper. Although

its final reading agrees with the published text, the MS. exhibits

many changes and alterations, particularly in the arrangement

of the stanzas. For example, the four lines with which the

poem as printed closes originally formed the second half of

stanza vi. I give on p. 290 a greatly reduced facsimile of a

portion of the first page of this important MS.
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PAGE

A Ballad of Dreamland. [/ hid my heart in a nest of roses\ 123

Previously printed in Belg.avia, Sep/ember, 1876, p. 324.

Cyril Tourneur. [A sea that heaves with horror of the night,] 12=;

In his own copy of Poems and Ballads, 1878, which he employed
when preparing for the collected edition of 1904, Swinburne

crossed out this Sonnet, and wrote above it in ink " Substitute

Sung— ' From Spring to Fall,'' St^c." ; and below it is the pencil

note " 7b be looked up in Examine]- newspaper about 1874."

But on January 19th, 1887, he wrote to Andrew Chatto, " / have

decided to let the Sonnet on Cyril Tourneur remain. The song

jroin The Examiner has already appeared in this very volitme.''

The Song in question is Love laid his sleepless head, printed in

7y;« £jra?««H«- of December 26th, 1874. It seems strange that

Swinburne should have misquoted his own verses so completely ;

possibly From Spring to Full was the opening line in the first

draft of the poem, and the words lingered in his memory.

A Ballad of FRAN501S Villon. \Bird of the bitter bright grey

golden morn] ... 126

Previously printed in The Athenceum, September i$th, 1877, p. 337.

Pastiche. [Noiv the days are all gone over] . . 129

Previously printed (under the tentative title Regret) in The

Fortnightly Review, September, 1867, p. 271.

Before Sunset. \ln the lower lands of day] . . . 131

Song. \Love laid his sleepless head] . . . . 133

Vx&\\o\xi\ypr'mle(im The Examiner, December 26th, 1874, p. 1420.

A Vision of Spring in Winter. \0 tender time that love

thinks long to see,] 135

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, April, 1875,

pp. 505—5°7-

Choriambics. [Love, what ailed thee to leave life that was

made lovely, we thought, with love ?] ... . 141
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PAGE

At Parting. \For a day and a night Love sang lo us, played

with usj\ 144

Previously printed in The Athenauin, August "jth, 1875, p. 181.

A Song in Season. \Thou whose beauty] 146

Previously printed in Belgravia,July, 1876, pp. 5—9.

Two Leaders. [Two Sonnets]

:

1. \0 great and wise, clear-souled and high oj hearty . . 155

2. [With all our hearts we praise you whom ye hate] . .156

Previously printed in The Athenceum, January %th, 1876, p. 54.

Victor Hugo in 1877. [Above the spring-tide sundawn of the

yea^,] ^51

Child's Song. [What is gold worth, say,] 158

Triads. [The word of the sun to the sky,] 159

Four Songs of Four Seasons :

I. Winter in Northumberland. [Outside the garden] . 163

Previously printed (under the tentative title Chilli's Song in

Winter) in The Fortnightly Review, January, 1867, pp. 19—20.

The first draft of Winter in Northumberland was written upon

the reverse of one of the pages of the first MS. of A Song of Italy.

Its text differs considerably from that ultimately published ; for

example, the first stanza, after line 4, reads :

—

Thus sets the cloud's time.

Sunbeam and spring-time

Make wayfor our time,

The winter-tide.

Fern girt and cheery

The woodlands worn weary

Sigh as the dreary

Weak sun goes home.
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As printed the lines read

:

' Shut out the flower-time,

Sunbeam and shower-time ;

Make way for our time,'

Wild winds have cried.

Green once and cheery.

The woods, worn weary,

Sigh as the dreary

Weak sun goes home.
PAGE

II. Spring in Tuscany. [Rose-red lilies that bloom on the

banner;] 177

III. Summer in Auvergne. [The sundawn fills the land] . 181

IV. Autumn IN Cornwall. [Theyear liesfallen andfaded] 185

The White Cz.ar. [Two Sonnets]

:

1. [Gehazi by the hue that chills thy cheek] . . . .189
2. [Callfor clear water, wash thine hands, be clean,] . .190
Previously printed in T/ie Glasgow University Magazine, February,

1878, p. 17.

RizPAH. [How many sons, how many generations^ . . . 192

Previously printed in T/ie Glasgow University Magazine, February,

1878, p. 17.

To Louis Kossuth. [Lightofourfathers' eyes, and in our own] 153

Previously printed in The Glasgow University Magazine, February,

1878, p. 17.

Translations from the French of Villon :

I. The Complaint of the Fair Armouress. [Meseemeth

I heard cry and groan] 194

In stanzas vii and ix of this Ballad the last three lines of each were

suppressed, and were replaced by a series of asterisks. In

the 6-vol. edition of 1904 the three hncs of stanza vii were

still omitted, but the last two of the three missing from

stanza ix were given. They read

—

For the lank thighs, no thighs but skin.

They are specked with spots like sausage-meat.

U 2
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PAGE
Fortunately the MS, of the Ballad has been preserved, and from it

I have been able to recover the three missing lines from

stanza vii. They read

—

The large loins, and theflower that was

Planted above my strong, round thighs

In a small garden of soft grass?

The MS. also furnishes the whole of the three lines of stanza ix

missing in 1878, and only partially supplied in 1904. In the

MS. the last four lines of the stanza read

—

Theflanks too, like the bosom, thin ;

Asfor the sweet place, out on it 1

For the lank thighs, no thighs but skin.

They are like singed strips of sausage meat.

In addition many alternative readings for the remaining stanzas are

preserved in this interesting Manuscript.

There also exists the MS. of an early draft of the first two stanzas

of this Ballad. From this MS. the two stanzas were printed

in Poemsfrom Villon and Other Fragments, 1916, p. 5.

II. A Double Ballad of Good Counsel. \Now take

your fill oj love ani glee

^

200

III. Fragment on Death. {And, Paris be it or Helen

dying,] 204

IV. Ballad of the Lords of Old Time. [What

more ? Where is the third Calixt,] . . .206
V. Ballad of the Women of Paris. [Albeit the

Venice girls get praise] 208

In the collected edition of 1904 the third line of the third stanza of

this poem was changed from

—

Twofishwomen with a halfhour's chatter

to—
Twofishwives here with a half hour''s chatter.

VI. Ballad Written for a Bridegroom. [At day-

break, when thefalcon claps his wings,] . . . 210

VII. Ballad Against the Enemies of France. [May

he fall in with beasts that scatter fire,] . . . 212

Previously printed in The Athencenm, February l^th, 1877, p 224.
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I'AGE

VIII. The Dispute of the Heart and Body of Francois

Villon. [Who is this I hear ?—Lo, this is I, thine

heart,

\

215

Previously printed (under the tentative title The Dispute of the

Sotil and Body of Francois Villon) in The Athenaum,

July 1th, 1877, p. 15.

Swinburne's revised copj^ of Poems and Ballads gives a new
reading, hope for hick, in the second line of p. 217. The
word hope was adopted in 1904.

IX. Epistle in Form of a Ballad to His Friends.

\Have pity, pity, friends, have pity on me,] . . 219

The Manuscript of this Ballad also has been preserved, and

affords some interesting variations of text. For example, in

stanza ii lines 7 and 8 read

—

Songs will ye makefor him when he is dead.

For wind nor lightning, sunbeam norfresh air,

in place of

—

K?V/ brew hivi broth too late when he lies dead.

Nor wind nor lightning, sunbeam norfresh air,

as published. Again, the penultimate line of stanza iii in the

MS. reads

—

Lo,w down on ground, with stool nor board bested,

in place of

—

With board nor stool, but low on earth instead ;

as printed both in 1878 and 1904.

X. The Epitaph in Form of a Ballad. \}ilen, hrother

men, that after us yet live

^

222

From Victor Hugo. [Take heed of this small child of earth ;] 225

Previously printed (under the tentative title The Children of the

Poor. From the French of Victor Hiigo) in Cassell's Magazine,

May, 1870, p. 329.

Nocturne. [La nuit icoute et se penche sur I'onde] . . . 227

Previously printed (accompanied byale;ter to Stephane Mallarme)

in La Ripublique des Lettres, February loth, 1876, pp. 79—So.

The letter to Stephane Mallarme is included in Letters lo F.

Locker-Lampson atid Other Correspondents, 191 2, pp. 16—20.

In the MS. the Nocturtie is headed Sestine.
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PAGE

Th^ophile Gautier. iPour meitre une couronne au front

d'une chanson,] 230

Previously printed (under the heading Sonnel only)" in Le Tombeau

de ThiophiU Gautier, 1873, p. 16S.

Ode. Le Tombeau de Th^ophile Gautier. [Quelle fleur,

6 Mart, quel joyau, quel chant,] 232

Previously printed (under the heading O/ie only) in Le Tombeau

de Thiophile Gautier, 1873, PP' '^5— 167-

In Obitum Theophili Poetae. \0 lux Pieridum et laurigeri

deliciae dei,] 235

Previously printed (under the extended title /« Obilum Theophili

Poetae clarissimi) in Le Tombeau de Thiophile Gautier, 1873,

p. 169.

Ad Catullum. \Catullefrater, ut velim comes iibi] . . . 237

Previously printed (under the title Walter Savage Landor) in The

Academy, December \2th, 1874, p. 634.

Dedication. \Som,e nine years gone, as we dwelt together] . 239

Note.—Each poeui to which no reference is attached appeared

for the first time in this volume.

On August 6th, 1882, Swinburne wrote to Andrew Chatto :

—

" At p. 14 of Poems and Ballads, Second Series, there is a very

bad misprint in the first line of stanza xii. For ' shown ' read

'strewn.'. . , p. ig^,.line 4, for ' twenty' read 'thirty' years

agone p. 195, last line should run thus

If he said " Kiss me^ and heed it not/'

The two translations on p. 210 and p. 222 ought to he printed

with the rhymes indicated by indented lines."

These errors were duly corrected in later editions of the book.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Poems and Ballads,

Second Series, in the Library of the British Museum. The Press-

mark is 116^4. i. 4.
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(67)

[Songs of the Springtides : 1880]

Songs of the Springtides
I By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne / [Ptedh's/iers' Device\ j London / Chatto

& Windus, Piccadilly / 1880 / All rights reserved.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. x + 135 ; consisting of :

Half-title (with a list of Swinburne's Works upon
the reverse) pp. i—ii ; Title-page, as above

(with imprint " London : Printed by / Spottiswoode

and Co., New-street Square / and Parliament

Street " upon the centre of the reverse), pp. iii—iv ;

Table of Contents (with blank reverse) pp. v—vi ;

Fly-title to the three Songs (with blank reverse)

pp. vii—viii ; Dedication To Edward John Tre-

lawny (with blank reverse) pp. ix—x ; Fly-title

to Thalassius (with blank reverse) pp. i—2 ;

Text of Thalassius pp. 3—33 ; p. 34 is blank
;

Fly-title to On the Cliffs (with blank reverse)

pp. 35—36 ; Text of On the Cliffs pp. 37

—

6.\ ;

Fly-title to The Garden of Cymodoce (with blank

reverse) pp. 65—66 ; Text of The Garden of Cymo-

doce pp. 67—91 ; p. 92 is blank ; Prefatory

Sonnet to the Birthday Ode for Victor Hugo (with

blank reverse) pp. 93—94 ; Fly-title to the Ode

(with blank reverse) pp. 95—96; Text of the

Ode pp. 97—131 ; p. 132 is blank ; and Notes

pp. 133—135. The reverse of p. 135 is blank.
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There are head-lines throughout, each page being

headed with the title of the particular poem

occupying it. At the foot of p. 135 the imprint is

repeated as follows, " Spottiswoode & Co., Printers,

New-street Square, London." The signatures are

A (2 leaves), B to I (eight sheets, each 8 leaves),

and K (a half-sheet of 4 leaves), the whole pre-

ceded by an unsigned half-sheet of 4 leaves, the

first of which is a blank.

Issued in dark green cloth boards, lettered in gold across

the back, " Songs / of the / Springtides j Swinburne. /

[Publishers' Device] / Chatto & Windus." The leaves

measure y\ x 5 inches. Fifteen Hundred Copies were

printed, of which 500 were forwarded to America. The

published price was Six Shillings.

A Second Edition appeared in 1880, a Third in 1891, and a

Fourth in 1902.

Contents.

PAGE

Dedication. To Edward John Trelawny. [.4 sea-mew

on a sea-king's wrist alighting^ ix

Thalassius. \Upon theflowery forefront oJ the year,\ . . 3

On the Cliffs. [Betiaeen the moondawn and the sundown

here] 37

The Garden or Cymodoce. [Sea, and bright wind, and

heaven of ardent air,] 67

Sonnet to Victor Hugo. [Between two seas the sea-bird's

wing makes halt,] 93

Birthday Ode for the Anniversary Festival of Victor

Hugo. [Spring, bom in heaven ere many a springtime

flown,] 97
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I'AGE

Sonnet on the Proposed Desecration of Westminster

Abbey by the Erection of a Monujient to the Son

OF Napoleon III. [' Let us go hence.' From the inmost

shrine of grace] 13 1-

This Sonuet is printed among the Notes. It does not figure in the

table of Contents prefixed to the book.

The whole of the Poems included in Songs of the Springtides

appeared for the first time in the pages of that volume.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Songs of the Springtides

in the Library of the British Museum. The press-mark is 11644

i. 10.

(68)

[A Study of Shakespeare : 1880]

A Study of Shakespeare / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne /
[^Pzcblishers Device] / London / Chatto

& Windus, Piccadilly / 1880 / The right of

translation is reserved.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. viii + 309 ; consisting of :

Half-title (with a list of Swinburne's Works upon

the reverse) pp. i—ii ; Title-page, as above (with

imprint " London . Printed by / Spottiswoode and

Co., New-Street Square / and Parliament Street " upon

the centre of the reverse), pp. hi—iv ;
Dedication

To James Orchard Halliwell-PhilUps (with blank

reverse) pp. v—vi ; Table of Contents (with blank

reverse) pp. vii—viii ;Text of the Study pp. i—227 ;

p. 228 is blank ; Fly-title to Appendix (with blank

reverse) pp. 229—230 ; and Text of the Appendix
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pp. 231—309. The reverse of p. 309 is blank.

The head-line is A Study of Shakespeare throughout,

save that the recto of each leaf from p. 233 to

p. 309 is headed Appendix. The imprint is

repeated at the foot of p. 309. Following the

text is a leaf with the Publishers' device upon its

recto, the reverse blank. The signatures are A (a

half-sheet of 4 leaves), B to U (nineteen sheets,

each 8 leaves), and X (a half-sheet of 4 leaves).

Issued in dark green cloth boards, lettered in gold across

the back, " A Study j of j Shakespeare / Swinburne. /

[Publishers' Device] / Chatto & Windus." One Thousand
copies were printed. The published price was Eight

Shillings.

A Second Edition appeared also in 1880, and new editions were

issued in 1895, 1902, 1908, and 1909. In 1918 the Study was

included, with an additional Preface by Edmund Gosse, in the

' Golden Pine ' edition of Swinburne's Works, published by William

Heinemann:

Some copies of A Study of Shakespeare have an inserted slip

carrying the following list of Errata :—
P.nge 28, last line, insert s/iade after patrician.

Page 134, lines 6 and 12, for Drtiry read Sanders.

Page 201, line 6, for allernaie read alternately.

Contents.
PAGE

A Study of Shakespeare :

I. First Period : Lyrical and Fantastic .... i

Pp. I to 46, 1. 9, previously printed in The Fortnightly

Review, May, 1875, pp. 613—632 ; and pp. 46,

1. 17, to 65 in The Fortnightly Review, January, 1876,

pp. 24—30. P. 46, 11. 9— 16, did not appear in the

Foilnightly.
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PAGE
II. Second Period : Comic and Historic .... 66

Pp. 66—103, '• 2, previously printed in T/ie Fortnightly Review,

January, 1876, pp. 30—45. The remainder appeared here

for ihe first time.

III. Third Period : Tragic and Romantic .... 170

This section of the work appeared here for the first time.

Appendix :

I. Note on the Historical Play of King Edward III . 231

Previously printed (but without the supplementary Note) in two

portions in The Gentleman s Magazine :

1. August, 1879, pp. 170— 181.

2. September, 1879, pp. 330—349.

II. Report of the Proceedings on the First Anniversary-

Session of the Newest Shakespeare Society . . 276

Previously printed in The Examiner, April 1st, 1S76, pp.

381-383-

III. Additions and Corrections [to the above ' Report '] . 300

Previously printed (but without the supplementary Nute) in The

Examiner, April l$th, 1876, pp. 440—44I.

On September 23rdj 1879, Swinburne wrote to Andrew Chatto :

—

" Mr. Watts is very strongly of opinion, and I fully agree with

him, that no copy of my forthcoming book [A Study of Shakespeare]

should be sent to The Spectator for review. It is a customary atten-

tion which the conductors of that paper deserve neither at your hands

as publisher nor at mine as author, after their deliberate neglect to

acknowledge the receipt and their persistent resolution to ignore the

existence of previous publications, most notably of Poems and Ballads

[Second Series]."

No complete Manuscript of A Study of Shakespeare has been

preserved, but several substantial portions of it exist and are held

in various hands.

There is a copy of the First Edition of A Study of Shakespeare in

the Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is 2300. c. 6,
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(69)

[Studies in Song; 1880]

Studies in Song/ By / Algernon Charles Swinburne/

^Publishers' device] j London / Chatto & Windus,

Piccadilly / 1880 / All rights reserved.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. vi + 212 ; consisting of :

Half-title (with list of Works by Swinburne upon

the reverse) pp. i—ii ; Title-page, as above

(with imprint " London : Printed by / Spottiswoode

and Co., New-street Square / and Parliament

Street " upon the centre of the reverse), pp. iii—iv
;

Table of Contents (with blank reverse) pp. v—vi ;

and Text of the Studies pp. i—212, each of the

thirteen poems being preceded by a fiy-title.

Two of the poems are, in addition, preceded by
Dedications in verse ; the Song for the Centenary

of Walter Savage Landor being dedicated to Mrs.

Lynn Linton, and By the North Sea to Theodore

Watts. There are head-lines throughout, each

page or double-page being headed with the title

of the particular poem occupying it. Pp. 4,

66, 76, 94, 96, 102, 104, 108, 126, 132, 136,

146, 150, 152, 160, 162, and 164 are blank. At
the foot of the last page the imprint is repeated

thus, " Spottiswoode & Co., Printers, New Street

Square, London." The signatures are A (a half-

sheet of 4 leaves), B to O (thirteen sheets, each

8 leaves), and P (a half-sheet of 4 leaves). Sig. A i

is a blank. Sigs. P 3 and 4 are occupied by a
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series of advertisements of ' Cheap Editions of

Popular Novels.'

Issued in dark green cloth boards, lettered in gold across

the back, " Studies j in / Song / Swinburne / [Publishers'

device] / Chatio & Windus." The leaves measure 7I X4JI-
inches. Fifteen Hundred copies were printed. The
published price was Seven Shillings.

A Second Edition was published in 1896^ and a Third Edition

in 1907.

Contents.
PAGE

Song for the Centenary of Walter Savage Landor.

[Five years beyond an hundred years have seen] ... 5

The Salt'' is preceded by a Dedication, in verse, 7i> Mrs. Lynn
Linlon \Daughter in sfirii elect and consecrate\ p. 3 ; and is

followed by a series of Notes, pp. 63—65.

Grand Chorus of Birds from Aristophanes, attempted in

English Verse after the original Metre. \Come on then,

ye dwellers by nature in darkness, and like to the leaves'

generations^ 69

Previously printed in The Athenaum, October yilh, 1S80, p. 56S.

Off Shore. [When the might of the summer] . . . . ']i

When reprinted in the six-volume edition of Swinburne's poems,

1904, the line

As the watchworcTs change

(p. 86) was altered (Vol. v, p. 50) to—

•

At the watchword's change.

After Nine Years. To Joseph Mazzini. [The shadows

fallen ofyears are nine] 97

For a Portrait of Felice Orsini. [Steadfast as sorrow,

fiery sad, and sweet] 105
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pa(;e

Evening on the Broads. [Over two shadowless waters, adrift

as a pinnace in peril,] . . '. 109

The Emperor's Progress (On the Busts of Nero in the

Uffizi). [A child of brighter than the morning's birth] . 127

The Resurrection of Alcilia. [Sweet song-flower of the

Mayspring of our song,] 133

The Fourteenth or July. [Thou shouldst have risen as

never dawn yet rose

^

137

[On the refusal by the French Senate of the plenary amnesty

demanded by Victor Hugo, in his speech ofJuly yd, 1880, for
the surviving exiles of the Commune.'\

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, August, 1880, p. 199.

The Launch of the Livadia. [Gold, and fair marbles, and

again more gold,] 141

Six Years Old. [Between the springs of six and seven,]. . 147

A Parting Song. [These winds and suns of spring] . -153
By the North Sea. [A land that is lonelier than ruin ;] . .165

The poem is preceded by a Dedication, in verse, To Walter

Theodore Walls \_Sea, wind, and sun, with light and sound
avd brea/h'\, p. 163.

Note.—Each poem to which no reference is appended appeared

for the first time in this volume.

When Studies in Song was incorporated in Vol. v of the collected

edition of 1904 the following changes were introduced into the

text in addition to the one already noted :

—

P. ^2, 1. 8.

Weave a cloak for Orestes the thief.

became

became

Weave cloakfor Orestes the thief.

P. 105,1.8.

Make rage and redemption meet.

Make rage and redemption greet,
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In a footnote on p. 52 Swinburne printed the following Epigram,

remarking that it was " from the Greek of Landor "
:

—

Thy lifelong works., Napoleon, who shall write 1

Time, in his children's blood who takes delight.

Landor's original Greek is to be found in Poemata et Inscriptiones

,

i847>P- 230:—
NAnOAEnN.

Tts irOTE, NaTToXeov, ra tra Trpmra koI v^ara ypa\p€i

Epya ', Kpovos, t^kvijiv aijxaTi Tepiro/Mcvos.

In a letter to Andrew Chatto dated December J2th, 1880,

Swinburne wrote :

—

It was my particular desire that ' Heplalogia ' and ' Studies in

Song ' should appear together on the same day.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Studies in Song in the

Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is 11644.1. 12.

(70)

[The Heptalogia : 1880]

Specimens of Modem Poets / The Heptalogia /

or / The Seven against Sense / A Cap with Seven

Bells / I. The Higher Pantheism in a NtUshell / II.

John Jones j III. The Poet and the Woodlouse /

IV. The Person of the House (Idyl ccclxvi) / V.

Last Words of a Seventh-rate Poet / VI. Sonnet for

a Picture / VII. Nephelidia / London / Chatto &
Windus, Piccadilly / 1880 {{The right of translation

is reserved^.
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Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. vi + 102 ; consisting of

Half-title (with imprint " London : Printed by /

SpoUiswoode and Co., New-Street Square j and

Parliament Street " upon the centre of the reverse)

pp. i—ii ; Title-page as above (with blank reverse)

pp. iii—iv ; Table of Contents (with blank reverse),

pp. V—vi ; and Text of the parodies pp. i—102.

Each of the seven poems is preceded by a fly-title

(with blank reverse) . There are head-lines through-

out, each page or double-page being headed

with the title of the particular parody occupying

it. Pages 6, 40, 50, 62 and 92 are blank. The

imprint is repeated at the foot of the last page.

The signatures are A (a half-sheet of 4 leaves),

B to G (six sheets, each 8 leaves), and H (a half-

sheet of 4 leaves). Sig. A i is a blank. Sig. H 4
has a publishers' design upon the centre of the

recto, the reverse is blank.

Issued in dark green cloth boards, lettered " The j Hep-

talogia " in gold across the back, with the publishers'

design in gold at foot. The leaves measure j^-^ x 4|
inches. Five hundred copies were printed. The pub-

lished price was Six Shillings.

The Hepialogia was never reissued alone in this country. But

in 1898 it was published (with Disgust : a Dramatic Monologue

added) by Thomas B. Mosher, of Portland, Maine, in a handsome

but unauthorised volume of 97 pageS; limited to 450 copies.

In 1904 the work was reprinted in Vol. V of the collected

edition of Swinburne's Poems. It occupies pp. 371-423 of that

volume.
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Contents.

PAGE

The Higher Pantheism in a Nutshell. [One. ivho is not,

we see : but one, whom we see not, is :] i

John Jones. [Love me and leave me ; what love bids retrieve

me? can June's fist grasp May ? 7

The Poet and the Woodlouse. [Said a poet to a wood-

louse—' Thou art certainly my brother ;] . . . -41
The Person of the House. [The sickly airs had died of

damp ;] rj

Last Words of a Seventh-rate Poet. [Bill, I feel far

from quite right—ij notfurther : already the pill]... 63

Sonnet for a Picture. [That nose is out of drawing. With

a gasp,] 93

Nephelidia. [From the depth of the dreamy decline of the

dawn through a notable nimbus of nebulous moonshine^ . 97

The following is a list of the seven Poets to whom the seven

Parodies severally apply :

—

Alfred Tennyson . . The Higher Pantheism in a Nutshell.

Robert Browning . . John Jones.

Elizabeth Browning . . The Poet and the Woodlouse.

Coventry Patmore . . The Person of the House.

Robert, Lord Lytton . . Last Words of a Seventh-rate Poet.

(" Owen Meredith ")

D. G. RossETTi . . . Sonnet for a Picture.

A. C. Swinburne . . . Nephelidia.

When reprinted in Vol. V of the Collected Edition of the Poems

of 1904 considerable alterations were made in the text of The

X
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Heptalogia. In the first place a fresh parody on Tennyson was

introduced upon p. 420, where the following stanza appeared under

the heading ' Specimenfrom the speaker's original poems '
:

—

Come into the orchard, Anne,

For the dark owl. Night, has fled,

And Phosphor slumbers, as well as he can

With a daffodil skyjor a bed :

And the musk of the roses perplexes a man,

And the pimpernel muddles his head.

In the second place the title of John Jones was expanded to

John Jones's Wife, a change rendered necessary by the alteration

made by Browning in the poem which was the immediate object

of Swinburne's satire. This poem was James Lee, as the title

stood in 1864, but in 1868 it was enlarged to James Lee's Wife.

Apparently Swinburne was unaware of the change at the time

when he first published his parody. Other variations were

:

two lines added to The Higher Pantheism, twenty lines added to

John Jones, and twenty-eight lines added to Last Words of a Seventh-

rate Poet.

The whole of the above revisions were written by Swinburne

in full in each of two copies of the first edition of The Heptalogia.

One of these, which had belonged to Andrew Chatto, was sold

in Messrs. Sotheby's rooms on June 29th, 1916, for £69. The

other, which belonged to Watts-Dunton, was included in a bequest

of books made by the latter to one of his executors.

The manuscript of The Heptalogia is extant, but unhappily

is not quite complete, Nephelidia, Sonnet for a Picture, and a

portion oi John Jones being absent. But it is extremely fortunate

that so large a proportion remains, because from the watermarks

in the paper, as well as from the character of the handwriting,

we are able to ascertain with a fair degree of certainty at what

period of Swinburne's life each section of the work was composed.
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The manuscript consists of twenty leaves of paper, nineteen folio

and one octavo. In a large number of cases both sides of the

paper were made use of. A study of this MS. shows that the

parodies were in all probability produced in the following order

and at the dates^specified ;

—

Coventry Patmore : written wholly in 1859.

Robert and Elizabeth Browning : commenced in 1863 and

completed in 1878.

Alfred Tennyson: written wholly in 1877.

Of Robert, Lord Lytton there are two MSS., the texts of which

exhibit substantial differences. The earlier (which fills four

crowded pages of white foho paper) is entitled 'A Poet's Last

Words. By 0. M.,' and was written in 1861. The second

(which occupies seven and a half pages of blue folio paper) is

entitled ' Last Words of a Seventh-rate Poet,' and was written

in 1878. As already noted, in the edition of 1904 Swinburne

added twenty-eight lines to this parody. Hence his work

upon it extended over a period of forty-three years.

I have already remarked {ante, p. 272) that in 1877 a portion of

the MS. of John Jones had got mixed with the MS. of Lesbia

Brandon, and had thus intruded itself into the galley proofs of

that novel.

Why Swinburne should have taken so active a dislike to Robert,

Lord Lytton whilst resting under a considerable obligation to the

latter's father for the sympathy and aid afforded to him during

the troublesome days of 1866, is a mystery that appears insoluble.

But the fact remains, and not only did Swinburne parody in a

rather unkindly manner the work of his friend's son, but he more

than once satirised that son in verses which still survive. To-day

no one can be otherwise than amused by these verses, and they

certainly possess an interest of their own as showing what con-

K 2
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stituted Swinburne's idea of humour. Here therefore is a specimen

of them :

—

Little Lytton, little Lytton,

What a chair is here to sit on

For a little, brittle bardling with a spoony puny Muse !

Meeter taskfor such bard's mettle

Were to wag a tail with Settle

By the Thames and not the Ganges, thronged with mudlarksfor Hindoos.

Little Lytton, little Lytton,

Swift on Whiston and on Ditton

Emptied what the classic Browning calls his choramisfor less.

If such rhymes as his mislike you,

Why provoke their lash to strike you ?

Hit a poet ofyour own size—if all Grubstreet has the address.

Little Lytton, little Lytton,

With your muse in muff and mitten

Fringed with fur and tagged with tassels pilfered from your neigh-

bour's hoards ;

Silence in men's sight werefitter

Than too fierce and shrill a twitter

For the tiniest born of poets and the latest made of lords.

Here is another :

—

His little Muse a little poetfed

With sourish milk and crumbs of stalish bread.

Small thieves of song are subject to this curse,

To spoil as much as they can steal of verse ;

And pilfering bardlings share this only power.

To turn things fresh and sweet to stale and sour.

And here is an epigram :

—

The collapse of a family who can express

From Bulwer the Bigger to Lytton the Less 2
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Nephelidia was not Swinburne's only adventure in the way of

parodying his own work. An earlier parody was written for The

Hepialogia, but rejected in favour of the more appropriate but

far less entertaining example adopted. Two versions of it remain.

Both were written in 1880, and the poem parodied is By the North

Sea. The earlier version consists of three eight-line stanzas.

This was published in Posthumous Poems, 1917, pp. 193-194,

under the title The Ghost of it. A later and much fuller version

was printed in The Italian Mother and Other Poems, 1918, pp. 16-18.

This extends to eight eight-line stanzas, and is entitled Poeta

Loquitur.

There is a copy of the First Edition of The Heptalogia in the

Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is 11653. bbb. i.

(71)

[RUTIIANATOS : 1881]

Euthaaatos. / M. T. / 23rd January, 188 [.

Collation :—Post octavo, pp. 4. The above title (within

an ' Oxford frame ') is printed in gold upon the

centre of the first page, and is followed by nine

stanzas of seven hnes each, set three on a page.

Tfie text of each page is printed in black, surrounded

by an ' Oxford frame ' in gold. The poem is signed,

in print, "A. C. Swinburne, / February 4th, 1881
"

at the foot of the last page. The brochure consists

of a single sheet of ordinary note-paper, forming

four pages. The leaves measure 7yV X 4I inches.

The leaflet has the appearance of having been produced at some

suburban stationer's small press,—the ornamental capitals in which
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the word " Euthanatos " is set, and the long ' fancy rules ' above

and below the title, not being such as are affected by any of the

large printing-houses. The number of copies printed has not been

recorded, and cannot now be ascertained.

Reprinted in The Athenceum, June nth, 1881, p. 782. After-

wards included in Tristram of Lyonesse and Other Poems, 1882,

pp. 231-233.

Contents.
PACE

Euthanatos [Forth oj our ways and woes,\ .... 2

That Euthanatos was printed and circulated in separate form

previous to its publication in The Athenmum is proved by an

inscription on a copy formerly in the Rowfant Library, and now

in the possession of Mr. J. A. Spoor, of Chicago. This inscription

is as follows :

" Mrs. Greville sent me this. F. L. [i.e. Frederick Locker].

March 8, 1881."

Euthanatos was written in memory of Mrs. Thellusson, a valued

friend of both Swinburne and Watts-Dunton. Her name did

not appear in The Athenceum^ but was added at the head of the

poem when it was reprinted in the Tristram volume.

The original Manuscript of Euthanatos has been preserved, and

is in my own collection. It is written upon one side only of three

quarto leaves of blue paper, and furnishes three interesting

variorum readings, as follows :

Stanza v, lines 5 &" 7.

The MS. reads—

That speaks or sighs its faint

and

Thoughts of so sweet a saint, when such depart.
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The printed text reads

—

That sounds or sighs its faint

and

Grieffor so sweet a saint, when such depart.

Stanza ix, line 5.

The MS. reads

—

For creedless hearts as kind

The printed text reads

—

Made by no creeds less hind

I give a reduced facsimile of the first page of this Manuscript.

There is at present no copy of the First Edition of Euihanatos

in the Library of the British Museum.

(72)

[Mary Stuart: 1881]

Mary Stuart / A Tragedy / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne
/ ^Publishers' device\ / London / Chatto

& Windus, Piccadilly / 1881 / All rights reserved.

Collation :—CrowTi octavo, pp. viii + 203 ; consisting of

:

Half-title (with six-line quotation from ^schylus—
Cho. 309-315—upon the reverse), pp. i-ii ;

Title-page (with imprint " London : Printed by /

Spoitiswoode and Co., New-Street Square / and

Parliament Street " upon the centre of the reverse)

pp. iii-iv ; Dedication to Victor Hugo (with

blank reverse) pp. v-vi ; List of Dramatis personce

(with blank reverse) pp. vii-viii ; and Text of the

Tragedy pp. 1-203, including Fly-titles (each
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with a blank reverse) to each of the five Acts.

The head-hne is Mary Stuart throughout, upon

both sides of the page ; each double page is also

headed with the number of the particular Act and

Scene occupying it. The imprint is repeated at

the foot of p. 203, the reverse of which is blank.

The signatures are A (a half-sheet of 4 leaves),

B to N (twelve sheets, each 8 leaves) , O (a half-

sheet of 4 leaves), and P (a quarter-sheet of

2 leaves).

Issued in dark green cloth boards, lettered in gold across

the back " Mary / Stuart / Swinburne j [Publishers'

device] / Chatto & Windus." The leaves measure

7tV X 4H inches. Fifteen Hundred Copies were printed.

The published price was Eight Shillings.

A Second Edition appeared in 1898, and a Third in 1909.

Mary Beaton's Song in Act IV, Scene II, " Apres tant de jours,

apres tant de pleurs," had already been employed in Chastelard,

Act I, Scene II, where it was sung by Chastelard to the Queen.

Twenty-three lines, a portion of a speech by Sir Drew Drury

[pp. 151-152], had previously been printed in Notes on the Royal

Academy Exhibition, 1868, p. 38.

In 1905, when Mary Stuart was included in the collected Tragedies

(Vol. iv, pp. 1-208), two essays taken from Miscellanies 1886

{Mary Queen of Scotts, pp. 323-359, and Note on the Character of

Mary Queen of Scotts, pp. 373-390) were added as an Appendix.

For Mary Stuart Swinburne prepared a Scenario which occupies

three sheets of blue folio paper. The Tragedy was evidently

planned with the utmost care, the Scenario giving a synopsis of

every Act and Scene, the details of each being indicated with

minute precision.
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The following extract fromaletter addressed to Edwin Harrison on

February 13th, iSyS^fixes the date when this Scenario was written:

—

" 1 finished yesterday the first rough sketch of the skeleton of the

last part of my trilogy of Mary Stuart.'' The matter of every scene,

with its interlocutors, is now jotted down in outline, and lohen this

outline is filled in with a few more notes of actualfacts and sayings to

be worked into the text, there will be no more to do but to write the poem,

the least wearisome, though not the least important, part of the job."

No complete Manuscript of Mary Stuart is extant, but a large

portion of it, wanting the whole of Act 11 and some leaves of the

remaining Acts, was sold at Sotheby's in June 1918.

In an unpublished letter addressed by Swinburne to Andrew

Chatto on December 4th, 1881, occurs the following passage :—
" It would gratify me not a little^ and not only on the score of

personal amusetnent, if whenever you give in your forthcoming

catalogues any extracts from reviews of ' Mary Stuart,' you would

find a prominent place for the following passages from the Saturday

Review of yesterday—
* // seems to us, as has been said, u viean thing to represent Elizabeth as a

vacillatingperson, anxious at one time to have Mary Stuart done to death, at

another desirous to sign a formal death-warrant, at yet another shrinking

from setting her seal to it.'

This sentence ought always to be printed throughout in small

capitals. Such utter nakedness of ignorance—ignorance of the

veriest rudiments of English history, the simplest elements of nursery

teaching—deserves a wider exposure than that afforded by the columns

of one weekly newspaper. The following sentence—which in the

article precedes the one I have just transcribed—ought also to be

given, in the proper place and in ordinary type—
' He [the authoj-') has certainly done himself less than justice in putting into

the mouths of two such important personages as Elizabeth and Mary speeches

which have a rank flavour of Billingsgate. Shakespeare, who lived in an age

which was sufficiently coarse in its language, was far more reticent in this way
thati the author aj ' Mary Stuart.'
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I need not remind you that as a rule I never interfere with any

suggestion or request of my own in the matter of advertisement ;

so that on this particular occasion I trust you will be able to oblige

me by giving all possible publicity to the above extracts, and to not

another wordfrom the same article."

There is a copy of the First Edition of Mary Stuart in the Library

of the British Museum. The Press-mark is 11775. f. 55.

(73)

[Tristram of Lyones.se : 1882]

Tristram of Lyonesse / and other Poems / By /

Algernon Charles Swinburne
/
\^Publishers Device] /

London / Chatto & Windus, Piccadilly / 1882 /

All rights reserved.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp xi + 361 ; consisting of

:

Half-title (with list of Swinburne's Works upon
the reverse) pp. i-ii ; Title-page, as above (with

imprint " London : Printed by j Spottiswoode and

Co., New-Street Square j and Parliament Street
"

upon the centre of the reverse) pp. iii-iv ; Dedica-

tion To my best friend Theodore Watts, &c. (with

blank reverse) pp. v-vi ; Dedicatory Sonnet (with

blank reverse) pp. vii-viii ; Table of Contents

pp. ix-xi ; the reverse of p. xi is blank ; Fly-

title to Tristram of Lyonesse (with blank reverse)

pp. 1-2
; Text of Tristram of Lyonesse pp. 3-169

(less pp. 58, 74, 84, 124, and 148 which are blank) ;

p. 170 is blank ; Text of Athens pp. 171-189 '•
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p. 190 is blank ; Text of The Statue of Victor Hugo
pp. 191-202 ; Fly-title to Sonnets (with blank

reverse) pp. 203-204 ; Text of the Sonnets

together with miscellaneous poems pp. 205-275 ;

p. 276 is blank ; Fly-title to Sonnets on English

Dramatic Poets (with blank reverse) pp 277-278 ;

Text of the Sonnets pp. 279-299 ; p. 300 is blank
;

Fly-title to A Dark Month (with quotation from
Victor Hugo upon the reverse) pp. 301-302 ;

Text of A Dark Month pp. 303-358 ; and Text of

Sunrise pp. 359-361. The reverse of p. 361 is

blank. The volume is completed by a leaf, with

blank reverse, and with the publishers' device

upon its recto. At the foot of p. 361 the imprint

is repeated thus, " Spottiswoode & Co., Printers^

New-street Square, London." There are head-

lines throughout, each page being headed with

the title of the particular poem (or canto of

Tristram) occupying it. The signatures are A
(six leaves), B to Z (twenty-two sheets, each

8 leaves), AA (a half-sheet of 4 leaves), and BB
(a quarter-sheet of 2 leaves).

Issued in dark green cloth boards, lettered " Tristram /

of I Lyonessc j and j Other Poems / Swinburne j [Pub-

lishers' device] / Chatto & Windus " in gold across the

back. The leaves measure 7]V X 4H inches. Fifteen

Hundred Copies were printed. The published price was
Nine Shillings.

A Second Edition appeared in 1882, a Third in 1884, and a

Fourth in 1892. Further new editions appeared in 1896, 1898,

1903, 1909, and 1914.
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Contents.

PAGE

Dedicatory Sonnet. \Spring speaks again, and all our

woods are stirred^ vii

Tristram of Lyonesse :

Prelude : Tristram and Iseult. \Love, that is first and

last of all things made,] 3

Previously printed (under the tentative title Tristram ajid Iseult

:

Prelude of an Unfinished Poem] in Pleasure : A Holiday Book

of Prose and Verse, 1871, pp. 45—52.

Canto I. The Sailing of the Swallow. [About the middle

music of the spring] 13

Previously printed in Tlie Gentleman!s Magazine, March 1877,

pp. 287—308.

Canto II. The Queen's Pleasance. \Out of the night

arose the second day,] 41

Canto III. Tristram in Brittany. [" As the dawn loves

the sunlight I love thee ; "] 59
Canto IV. The Maiden Marriage. [Spring watched her

last moon burn and fade with May] 75

Canto V. Iseult at Tintagel. [But that same night in

Cornwall oversea] 85

Canto VI. Joyous Gard. [A little time, Love, a little

tight,] 97

Canto VII. The Wife's Vigil. [But all that year in

Brittany forlorn,] 115
Canto VIII. The Last Pilgrimage [Enough of ease,

Love, enough of light,] 125

Canto IX. The Sailing of the Swan. [Fate, that was

born ere spirit and flesh were made,] 149

No complete MS. of Tristram of Lyonesse is known to exist, but

considerable portions both of the first draft and of the. final

transcript are extant in various hands.
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I'AGE

Athens : An Ode. [Ere from under earth again like fire the

violet kindle^ . . . .171
The Statue of Victor Hugo. [Since in Athens God stood

plain for adoration^ . . igi

Previously printed in T/ie Gentleman^s Magazine, September 1881,

pp. 284—290.

In the succeeding year a French translation of the Ode was
published with the following title-page :— Ode a la Statue /

de I Victor Hugo / Par j Algernon Charles Szvinburne
/

Traduction f de i Tola Dorian / [Publisher's device] / Paris /

Alphonse Lenierre, Editeur / Passage Choiseul, 27-29 / 1882.

—4to. pp. 19.

' Tola Dorian' was the nom-de-plume of Princess Mestchersky.

The volume includes, p. 5, a letter in French addressed by
Swinburne to the translator. Reprinted in Letters to Sir

Edward Lytton-Bulwer, &c. , 1913, p. '^(>.

Sonnets :

Hope and Fear. [Beneath the shadow of dawn's aerial

cope',] . . 205

After Sunset :

I. [Straight from the sun's grave in the deep clear west] . 206

n. [The wind was soft before the sunset fied .] . . 207

HI. [If light of life outlive the set of sun] . . . 208

A Study from Memory. [If that be yet a living soul which

here] ... .... . 209

To Dr. John Brown. [Beyond the north wind lay the land of

old] .... ... ... 210

To William Bell Scott. [The larks are loud above our

leagues of whin] . 211

A Death on Easter Day. [The strong spring sun rejoicingly

may rise,] 212

The Death which occasioned this Sonnet was that of Dante Gabriel

Rossetti.

Y
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PAGE

On the Deaths of Thomas Carlyle and George Eliot.

\Two souls diverse out of our human sight]. . . . 213

Previously printed in TAe Athenaum, April jfith, 1881, p. 591.

After Looking into Carlyle's Reminiscences. \Three men

lived yet when this dead man was young] . . . .214
Previously printed in Sonnets of Three Centuries: Edited by T.

Hall Caine, 1882, pp. 208—209.

The ' three men ' in question wrere Coleridge, Wordsworth, and

Charles Lamb.

A Last Look. \Sick of self-love, Malvolio, like an owl] . . 216

Dickens. [Chief in thy generation born of men] . . .217
On Lamb's Specimens of Dramatic Poets. [If all theflowers

of all the fields on earth] 218

To John Nichol. [Friend of the dead, and friend of .all my
days] 220

' The dead' = G. R. Luke, one of the members of the ' Old
Mortality' Society. He was drowned in 1862. The MS.
of this Sonnet is in the Bodleian.

Dysthanatos. [By no dry death another king goes down] . 222

EuONYMOS. [A year ago red wrath and keen despair] . . 223
On the Russian Persecution of the Jews. [0 son of man,

by lying tongues adored^ 224

Previously printed in The Daily Tele^aph
, January 2$lh, 1882.

Bismarck at Canossa. [Not all disgraced, in that Italian

town,] 225

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, February 1882,

P- 155-

Quia Nominor Leo. \What part is left thee, lion 2 Ravenous

beast,] 226

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, February 1882,

P- 155-
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PAGE

The Channel Tunnel. [Notfor less love, all glorious France,

to thee,] 228

Sir William GoMM. [At threescoreyears andfive aroused anew] 229

Previously printed in TAe Athenaum, January "jth, 1882, p. 16.

EuTHANATOS. [Forth of our ways and woes,] .... 231

First printed privately as a separate brochure entitled ^^ Jiuthana-

tos. I M. T. I 2yd /anua?y, 1881." Post 8vo, pp. 4—[See

ante, No. 71.]

Published in The Athcnamm, June i\th, 1881, p. 782.

First and Last. [Upon the borderlands of being^ . . 234

Lines on the Death of Edward John Trelawny. [Last

high star of the years whose thunder] 236

Previously printed in The Athennum, August 2'jth, iSSi, p. 275.

Adieux a Marie Stuart. [Queen, for whose house my fathers

fought,] 238

Herse. [When grace is given us ever to behold]

.

244

Twins. [April, on whose wings] 247

The Salt of the Earth. [If childhood were not in the world,] 252

Seven Years Old. [Seven white roses on one tree,] . . 253

Previously printed in The AtheniBiini, August 20th, 1881, pp.

238-239.

Eight Years Old. [Sun, whom thefaltering snow-cloudfears,] 256

Comparisons. [Child, when they say that others] . . 259

What IS Death ? [Looking on a page where stood]. . 261

A Child's Pity. [No sweeter thing than children's ways and

wiles,] 262

A Child's Laughter. [All the bells of heaven may ring,] . 264

A Child's Thanks. [How low so'er men rank us,] . . 266

A Child's Battles. [Praise of the knights of old] . . 268

A Child's Future. [What will it please you, my darling,

hereafter to be ?] 274

Y 2
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PAGE

Sonnets on English Dramatic Poets :

I. Christopher Marlowe. \Crowned, girdled,, garbed

and shod with light and fire,] 279

II. William Shakespeare. [Not if men's tongues and

angels' all in one] .... . . 280

III. Ben Jonson. [Broad-based, broad-fronted, boun-

teous, multiform,] .... .281
IV. Beaumont and Fletcher. [An hour ere sudden

sunsetfired the west,] ... 282

V. Philip Massinger. [Clouds here and there arisen an

hour past noon] . 283

VI. John Ford. [Hew hard the marble from the moun-

tain's heart] . . . . • • 284

VII. John Webster. [Thunder : the flesh quails, and

the soul bows down.] . . .... 285

VIII. Thomas Decker. [Out of the depths of darkling life

where sin] 286

IX. Thomas Middleton. [A wild moon riding high

from cloud to cloud,] 287

X. Thomas Heywood. [Tom, if they loved thee best

who called thee Tom,] . . ... 288 .

XL George Chapman. [High priest of Homer, not

elect in vain,] 289

XII. John Marston. [The bitterness of death and

bitterer scorn] . . .... 290

XIII. John Day. [Day was afull-blownflower in heaven,

alive] ... 291

XIV. James Shirley. [The dusk of day's decline was

hard on dark] 292

XV. The Tribe of Benjamin. [Sons born of many a

loyal Muse to Ben,] . 293

XVI. Anonymous Plays : ' Arden of Feversham.'

[Mother whose womb brought forth our man of men,] 294

XVII. Anonymous Plays. [Yetoo,dimwatchflresofsome

darkling hour,] 295
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PAGE

XVIII. Anonymous Plays. [More yet and more, andyelwe

mark not all;].... ... 296

XIX. The Many. \Greene, garlanded with February'sfew

flowers,] . . 297

XX. The Many. [Haughton, whose mirth gave woman
all her will .•] 298

XXI. Epilogue. \Our mother, which wast twice, as

history saith,] . 299

A Dark Month. [A month without sight of the sun] . 303

In a copy of the Tristram volume, given by Swinburne to Mrs.

W. M. Mason, the following additional stanza to section v of

A Dark Month is written in the poet's hand at the foot

of p. 310 :—
Tassing on from dawn to dark^

All the one and thirty^

Finding neither jiaiver nor lark

Lefty from here to Richmond Park,

Made this pertinent reniayk —
Where's our little Bertie ?

'Bertie' was Herbert Walter Mason, son of Mrs. Mason, and a.

nephew of Watts-Dunton.

Sunrise. [If the wind and the sunlight of April and August

had mingled the past and hereafter] ... . 359

Note.—Each poem to which no reference is attached appeared for

the first time in this volume.

On August 6th, 1882, Swinburne wrote to Andrew Chatto :

—

If you print among the advertisements of Tristram any passage

from the Saturday Review, I wish it to be this and no other :

' IVe have some difficulty in taking this kind of thing seriously. Any man
who abandoned his mind to it coicld reel it offfor hours together.''

I should like to see this puff reproduced—like the former one on

Mary Stuart—but without capitals.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Tristram of Lyonesse

and Other Poems in the Library of the British Museum. The

Press-mark is 11644. i. 6.
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(74)

[A Century of Roundels : 1883]

A Century of Roundels / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne / [^Publishers' device] / London / Chatto

& Windus, Piccadilly j i?>9>2>
j
[All rights reserved].

Collation :—Large square octavo, pp. xii+ ioo ; consisting

of : Half-title (with a list of Swinburne's Works upon

the reverse), pp. i-ii ; Title-page, as above (with

imprint " London : Printed by j Spottiswoode and

Co., New-Street Square / and Parliament Street

"

upon the centre of the reverse), pp. iii-iv ; Dedica-

tion To Christina G. Rossetti (with blank reverse),

pp. v-vi ; Table of Contents, pp. vii-xi
; p. xii

is blank ; and Text of the Roundels pp. i-ioo.

At the foot of the last page the imprint is repeated

thus, " Spottiswoode & Co., Printers, New-street

Square, London." The signatures are A (six leaves),

B to G (six sheets, each 8 leaves) , and H (a quarter-

sheet of 2 leaves).

Issued in dark green cloth boards, lettered " A j Century
j

of I
Roundels / Swinburne j Chatto & Windus " in gold

across the back. The leaves measure 8x6 inches. One
Thousand Copies were printed. The published price was

Eight Shillings.

Six special copies were also privately printed, upon white

drawing paper, for the purpose of marginal illustration. They

were bound in white cloth boards, with uncut edges.
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A Second Edition of A Century of Roundels appeared in 1883

and a Third in 1892. In 1909 a Fourth Edition was published in

crown octavo, uniform with the majority of Swinburne's other

books.

The Manuscript from which A Century of Roundels was printed

was given by the Poet to his sister Miss Isabel Swinburne, by whom
it was bequeathed to the British Museum. [Additional MSS.

39217.]

One of my own copies of the book has inserted the first

drafts of thirty-two of the Roundels. These exhibit numerous

variations of text from the printed version. I give a facsimile

of one of these manuscripts, that of A Baby's Death, vi.

Contents.
PAGE

Dedication. To Christina G. Rossetti. [Songs light as

these may sound, though deep and strong] v

In Harbour :

I. [Goodnight and goodbye to the life whose signs denote m5] . r

II. [Outside of the port ye are moored in, lying] ... 2

The Way of the Wind. [The wind's way in the deep sky's

hollow] .... 3

' Had I Wist.' [Had I wist, when life was like a warm wind

playing] 4

Recollections :

I. [Years upon years, as a course of clouds that thicken] . 5

II. [Years upon years, and theflame of love's high altar] . 6

III. [Years upon years, as a watch by night that passes^ . 7

Time and Life.

I. [Time, thy name is sorrow, says the stricken] ... 8

II. [Nay, but rest is born of me for healing,] .... 9
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A Dialogue :

I. [Death, if thou wilt, fain would I plead with thee ;]

.

II. [Man, what art thou to speak and plead with me ?]

.

III. [Death, if thou be or be not, as was said^

Plu.s Ultra. [Far beyond the sunrise and the sunset rises']

A Dead Friend.

I. [Gone, gentle heart and true,] ....
II. [Friend of many a season fled,] ....

III. [Dear in death, thou hast thy part] .

IV. [True and tender, single-souled,] ....
V. [Kind as heaven, while earth's control]

VI. [How should life, friend, forget] ....
VII. [Past as music fades, that shone] .

lo

II

12

13

IS

16

17

18

19

20

Past Days :

I. [Dead and gone, the days we had together,] . . 21

II. [Above the sea and sea-washed town we dwelt,] . . 22

III. [Cliffs and downs and headlands which the forward-

hasting] .... 23

Autumn and Winter :

I. [Three months bade wane and wax the wintering moon] 24

II. [A herald soul before its master' s flying] .... 25

III. [One went before, one after, but so fast] .... 26

IV. [A star had set an hour before the sun] ... 27

The Death of Richard Wagner.

I. [Mourning on earth, as when dark hours descend^ . 28

II. [The world's great heart, whence all things strange and

rare] 29

III. [From the depths of the sea, from the wellsprings of

earth,] 30

Previously printed in The Musical Review, February z\lh, 1883,

p. 128.
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PAGE

Two Preludes :

I. Lohengrin. [Love, out of the depth of things,]^ . . 31

II. Tristan UND Isolde. [Fate,outof the deep sea's gloom,] 32

The Lute and the Lyre. [Deep desire, that pierces heart and

spirit to the root,] 33

Plus Intra. [Soul within sense, immeasurable, obscure^ . 34

Change. [But now life's face beholden] 35

A Baby's Death :

I. [A little soul scarce fledged for earth] . . . 36

II. [The little feet that never trod] . . • 37

III. [The little hands that never sought] ... 38

IV. [The little eyes that never knew] 39

V. [Was life so strange, so sad the sky,] .... 40

VI. [Angel by name love called him, seeing so fair] . . 41

VII. [The song that smiled upon his birthday here]... 42

One or Twain.

I. [One of twain, twin-born with flowers that waken,] . . 43

II. [Night and light 1 thou of heart unwary^ ... 44

Death and Birth. [Death and birth should dwell not near

together .-] . . . . . . . 45

Birth and Death. [Birth and death, twin-sister and twin-

brother,] 46

Benediction. [Blest in death and life beyond man's guessing] 47

Reprinted, under a new title B/es/, and reproduced in facsimile of

the Author's Manuscript, in Pen ami Pencil. A Souvenir

of the Press Bazaar, 1898, p. 19.

Again reprinted in Blest and The Centenary of Shelley, 1912, p. 5.

IStude Realiste :

I. [A baby's feet, like sea-shells pink^ . . . 48

II. [A baby's hands, like rosebuds furled] . . . 49

III. [A baby's eyes, ere speech begin,] 50
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PAGE

Babyhood :

I. \A baby shines as bright] . . .... 51

II. [All heaven, in every baby born,] . . .52
III. [What likeness may define, and stray not] ... 53

IV. [Rose, round whose bed] -54

First Footsteps. [A little way, more soft and sweet] . . 55

A Ninth Birthday :

I. [Three times thrice hath winter's rough white wing] 56

II. [Three times thrice the world has fallen on slumber] 57

III. [Three times thrice, in wine of song full-flowing ,] . . 58

Not a Child :

I. [' Not a child : I call myself a boy,'] . 59

II. [Not a child ? alack the year .'] . . . 60

III. [Child or boy, my darling, which you will,] . . 61

To Dora Dorian. [Child of two strong nations, heir] 62

The Roundel. [A roundel is wrought as a ring- or a starbright

sphere^ ... ... -63
At Sea. [' Farewell and adieu ' was the burden prevailing] . 64

Previously printed in The Musical Review, June 2111I, 1883, p. 351.

Wasted Love, [What shall be done for sorrow] . 6^^

Before Sunset. [Love's twilight wanes in heaven above,] . 66

A Singing Lesson. [Far-fetched and dear-bought, as the

proverb rehearses^ . 67

Flower-Pieces :

I. Love Lies Bleeding. [Love lies bleeding in the bed

whereover] . .... 68

II. Love in ^ Mist. [Light love in a mist, by the mid-

summer moon misguided^ . . .69
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PACE
Three Faces :

I. Ventimiglia. \The sky and sea glared hard and bright

and blank ;] . . . ... 70

11. Genoa. [Again the same strange might of eyes, that saw\ 7

1

III. Venice. [Out of the dark pure twilight, where the streani] 72

Eros :

I. [Eros, from rest in isles far-famed^. . . 73

II. [Eros, a fire of heart untamed^ . . . . 74

III. [Eros, with shafts by thousands aimed] ... 75

Sorrow. [Sorrow, on wing through the world for ever,] . . 76

Sleep. [Sleep, when a soul that her own clouds cover] . . 77

On an Cld Roundel :

I. [Death, from thy rigour a voice appealed^ . . •]&

II. [Ages ago, from the lips of a sad glad poet] . . . 79

A Landscape by Courbet. [Low lies the mere beneath the

moorside, still] .80
A Flower-Piece by Fantin. [Heart's ease or pansy,

pleasure or thought,] . 81

A Night-Piece by Millet. [Wind and sea and cloud and

cloud-forsaking] . ... . . 82

' Marzo Pazzo.' [Mad March, with the wind in his wings wide-

spread^ ... -83
Previously printed in The Academy, Marih 31^/, 1883, p. 220.

Dead Love. [Dead love, by treason slain, lies stark,] . . 84

Discord. [Unreconciled by life's fleet years, that fled] . 85

Concord. [Reconciled by death's mild hand, that giving]

.

86

Mourning. [Alas my brother I the cry of the mourners of old] 87

Aperotos Eros. [Strong as death, and cruel as the grave,] 88

To Catullus. [My brother, my Valerius, dearest head]. . 89

' Insularum Ocelle.' [Sark, fairer than aught in the world

that the lit skies cover^ ... . . 90

In Sark. [Abreast and ahead of the sea is a crag's front cloven

asunder] . • .... 91
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PAGE

In Guernsey.

I. \The heavenly bay, ringed round with cliffs and moors,] 92

II. [My -mother sea, my fostress, what new strand^ . . 93

III. [Across and along, as the bay'sbreadth opens,and o'erus] 94

IV. [On Dante's track by some funereal spell] ... 95

V. [By mere men's hands the flame was lit, we know,] . 96

VI. [Night, in utmost noon forlorn and strong, with heart

athirst andfasting,] 97

VII. [The house accurst, with cursing sealed and signed,] . 98

VIII. [Beloved and blest, lit warm with love andfame,] . 99

Envoi. [Fly, white butterflies, out to sea,] 100

Noie.—Each poem to which no reference is attached appeared for

the first time in this volume.

In 1883 Swinburne suffered considerable annoyance at the

hands of certain writers who criticised anonymously both himself

and his work. Under the impulse thus given he produced the

following Roundel, devoted to his nameless critics, which until

now has remained unpublished :

—

RONDEAU DBS ANONYMES
Mr. Nameless objects ifyou sing about love—or the sea—

They are topics quite other than those Mr. Nameless expects.

Ifyou hint that a peasant in England is other thanfree,

Mr. Nameless objects.

High-souled and high-hearted, with eye that discerns and detects

Pretence and pretention, and tongue to denounce them, you see,

Mr. Nameless, aware ofyour weakness, observes and inspects.

Love, loyalty, liberty, childhood—what fools they must be

Who canfind nothing better to sing of 1 Indeed, one suspects

A disease, a defect, in the mind of the singer—if He,

Mr. Nameless, objects.

There is a copy of the First Edition of A Century of Roundels in

the Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is 1 1644. ccc. 6 1

.
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(75)

[DoLORiDA : 18S3J

In the Album of Adah Menken.

Collation :—Foolscap octavo, pp. 4 ; consisting of :

Title-page, as above (M'ith blank reverse) pp. 1-2

;

and text of the Verses pp. 3-4. There is no

head-line, but page 3 has a ' dropped head

'

Dolorida, and the last page is numbered in italics,

in Arabic numerals, between round brackets.

Issued as a single quarter-sheet of paper, doubled to form

four pages. The leaves, which were trimmed, measure

6| X 4i inches.

Contents.
PAGE

Dolorida. \Combien de temps, dis, la belle,] .... 3

Until April of the present year Dolorida had never been reprinted

in this country, and the verses have not been included in any

volume of Swinburne's collected poems. They have, however,

been reproduced in America.

The tiny brochure described above was printed and circulated

by Richard Heme Shepherd in December 1883, and the statement

he made when offering copies for sale was that fift}' only were

printed, of which 30 or 35 were destroyed. But this statement

cannot possibly have been correct, as the leaflet is by no means

uncommon to-day. On January 3rd, 1884, when offering me a

copy at the price of 215-. he wrote :

" The original autograph is in the hands of a wealthy private

collector. The verses were written by their author in the Albmn oj
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the fascinating Adah Isaacs Menken, authoress of ' Infelicia,' about

the year 1868. This album was -purchased by its present owner from

Mr. Sevening, formerly of Duke Street, St. James's. He only

required half a dozen copies of the leaflet himself, and has given me

the rest as an acknowledgment of my services"

The ' wealthy private collector' was of course an imaginary-

personage. The verses appeared in Walnuts and Wine : A Christ-

mas Annual, edited by Augustus M. Moore, 1883, p. 3, and there

can be small doubt that from the pages of this Annual Shepherd

appropriated them. The Album itself was then owned by Andrew

Chatto. He had received it from John Camden Hotten, who in

turn had obtained it from Adah Menken at the time he published

her Infelicia.

Immediately the announcement was made that Dolorida was

to appear in Walnuts and Wine Swinburne addressed the following

letter to the editor of The Pall Mall Gazette, and it was duly printed

on the third page of that paper on December 28th, 1883 :

—

" From The Pall Mall Gazette I derive the information that Mr. A. C.

Swinburne contributes Dolorida to a Christmas Annual entitled

Walnuts and Wine. This announcement I presume to be a seasonable

freak ofjocose invention, and the contribution announced to be simply

an example of Christmas burlesque ; but in case any too innocent

reader should imagine it to be anything else, I may perhaps as well

mention that the annual and the editor, the contributor and the con-

tribution, are all alike unknown to your obedient servant."

How Swinburne's memory could have so completely failed

him as to permit of his writing this letter passes comprehension.

That his recollection was never to be implicitly relied upon where

the history of his own works was concerned we know well. But

in the present instance the poem in question had been so repeatedly

taken in hand that certainly three, and probably four, holograph

manuscripts of it exist to-day. In order to remove any doubt

that might possibly linger in the mind of any person interested,
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I give facsimiles of the whole of the three available manuscripts.

That from which the verses were printed is headed Dolorida,

and is signed in full Algernon Charles Swinburne. It is reproduced

from the leaf of Menken's album, where it was inscribed by the

poet, probably late in 1867 or early in 1868.

A second manuscript is in the possession of Mr. de V. Payen-

Payne. The poem is one of a series of similar verses written upon

a sheet of blue foolscap paper, which apparently belongs to about

the year 1862. It is possible that these verses originally formed

part of a collection of poems in French from which those printed

in Chastelard were selected, and from which those Swinburne

attempted to father upon the mythical Ernest Clouet and Felicien

Cossu were also taken. The text presented by this manuscript is

not quite identical with that found in Adah Menken's album.

The verses there read as follows :

—

Comhien de temps, dis, la belle,

Dis, veux-tu m'etre fidele ?—
Pour une nuit, pour un jour,

Mon amour.

VAmour nous flaite et nous louche

Du doigt, de I'osil, de la bouche,

Pour un jour, pour une nuit,

Et s'enfuit.

In the manuscript of (probably) 1862 the second line of the

second stanza reads :

De sa main et de sa bouche

The third available manuscript of Dolorida is earlier still. It

is written upon a folio leaf of dark blue paper watermarked with

the date 1859 ; and as it has been generally found that the dates

of composition of Swinburne's works where they are certainly known

correspond with the dates watermarked upon the paper employed

for them, it is a fairly safe assumption that this particular manu-

Z 2
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script was produced in 1859 or i860. The leaf forms a portion of

the MS. of the unfinished and unpubUshed novel Lesbia Brandon,

and in the printed proofs of that novel the verses are to be found

on galley 43.

The fourth manuscript I never saw. It was advertised many

years ago in the catalogue of a London bookseller at the price of

five guineas. I entertain no doubt whatever regarding its

genuineness.

Thus although Dolorida is usually connected in one's mind with

the name of Adah Menken, the poem was certainly not written

for her or composed upon her account. It is evident that when

called upon by the lady to contribute to her album Swinburne

revived his old verses, gave them for the first time the title Dolorida,

and so adapted them to the requirement of the moment.

It may not unreasonably be suggested that it was this title

that misled Swinburne, and led him to repudiate the poem in

December 1883. It seems not impossible that although he might

not have forgotten the verses themselves, the fact that he once

christened them Dolorida may have escaped his memory. At

the moment when he penned his letter to The Pall Mall Gazette

he had not seen a copy of Walnuts and Wine, but had merely

encountered by chance a notice of its approaching publication.

When, in 1883, Dolorida was printed in Walnuts and Wine

the poem was accompanied by the following translation by Mr.

George Moore :

—

Darling, how long shall I be thine 1

She says, laying her lips to mine.

Another night, another day.

My love shall stay I

Love flatters us with many charms.

With lisping lips and amorous arms ;

At least a day, at least a night

Before his flight.



^ K'^ivs CLi_«5^ U«-^-, /rwv ^t^ /^^^^
,

7'/2« Manuscript of 1S59
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TAe Manuscript of axc^ 1862.
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Recently Mr. Moore made a fresh translation which he has been
good enough to allow me to print here :

—

For how long canst thou be

Faithful, she said to me ?

For one night and a day,

Mistress, I may.

Sweet Love adventurous

Flatters and kisses us.

For one day and a night

Before his flight.

Adelaide McCord was of Irish descent. She was the daughter of

James McCord, a merchant of Chartrain (now Milneburg), near

New Orleans, where she was born on June 15th, 1835. Left an

orphan at nine years of age, she with one of her sisters joined the

ballet at the New Orleans Opera-house as the Theodore Sisters.

At seventeen she married her first husband, of whose name there

appears to be no record. She became an actress, next a small

newspaper proprietor, then a French and Latin governess, and

again an actress. In 1856 she married Alexander Isaac Menken,

a Jew, whose religion she adopted, changing her christian name to

Adah. Her third husband was John C. Heenan, the pugilist,

whom she married in 1859. In 1861 she contracted her fourth

marriage, her husband this time being R. H. Newell (' Orpheus C.

Kerr '). In 1864 she paid her first visit to England, where she

played Mazeppa at Astley's Theatre, London. In 1866 she

returned to America, and achieved her fifth and last matrimonial

adventure, her final husband being James Barclay. In the follow-

ing year she returned to London, where she resumed her old role of

Mazeppa and became notorious. Through John Camden Hotten

she published shortly before her death in 1868 Infelicia, a tiny

volume of verse, the proofs of which Swinburne looked through,

making a few suggestions. It is evident that for a time the poet

was infatuated with the handsome and much-married actress.
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There exists a photograph of her seated on the knee of Alexandre

Dumas. I also possess another photograph (which I reproduce)

of her taken in the company of Swinburne. On the loth of August,

1868, she died in Paris at the age of thirty-three, and was buried

in the cemetery of P6re la Chaise. Some years later her body was

removed to the Jewish burial ground in the cemetery of

Montpamasse.

Several references to Adah Menken are to be met with in Swin-

burne's correspondence.

The earliest is dated December gth, 1867, when he wrote to

Purnell

:

" Le/ me know as soon as may be if you see Dolores before I do,

tell her with my love that I would not show myself sick and disfigured

in her eyes. I was spilt last week out of a hansom, and my nose

and forehead cut to rags—was seedy for four days, and hideous."

On January 26th, 1868, he wrote to another correspondent

:

" / am ashamed to have left your last note so long unanswered, but

I have been so worried of late with influenza, love-making, rather

unwholesome things such as business, money, &°c., that I have '
left

undone all that I should have done.' I must send you in a day or

two a photograph of my present possessor—known to Britannia as

Miss Menken and to me as Dolores—and myself taken together.

We both came out very well. Of course it's private. I've done

nothingfor an age."

In a further letter dated April 17th, 1868, he told the same
correspondent that there had been ' a great row ' about this double

photograph.

On August 26th, 1,868, he wrote—again to the same corre-

spondent :

—

" I am sure you were sorry on my account to hear of the death of

my poor, dear Menken. It was a great shock to me and a real grief.

I was ill for some days. She was most lovable, as a friend as well as

a mistress."



The LeafofAdah Menken's Album.
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Finally on February i6th, 1877, he wrote :—

" When poor old Menken was dose on the end of her life's Jarce-

tragedy, a Parisian journalist circulated the report in his print that

she was about to play Psyche to my Cupid in a new ballet or opera

bujfa (' he did indeed, I know the fellow he said it to
'—

if I may quote

Master Redgie Harewood). Complimentary to my appearance of

youth at the time, if not to the discretion of my age. Dumas, of

course, was dragged in for a share in the impertinence, and doubtless

Dickens would have been if they had known of his kindness or civility

to the poor thing. Of course I need not say the report you transmit

has exactly as much truth as ' the lie in question
'—to use Sheridan's

phrase."

The following interesting pamphlet was privately printed by

Mr. Clement Shorter in an edition restricted to twelve copies :

—

Adah Isaacs / Menken / A Fragment of Autobiography j By j

Algernon CharlesSwinburne j London j Printedfor Private Circulation

only
I 1917.—Royal 8vo, pp. 12, with three Illustrations.

In April, 1919, Dolorida was reprinted with other pieces by

Swinburne, and with a prefatory' note by de V. Payen-Payne, in

French Lyrics, London, 8vo., pp. 15, 25 copies privately printed.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Dolorida in the Library of

the British Museum. The Press-mark is C. 59. c. 26.

(76)

[A Midsummer Holiday: 1884]

A / Midsummer Holiday / And Other Poems / By /

Algernon Charles Swinburne / London / Chatto &
Windus, Piccadilly / 1884 /

[All rights reserved].
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Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. vi + 189 ; consisting of :

Half-title (with imprint " London : Printed by /

SpoUiswoode and Co., New-Street Square / and

Parliament Street " upon the centre of the reverse)

pp. i—ii ; Title-page, as above (with blank

reverse) pp. iii—iv ; Table of Contents pp. v—vi '>

Fly-title to A Midsummer Holiday (with blank

reverse) pp. i—2 ; Text of A Midsummer Holiday

pp. 3—35 ; p. 36 is blank ; Fly-title to A New
Year Ode To Victor Hugo (with blank reverse)

pp. 37—38 ; Text of A New Year Ode pp. 39—65 ;

and Text of the Other Poems pp. 66—189. The
reverse of p. 189 is blank. There are head-lines

throughout, each page being headed with the

title of the particular Poem occupying it. The
imprint is repeated at the foot of p. 189. The
volume concludes with a leaf, with blank reverse,

and with the publishers' device upon its recto.

The signatures are A (4 leaves), and B to N (twelve

sheets, each 8 leaves). Sig. Ai has a blank recto,

and carries a List of Swinburne's Works upon the

reverse.

Issued in dark green cloth boards, lettered in gilt across

the back, "A / Midsummer / Holiday j Swinburne /

[PubUshers' device] / Chatto & Windus." The leaves

measure 7f x 5 inches. Fifteen Hundred Copies were

printed, 250 of which were forwarded to America. The
published price was Seven Shillings.

A Second Edition was published in 1884, and a Third Edition

in 1889.
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Contents.

PAGE
A Midsummer Holiday :

—

I. The Seaboard. \Tlie sea is at ebb, and the sound of

her utmost word] 3

II. A Haven. [East and north a waste of wafers, south

and west] 6

III. On a Country Road. [Along these low pleached lanes,

on such a day,] 9

Previously printed in The Nineteenth Century, ftily 1884, pp. I—2.

IV. The Mill Garden. [Stately stand the sunflowers,

glowing down the garden-side^ 12

V. A Sea-Mark. [Rains have left the sea-banks ill to climb ;] 16

VI. The Cliffside Path. [Seaward goes the sun, and home-

ward by the down] 19

VII. In The Water. [The sea is awake, and the sound of

the song of the joy of her waking is rolled] . . 22

VIII. The Sunbows. [Spray of song that springs in April,

light of love that laughs through May,] . . . 27

IX. On the Verge. [Here begins the sea that ends not till

the world's end. Where we stand,] .... 31

A New-Year Ode to Victor Hugo. [Twice twelve times

have the springs of years refilled] 39

Lines on the Monument of Giuseppe Mazzini. [Italia,

mother of the souls of men,] 66

Les Casquets. [From the depths of the waters that lighten and

darken] 70

Previously printed, under the tentative title Les Casqueltes, in The

English Illustrated Magazine, October 1883, pp. 16—21.

A Ballad of Sark. [High beyond the granite portal arched

across] 84

Previously printed in The English Illustrated Magazine, August

1884, p. 693.
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PAGE

Nine Years Old. \LorcL of light, whose shrine no hands

destroy,] 87

After a Reading. \For the seven times seventh time love

would renew the delight without end or alloy] ... 94

Maytime in Midwinter. [A new year gleams on us, tearful] 100

Previously printed, under the tentative title Thanksgiving, in

Home Chimes, June \/s,th, 1884, p. 331.

A Double Ballad of August. \All Afric, winged with death

andjire,] 105

Heartsease Country. \The far green westward heavens are

bland,] 109

A Ballad OF 7\ppEAL. [Song wakes with every wakening year] 112

Cradle Songs.

1. [Baby, baby bright,] ... . • 115

2. [Baby, baby dear,] . 116

3. [Baby, baby sweet,] 117

4. [Baby, baby true,] .118
5. [Baby, baby fair,] ... . . 119

6. [Baby, baby kind,] ... . 120

7. [Baby, baby wise,] . . . . . 121

Pelagius. (Three Sonnets.)

1. [The sea shall praise him, and the shores bear part]. . 122

2. [The world has no such flower in any land,] . . 123

3. [Man's heel is on the Almighty's neck who said,] . .124

Louis Blanc. Three Sonnets to His Memory.
1. [The stainless soul that smiled through glorious eyes ;] . 125
2. [Strong time and fire-swift change, with lightnings clad] . 126

3. [Surely thou seest, spirit of light and fire,] . . .127

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, June 1883, pp.
765—766.
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PAGE
Vos Deos Laudamus : The Conservative Journalist's

Anthem. (Three Sonnets.)

1. [0 Lords our Gods, beneficent, sublime,] . . . .128
2. [0 Lords our Gods, it is not that ye sii\ . . . .130
3. \0 Lords our Gods, the times are evil : you] . . . 131

Previously printed, with the word Tory instead of Conse>~oative,

in The Pall Mall Gazelle, December l^th, 1883, p. 4.

On the Bicentenary of Corneille. [Scarce two hundred

years are gone, and the world is past away]. . . . 132

In Sepulcretis. (A Series of four Sonnets.)

1. [It is not then enough that men who give]. . . .134
2. [A man was born, sang, suffered, loved and died.] . . 136

3. [' Now, what a thing it is to be an ass / '] . . . -137
4. [Shame, such as never yet dealt heavier stroke] . . • 13&

These Sonnets refer to the publication of the Letlers of John Keals

to Fanny Brawne. ' Foreman of the flock ' = H. Buxton

Forman.

Previously printed, under the tentative title Post Mortem, in The

Fortnightly Review, January 1884, pp. 65—66.

Love and Scorn. (Three Sonnets.)

1. [Love, loyallest and lordliest born of things^ . . .139
2. [Scorn only, scorn begot of bitter proof] . 140

3. [0 sacred, just, inevitable scorn,] ... . . 141

Previously printed in The Athenauni, January isth, 18S3, p. 16.

On the Death of Richard Doyle. [A light of blameless

laughter
,
fancy-bred^ 142

Previously printed in The Athenceuin, December 2^th, 1883, p. 865.

In Memory of Henry A. Bright. [Yet again another, ere his

crowning year

^

^43

A Solitude. [Sea beyond sea, sand after sweep of sand,] . 144

Previously printed, under the tentative title Near Cromer, in

Home Chimes, January 2nd, 1884, p. 8.
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PAGE

Victor Hugo : L'Archipel de la Manche. \Sea and. land.

are fairer now, nor aught is all the same,] . . -145
The Twilight of the Lords. (Three Sonnets.)

1. [Is the sound a trumpet blown, or a hellfor burial tolled,]. 147

2. [Hear, England : these are they that would counsel thee

aright.] 149

3. [Through the stalls wherein ye sit sounds a sentence while

we wait,] 151

Clear the Way ! [Clear the way my lords and lackeys I you

have had your day

^

153

Previously printed in The PallMall Gazette, August 19M, 1884, p. 4.

A Word for the Country. [Men, born of the land thatfor ages] 156

A Word for the Nation. [A word across the water] . . 167

A Word from the Psalmist. [Take heed, ye unwise among

the people ;] 176

A Ballad at Parting. [Sea to sea that clasps and fosters

England, uttering evermore] 185

Note.—Each poem to which no reference is attached appeared for

the first time in this volume.

The Manuscript of the first Sonnet of Pelagius exhibits two

interesting variants from the published text

:

Line 5 reads in the MS :

—

Since Paul, thefire-tongued Antichrist, of heart

In the published text it reads :

—

Since Paul, faith'sfervent Antichrist, of heart

Line 11 reads in the MS. :

—

Withstood the Lord of hell whose loves were lies

In the published text it reads :

—

Withstood that Lord whose seals of love were lies.

There is a copy of the First Edition of A Midsummer Holiday

and Other Poems in the Library of the British Museum. The
Press-mark is 11644, i. 15.
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{77)

[Marino Faliero : 1885J

Marino Faliero / A Tragedy / By / Algernon

'Charles Swinburne / London / Chatto & Windus,

Piccadilly / 1885 / [The right of translation is

reserved.]

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. viii + 151 ; consisting

of : Half-title (with imprint " London : Printed

by I Spottiswoode and Co., New-Street Square / and
Parliament Street " upon the centre of the reverse)

pp. i—ii ; Title-page, as above (with blank reverse),

pp. iii—iv ; Dedication To Aurelio Saffi pp. v—viii

;

List of Dramatis Person ce (with blank reverse)

pp. I—2, and Text of the Tragedy pp. 3—151.

The reverse of p. 151 is blank. The head-line is

Marino Faliero throughout, upon both sides of

the page. Each page has in addition at its head

the number of the Act and Scene, the latter upon
the recto, the former upon the reverse. The
imprint is repeated at the foot of p. 151. The
signatures are A (4 leaves), B to K (9 sheets, each

8 leaves), and L (4 leaves).

Issued in dark green cloth boards, lettered in gold across

the back, " Marino / Faliero j Swinburne j [Publishers'

device] / Chatto & Windus." The leaves measure

7I X 5 inches. Twelve Hundred and Fifty Copies were

printed. The pubUshed price was Six Shillings.

A A
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A Second Edition was issued in 1907.

The Dedication to Aurelio Saffi is in verse. It consists of nine

eight-line stanzas, commencing " Year after year has fallen on

sleep, till change".

The following letter regarding Marino Faliero, printed in The

Pall Mall Gazette of April nth, 1885, was called for by an inaccurate

statement regarding the then forthcoming Tragedy which had

appeared in the columns of that paper. The letter has not been

reprinted elsewhere, hence it is well to preserve it here.

To the Editor of The Pall Mall Gazette.

April loth, 1885.

Sir,

The Pall Mall Gazette does me too much honour in predicting

that my play of ' Marino Faliero ' " will contain word pictures of

the times based on rare and unprinted records." The sole and

sufficient authority for my treatment of the subject is the version of

the " Story of Marino Faliero, Doge XLIV.," supplied to Lord

Byron by Mr. Cohen (afterwards Palgrave, and Sir Francis). Neither

does my play " depict life in Venice in the twelfth century "^or
the simple and excellent reason that the event on which it is founded

took place in the middle of the fourteenth.

1 am. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

A. C. Swinburne.

The Manuscript of Marino Faliero was sold at Sotheby's on

March 16th, 1917. It consisted of 161 quarto pages, together with

6 pages of Notes, &c., and realised £300. It had the advantage

of bearing a presentation inscription from Swinburne to Watts-

Dunton. Unfortunately it was not quite complete ; the Dedica-

tion to Aurelio Saffi was missing.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Marino Faliero in the

Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is 11775- f- 57-
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(78)

[The Commonweal: 1886]

Warning Note, / From / That true Poet and

staunch Democrat, / Algernon Charles Swinburne.
/

Reprinted from "The Times," July ist, 1886.
/

"The Commonweal," / A Song for Unionists.

Collation :—Quarto, pp. 2. There is no title-page proper,

the above title being imposed upon the upper

portion of the first page after the manner of a

'dropped head.' The remainder of the page is

occupied by the fifteen stanzas of the poem,

arranged in two columns. The second page is

blank.

Issued as a single leaf of white laid paper, watermarked

vertically ' Spicer Brothers,' with trimmed edges. The
measurement is T-O^e X 8 inches.

I give a greatly reduced facsimile of this interesting broadside.

The poem was reprinted in this form immediately upon its appear-

ance in The Times, and distributed gratuitously. No record

remains of the number of copies originally produced. The number,

however, was probably small, for the leaflet has now almost com-

pletely disappeared. The only example I know of was preserved

at The Pines, and after the death of the poet passed into my own

collection. It has since been bound in red levant morocco, by

Riviere.

Contents.
PAGE

The Commonweal. [Men, whose fathers braved the world in

arms against our isles in union,] i
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The Commonweal first appeared in The Times, July xst, 1886,

p. 9.

Afterwards reprinted in Gathered. Songs, 1887, pp. 7-16.

Subsequently included in A Channel Passage and Other Poems,

1904, pp. 113-118.

No Manuscript of The Commonweal appears to have been pre-

served.

There is at present no copy of the First Edition of The Common-

weal in the Library of the British Museum.

(79)

.
[Note on Epipsychidion : 1886]

Note on Epipsychidion / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. 8 ; consisting of : Title-

page, as above (with blank reverse), pp. i—2 ;

and Text of the Note pp. 3—6. Following p. 6 is

a leaf, with blank reverse, and with the following

certificate upon the centre of its recto, " Fifteen

Copies Privately Printed." The headline is Note

throughout, upon both sides of the page. There

are no signatures, the pamphlet consisting of a

single half-sheet, folded to form eight pages. The
leaves measure 7f X 5 inches.

This is one of four books and pamphlets by Swinburne which

at different periods and for divers reasons were projected but

never issued. The other three were Lesbia Brandon, 1877 ; Russia :

An Ode, 1890 ; and Letters to Pauline, Lady Trevelyan, 1916.

The series of Notes on the Text of Shelley of which the contents

of the present pamphlet originally formed a part first appeared in
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The Fortnightly Review for May, 1869, and were afterwards included

in Essays and Studies, 1875, PP- 184-237. In the summer of 1886,

after a meeting of the Committee of the Shelley Society at which

the subject dealt with in the Note had been under discussion, it

was suggested that it would be a distinct advantage were the

Note itself to be made more readily accessible by reprinting it in

pamphlet form. I accordingly asked Swinburne for the necessary

permission to carry out this purpose, and his ready consent was

given in the following letter :

—

Leigh House,

Bradford-on-Avon,

Wilts.

July 15/A, 1886.

Dear Mr. Wise,

Oj course anything I have written on the subject of Shelley is quite

at your service—and the more use you may think fit to make of it

the more gratified I shall be.

Thanksforyour pamphlet, and in anticipationfor the Epipsychidion

which I am especially curious to see. I congratulate you on having

discarded {in the form ' facsimile ') a barbarous vulgarism fit only—

•

as Landor thought it—for printers' devils, and writers on the same

level of culture and understanding as these.

I remain.

Yours very sincerely,

A. C. Swinburne.

The pamphlet was accordingly set up in type, and a copy of

the proof was sent to Swinburne, who increased the sum of his

kindness by making certain suitable changes in the text which

had been set up as it stood in Essays and Studies, pp. 229-230

and 236-237. But meanwhile the generosity of the late Robert

Alfred Potts had rendered it possible for the Epipsychidion itself

to be immediately reprinted in facsimile, with an Introduction
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by the Rev. Stopford A. Brooke, and the Committee decided that

it would be of interest to the members of the Society at large were

Swinburne's Note to be added to this reprint. The idea of a separate

issue of the latter was thereupon abandoned. No copies of the-

projected pamphlet were struck off, and a single copy of the proof,

bearing Swinburne's autograph corrections, is all that survives.

This proof is in my own possession. It is bound in red levant

morocco, by Riviere, with Swinburne's letter inserted.

(80)

[Miscellanies: 1886]

Miscellanies / By / Algernon Charles Swinburne /'

London / Chatto & Windus, Piccadilly / 1886
/

The right of translation is reserved.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. xii + 390 ; consisting

of : Half-title (with imprint " Printed by / Spottis-

woode and Co., New-Street Square j London " upon
the centre of the reverse) pp. i—ii ; Title-page, as

above (with blank reverse), pp. iii—iv ; Preface

pp. V—-x ; Table of Contents (with blank reverse)

pp. xi—xii, and Text of the Essays pp. i—390.

There are head-lines throughout, each page being

headed with the title of the particular Essay
occupying it. The imprint is repeated at the
foot of p. 390. The volume concludes with a leaf,

with blank reverse, and with the Publishers' Device
upon its recto. Page 360 is blank. The Signatures,

are A (4 leaves), a (2 leaves), B to BB (twenty-

four sheets, each 8 leaves), and CC (4 leaves).
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Issued in dark green cloth boards, lettered in gold across

the back, " Miscellanies / Swinburne / [Publishers'

Device] / Chatto & Windus." The leaves measure

7I X 5 inches. One Thousand Copies were printed.

The pubUshed price was Twelve Shillings.

A Second Edition was published in 1895, and a Third in 1911.

Contents.
PAGE

Short Notes on English Poets i

Previously printed in T/ie Fortnightly Review, December 1880,

pp. 708—721.

A Century of English Poetry . .... 25

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, October 1880,

pp. 422—437.

CONGREVE ... 50

Previously printed in The Encyctopcedia Britannica, Ninth

Edition, 1877, Vol. 6, pp. 271—272.

Collins 56

Previously printed in The English Poets, Edited by J. H. ^^'ard,

M.A., Vol. iii, pp. 278—282.

Wordsworth and Byron 63

Previously printed in The Nineteenth Century, April and May
1S84, pp. 583—609, and 764—790.

Charles Lamb and George Wither 157

Previously printed in The Nineteenth Century, January 1885,

pp. 66—91.

LaNDOR 201

Previously printed in The Encyclopedia -Britannica, Ninth

Edition, 1882, Vol. 14, pp. 278-280.

Keats 2i»

Previously printed in The Encyclopedia Britannica, Ninth

Edition, 1882, Vol. 14, pp. 22-24.
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PAGE

Tennyson and Musset 219

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, February 1881,

pp. 129—153.

Emily Bronte 260

Previously printed in The Atheiiceum, June \6th, 1883, pp. 672—
673-

Charles Reade 271

Previously printed in The Nineteenth Century, October 18S4,

pp. 55t>-S67-

AuGUSTE Vacquerie (" Aujourd'hui et Demain"). . . 303

Previously printed in The Examiner, November 6th, 1875, pp.

1247—1250.

In the same year a French translation of the article appeared in

the form uf a pamphlet bearing the following title-page :

Auguste Vacquerie / Par j Swinburne / Paris / Michel Livy

Frlres, Editeurs / Rue Auber, 3, Place de L'Opira / Librairie

Nouvelle / Boulevard des Italiens, 15, au coin de la Rue de

Grammont j 1875. Octavo, pp. 27. Issued in brick -red

coloured paper wrappers, with the title-page reproduced upon

the front.

Auguste Vacquerie (" Formosa ") 318

Previously printed in The Academy, May 1883, p. 303.

Mary Queen of Scots 323

Previously printed in The Encyclopedia Britannica, Ninth

Edition, 1883, Vol. xv, pp. 594—602.

A Relic of Dryden 361

Previously printed in The Genllemaii's Magazine, October 1880,

pp. 416-423.

Sir Henry Taylor ON Shelley 371

Note on the Character of Mary Queen of Scots . -373

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, January 1882,

pp. 13—25.
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By far the larger portion of the Preface to the Miscellanies was

written some years anterior to the publication of that volume.

The paper upon which the MS. is written is watermarked with

the date 1879. The document was doubtless intended to form a

contribution to some periodical, and is a reply by Swinburne to

those critics who had received adversely the attitude he had

adopted towards the work and opinions of Byron and Carlyle.

It was here that Swinburne likened Carlyle to Cloacinus, a name

he employed at about the same period when dealing with Carlyle

in some still unpublished—and unpublishable—Rabelaisian verse.

It may be surmised that having in 1879 failed to get his reply

into print—or, perhaps, having himself for some reason refrained

from circulating it—Swinburne in 1886 embraced the opportunity

afforded by the collection of his scattered Essays, added some

opening paragraphs to his original paper, and employed it as a

' Preface.'

In 1905 the two essays on Mary Queen of Scots included in

Miscellanies , as noted above, were reprinted in The Tragedies of

Algernon Charles Swinburne, Vol. iv, pp. 209-268, as an Appendix

to Mary Stuart.

Immediately after the publication of Miscellanies Swinburne

wrote to Andrew Chatto :

—

" At page 256 / should like to see this note added to the line [from

Webster's Duchess of Malfy] with which the page begins

:

Probably the word ' God' was here struck out by the official licenser

of plays \\r\ 1623], in compliance with the Jewish dictate of a

puritan superstition.^'

There is a copy of the First Edition of Miscellanies in the Library

of the British Museum. The Press-mark is 2308. aa. 5.
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(81)

[A Study of Victor Hugo : 1886]

A Study / of / Victor Hugo / By / Algernon

Charles Swinburne / London / Chatto & Windus,

Piccadilly / 1886 / [The right of translation is

reserved].

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. vi + 148 ; consisting

of : Half-title (with imprint, " Printed, hy j Spottis-

woode and Co., New-Street Square / London," upon

the centre of the reverse) pp. i—ii ; Title-page, as

above (with blank reverse) pp. iii—iv ; Preface

pp. V—vi ; and Text of the Study pp. i—148.

There are head-lines throughout, each verso being

headed A Study of Victor Hugo, whilst each recto

is headed with the title of the particular work to

the study of which the page is devoted. The
imprint is repeated at the foot of p. 148. Following

p. 148 are two leaves (each with blank reverse),

the first having upon its recto a list of Swinburne's

Works, and the second having upon the centre

of its recto the Publishers' device. The signatures

are A (4 leaves, the first a blank), B to K (9 sheets,

each 8 leaves), and L (4 leaves).

Issued in dark green cloth boards, lettered in gold across

the back " A j Study j of j Victor / Hugo / Swinburne j

[Publishers' Device] / Chatto & Windus." The leaves

measure 7f X 5 inches. One Thousand Copies were

printed in fanuary, 1886, and a further 250 in February

of the same year ; the latter were forwarded to America.
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The published price was Six Shillings. A Second Edition

•\vas published in 1909.

Contents.

The whole of the contents of this Study had already appeared

in print.

Pp. 1-38 [to the words " in the prose of Victor Hugo."]

Previously printed in T/ie Nineteenth Century^ J^^^y 1SS5,

pp. 14—29.

Pp. 38 [commencing with the words " There is not, it seems to

me "] to 82 [to the words " ike greatest of the century "], and pp. 85

[commencing with the words " Far different in the promise"] to

the end of 106.

Previously printed in TTie NiutUenih Century^ All-gust 1885,

pp. 294—311.

Pp. 82 [commencing with the words " Every word of the thirty-

eight lines "] to 85 [to the words " aspiration to pass beyond it."\

Previously printed in The Athenmum, Feh-iiary T.\th, 1877, p. 257.

Only fragmentary passages from Swinburne's original Athenceuin

article [on La Sieste de Jeanne"] were here revived in 1886.

The complete review was reprinted in Les Flews dtt Mai
and Other Studies, 1913, pp. 29— 37.

Pp. 107-148.

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Revievi, October 1883,

PP- 497—520-

There is a copy of the First Edition of A Study of Victor Hugo

in the Library of the British ^Museum. The Press-mark is 2308.

b. 20.

(82)

[A Word for the Navy: 1887J

A / Word for the Navy / A Poem / by / Algernon

Charles Swinburne / "He laid his hand upon 'the
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Oceans mane,' j Andplayedfamiliar with his hoary

locks." j London / Charles Ottley, Landon, & Co, /

1887.

Collation :—Post octavo, printed in quarter-sheets, pp. 16 ;

consisting of : Half-title (with, blank reverse),

pp. 1-2 ; Title-page, as above (with blank reverse),

pp. 3-4 ; and Text of the Poem, pp. 5-16. The

head-Une is A Word for the Navy throughout,

upon both sides of the page. At the foot of

p. 16 is the following imprint, " T. Rignall,

Printer, Whitefriars, March, 1887." There are

no signatures, but the pamphlet is composed of

four quarter-sheets, each 2 leaves.

Issued (in March 1887) in pale green paper wrappers,

with trimmed edges, and lettered "A / Word for the

Navy " upon the centre of the front cover. The leaves

measure y^% X 4^^^ inches. A reduced facsimile of the

title-page is given opposite. Twenty-five copies only

were printed upon paper, but four additional copies were

struck off upon Vellum ; these were delivered to the

subscribers in folded unsewn sheets. The paper copies

were sold by Shepherd at 21s. each ; the vellum copies

(which were printed to the order of subscribers) at Three

Guineas.

Contents.
PAGE

A Word for the Navy. [Queen born of the sea, that hast

borne her] 5

There is a copy of the First Edition of A Word for the Navy

in the Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is

011650. ee. 70. (4.)
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(83)

(The Redway Edition : 18S7)

A Word for the Navy / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne / ^Printers device\ j London / George

Redway / mdccclxxxvii.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. 16 ; consisting of : Half-

title (with certificate of issue upon the reverse),

pp. 1-2 ; Title-page, as above (with imprint
" Chiswick Press

:

—C. Whittingham and Co. /

Tooks Court, Chancery Lane." upon the centre of the

reverse), pp. 3-4 ; and Text of the Poem, pp. 5-16.

The head-line is A Word for the Navy throughout,

upon both sides of the page. At the foot of p. 16

the imprint is repeated thus, " Chiswick Press :
—

C. Whittingham and Co., Took's Court, Chancery

Lane." There are no signatures, the pamphlet con-

sisting of a single sheet folded to form 16 pages.

Issued (in August 1887) in stiff mottled-grey paper

wrappers, with the title reproduced upon the front. On
page 4 of the cover is an advertisement of Heme
Shepherd's Bibliography of Swinburne. Two hundred

and fifty copies were printed, all upon WTiatman's hand-

made paper. The published price was Five Shillings.

The printers' dated stamp impressed upon a still extant

proof in the possession of Mr. J. H. Aitken shews that

this edition went to press on April igth, 1887.

There is at present no copy of this Edition of A Wordfor the Navy

in the Library of the British Museum.

]J li
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In order that the Bibliography of A Word, for the Navy may be

properly appreciated, some short account of the history of the

poem, prior to its publication, is necessary.

In December 1885 Mr. George Redway became possessed of a

volume of letters and other papers in Swinburne's autograph.

The letters were addressed to Charles Augustus Howell, at one

time private secretary to John Ruskin, during which period his

very irregular conduct (to use a mild and tolerant expression)

gained him an unenviable reputation. Included in the series were

a number of letters which dealt with matters of a distinctly private

and personal character, and were of such an intimate nature as

to render it probable that their writer would welcome an oppor-

tunity to regain possession of them. Mr. Redway at once wrote to

Swinburne reporting his find, and after some delay the volume

was placed in the hands of Richard Heme Shepherd, who entered

into negotiation with the poet. The final outcome of the negotia-

tions was that Shepherd, acting on behalf of Mr. Redway, arranged

for the transfer to Swinburne of such of the documents as the latter

desired to retain, acquiring in return the Manuscript and Copyright

of A Word for the Navy. The remainder of the letters were sold

to Mr. Walter B. Slater, in whose possession they still remain.

The preliminary negotiations were initiated by Heme Shepherd,

and were conducted between , Swinburne, Watts-Dunton and

himself. When the final arrangement had been- arrived at

the documents passed from the hands of Mr. Redway to those

of Watts-Dunton, the latter acting as the poet's legal agent

and adviser. The transfer took place on July ist, 1886,

and Mr. Redway was credited with having paid the sum of Twenty-

one Shillings as a nominal ' consideration.' The actual con-

sideration was of course the collection of letters and other papers

which he surrendered. Many of these letters are ill-judged, and

a few of them are not very decent, otherwise there is little in

them beyond flippancy and bad taste that can seriously be regarded

as objectionable. But, as Swinburne himself wrote in reference
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to some similar epistles at one time in the possession of John

Camden Hotten, they are " private papers, thrown off in moments of

chaff or Rabelaisian exchange of burlesque correspondence between

friends who understand the fun, and have the watchword, as it

were, under which a jest passes and circulates in the right quarter."

The collection had been purchased by Mr. Redway from a

London pawnbroker, in whose house Howell at one time lodged.

Howell was born in Portugal in 1840 of Anglo-Portuguese

parentage. After the loss of his employment by Ruskin he

gained his livelihood by selling as genuine spurious ' Old Masters,'

and by sponging upon, and swindling, Swinburne, Whistler, and

in fact every one with whom he came in contact. He died of

pneumonic phthisis in the Home Hospital, Fitzroy Square, on

April 24th, 1890.

The letters handed over were eighteen in number. They were

accompanied by a short burlesque ' Sketch ' ridiculing Coventry

Patmore, and a ribald parody of the National Anthem. The

Parody was destroyed ; the eighteen Letters, together with the

Sketch, were given to me, and are still in my possession. Ten

of them were, with the omission of certain passages, included in

Letters from Algernon Charles Swinburne to Richard Monckton

Milnes and Other Correspondents, 1915, pp. 30-58. The remaining

eight it would be unwise to commit to the press.

Having gained control of the copyright Mr. Redway's first step

was to have the poem put into type, and this he did in July

1886, immediately the copyright had become his property. The

original intention was to publish the poem alone in pamphlet form
;

but, for two reasons, this scheme was abandoned, and the proposed

pamphlet was withdrawn. Two copies of the proofs had been

saved from those furnished by the printers. One of these was

acquired by the British Museum.* The other was sold by Shepherd

* Where it may now be consulted. The Press-mark is C. 58. d. 5. The

pamphlet, Mr. Pollard has informed me, was delivered to the Museum by

Mr. Redway on August 20th, 1886.
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to Messrs. J. Pearson & Co., who resold it to Sir Stuart M. Samuel.*

Six months later, at the end of February 1887, the poem was included

in Sea Song and River Rhyme. This was the ostensible reason why

the proposal to publish the poem alone in the preceding August had

been abandoned. The second reason was that Shepherd himself had a

scheme in hand—which he certainly refrained from communicating

to Mr.Redway—and therefore exercised the considerable influence he

possessed to retard the appearance of the poem as a separate entity.

Just at this period Shepherd had entered into business relations

with Mr. T. Rignall, at that time a young man working hard in

the endeavour to build up a small printing business, in which effort

he eventually failed. The scheme the former projected was for

the two to join forces, and form a publishing firm. This was

accordingly done; but, for a sufficient reason,. Shepherd was not

desirous that the identity of the partners should be apparent, and

the trade-name Charles Ottley, Landon & Co. was adopted. But

the venture failed to succeed. Neither partner was possessed of any

capital, and Shepherd's appeal to many of his acquaintances (myself

among others) for financial co-operation met with no response

whatever. The very free notions of what constituted commercial

morality entertained by that gentleman were too well known, and

precluded altogether the possibility of any connection with his

undertaking being considered. Thus the whole scheme fell through,

and the proposal to found a new publishing house was, after a few

months' fruitless endeavour, abandoned. Shepherd also at that

* Sir Stuart Samuel had the pamphlet bound in dark blue morocco, by

Riviere, ornamented with flowers and bees, and with the motto ' The Flower

for Ale, The Honey for Thee,'' a form of decoration he adopted for all his

rebound books. In the Stuart Samuel sale at Sotheby's on yi//;' I j/, 1907,

the volume was purchased by Messrs. Maggs Bros, for £21. In Fibniary

1918 it again came into the market, and was advertised by Messrs. Robson

& Co. in their Catalogue No. 98 at the price of £,10^, This copy is

unquestionably genuine, as is also the example in the British Museum.

'J'hese evidently, represent two successive pulls from the types, of which the

Museum cojiy is apparently the later.
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time entertained hopes of being able eventually to induce Swin-

burne to allow him to become his publisher, hopes which his own
conduct alone probably rendered impossible of realization. Had
his attitude towards the poet been more correct, and his dealings

more straightforward and honest, Shepherd might well have attained

his object, for Swinburne was not altogether satisfied with the pub-

lishers through whom his books were then issued—mainly by reason

of the indifferent workmanship of the printers they employed

—

as his letters to the late Andrew Chatto abundantly testify. Mr.

Rignall himself shortly afterwards relinquished the printing business.

One of the things Shepherd did whilst the fate of his publishing

venture was still in suspense was to print with Mr. Rignall an

edition, restricted to twenty-live copies, of A Word for the Navy.

This was in March 1887. In August of the same year, after his

project to establish a publishing firm had been abandoned, he

collaborated with Mr. Redway in issuing a large public edition of

two hundred and fifty copies.

Some five or six years ago a certain amount of controversy arose

as to which of the two editions of A Word for the Navy is the

frinceps. The question was raised by Frank Redway, who

sought to discredit Shepherd's edition and so open up a market

for his apparently inexhaustible store of ' proofs.' Personally

I fail to perceive occasion for any serious discussion. The proposed

edition of July 1886 was abandoned, and ended in nothing.

The private, or semi-private, edition of March 1887 was actually

issued, and not until August 1887 did the large public edition make

its appearance. A couple of printers' proofs do not constitute

an ' edition
'

; and the fact that two proofs of July 1886 were

preserved cannot establish an edition of that date. The fact that

it was offered as one of the two surviving proofs of an edition with-

drawn and abandoned alone enabled Shepherd to dispose of one of

them at so large a price—as it then was—as six guineas. Also the

circumstance that a proposal to publish an edition through Mr.

Redway in July 1886 was entertained and rehnquished cannot justify
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the date of the edition finally published being put back to that

period. The date of any edition of any book is the date upon which

it is printed and circulated, and to suggest that an edition printed

in August should take precedence over one printed in March is

to suggest that which is absurd. Assuredly these two proofs of

July 1886 are interesting items, and hold a certain position in

Swinburne Bibliography, but I am convinced that I am biblio-

graphically correct in regarding them as Swinburne curiosities

only, precisely on a par with an ' Essay ' in Philately or Numis-

matics. I am likewise convinced that I am equally correct in

accepting Shepherd's first regularly issued edition of March 1887

as the Editio Princeps of the poem. In this conviction I am
supported by every person competent to judge upon the matter

whose opinion I have sought.

It may perhaps be open to argument that as the copyright had

become the legal property of Mr. Redway, Shepherd had no right

to produce his edition without obtaining the permission of that

gentleman as well as the consent of the author. Under ordinary

circumstances such an argument might possibly hold good, though

nothing could deprive his booklet of its position as the earlier

issue. But the circumstances were not ordinary. Swinburne

parted with his copyright reluctantly under extreme pressure,

and solely in order to recover his papers, and the nominal pay-

ment of twenty-one shillings was nothing more than a legal blind.

Towards Mr. Redway Swinburne bore no feelings of good-will,

whilst his gratitude towards Shepherd for the part he supposed

the latter to have played in the recovery of his documents was

considerable. He also welcomed Shepherd as the editor of Chap-

man, hence it was with his willing sanction that the latter produced

the series of semi-private pamphlets he prepared in collaboration

with Mr. Rignall. Unfortunately for himself and his prospects.

Shepherd soon adopted a line of action which rendered his inter-

course with the poet no longer tolerable, and his connection with

The Pines came abruptly to an end.
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I think we may with a reasonable amount of certainty accept

the statement that of the first edition of A Word for the Navy

twenty-five copies only were printed upon paper. This statement

was made by Shepherd when he offered copies for sale ; and some

time afterwards, upon an occasion when I bought from him the

balance—some six or eight copies—he then had remaining, he

repeated the assurance. Moreover when at a considerably later

period I had an opportunity to consult Mr. Rignall upon the

subject, he also assured me that the figure given was an accurate

one. However when, in 1897, I printed a brief Bibliographical

List of some of Swinburne's writings, I hesitated to commit myself,

knowing as I did Shepherd's unhappy propensity for reprinting his

pamphlets as the opportunity for disposing of them presented

itself. Hence I cautiously remarked that " it is said that not more

than twenty-five copies were printed." But I have never seen

any suspicious examples of the book, and I am satisfied that none

exist. Mr. Rignall himself was no longer available, having

gone out of business, and the fact that the pamphlet bears

a definite printer's imprint would render it practically impossible

to get it reproduced with sufficient accuracy to deceive successfully

at a different printing-house under the nameof the original printer.

On the other hand, some years later. Shepherd produced a number

of alleged proofs of the Redway edition, dated 1886, and offered

each for sale as " one of six proofs preserved of the original con-

templated edition." What the nature of these 'proofs' may
be it is perhaps difficult, but assuredly not impossible, to decide.

I have my own opinion regarding them, and the judicious collector

will show his wisdom by leaving them alone. The facility with

which the numerals of an adjustable date stamp might be mani-

pulated would not escape the observation of Richard l[Herne

Shepherd, and it would be an easy matter to cause a number of

' proofs ' to be struck off from the types which for a year at least

remained standing. This may perhaps have been done in 1887,

when the Redway edition was finally prepared for press. That
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Shepherd possessed no more in August 1886 is certain. A ready

market for them existed, and had he been able to meet the demand

he would have hastened to sell. It was no doubt with the object

of placing himself in a position to do so later that Shepherd created

a further supply. The new copies, however, he was precluded by

his previous statement from selling immediately, and he was

forced to wait until the facts had been forgotten by all save those

immediately concerned before seeking to unload. He died on

July isth, 1895.

Shortly before the outbreak of the late War Frank Redway

(who also traded as Frank Albert) had in his hands a further

stock of ' proofs ' of the pamphlet. These were probably

a remainder of those fabricated by Shepherd. Precisely how
many specimens there were he apparently did not himself

know, or perhaps he was undecided as to what number it would

be wise to admit, for when offering an example for sale he some-

times called it " one of six copies," and at other times " one of

twelve copies," preserved of the " original proofs."

An examination of several copies of the ' proofs ' vended by

Shepherd and Redway reveals the fact that the types from which

they were worked were set up at least twice. In some of them

the imprint upon the reverse of the title-page reads " Chiswick

Press

:

—C. Whittingham and Co. j Tooks Court, Chancery Lane "

[as in the genuine copies] ; in others it reads " Chiswick Press

:

—
C. Whittingham and Co. Tooks Court, j Chancery Lane."

(84)

{^Popular Edition : 1896)

One Penny / A Word / for / the Navy / By /

Algernon Charles Swinburne / Popular Edition /

London / George Redway / mdcccxcvi.
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Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. 16 ; consisting of : Title-

page, as above, p. i ; Publisher's Note, p. 2 ;

abbreviated title, p. 3 ; p. 4 is blank ; and Text,

pp. 5-16.

Issued (on January 2^rci, 1896) stitched, and without

wrappers.

The" Publisher's Note " is somewhat misleading. It states that

:

" This Poem was issued by me ten years [should be nine years]

ago, and circulated at a high price [Five Shillings !] among a limited

number of book collectors. It is now re-issued with a few alterations

rendered desirable by change of national circumstances
."

The statement that the poem was re-issued " with a few altera-

tions rendered desirable by change of national circumstances
"

means that the line [stanza iv, line 2]

Strong Germany, girded with guile

replaced the

Dark Muscovy, girded with guile

of the two editions of 1887.

But this was no new reading. The words Strong Germany

stand in the original Manuscript, in the second Manuscript prepared

for the printers, and also in the early proofs of the abortive edition

of July 1886. The most that can be said for the ' popular
'

edition is that it has the original reading restored.

A Word for the Navy was included in Sea Song j and / River

Rhyme / from Chaucer to Tennyson / selected and edited by j Estelle

Davenport Adams / With a new poem j by I
Algernon Charles Swin-

burne j With twelve Etchings j London / George Redway /

MDCCCLXXXVii
; pp. vii-viii. This volume, although advertised

to appear at Christmas, 1886, was actually published during the

last week of February 1887. There is a copy in the Library of the

British Museum; the Press-mark is 11601. ff. 15.
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The Poem was afterwards incorporated in A Channel Passage and

Other Poems, 1904, pp. 95-101.

A somewhat curious and by no means uninteresting multiple

change of text is to be observed in A Word for the Navy. In both

the original manuscripts, and in the proofs of the proposed edition

of 1886, the first two lines of stanza iv ran :

Smooth France, as a serpent for rancour.

Strong Germany, girded with guile.

In Sea Song and River Rhyme, and in the two editions of 1887,

they ran :

Smooth France, as a serpent for rancour.

Dark Muscovy, girded with guile.

But when, in 1904, the poem was included in A Channel Passage

and Other Poems, the dawning of national friendship with France

rendered the scornful reference to that country in the first line

impossible. A fresh change was accordingly introduced, and the

lines now read :

Dark Muscovy, reptile in rancour,

Base Germany, blatant in guile.

Had the poet survived to welcome the great Alliance of 1914

the words Dark Muscovy would doubtless liave also been removed.

The Manuscript of A Wordfor the Navy prepared for the printers

was sold by Richard Heme Shepherd to Messrs. J. Pearson & Co.,

who resold it to me. I afterwards transferred it to my friend the

late John H. Wrenn, of Chicago. It is now in the Library of the

University of Texas, Austin, U.S.A. It occupies 3^ pages, written

upon four leaves of blue foolscap paper, watermarked with the

date 1879, and is bound in dark blue levant morocco, by Riviere.

I give a fascimile of two of its stanzas.

The original Manuscript, which formed the first draft of the

poem, consisted of two sheets of blue foolscap paper, written upon

both sides. Unfortunately the first of these sheets is missing, but
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the secondj carrying six stanzas, is inserted in my own copy of

the princeps. Five of these stanzas form stanzas 3, 4, lOj 11 and

12 of the poem as finally arranged for press. The sixth remains

unpublished. It occurs in the Manuscript immediately before

stanza ii, and runs as follows :

Like waves of the waters that wrangle,

Spring, sound, and are spent into spray.

Thyfactions in face of thee jangle

And darken their hour of thy day.

Fear heeds not, and needs not,

If yet thine heart be great ;

Hope lightens
, faith brightens.

And hails thee not too late.

An alternative reading for the last three lines is supplied by the

Manuscript :

—

Too late it shall not be,

While free men are seamen

And England holds the sea.

I give facsimiles, greatly reduced, of both pages of this early

Manuscript. A comparison of them with the published version will

disclose some by no means uninteresting variorum readings.

Upon the absorption of the business of Mr. Redway by Messrs.

Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co., Ltd., the copyright of A Word

for the Navy became the property of that firm. On October 30th,

1895, Messrs. Kegan Paul & Co. sold it to Messrs. Bellairs & Co.,

of 9 Hart Street, W.C. [i.e. George Redway *] for Ten Guineas,

and on May 20th, 1898, he resold it to Messrs. Chatto & Windus for

Twenty-one Pounds. In each case the value of the stock &c. was

included in the amounts stated.

It would appear that soon after the copyright had been trans-

« 11 Bellairs & Co." was a trade-name adopted by Mr. George Redway.

C C
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ferred back to him, Mr. Redway made an effort to resell it to

Swinburne, for on February 6th, 1896,* the latter wrote :—

Dear Sir,

A somewhat severe indisposition has delayed my acknowledging

the arrival of the copy you have sent me of ' A Word for the Navy,'

with the letter accompanying it. You conclude that letter by saying,

' If you should desire to include this poem in your next volume of

collected poems, please let me know.'

That I shall desire to do so is most probable. Do I understand

that you will now give me up the copyright ? &'c.

A. C. Swinburne.

Redway, of course, had no idea of ' giving up ' the copyright,

and nothing came of the suggested deal. Finally, after the death

of Swinburne, the copyright was presented to Watts-Dunton by

Messrs. Chatto & Windus.

(85)

[The Question : 1887]

The Question / mdccclxxxvii / A Poem / by /

Algernon Charles Swinburne / London / Charles

Ottley, Landon, & Co. / 1887.

Collation :—Post octavo, printed in quarter-sheets, pp. 15 ;

consisting of: Half-title, (with blank reverse),

pp. 1-2 ; Title-page, as above (with blank reverse)

,

pp. 3-4 ; and Text of the Poem pp. 5-15. The
reverse of p. 15 is blank. The head-line is The

Question throughout, upon both sides of the page.

* Swinburne's letter is printed in Letters to Richard Monckton Milnes and

Other Correspondents, 1915, pp. 70-71, where, as the result of an unfortunate

misprint, the date reads ' 1886' instead of ' 1896.'
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The imprint, which occurs at the foot of p. 15,

reads " T. Rignall, Printer, Whitefriars, May,
1887." There are no signatures, but the pamphlet
is composed of four quarter-sheets, each 2 leaves.

Issued (in May, 1887) in pale green paper wrappers, with

trimmed edges, and lettered " The Question " upon the

centre of the front cover. The leaves measure 7I x 4-^^

inches. Twenty-five copies only were printed upon
paper. Four additional copies were worked upon Vellum.

The paper copies were sold at 21s. each. The vellum

copies, which were delivered in unsewn sheets, were

supplied to subscribers at Three Guineas.

The poem was also printed in The Daily Telegraph, Friday,

April 2gth, 1887. It was afterwards included in A Channel Passage

and Other Poems, 1904, pp. 119-125.

Contents.
PAGE

The Question. [Shall England consummate the crime'] . . 5

The original Manuscript of The Question occupies four foUo

sheets of blue paper, mostly written on both sides. Upon the

versos of two of these leaves are the opening stanzas of The Jubilee.

I give a greatly reduced facsimile of the first page of this Manu-

script. The whole furnishes many cancelled readings. To detail

them all here would occupy far too much space, but I give a few

examples of them.

Stanza 2.

Printed text. The hoary henchtimn of the gang

Lifts hands that never dew nor rain

May cleanse from Gordon's blood again,

MS. The henchman of the clamorous crew

Whose hearts are dust, whose souls are mud.

Lifts hands unwashedfrom Gordon's blood,
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Stanza 4.

Printed text. Can aught save blood assuage ?

MS. Can see but war to wage.

Stanza 5.

Printed text. Have these than they less natural right

To claim life's natural dower 1

MS. And we, who are free to speak and write,

May we not strike and cower 1

Stanza 9.

Printed text. That vex the face of day.

MS. And shame resign her sway.

Stanza. 13.

Printed text. Whom darkling terror holds in thrall,

MS. That reptile murder holds in thrall,

Stanza 17.

Printed text. Were guilt, not innocence, amerced ;

And dark the wrong and sore the grief,

Were tyrants too coerced.

MS. Whereby red murder stood amerced,

In life or license Ireland's grief.

Were then found worse than worst.

There is a copy of the First Edition of The Question in the

Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is 01 1650. ee. 70 (3).
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(86)

[The Jubilee : 1887]

The Jubilee / mdccclxxxvii / By/ Algernon Charles

Swinburne / London / Charles Ottley, Landon, &
Co. / 1887.

Collation :—Square post octavo, printed in quarter-sheets,

pp. 21 ; consisting of : Half-title (with blank
reverse), pp. 1-2 ; Title-page, as above (with

blank reverse), pp. 3-4 ; and Text of the Poem,

pp. 5-21. The reverse of p. 21 is blank. The
head-line is The. Jubilee throughout, upon both
sides of the page. Immediately after the text is

a leaf, with blank reverse, and with the following

imprint upon its recto, " T. Rignall, Printer,

Whitefriars, June, 1887." There are no signatures,

but the pamphlet is composed of six quarter-

sheets, each 2 leaves.

Printed upon thick Dutch (Van Gelder) hand-made
paper ; and issued (in June, 1887) in pale green paper

wrappers, with untrimmed edges, and lettered " The

Jubilee " upon the centre of the front cover. The leaves

measure 7I x 5f inches. Twenty-five copies only were

printed upon paper, but four additional copies were

struck off upon Vellum for subscribers. The vellum

copies were sold, in unsewn sheets, at Four Guineas each
;

the paper copies at 2is.
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The Jubilee also appeared in The Nineteenth Century, vol. xxi,

June 1887, pp. 781-791. The poem was reprinted (under a new

title " The Commonweal. 1887 ") in Foems and Ballads, Third

Series, 1889^ pp. 7-23.

Contents.
PAGE

The Jubilee. [Eight hundred years and twenty-one] . . . 5

For the separate issue of The Jubilee Swinburne wrote a special

prose Introduction. For some reason^ however^ this Introduction

was withheld, and has never yet been published. But the Manu-

script was fortunately preserved at The Pines with a set of proof-

sheets of the pamphlet. From this Manuscript I print the Intro-

duction now. It reads as follows :

—

This -poem on the Jubilee does not in any way pretend or presume to

touch upon the official province of a Poet Laureate. The matters of

which it attempts to treat are the national character and the national

progress of the commonweal of England during the lastffty years : its

real ifgradual advance and development in spite of all that has occurred

to baffle the aspirations and disappoint the expectations of those who

looked forward with confidence to an epoch of universal peace and

undisturbed improvement : its general hospitality towards exiled

and defeated men of all classes and all opinions : its generous, un-

selfish, and loyal sympathies : the crowning distinction conferred on

it by the triumphs of science and the discoveries of philosophy : and,

finally, the just and special ground for patriotic pride, trust, and

gratitude, which Englishmen may derive from such a retrospect as

this.

I give a greatly reduced facsimile of this interesting little Manu-

script.

There is a copy of the First Edition of The Jubilee in the Library

of the British Museum. The press-mark is C. 58. d. 18.
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(87)

[Gathered Songs : 1887]

Gathered Songs / By/ Algernon Charles Swinburne
/

London / Charles Ottley, Landon, & Co. / 1887.

Collation :—Foolscap quarto, printed in half-sheets,

pp. 34; consisting of: Half-title (with blank
reverse), pp. 1-2 ; Title-page, as above (with blank
reverse), pp. 3-4 ; Table of Contents (with blank
reverse), pp. 5-6 ; and Text of the Songs, pp. 7-34.

There are head-lines throughout, each page being

headed with the title of the particular poem
occupying it. Immediately succeeding the text

is a leaf, with blank reverse, and with the foUowing

imprint upon its recto, " T. Rignall, Printer,

Whitefriars, July, 1887." There are no signatures,

but the pamphlet is composed of 9 half-sheets,

each 2 leaves.

Issued (in July 1887) in pale green paper wrappers,

with untrimmed edges, and lettered " Gathered Songs
"

upon the centre of the front cover. The leaves measure

8tV X 7 inches. Twenty-five copies only were printed

upon paper, all of which were upon Dutch (Van Gelder)

hand-made paper. There were also four additional copies

upon Vellum. These were sold, in unsewn sheets, to

subscribers at Five Guineas each. The price of the paper

copies was 25s.
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Contents.
PAGE

The Commonweal. A Song for Unionists. \M.en, whose

fathers braved the world in arms against our isles in union]
_ 7

Previously printed in The Times, [uly \st, 1886, p. 9.

Also printed as a Broadside, 4to, pp. 2, for gratuitous distribu-

tion.—[See ante. No. 78.]

Afterwards reprinted in ^ Channel Passage and Other Poems , 1904,

pp. 113— 118.

The Interpreters, \pays dawn on us that make amends

for many Sometimes^ 17

Previously printed in The English Illustratea Magazine, October,

1885, pp. 3-4.

Reprinted in Poems and Ballads, Third Series, 1889, pp. 112

—

115.

In A Garden. [Baby, see theflowers /] 23

Previously printed in The English Illustrated Magazine, December,

1886, pp. 131— 132.

Reprinted in Poems and Ballads, Third Series, 1889, pp. 83—84.

A Ballad of Bath. \Like a queen enchanted who may not

laugh or weep,] 29

Previously printed in The English IllustratedMagazine, February,

1887, pp. 371—372-

V^.e.ycK'aX.iAva. Poems and Ballads, Third Series, 1889, pp. 80— 82.

Each poem is preceded by a Fly-title (with blank reverse) which

is included in the pagination.

The whole of the pieces included in Gathered Songs rank high

among Swinburne's poemsi. But assuredly In a Garden is one of

the loveliest, if not the loveliest, of Swinburne's verses to children,

I give a facsimile, the exact size of the original, of the MS. of

this charming lyric. The MSS. of The Interpreters (2 folio pages),

and A Ballad of Bath (2 folio pages), are in the Harry Widener

Memorial Library at Harvard.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Gathered Songs in the

Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is C. 57. c. 48.
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(88)

[LocRiNE : 1887]

Locrine / A Tragedy / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne / London / Chatto & Windus, Piccadilly
/

1887 /
[The right of translation is reserved].

Collation :
—^Crown octavo, pp. viii + 138 ; consisting of :

Half-title (with a list of works by Swinburne upon
the reverse), pp. i-ii ; Title-page, as above (with

imprint, " Printed by j Spottiswoode and Co., New-
Street Square j London ", upon the centre of the

reverse), pp. iii-iv ; Dedication (" To Alice Swin-

burne"), pp. v-viii ; List of Persons Represented

(with blank reverse), pp. 1-2 ; and Text of the

Tragedy, pp. 3-138. The head-line is Locrine

throughout, upon both sides of the page. Each
page has in addition at its head the number of

the Act and Scene, the latter upon the recto, the

former upon the reverse. Following p. 138 is a

leaf with the imprint repeated upon the centre of

the recto, the reverse remaining blank. The signa-

tures are A (4 leaves), B to I (eight sheets, each

8 leaves), and K (6 leaves).

Issued in dark green cloth boards, lettered in gold across

the back, "Locrine j Swinburne j [Publisher's device] /

Chatto & Windus." The leaves measure 7yV X 5 inches.

The pubUshed price was Six Shillings. Twelve Hundred

and Fifty copies were printed.

A Second Edition of Locrine appeared in 1896. No change was

made in the text.
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In Act II, Scene I, of Locrine occurs the dainty lyric':

Had I wist, quoth Spring to the Swallow.

The Manuscript of this song (which is inserted in a copy of

the book presented by Swinburne to William Morris, and of which

I give a facsimile herewith) affords two small changes of text which

are worth recording. Both occur in the second stanza, where

line 2 reads " that life
" in place of " that hope," and line 6 reads

" it had withered " in place of " it had faltered." The fifth line of

the first stanza and the fourth line of the second stanza do not

appear in the manuscript at all.

Locrine was produced at St. George's Hall, Langham Place, on

Monday, March 20th, 1899, under the auspices of the Elizabethan

Stage Society. In cormection with this performance Mr. Gosse

prepared a short monograph on the play, which was printed for

private distribution as a crown octavo brochure of four pages.

Commenting on this study of his Tragedy Swinburne wrote to its

author :

—

" I did not mean to represent Locrine as at all melancholy or given

to mysticism, though harassed and worried at times by his false

position in a double life, but naturally of a turn of mind as joyous

and sunny as Guendolen's is gloomy and fiery ; nor Estrild as a

meek slave, but a loving and grateful morganatic wife, sometimes a

little dissatisfied with her lot, hut never going further than a gentle and

uncomplaining hint to that effect. . . . I do not remember having

invented anything about Albanact, but the envious princelet Camber

I thought an original figure."

The MS. of Locrine belongs to Mr. Frank Sabin. It consists

of title and 85 folio leaves of blue paper.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Locrine in the Library

of the British Museum. The Press-mark is 11 781. cc. 43.
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(89)

[The Bride's Tragedy : 1889J

The / Bride's Tragedy. / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne. / London : Printed Privately : 1889.

Collation :—Foolscap octavo, pp. 15 ; consisting of :

Half-title (with blank reverse) pp. i—2 ; Title-

page, as above (with blank reverse)
, pp. 3—4 ;

and Text of the Poem pp. 5—15. The reverse of

p. 15 is blank. There is no printer's imprint. The
head-line is The Bride s Tragedy throughout, upon
both sides of the page. There are no signatures,

the pamphlet being composed of a single sheet of

hand-made paper folded to form sixteen pages.

Issued in plain paper wrappers of a pale buff colour,

without either lettering or ornament, and with the edges

entirely untrimmed. The leaves measure 6 ^f x 4^ inches.

Forty copies only were printed.

The Bride's Tragedy was also printed in The AthencEum, No. 3202^

March gih, 1889, p. 311.

Afterwards included in Poems and Ballads, Third Series, 1889,

pp. 160-166.

Contents.
PAGE

The Bride's Tragedy. [" The wind wears roun' , the day

wears doun,] • • 5

I am not aware of the existence of any complete Manuscript of

The Bride's Tragedy. But inserted in my own copy of the

pamphlet is a small portion of an early draft of the poem.

There is a copy of the First Edition of The Bride's Tragedy in

the Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is C. 57. b. 50.

D D 2
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(90)

[A Study of Ben Jonson : 1889]

A Study of / Ben Jonson / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne / London / Chatto & Windus, Picca-

dilly / 1889.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. vi + 181 ; consisting

of : Half-title (with imprint " Printed by j Spottis-

woode and Co., New-Street Square j London" upon

the centre of the reverse) pp. i—ii ; Title-page, as

above (with blank reverse), pp. iii—iv ; Table of

Contents (with blank reverse) pp. V—vi ; Fly-title

to Part I (with blank reverse) pp. i—2 ; Text of

Part I pp. 3—89 ; p. 90 is blank ; Fly-title to

Part II (with blank reverse) pp. 91—92 ; Text of

Part II pp. 93—125 ; p. 126 is blank ; Fly-title to

Part III (with blank reverse) pp. 127—128 ; and

Text of Part III pp. 129—181 ; the reverse of

p. 181 is blank. There are head-lines throughout,

each verso being headed A Study of Ben Jonson,

whilst each recto has at its head the title of the

particular section of the Study occupying it. The
volume concludes with a leaf, with blank reverse,

and with the Publishers' Device upon its recto. The
imprint is repeated at the foot of p. 181. The
signatures are A (4 leaves), B to M (eleven sheets,

each 8 leaves), and N (4 leaves). Sig. A i carries

a list of Swinburne's Works upon the reverse,

the recto remaining blank.
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Issued in dark green cloth boards, lettered in gold across

the back, " A j Study I of j Ben / Jonson / Swinburne /

[Publishers' device] / Chaito & Windiis." The leaves

measure 7| X 5 inches. Fifteen Hundred Copies were

printed. The pubhshed price was Seven Shillings.

Contents.
PAGE

I. Comedies, Tragedies, and Masques .... 3

Previously printed, in two Parts, in The Nineteenth Century,

April l888, pp. 603—616 ; and in The Nineteenth Century,

May 1888, pp. 693—715.

11. Miscellaneous Works ... ... 93
Previously printed in The Fortnightly Reviezv, July 18S8, pp.

24-38-

III. Discoveries 129

Previously printed in The Fortnightly lieview, October 1S88, pp
425—447-

On September 21st, 1888, Swinburne wrote to his sister Isabel :

—

" I was very glad to complete my studies on the Poet Laureate

of James I. and Charles I. He wrote so much, and put so much

hard work into everything he undertook, that I really shrank—year

after year—from the task of giving a complete critical account of his

work ; but it is done at last, and I venture to think it as thorough

and conscientious a piece of work as any even of his."

And on February 5th, 1890, he wrote to Edwin Harrison :

—

" / shall be sending you my Study of Ben Jonson as soon as I

have a copy by me. I never worked harder at anything, hut I never

was better satisfied with the result ; and I hope and think that, even if

you have never made a study of his plays, you will he interested by

my analysis of his prose Explorata, or Discoveries."

There is a copy of the First Edition of A Study of Ben Jonson

in the Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is

2308. a. 22.
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(91)

[The Ballad of Dead Men's Bay : 1889]

The Ballad / of / Dead Men's Bay. / By / Algernon

Charles Swinburne. / London : Printed Privately :

Collation :—Foolscap octavo, pp. 14 ; consisting of :

Half-title (with blank reverse) pp. i—2 ; Title-

page, as above (with blank reverse), pp. 3—4 ;

and Text of the Ballad, pp. 5—14. There are

head-lines throughout, each verso being headed

The Ballad, of, and each recto Dead Men's Bay.

At the foot of p. 14 is the following imprint

" Printed Privately : 1889." There are no signa-

tures, the pamphlet being composed of a single

sheet of hand-made paper folded to form sixteen

pages. The last leaf is a blank.

Issued in paper wrappers of a pale buff colour, with

untrimmed edges, and with the title-page reproduced

upon the front. The leaves measure 6jf x 4^ inches.

Forty copies were printed.

The Ballad was also printed in The Athenceutn, No. 3229, Sep-

tember 14th, 1889, pp. 352-353.

Afterwards included in Astrophel and Other Poems, 1894, pp. 214-

221.

Contents.
PAGE

The Ballad of Dead Men's Bay. [The sea swings owre

the slants of sand^ 5
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The title originally given to the poem was Ballad. The Two
Spirits of Shipwreck haunting the Bay. This title, however, was

discarded before publication. I give on p. 406 a reduced facsimile

of a page of the manuscript.

There is a copy of the First Edition of The Ballad of Dead Men's

Bay in the Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is

C. 71. b. 9.

(92)

[Poems and Ballads, Third Series : 1889]

Poems and Ballads / Third Series / By / Algernon

Charles Swinburne / London / Chatto & Windus,

Piccadilly/ 1889.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. viii + 181 ; consisting

of : Half-title (with list of Swinburne's Works

upon the reverse) pp. i—ii ; Title-page, as above

(with imprint " Printed by j Spottiswoode and Co.,

New-Street Square / London " upon the centre of

the reverse), pp. iii—iv ; Dedication " To William

Bell Scott " (with blank reverse) pp. v—vi ; Table

of Contents pp. vii—viii ; and Text of the Poems

pp. I—181. There are head-lines throughout,

each page being headed with the title of the poem

occupying it. The imprint is repeated upon the

centre of the reverse of the last page. The signa-

tures are A (a half-sheet of 4 leaves), B to M
(eleven sheets, each 8 leaves), and N (a half-sheet

of 4 leaves). Sig N 4 is a blank.

Issued in dark green cloth boards, lettered " Poems /

and I Ballads / Swinburne / Third Series j
[Publishers'
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•device] / Chatto & Windus," in gold across the back.

The leaves measure 7| X 5 inches. One Thousand

Copies were printed. The pubhshed price was originally

Nine Shillings, but this was afterwards reduced to Seven

Shillings.

A Second Edition was issued in the same year, 1889, and New
Editions appeared in 1892, 1895, 1897, 1899, 1901, 1903, 1908,

1910, 1912, and 1916. In 1917 the book was included in the

' Golden Pine ' edition, published by William Heinemann.

In 1902 Thomas B. Mosher, of Portland, Maine, published

an unauthorised edition of the Second and Third Series of Poems

and Ballads together in one volume—4to. pp. xii + 328.

Contents.
PAGE

March : An Ode. \Ere frost-flower and snow-blossom faded

and fell, and the splendour of winter had passed out of

sight,] ... I

Previously printed in TAe Nineteenth Century, March 1888, pp.

317—320.

The Commonweal. [Eight hundred years and twenty-one] . 7

Previously printed, under the title The Jubilee, in The Nineteenth
Century, [tme 1887, pp. 7S1—791.

Also printed in i^amphlet form, The Jubilee / mdccclxxxvii / By
\ Algernon Charles Swinburne I London / 1887. [See ante.

No. 86].

The Armada. [England, mother born of seamen, daughter

fostered of the sea^ 24

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, August 1888, pp.

157—178.

The Manuscript of The Armada is in my own Swinburne

Collection. It consists of twelve folio leaves of blue paper,

written upon one side only, and is bound in red levant

morocco, by Riviere. The Manuscript is signed in full

Algernon Charles Swinburne. A greatly reduced facsimile of

one of its pages is given herewith.
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PAGE

To A Seamew. \When I had wings, my brother^ . 62

Pan and Thalassius. [Pan /] yo

The Manuscript of Pan and Thalassius is in the possession of

Mr. Edmund Gosse.

A Ballad of Bath. \Like a queen enchanted who may not

laugh or weep,] ... 80

Previously printed in TAe English Illustrated Magazine,
February 1887, pp. 371—372.

Also printed in Gathered Songs, 1887, pp. 29-34.

In a Garden. [Baby, see the flowers /] . . . 83

Previously printed in The English Illustrated Magazine,

December 1886, pp. 131— 132.

Also printed in Gathered Songs, 1887, pp. 23—27.

A Rhyme. [Babe, if rhyme be none] . . . -85
Previously printed, under the tentative title Lines. A Rhyme, in The

Fortnightly Review, [anuary l888, pp. 60—6l.

Baby-Bird. [Baby-bird, baby-bird,] . . 88

Olive. [Who may praise her ?] . . ... 91

Previously printed in The English Illustrated Magazine, October

1888, pp. 3-5.

A Word with the Wind. [Lord of days and nights that hear

thy word of wintry warning^ 97

Previously printed (under the tentative title yEolus) in The

Universal Review, Vol. ii, 1888, pp. 561—566.

Neap-Tide. [Far off is the sea, and the land is afar :] . . 103

By the Wayside. [Summer'sface was rosiest, skies and woods

were mellow^ 108

Night :

I. From the Italian of Giovanni Strozzi. [Night, whom

in shape so sweet thou here may'st see] . . . iii

II. From the Italian of Michelangelo Buonarroti.

[Sleep likes me well, and belter yet to know] . . . 1 1

1
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PAGE

The Interpreters, \pays dawn on us that make amends jor

many] ' 112

Previously printed in The English Illnstraled Magazine,

October 1885, pp.3—4.

Also printed in Gathered Songs, 1887, pp. 17—21.

The Recall. \Return, they cry, ere yet your day] . . .116
By Twilight. [If we dream that desire of the distance above us] 117-

Previously printed in The Athcnaum, August 21st, 1886, p. 240.

A Baby's Epitaph. [April made me : winter laid me here

away asleep.] 11&

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, January 1888,

p. 6r.

On the Death of Sir Henry Taylor. \Fourscore and jive

times has the gradual year] 120

Previously printed in The Athenaum, April 10th, i885, p. 488.

In Memory of John William Inchbald. [Farewell : how

should not such as thou fare well,] 121

Previously printed in The Athenicttni, December 2<)th, 1888,

p. 882.

New Year's Day. [New Year, be good to England. Bid her

name] 129

Previously printed in The Athenceum, January gth, 1889, p. l6.

In Time of Mourning. [' Return,' we dare not as we fain] 130

Previously printed, under the tentative title, "May 1885," in

The Athenceum, December i^th, 1887, p. 825.

To Sir Richard F. Burton. On his Translation of the

Arabian Nights. [Westward the sun sinks, grave and

glad ; but far] 131

Previously printed in The Athenceum, February 6th, 1886, p. 199.
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Nell Gwyn. [Sweet heart, that no taint of the throne or the

stage] 132

Caliban on Ariel. \The tongue is loosed of that most lying

^^«^'«.]
• -133

Previously printed in The Athenaum, July a^th, 1885, p. 9.

The Weary Wedding. \0 daughter, why do ye laugh and

weep,] 134

Previously printed, without the six opening stanzas, but accom-

panied by a considerable amount of prose introduction and

comment, and with some variations in the text, in Lesbia

Brandov, 1877, galleys 44—46.

The Winds. \0 weary fa^ the east wind,] .... 149

Previously printed in Lesbia Brandon, 1877, galley 67. The first

two stanzas of both versions are identical ; but in the novel the

order of the remaining two stanzas is reversed, and the text

differs somewhat from that ultimately adopted. Here are these

two stanzas as they stood in 1877 :

—

j4jtd weary fa^ ye mariners a',

And wearyfa the sea ;

It might hae sunken a seven score men.

And let my ae love be.

Wearyfd the windward rocks,

And weary fcC the lee ;

They might have broken a hundred ships

And let my love's gang free.

A Lyke-Wake Song. [Fair offace, full of pride^. . . 151

Previously printed, with several variations in the text, in Lesbia

Brandon, 1877, galley 48.

A Reiver's Neck-Verse. [Some die singing, and some die

swinging^ 153

Previously printed, without the second stanza, in Lesbia Brandon,

1877, galley 91. In the novel the song is thus introduced :^

' / like much better that song of a border thief whom his wife

or some other woman betrayed into the hands ofjustice—yoji

know ' ^

E E 2
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' Oh, I know,' said Cecil, with eyes now dry and bright

;

' Willie's neck-song : Bulmer used to pitch into the maid for

singing it. Oh, I say, do sing that.'

She bowed to the boy, smiling, and played some loud rapid

music as she sang: turningfirst towards the youngest with a

word or two.

* You see, Ethel, this woman—his wife—he had come back

out of hiding to see her. He was u, reiver, you know what that

is, and had lifted ever so many heads of kye ; a thief, and they

wanted to hang him. He was safe I suppose where he was, but

he must needs have a look ofher, poor man. Well, when she had
him safe at home, she gave him up. And they made this songfor

him at the gallows. They say he made and sang it, but I doubt

that:

PAGE

The Witch-Mother. [0 where will ye gang to and. where will

ye sleep,] • • iS5

Previously printed, with three additional stanzas at the end, but

without stanzas 5, 8, g, 11, 12, 13, and 16, and with several

variations in the text, in Lesbia Brandon, 1877, galleys 46—48.

The three stanzas here omitted I have printed already

—

ante, p. 278.

The Bride's Tragedy. \The wind wears roun' , the day wears

doun,] .... .... 160

Previously printed in pamphlet form ;
" The / Bride's Tragedy. /

By I Algernon Charles Swinburne. / London. 1889." Fcp.

8vo.
, pp. 15. [See ante. No. 89.]

Also printed in The Athenceum, March gth, 1889, p. 311,

A Jacobite's Farewell. [There's nae mair lands to tyne, my
dear,] ... . 167

Previously printed, with some trifling variations of text, in Lesbia

Brandon, 1877, galley 85.

Also printed in The Magazine of Art, Vol. 12, January 1889, p. 81.

A Jacobite's Exile. [The weary day rins down and dies,] 169

Previously printed in The English Illustrated Magazine, April

1889, pp. 485—487-
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175

The Tyneside Widow. {There's many a man loves land and
life,]

Previously printed in Lesbia Brandon, 1877, galleys 48—49.
Also printed in The Fortnightly Review, April 1888, pp. 477—479.

Dedication (To William Bell Scott). \Theyears are many,
the changes more,] . . . .180

IVote. —Each poem to which no reference is attached appeared for

the first time in this volume.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Poems and Ballads, Third

Series, in the Library of the British :\Iuseum. The Press-mark is

11644. i. 5.

(93)

[The Brothers : iJ

The / Brothers / By / Algernon Charles Swinburne./

Printed : / i<

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. 8 ; consisting of : Half-

title (with blank reverse) pp. i—2 ; Title-page, as

above (with blank reverse), pp. 3—4 ; and Text
of the poem pp. 5—8. There are no head-lines,

the pages being numbered centrally in Arabic

numerals. There is also no imprint ; neither are

there any signatures, the pamphlet consisting of a

single half-sheet of paper, folded to form eight

pages.

Issued in thin blue paper wrappers, without either lettering

or ornament. The leaves measure y% x 4I inches. A
reduced facsimile of the title-page is given herewith.
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Contents

.

The Brothers. \Tliere were iwa brethren fell on strife] . . 5

PACE

The Brothers first appeared in The People, No. 428, for December

22nd, 1889. It was afterwards included in Astrophel and Other

Poems, 1894, pp. 204-209. The separate edition, described above,

is a somewhat crude and rough-looking production. It was

printed at the newspaper office from the t^^pes of The People. A
few copies only were so struck off, and distributed privately. The

Manuscript, which is written upon three folio sheets of blue paper,

and is signed in full, is in my own collection.

There is a copy of the First Edition of The Brothers in the Library

of the British Museum. The Press-mark is 01 1653. m. 75.

(94)

[A Sequence of Sonnets : 1890]

A Sequence of Sonnets / On the death of / Robert

Browning / By / A. C. Swinburne / London
/

Printed for Private Circulation / mdcccxc.

Collation :—Small quarto, printed in half-sheets, pp. 13 ;

consisting of Half-title (with blank reverse),

pp. I—2 ; Title-page, as above (with blank

reverse), pp. 3—-4; Prefatory Note (with blank

reverse), pp. 5—6 ; and Text of the Sonnets

pp. 7—13. The reverse of p. 13 is blank. The
head-line is A Sequence of Sonnets throughout,

upon both sides of the page. There is no printer's

imprint. The signatures are A to D (four half-

sheets, each 2 leaves). Sig. D 2 is a blank.
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Issued in dark slate-coloured paper wrappers, with the

title-page reproduced upon the front. The leaves, which

were untrimmed, measure 8^ x 6 inches. A reduced

facsimile of the Title-page is given herewith.

The Sonnets also appeared in The Fortnightly Review, January

1890, pp. 1—4.

They were afterwards reprinted in Astrophel and Other Poems,

1894, pp. 136-142.

The Prefatory Note (which was written by the late Harry

Buxton Forman, C.B., who saw the pamphlet through the press

upon the poet's behalf) states that
'

' A few copies only have been

printed in this separate Jor)ii more befitting the occasion." Unfor-

tunately the precise number has not been recorded ; but it may
safely be prophesied that these ' few copies/ forming as they do a

connecting link between the two great poets, will in the future

occupy a conspicuous position among the more desirable of modern

poetical rarities.

A highly treasurable copy of the pamphlet is preserved in

my own library. Upon the recto of the first leaf is the following

inscription in Swinburne's handwriting :

—

Dear Miss Rossetti,

I send you a little book of which the subject may perhaps interest

you,

And am always

Very sincerely yours,

A. C. Swinburne.

I purchased this delightful volume, which is bound in dark blue

morocco by Riviere, from William Rossetti, a week or two after

his sister Christina's death.

Robert Browning died at Venice, in the Palazzo Rezzonico, on

December 12th, 1889. On the last day of the same month he was

buried in Westminster Abbey.
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Contents.

PAGE
Sonnet I. \The dearest eyes in all the world they read] . 7

Sonnet II. [Death, what hast thou to do with onefor whom] 8

Sonnet III. [A graceless doom it seems that bids us grieve :] 9
Sonnet IV. [But he—to him, who knows what gift is thine] 10

Sonnet V. [Among the wondrous ways of men and time] . 11

Sonnet VI. \What secret thing of splendour or of shade] . 12

Sonnet VII. [He held no dream worth waking : so he said,] 13

The Manuscript of A Sequence of Sonnets on the Death of Robert

Browning has fortunately been preservedj and is in my own posses-

sion. I purchased it from Watts-Dunton in 1909, shortly after

Swinburne's death. It is written upon three folio sheets of blue

paper, measuring 13I x 8 inches, and is signed in iuW Algernon

Charles Swinburne.' Surely I am justified in regarding it as one

of the most intensely attractive modern MSS. in existence. The

Sonnets were evidently composed at three sittings, for the first is

dated 'Dec. 13, 1889,' the fourth is dated 'Dec. 14,' and the

seventh is dated 'Dec. 15.' The Manuscript is bound in red

levant morocco by Riviere, together with a copy of the pamphlet

inlaid to folio size. I give a greatly reduced facsimile of the

manuscript of the first Sonnet.

There is a copy of the First Edition of A Sequence of Sonnets

on the Death ofRobert Browning in the Library of the British Museum.

The Press-mark is C. 59. b. 39.

(95)

[Russia: An Ode: 1890]

Russia : An Ode. / (Written after reading- the

account of " Russian Prisons," in the Fortnightly j

Review for July, 1890.)

Collation :—Quarto, pp. 4.
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RUSSIA . AN ODE.

Hov-iuw fyr July. ISOD.)

I.

Out of hull a word comes hissing, dark as doom,

Fierce as fire, and foul as piague-polluted gloom

;

Out of bell wherein the sinless damued cuduro

More than ever sin conceived of pains impure;

More than ever grouad raea's living souls to dust

;

Worse than madness ever dreamed of murderous lust.

Since the world's wail first went up from lands and aoas

Ears have heard not, tongues havo told not things like these.

Dante, led by love's and hate's accordant mpoll

Down the deepest and the loathliest ways of hell,

Whore beyond the brook of blood the rain was firo,

Where the scalps were masked with dung more dciep than

miro.

Saw not, where the tilth was foulest, and the night

Darkest, depths whose fiends could match the Muscovit*.

Set brside this truth, his dettdliest vision seems

I*ale and pure and paLrdcas as a virgin's dreams.

Maideus dead ben(:at]i the clasping lash, aad wives

E^^nt with deadlier pangs than death—for shame survives,

Naked, mad, starved, scourged, 8[iurued, frozen, fallen, de-

flowered,

Souls ;md bodies as by fangs of beasts devoured,

Sounds that hell would Iie^r uot, sights no thoughts could

shape,

Limbs that feel as flame the ravenous gra?p of rape,
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The brochure is composed of a single half-sheet of paper folded

in twOj forming four quarto pages. The first three of these pages are

filled with letterpress, the fourth remaining blank. There is no

title-page proper, the title, as above, being imposed upon the

upper part of p. i, after the manner of a ' dropped head.' The

second and third pages each carry the head-line Russia : An Ode.

There is no printer's imprint. A greatly reduced facsimile of the

first page is given herewith.

This private issue of Russia : An Ode was printed in July 1890.

Three or four proof copies only were struck off, and of these but a

single example is at present known to have survived. The brochure

was not an off-print from the pages of the Fortnightly Review,

the types and leads used differing from those employed for the

Ode when it appeared in the pages of that magazine. The correc-

tions marked by Swinburne in the text, trifling though they be, are

yet sufficient to show that the projected private Quarto preceded

the appearance of the Ode in The Fortnightly Review.

The (presumably) sole remaining example of the Quarto is now

in my own possession. It was formerly the property of Theodore

Watts-Dunton, to whom it was given by Swinburne, and from whom

I purchased it after the poet's death. The brochure is quite

uncut, and is bound in red levant morocco by Riviere. The leaves

measure g\l x 7'J inches. At the top of the first page is the word

Duplicate in Swinburne's handwriting. Seven changes in the

text are also marked in his hand.

Contents.
PAGE

Russia : An Ode. \Out of hell a word comes hissing, dark

as doom,] . . .... i

Russia : An Ode was first published in The Fortnightly Review,

August 1890, pp. 165-167, and was first reprinted in A Channel

Passage and Other Poems, 1904, pp. 130-135. In the Channel

Passage volume the statement that the Ode was written " after
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reading the account of Russian Prisons/' which preceded the text

both in the Quarto and in The Fortnightly Review, did not reappear.

The Manuscript of Russia : An Ode is written upon four leaves

of white folio paper^ and exhibits many differences from the

published text.

There is at present no copy of the First Edition of Russia : An
Ode in the Library of the British Museum.

(96)

[The Sisters: 1892]

The Sisters / A Tragedy / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne / London / Chatto & Windus, Picca-

dilly / 1892.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. x + 107 ; consisting of

:

Half-title (with imprint, " Printed by J Spottis-

woode and Co., New-Street Square j London

"

upon the centre of the reverse) pp. i—ii ; Title-

page, as above (with blank reverse), pp. iii—iv

;

Fly-title to the Dedication " To the Lady Mary
Gordon"* (with blank reverse) pp. v—vi; Text

of the Dedication pp. vii—x ; List of Persons

Represented (with blank reverse) pp. i—2 ; and

Text of the Tragedy pp. 3—107. The reverse of

p. 107 is blank. The head-line is The Sisters

throughout, upon both sides of the page. Each

* Lady Mary Gordon, daughter of the third Earl of Ashburnham, and

a younger sister of the poet's mother, Lady Jane Swinburne. She married, in

1836, Sir Henry Percy Gordon, of Northcourt, in the Isle of Wight, and

Knoellespock, Aberdeenshire.
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page has in addition at its head the number of

the particular Act and Scene occupying it, the

latter upon the recto, the former upon the reverse.

The imprint is repeated at the foot of the last

page. The signatures are A (6 leaves), B to G
(six sheets, each 8 leaves), and H (6 leaves).

Sig. A I carries a list of Swinburne's Works upon

its recto, the reverse being blank.

Issued in dark green cloth boards, lettered in gold across

the back, " The j Sisters / Swinburne /
[Publisher's Device] /

Chatto & Windus." The leaves measure yh X 5 inches.

Twelve Hundred and Fifty Copies were printed. The
published price was Six Shillings.

The Dedication to The Sisters ('
' Between the sea-cliffs and the

sea there sleeps ") first appeared in The Aihenceum, April 2-^rd,

1892, p. 543, under the title Dedication to a Forthcoming Play.

In 1915 the verses were reprinted from Swinburne's Manuscript

as a separate poem (under the title The Garden at East Dene, and

with four variations in the text) in Lady Maisie's Bairn and Other

Poems, pp. 9-12.

The two following lyrics were first printed in The Sisters :
—

" Love and Sorrow met in May ".
. Act iv, Scene i, pp. 73-74-

" There's nae lark loves the lift, my dear Act v, Scene i, p. 95.

The MS. of The Sisters consists of 55 folio pages of white

paper. The Scenario also has been preserved. It is closely-

written, with many alterations, upon two pages of white foolscap.

There is a copy of the First Edition of The Sisters in the

Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is 11644. i. 7.

F F
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(97)

[Music: An Ode : 1892]

Private and Confidential. / Music : An Ode. /

Written to be set to Music for the Opening of the

New Buildings / of/ The Royal College of Music, /

By / Algernon Charles Swinburne. / Christmas,

1892.

Collation :—Foolscap quarto, pp. 4 ; consisting ot

:

Title-page, as above (with blank reverse), pp. i—2 ;

and Text of the Ode p. 3. Page 4 is blank. The
third page has a ' dropped head ' Music : An Ode,

and the Hnes are signed, in print, A . C. Swinburne.

At the top of this page the words Private and

Confidential are repeated. The brochure consists

of a single half-sheet folded in two to form foui

quarto pages.

Issued without wrappers. The leaves, which are trimmed,

measure 9J X 7| inches. I give opposite a greatly

reduced facsimile of the title-page.

Contents.
PAGE

Music : An Ode. [Was it light that spake from the darkness,

or music thai shonefrom the word,] 3

The number of copies originally printed and distributed of

tfiis slender brochure was extremely limited. It has now become

exceedingly scarce, in fact at the present moment I only know of

two examples, one of which is imperfect. These were both found

by Messrs. Maggs Bros., booksellers, of London, in a bundle of
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books purchased by them at the sale of the poet's hbrary at

Sotheby's. The perfect copy they sold to me. The imperfect

copy, which lacked the first leaf carrying the title-page, was adver-

tised in their Catalogue No. 367, for May 1918, at the price of £21.

Early in 1893 the Ode was reprinted, with music, in the following

pamphlet :

—

Music / An Ode / Poem by / A. C. Swinburne / Set to Music
/

for Soprano Solo, Chorus & Orchestra / By / Charles Wood. /

Vocal Score. / Full Score & Orchestral Parts may be had on Hire

from the PubHshers. / Augener & Co. London, / 86, Newgate

Street, E.G. & 81, Regent Street, W. / Also at r, Foubert's Place,

W. / New York, G. Schirmer. / Copyright 1893 by Augener & Co.

Collation :—Folio, pp. iv + 20.

Issued in printed paper wrappers, with untrimmed edges.

The Ode was afterwards included in Astrophel and Other Poems,

1894, pp. 119-120.

The original Manuscript of the Ode is in my own possession. It

is written upon one side of a single leaf of blue paper, quarto size,

measuring 10 x 8 inches, and is bound in red levant morocco, by

Riviere, together with the only known perfect copy of the brochure.

There is at present no copy of the First Edition of Music : An
Ode in the Library of the British Museum.

(98)

[Grace Darling: 1893]

Grace Darling / By / Algernon Charles Swinburne /

London / Printed only for Private Circulation/ 1893.
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Collation :—Post quarto, printed in half-sheets, pp. 20 ;

consisting of : Half-title (with blank reverse)

pp. I—2 ; Title-page, as above (with blank

reverse), pp. 3—4 ; Certificate of Issue (with

blank reverse) pp. 5—6 ; Dedication to Grace

Darling, in four lines of verse (with blank reverse),

pp. 7—8 ; and Text of the poem pp. 9—20. The
head-line is Grace Darling throughout, upon both

sides of the page. Facing the last page is a leaf,

with blank reverse, and with the following

imprint upon its recto :
" London : j Printed by

Richard Clay and Sons, Limited, / Bread Street

Hill, and Bungay, Suffolk. / 1893." There are

no signatures, but the book is composed of six

half-sheets, each two leaves. The last leaf is a

blank.

Issued (on June yd, 1893) in cream-coloured ' Japanese

Vellum ' boards, lettered in gilt up the back :
" Grace

Darling—A. C. Swinburne—1893." Thirty copies only

were printed upon Whatman's hand-made paper, with

untrimmed edges, and three upon fine Vellum. The
leaves of the paper copies measure 9I x 7f inches ; those

of the vellum copies measure 9J x 7i\ inches. The poem
was printed by myself, at Swinburne's expressed wish,

and forms one of the most interesting volumes in The

Ashley Library Series of Privately Printed Books.

Grace Darling also appeared in the summer number of The

Illustrated London News {June 1893), pp; 1-4^ accompanied by

six illustrations. The poem was reprinted in Astrophel and Other

Poems, 1894, pp. 69-79.





The Manuscript of Grace Darling. Bound in blue levant morocco,

by Riviere.
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Contents.
PAGE

Dedication. [Take, star of all our seas, from not an alien

hand,] . 7

Grace Darling. [Loud and dark about the lighthouse rings

and glares the night ;] . . .... 9

There are two Manuscripts of Grace Darling available. One is

the first draft. This is written upon both sides of two leaves of

white folio paper, and was advertised by Messrs. Maggs Bros, in

their Catalogue No. 373, Christmas 1918, p. 373. The price

quoted was £72 105.

The second—the final—Manuscript is written upon four leaves

of blue paper, large quarto size, and is bound in blue levant

morocco by Riviere. I give a facsimile, greatly reduced, of the

first page of this Manuscript.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Grace Darling in the

Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is C. 59. f. 5.

(99)

[The Ballad of Bulgarie : 1893]

The / Ballad of Bulgarie / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne / London / Printed for Private Circula-

tion / MDCCCXCIII.

Collation :—Post octavo, pp. 15 ; consisting of : Half-

title (with blank reverse) pp. 1—2 ; a leaf with

blank recto, and with a portrait of the poet (to

face the Title-page) upon the reverse, pp. 3—4

;

Title-page, as above (with blank reverse), pp. 5—6 ;

a leaf with a prefatory Note upon its recto, and

with blank reverse, pp. 7^8 ; and Text of the
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Ballad pp. 9—-15. The reverse of p. 15 is blank.

There is no printer's imprint. The head-Hne is

The Ballad of Bulgaria throughout, upon both

sides of the page. There are no signatures, the

pamphlet being composed of a single sheet folded

to form 16 pages.

Issued in plain paper wrappers of a pale orange colour,

with trimmed edges, and without either lettering or

ornament. Twenty-five copies only were printed. The
leaves measure 7J x 4^ inches. A reduced facsimile of

the title-page is given opposite.

The unsigned Prefatory Note was written by Mr. Edmund Gosse.

The Ballad of Bulgarie appeared only in the private pamphlet

here described. It has never been reprinted in any shape or form,

and it is in the highest degree improbable that it will ever be

revived, at all events in this country, until after the expiration of

the copyright. The following lines, extracted as a specimen of

the Ballad, will therefore be of interest :

—

The gentle Knight, Sir John de Bright,

{Of Brumniagemme was he,)

Forth would he prance with lifted lance

For love of Bulgarie.

No lance in handfor other land,

Sir Bright would ever take ;

For wicked works, save those of Turks,

No head of man would break ;

But that Bulgarie should not hefree.

This made his high heart quake.

From spur to plume a star of doom,

{Few knights be like to him,)

How shone fromfar that stormy star.

His basnet broad of brim I
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'Twas notjor love of Cant above,

Nor Cotton's holy call,

But a lance would he break for Bulgary's sake,

And Termagant should sprawl.

The mother-maid, Our Lady of Trade,

His spurs on heel she bound,

She belted the brandfor his knightly hand,

Full wide the silk went round ;

And the brand was bright as his name, to smite

The spawn offalse Mahound.

His basnet broad that all men awed

No broader was to see.

From brim to brim that shadowed him.

As forth to fight rode he,

South-east by south, with his war-cry in mouth,

" St. Johnfor Bulgarie I

"

*******
Ha ! Beauseant I said Sir Bright, God's Bread !

And by God's mother dear !

By my halidom I nay, I might add, perfay I

What caitiff wights be here ?

Tho' Sir Thomas look black and Sir William go back

What tongue is mine to wag

By the help of our Lady, tho' matters look shady.

It shall fightfor the Red Cross flag ;

Shout, gentlemen, for sweet Saint Penn!

Up, gallants, for Saint George I

(His name in his day was Fox, by the way)

Till the Paynimfiend disgorge,

Till he loosen his hold of the shrines of old

That yet his clutch is on,

Till the Sepulchre Blest by our arms repossessed.

As soon as his own shall be gone,

And the mount of night that Olivet hight,

Strike, strikefor Sweet Saint John I
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The Ballad, of Bulgarie was written towards the close of 1876, in

satire against the pro-Russian tendencies of Mr. Gladstone's Govern-

ment, and the exploitation of what at the time were popularly

termed ' the Bulgarian Atrocities.' Swinburne made repeated

efforts to get his Ballad published, as the following extracts from

his letters will shew, but his efforts met with no success.

On December Sth, 1876, he wrote to Watts-Dunton

—

" / would give anything, by-the-by
, for the hand of a great cari-

caturist at this moment, that I might draw that gallant Crusader, the

loyal Knight, Sir John de Bright {whose very name makes me ' drop

into poetry,' as you see, unawares), in the broad-brimmed basnet of

his Plantagenet forefathers, laying his good lance in rest {with ' Ha I

BeausiantI St. John for Birmingham and our Blessed Lady of

Cotton I ') in defence of the Holy Sepulchre against the miscreant

worshippers of false Mahound. Do you know any comic artist to

whom you could suggest the subject and the knightly motto or war-cry

{of which I make him a free present) for epigraph ? Well, thank

Somebody {as Clough says), no one ever could, or can, call me a Radical

(in the English sense of the word)."

On December nth, 1876, he wrote to Professor Churton Collins

—

" / have sent {but this is a dead secret, which I have confided as

yet to no soul alive) a ballad of chivalry to ' The Pall Mall Gazette
'

without my name—subject ' The Quest of Sir Bright de Brummagem '

against the heathen dogs who worship Mahomed and Termagaunt,

and pollute the Holy Sepulchre of his {Sir B's) Blessed Lord. I

wonder if they will put it in I

"

—[Letters to Sir Edward Lytton-

Bulwer, &c., 1913, p. 27.]

And on December 2'jth, 1876, he wrote to Thomas Purnell

—

I send you a Ballad {anonymous) which was sent some three

weeks since to ' The Pall Mall Gazette,' and has received no notice.

If ' The Globe,' or any other respectable Anti-Russian paper that

you know of, would care to publish it without the author's name, I

am at liberty to say it is at the service of such papers."
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Again on January 28th, 1877^ he wrote to Purnell

—

" As to' The Ballad oj Bulgarie,' if truth must be told, having of

course resigned all expectation of seeing it in London type, I wanted

to send it to Nichol for his private reading ; and as I have not another

copy, of course I want the only one returned for that purpose. I am
delighted to hear that Dilke liked it.

If nothing else will do, I must print it on a fly-sheet in the old

Black-Letter Ballad fashion, by way of Appendix to my ' Note on

the Muscovite Crusade.' I wonder if this could really be done with

a comic head and tail piece, and whether if so published it would

pay 1

"

—[Letters to Thomas Purnell, &c., 1910, pp. 11-13.]

Swinburne did not forget or regret his Ballad, and three years

after his failure to get it published he wrote to Lord Houghton :

"
. . A man's courage, like his appetites, ought in my opinion

to stop only—but to stop decisively—at the limit of natural and

universal instinct, before we come {pace Mr. Gladstone) to Bulgary

or balloons . . . That pkilobulgarious Christian's name reminds me

of a ballad I wrote on Bright, Himself, and Carlyle, at the time of

the B-g-rian horrescent agitation, which if you behave pretty you

may one day see, under the following Walter-Scotian title :
—

The Quest of Sir Bright de Brummagem, Knight Templar : af

it was recited on the Feast of Notre Dame des Bons Marchis, by a

Perishing Savoyard :

A Ballad of Bulgary.

I send you one stanza as a specimen of the Quaker's battle-cry :

Strike, gentlemen, for sweet St. Penn 1

Up, gallants, for St. George ;

{His name in his day was Fox, by the way)

Till the Paynimfiend disgorge.

As a good Mussulman, you are bound, irrespective of party, to

share my contemptuous abhorrence of the Anglo-Russolators. What

a song will I not write when Alexander the Liberator descends from

the world!"—[Letters of A. C. Swinburne, 1918, Vol. ii, p. 55.]

G G
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But it all came to nothing, and the Ballad remained hidden

until October 1893, when it was printed by myself from a transcript

from the author's Manuscript, without the slightest emendation

either in punctuation or any other matter.

Shortly before Christmas, 1876, the original manuscript of the

Ballad., which had then recently been composed, was lent by

Swinburne to Mr. Edmund Gosse, who took a copy of it, and

returned the MS. to the poet. In October 1893 Mr. Gosse lent

me the copy, in which he had noted all the corrections and altera-

tions of the original, and I printed from it the present pamphlet.

On October 2nd, 1893, Mr, Gosse wrote me as follows

—

"... The proof of ' The Ballad of Bulgarie ' I return herewith.

Please note important corrections in the text. You will only print an

exceedingly small number, will you ? And don't let Swinburne

know 11"

Despite Mr. Gosse's injunction, which of course was not meant

to be taken seriously, I did ' let Swinburne know,' to the poet's

considerable amusement and surprise.

The original holograph of the Ballad has apparently disappeared

entirely. But inserted in my own copy of the pamphlet is a frag-

ment of the first draft of the verses. I give a facsimile, the exact

size of the original, of this curious and amusing waif,

There is a copy of the First Edition of The Ballad of Bulgarie

in the Library of the British Museum, The Press-mark is

C. 71. b. II.

(100)

[ASTROPHEL : 1894]

Astrophel / And Other Poems / By /Algernon

Charles Swinburne / London / Chatto & Windus,

Piccadilly / 1894.
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Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. viii + 228 ; consisting of :

Half-title (with To William Morris upon the centre

of the reverse) pp. i—ii ; Title-page, as above (with

blank reverse), pp. iii—iv ; Table of Contents

pp. V—vii
; p. viii is blank ; and Text of the

Poems pp. I—228. There are head-lines through-

out, each page being headed with the title of the

particular poem occupying it. At the foot of

p. 228 is the following imprint, " Printed by /

Spottiswoode and Co., New-Street Square / London."

The signatures are A (six leaves), B to P (fourteen

sheets, each 8 leaves), plus (a quarter-sheet of

2 leaves). Sig. A i is a blank. Sig. A 2 carries

a list of Swinburne's Works upon its recto, the

reverse being blank.

Issued in dark green cloth boards, lettered " Astrophel
/

and other / Poems j Swinburne / [Publishers' device]
/

Chatto & Windus," in gold across the back. The leaves

measure 75 X 5 rV inches. Fifteen Hundred Copies were

printed. The published price was Seven Shillings.

A Second Edition also appeared in the same year, 1804.

Contents.
PAHF,

Astrophel. [A star in the silence that folloios]. ... i

Previously printed, (accompanied by two Illustrations) in YVie Pall

Mall Magazine., May 1893, pp. 1— 7.

A Nympholept. \Summer, and noon, and a splendour of

silence, felt^ . . 11

Previously printed in Black and White, May zyd, 1891, pp.

513—S'5-

G G 2
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PAGE

On The South Coast. \Hills and, valleys where April rallies

his radiant squadron offlowers and birds,] .... 32

Previously printed in The English Ilhtsirated Magazine, October

1889, pp. 3—S.

An Autumn Vision. [75 it Midsummer here in the heavens that

illumine etcher on earth ?] 45

Previously printed in The English Illustrated Magazine, October

1890, pp. 3—7.

A Swimmer's Dream. [Dawn is dim on the dark soft water,] 61

Previously printed in The New Review, January 1890, pp. \—5.

Grace Darling. \Take, star of all our seas, from not an

alien hand,] 69

Previously printed in separate form :
" Grace Darling / By /

Algernon Charles Swinburne / London j Printed only for

Private Circulation / 1893." 4to, pp. 20.— [See ante,

No. 98.]

Also published (accompanied by six Illustrations) in The Illustrated

London News, June 1893, pp. I—4.

Loch Torridon. \The dawn of night more fair than morning

rose^ 80

I'reviously printed (accompanied by three Illustrations by J.

MacWhirter, A. R.A.) in Tlie Magazine oj Art, fanuary

1890, pp. 70—77.

The Palace of Pan. [September, all glorious with gold, as a

king] . . . . .... 90

Previously printed in The Nineteenth Century, October 1893, pp.

501— 503-

A Year's Carols :

I. January. [Hail, January, that hearest here]. ... 95

Previously printed in The Magazine of Art, November 1892, p. 25.
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PAGE
2. February. \Wan February with weeping cheer

^

. 96

Previously printed in The Magazine of Art, December 1892, p. 55.

3. March. \H.ail, happy March, whose foot on earth'] . 96

Previously printed in 7'he Magazine of Art, January 1S93, p. 95.

4. April. \Crowned April, king whose kiss bade earth] . . 97

Previously printed in 77ie Magazine of Art, February 1893, p. 137.

5. May. [Hail, May, whose bark puis forth full-sailed] . 97

Previously printed in T/ie Magazine of Art, March 1893, p. 169.

6. June. \Strong June, superb, serene, elate] . . 98

Previously printed in The Magazine of Art, April 1893, p. 207.

7. July. [Hail, proud July, whose fervent mouth] . 98

Previously printed in The Magazine of Art, May 1893, p. 226.

8. August. [Great August, lord of golden lands,] . 99

Previously printed in The Magazine of Art, Jttne 1893, p. 279.

9. September. [Hail, kind September, friend whose grace] . 99

Previously printed in The Magazine of Art, July 1893, p. 301.

10. October. [October of the tawny crown,] .... 100

Previously printed in The Magazine of Art, August 1893, P- 335'

11. November. \Jlail, soft 'November, though thy pale] . 100

Previously printed in The Magazine of Art, September 1893, p. 367.

12. December, \pecemher, thou whose hallowing hands] . loi

Previously printed in The Magazine of Art, October 1893, p. 403.
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PAGE
England : An Ode. \Sea and, strand, and a lordlier land than

sea-tides rolling and rising sun] 102

Previously printed in Tke United Sei-vice Magazine, May 1893,

PP- 725-726.

Eton : An Ode. \Four hundred summers andfifty have shone

on the meadows of Thames and died] no
Previously printed in The Athemeum, May 30</;, 1891, p. 700.

Also printed upon pp. xi-xii of the Catalogue of a Loan Collection

of Port7-aits, Views, and Other Objects of Interest connected

with the History of Eton, Made on the Occasion of the 450M
Anniversary of the Foundation of the College. Printed in

Eton College by R. Ingalton Drake, 1S91. 4to, pp. xii + 96.

The Ode was set to music by Dr. Parry.

The Union. [Three in one, but one in three,] . . . .114
Previously printed in The Nineteenth Century, May 1S93, PP-

725—726.

East to West. [Sunset smiles on sunrise : east and west are

one,] 117

Previously printed in The Daily Chronicle, fanuary 30//;, 1893,

p. 3, and also in other journals.

This Ode, suggested by the (then forthcoming) Chicago Exhibition,

was set to music by Professor Stanford. The music was

published by Messrs. Novello, Ewer & Co. in February 1893.

In the original MS. , of which I give a reduced facsimile, the poem
was simply entitled Ode.

Music : An Ode. \Was it light that spake from the darkness,

or music that shonefrom the word^ 119

Previously printed as a slender brochure entitled Music : An Ode, /

Written to be set to Music for the opening of the New
Buildings j of j The Royal College of Music, / By /

Algernon Charles Swinburne. / Christmas, 1892. 4to., pp. 4.

—[See ante, ISio. 97. ]

Also included in Music / An Ode / Poem by I A. C. Swinburne /

Set to Music / . . . J By j Charles IVood, &c. 4to, London,

1893.
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Inscriptions for the Four Sides of a Pedestal.

i. [Marlowe, the father of the sons of song] . . . .121
ii. [Marlowe, a star too sovereign, too superb,] .... 121

iii. [Marlowe bade England live in living song :]. . .122
iv. [Marlowe of all our fathers first beheld] . . . .122
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Tliese Inscriptions were written for Marlowe's Monument at

Canterbury, but they do not appear upon the pedestal.

On the Death of Richard Burton. [Night or light is it now,

wherein] 123

Previously printed in The New Review, February 1891, pp.
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Elegy. [Auvergne,Auvergne,0 wild and woful land,] . . 127

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, July 1892,

PP- 1—5-

A Sequence of Sonnets on the Death of Robert Browning :

I. [The clearest eyes in all the world they rea3\ . . . 136

II. [Death, what hast thou to do with one for whom] . . 137

III. [A graceless doom it seems that bids us grieve :] . . 138

IV. [But he—to him, who knoivs what gift is thine,] . - 139

V. [Among the wondrous ways of men and time] . .140
VI. [What secret thing of splendour or of shade] . . 141

VII. [He held no dream worth waking : so he said,] 142

Previously printed in pamphlet form : "A Sequence of Sonnets /

On the Death of j Robert Browning / By / A. C. Swinburne j

London / Printedfor Private Circulation j MDCCCXC,^''
Small quarto, pp. 13.—[See ante. No. 94.]

Also published in The Fortnightly Review, January 1890,

pp. 1—4.

Sunset and Moonrise. [All the west, whereon the sunset sealed

the dead year's glorious grave] 143
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Birthday Ode. \Love and praise, and a length of days whose

shadow cast upon time is light,] 145

Previously printed in 77ie Athenaum, August 2<)l/i, 1891, p. 289.

Threnody. {Life, sublime and serene when time had power

upon it and ruled its breath] 149

Previously printed (under the tentative title " Threnody, Alfred
Lord Tennyson, October 6lh, 1892") in The Nineteenth

Century, January 1893, pp. i—3.
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Previously printed in The Athenaum, June 21th, 1891, p. 828.
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vibraient sous le del] 156

Previously printed (under the tentative title Theodore de Banville)

in The Atheiueiwi, April i%th, 1891, p. 505.

Light : An Epicede. \Love will not weep because the seal is

broken] 157

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, January 1891,

PP- 1—3-

Threnody. \Watching here alone by the fire whereat last year] i6o

Previously printed in The Athenceum, December lT,th, 1890, p. 8l6.

The MS. is dated "Feb. 20, '87."

A Dirge. \A bell tolls on in my heart] 163

The Manuscript of this poem gives new readings for two lines of

the last stanza, lines 3 and 6. In the MS. they stand

respectively :—

Thy life saw niver a day

and
But now is thy night not day

in place of

For thee we could only pray
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Death gives thee nt last good day.
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JTotv heavy and hard a word it is to say

That marks from ours the severance of night from day,
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What none but knows—how hard it is to say

The word that seals up soriow, darkens day,

as in the published text.
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Life in Death. [He should havefollowed who goesforth before

us^ .... 183

Epicede. [As a vesture shall thou change them, said the

prophet^ .... 184

Previously printed (under the tentative title Elegy) in The Nine-

teenth Century, March 1894, pp. 523—524.

Memorial Verses on the Death of William Bell Scott.

[A life more bright than the sun's face, bowed] . 188

Previously printed in 7'he Alhenceum, February zZlh, 1891, p. 281.

An Old Saying. [Many waters cannot quench love,] . . 194

A Moss-RosE. [If the rose of all flowers be the rarest] . . 195
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PAt.E

To A Cat. [Stalely, kindly, lordly friend^ .... 197

Trevioiisly printed in T/te Athaurum, December 30///, 1S93,

p. 914.

Hawthorne Dyke. \All the golden air is full of balm and
bloom] . . .... ... 202

Previously printed in T/ie Alhenaiim, June 24'/;, 1893, p. 798.

The Brothers. {There were twa brethren fell on strife ;] . 204

Previously printed in pamphlet form :
" The Brothers, / By /

Algeriian Charles Swinburne / Printed: / 1SS9." Crown 8vo,

pp. 8—[See ante. No. 93.]

Also published in The People, December 22nd, 1889, p. 17.

Jacobite Song. \Now who will speak, and lie not^ . . 210

Previously printed in The Athenirum, July i6th, 1S92, p. 96.

The Ballad of Dead Men's Bay. [The sea swings owre the

slants of sand^ 214

Previously printed in pamphlet form :
" The Ballad j of j Dead

Aleuts Bay. j By [ Algernon Charles Swinburne. / London: j

Printed Privately: 1889." Fcp. 8vo, pp. 14— [See ante,

No. 91.]

Also published in The Athencetiin, September \i,th, 18S9, pp. 352—
353-

Dedication (To William Morris). [The sea of the years that

endure not\ . 222

Previously printed in The Athenstiin, February loth, 1894,

p. 179.

I^ote.—Each poem to which no reference is attached appeared for

the first time in this volume.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Astrophel and Other

Poems in the Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is

11644. i. 8.
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(lOl)

[Studies in Prose and Poetry : 1894J

Studies / in / Prose and Poetry / By / Algernon

Charles Swinburne / London / Chatto & Windus,

Piccadilly / 1894.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. vi+298 ; consisting of :

Half-title (with list of Swinburne's Works upon
the reverse) pp. i—ii ; Title-page, as above

(with blank reverse)
, pp. iii—iv ; Table of Contents

(with blank reverse) pp. v—vi ; and Text of the

Studies pp. T—298. There are head-lines through-

out, each page being headed with the title of

the particular Study occupying it. At the foot

of p. 298 is the following imprint, " Pnnted by
j

Spottiswoode and Co., New-Street Square j London."

The signatures are A (a single leaf carrpng the

Table of Contents), B to T (eighteen sheets, each 8

leaves), U (a half-sheet of 4 leaves), plus X (one

single leaf), the whole preceded by an unsigned

quarter-sheet (2 leaves) carrying the Half-title

and Title-page. Pages 158 and 160 are blank.

Issued in dark green cloth boards, lettered in gold across

the back, " Studies j in j Prose j and / Poetry j Swinburne j

[Publishers' device] / Chatto & Windus." The leaves

measure 7I X 5 inches'. Twelve Hundred and Fifty

Copies were printed. The published price was Nine

Shillings.

A Second Edition was issued in 1897, a Third in 1906, and a

Fourth in 1915.
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Contents.

PAGF

The Journal of Sir Walter Scott i

Previously printed in T/ie Fortnightly Review., May 1891, pp.

6S1—694.

Recollections of Professor Jowett 26

Previously printed in The Nineteenth Century, December 1S93,

pp. 912—921.

Robert Herrick 44

Previously printed in The Works of Robert Herrick, ' Muses

Library' Edition, 1891, Vol. i, pp. ix—xiv.

John Webster 49

Previously printed in Tlie Encycloptvdia Britannica, Ninth

Edition, Vol. xxiv, 1888, pp. 473—474.

Beaumont and Fletcher 53

I'reviously printed in The Encyclopadia Britannica, Ninth

Edition, Vol. iii, 1875, pp. 469—474.

Social Verse .... . . -84
Previously printed in The Foriini, October 1891, pp. 169— 1S5.

WiLKiE Collins no
Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, November 1889,

pp. 589-599-

Whitmania 129

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, August 1887, pp.

171— 176.

Tennyson ou Darwin 141

Previously printed (under the tentative title Dethroning Tennyson)

in 7 he Nineteenth Century, January 1888, pp. 127—129.

Les Cenci .... 146

Previously printed in Les Cenci. Draine de Shelley, Traduction

de Tola Dorian, 1883, pp. i— xviii.

'Tola Dorian' = Princess Mestchersky.
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PAGE

The Posthumous Works or Victor Hugo :

1. Theatre en Liberte 161

Previously printed in The Atheiiaum, May l^th, 1886, pp.

656—657.

2. La Fin de Satan 170

Previously printed in The Athenaum,Jaly lotk, 1886, pp. 48—49.

3. Choses Vues 184

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, Scpleinber 1887,

pp. 342—346.

4. Les Jumeaux 193

Previously printed in The Athenituin, August i^th, 1889, pp.

221—223.

5. Notes of Travel : Alps and Pyrenees . . . 206

6. Notes of Travel : France and Belgium . 225

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, October 1892,

pp. 485—492.

7. DiEU 238

Previously printed in The Fortnightly Review, January 1892,

pp. 109- 1 14.

8. TouTE LA Lyre (First Series) 248

Originally published in two sections : Section i, . previously

printed in The Fortnightly- Review, January 1889, pp.

29—40. Section ii, previously printed in The Fortnightly

Review, February 1889, pp. 184— 197.

9. TouTE LA Lyre (Second Series) ... . . 289

Previously printed in The Nineteenth Century, November 1893,

PP- 733-738-

There is a copy of the First Edition of Studies in Prose and Poetry

in the Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is

2308. b. 28.
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(102)

[Robert Burns: 1896]

Robert Burns. / A Poem. / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne. / Edinburgh : Printed for the Members

of the Burns / Centenary Club : 1896.

Collation :—Demy octavo, pp. 11 ; consisting of : Half-

title (with blank reverse), pp. i—2 ; Title-page

(with blank reverse), pp. 3—4 ; and Text of the

Poem, pp. 5—II. The reverse of p. 11 is blank.

The head-line is Robert Burns throughout, upon
both sides of the page. There are no signatures

;

the pamphlet is composed of a half-sheet of four

leaves inset within a quarter-sheet of two leaves.

There is no printer's imprint.

Issued in stiff terra-cotta coloured paper wrappers,

with trimmed edges, and with the title-page reproduced

upon the front. The leaves measure 7i4 X 5s inches.

The pamphlet was not obtainable by purchase. Thirty

copies only were printed, and the circulation of these

was restricted to the sixteen members of the Bums
Centenary Club.

The Poem also appeared in The Nineteenth Century, vol. xxxix,

No. 228, February 1896, pp. 181—184.

Reprinted in A Channel Passage and Other Poems, 1904, pp. 106

—

112, when the stanza dropped in 1896 was restored to the text.

Contents. page

Robert Burns. [A fire offierce and laughing light] ... 5

The Manuscript of Robert Burns (which occupies five sheets of

H H
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blue paper, small folio size, is signed in full ' Algernon Charles

Swinburne^ and is bound in red levant morocco by Riviere) is in

my possession. The Manuscript is of somewhat unusual impor-

tance, for, in addition to several textual variants, it supplies a

stanza which was, perhaps wisely, deleted when the poem was

first published. I give this stanza, which comes between stanzas 4

and 5 of the version of 1896, in full

:

And Calvin, nights prophetic bird,

Out of his home in hell was heard

Shrieking I and all thefens were stirred

Whence plague is bred :

Can God endure the scoffer's word 'I

But God was dead.

A greatly reduced facsimile of the page of the Manuscript carry-

ing this cancelled stanza will be found upon p. 468.

The Burns Centenary Club was initiated by John Morgan,

of Aberdeen, in collaboration with Harry Buxton Forman, C.B.,

for the purpose of recognizing in a suitable manner the centenary

of the Scottish national poet. The Centenary Dinner was held in

London. The membership of the Club was rigorously restricted

to sixteen, and the present pamphlet, for the production of which

Swmburne gave his ready consent, was its only adventure into

print.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Robert Burns. A Poem

in the I,ibrary of the British Museum. The Press-mark is C. 59.

b. 40.

(103)

[The Tale of Balen : 1896]

The Tale of Balen / By / Algernon Charles Swin-

burne / London / Chatto & Windus, Piccadilly /

1896.



ROBERT BURNS.

A POEM.

ALGERNON CHARLES SWINBURNE.

Edinburgh : rriiUed foi' the Members of tbe Bums

Centenary Club; 1896.
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Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. vi+132 ; consisting of :

Half-title (with imprint " Printed by / Spottiswoode

and Co., New-Street Square j London " upon the

centre of the reverse) pp. i—ii ; Title-page, as

above (with " Copyright in the United States,

1896, hy Charles Scribner's Sons " upon the centre

of the reverse), pp. iii—iv ; Dedication To my
Mother (with blank reverse) pp. v—vi ; and
Text of the Poem pp. i—132. The head-line is

The Tale of Balen throughout, upon both sides of

the page. At the foot of p. 132 the imprint is

repeated thus, " Spottiswoode and Co. Printers,

New-street Square, London." At the end of the

book are two leaves, having (i) a list of Mr. Swin-

burne's Works, and (2) the Publishers' device,

upon their respective rectos ; the reverse of each

is blank. The signatures are A (a half-sheet of

4 leaves), B to I (eight sheets, each 8 leaves),

and K (a half-sheet of 4 leaves). Sig. Ai is a

blank.

Issued in dark blue buckram boards, with bevelled edges,

lettered in gold across the back, " The / Tale I of j Balen /

Swinburne / Chatto & Windus." The leaves, which were

untrimmed, but with gilt tops, measure 7/75 X5 inches.

Two Thousand Copies were printed. The published

price was Seven Shillings.

The Dedication [Love that holds life and death in fee.] had

appeared previously in The AthencBum, May 16th, 1896, p. 649.

Contents. pace

The Tale OF Balen. [In hawthorn-time the heart grows light^ i

There is a copy of the First Edition of The Tale of Balen in the

Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is 11644. i. 9.
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(104)

[A Channel Passage: 1899]

A Channel Passage / 1855 By Algernon Charles /

Swinburne Published by / William Heinemann /

June MDCCCXcix.

Collation :—-Small quarto, pp. 8 ; consisting of : Title-

page, as above (with blank reverse), pp. i—2 ;

and Text of the Poem pp. 3—8. The head-line

throughout is ' A Channel Passage, 1855,' upon

both sides of the page. There is no printer's

imprint. The pages are numbered centrally at

foot in Arabic numerals. There are no signatures,

the pamphlet (which was issued without any

half-title) being composed of a single sheet folded

in four to form eight quarto pages.

Issued stitched, and without wrappers. The leaves,

which are entirely untrimmed, measure 8^ X 6 inches.

Twenty-five Copies only were printed. These were

strictly reserved for private distribution, the pamphlet

being printed solely for Copyright purposes.

Contents. page

A Channel Passage. [Forth from Calais, at dawn of night,] 3

The poem was afterwards published in The North American

Review, Vol. CLIX, No. ^12, July 1899, pp. i—5.

Reprinted in A Channel Passage and Other Poems, 1904, pp. i—9.

There is a copy of the First Edition of A Channel Passage in

the Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is C. 58. f. 15.
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(105)

[Rosamund, Queen of the Lombards: 1899]

Rosamund, / Queen of the Lombards / A Tragedy /

By / Algernon Charles Swinburne / London /

Chatto & Windus / 1899.

Collation : —Crown octavo, pp. vi+88 ; consisting of:

Half-title (with imprint " Printed by / Spottiswoode

and Co., New-Street Square j London " upon the

centre of the reverse) pp. i—ii ; Title-page, as

above (wth blank reverse), pp. iii—iv ; List of

Persons Represented (with blank reverse) pp. v—vi

;

and Text of the Tragedy pp. i—88. The head-line

is Rosamund throughout, upon each side of the

page. Each page bears also at its head the

number of the Act occupying it. At the foot of

p. 88 the imprint is repeated thus, " Spottiswoode

& Co. Printers, New-street Square, London.
"

The signatures are A (a half-sheet of 4 leaves),

B to F (five sheets, each 8 leaves), and G (a half-

sheet of 4 leaves). Sig. Ai carries upon its recto

a series of Advertisements of Swinburne's Works.

Issued in straw-coloured buckram boards, with bevelled

edges, and lettered in gold across the back, " Rosamund /

Swinburne / Chatto & Windus. The leaves, which were

imtrimmed, measure 7^^ x StV inches. Fifteen Hundred

copies were printed. The published price was Six

Shillings.
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A Second Edition was issued in 1900.

I possess a set of early proofs of this Tragedy which are extremely

attractive, and are moreover of considerable bibliographical

importance. In addition to corrections throughout in Swinburne's

handwriting, the title-page reads ' Rosamund / A Play,' &c.

This title Swinburne has altered to that under which the book

was published. But the chief interest attaching to the volume

is that it includes two substantial portions which were withdrawn

before publication, and which are not to be found in the first

edition of the work. The first is a prose Introduction ; the second

is a Dedication in verse, addressed to Mrs. Disney Leith. Both

are present in Swinburne's handwriting in this proof copy of the

book. The first occupies two leaves, and the second four leaves,

of blue paper, quarto size. I purchased this volume from Watts-

Dunton in March, 1910. Of the corrected title-page I give a reduced

facsimile. The cancelled Introduction and Dedication I print in

full. I also give a reduced facsimile of the first page of the manu-

script of the latter.

Here is the Introduction :

Albovine King of the Lombards slew Cunimund King of the Gepidae,

made a drinking-cup out of his skull, and took to wife his daughter

Rosamund, whom he compelled to pledge him in the paternal skull-cup

.

that she might ' drink with her father ' in honour of his victories.

She, seeking a man to kill her husband in retribution, and finding

that 'one of the ladies of her bed-chamber ' was courted by Ahnachildes,

a noble Lombard, young and valiant,' makes the girl give him an

assignation for the night, supplies her place in ' a dark room,' and

afterwards discovering herself, gives her unconscious and involuntary

paramour the choice between death by sentence of her injured husband

on the one hand, and on the other hand the slaying of his master, to

be requited by succession to his crown and her hand. He chooses

to kill Albovine, and kills him. They have to fly the kingdom instead

of seizing it, for fear of death at the hands of the loyal Lombards

who loved their king.
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Middleton made use of the story in his famous play ' The Witch,'

altering it so curiously as to save the wife's honour and the husband's

life, and leaves them repentant, reconciled, and happy.

Sir William Davenant, the noseless laureate, wrote upon this

subject the most execrable tragedy extant in any language.

Alfieri invented a sequel to the story, in which Rosamund figures

as the vindictive stepmother of an imaginary daughter of Albovine

whom Almachildes prefers to her.

I have invented the character of Hildegard, the noble and innocent

maiden who takes the place ofMiddleton's light and loose-tongued wench

Amoretta, and have made her lover Almachildes a young Norse warrior

inexpert in women's ways instead of a light-headed young libertine.

And here is the Dedication :

DEDICATION

To Mrs. Disney Leith

Time, lord of things and men, is yet no God,

Wields yet no rule but over night and day.

His viewless feet, with silence winged and shod.

Crush down all flowers and thorns on life's veiled way.

All hopes and fears that change of chance might sway,

But not one thought of love's or memory's, none

That ever lived found ever life undone

By force of years that pass before the sun.

Love, life, and memory, higher than hope and fear.

Shine through the star of dawn and eve, and make

Evening as morning ; nor may grief not hear

Above the graves that sleep the songs that loake.

The music made of thought, for love's sweet sake

Singing : the past that is not overpast.

But present here and future. Love holds fast

Time, and life lightens even from death at last.
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Even out oj death and sorrow life and joy

Requicken, as the soul casts off her chain,

And lights anew the life of girl and hoy

Whose childhood lived and died not all in vain,

Though now their old young years be shed like rain

From time's lit cloud on life's resurgent sea,

Whose tidestream whelms and wrecks all dreams thatflee,

All joy that was and might not think to be.

Love, death, and life, revealed of time as one,

Shine hand in hand above us. Age and youth

Are one before them even as they, where none

Sees, hopes, or loves aught else but only truth.

Not fear's keenfang, nor doubt the serpent's tooth

Hath any power upon the soul whose wing

Soars higher than fear may climb or doubt may cling,

And heeds not if there be so vain a thing.

How good was youth love smiles to think, nor grieves

With aught of base immedicable grief

If April flowers keep time with autumn leaves,

Albeit the date of each alike be brief.

The roseleaf dropt upon the lily-leaf

Gives love no sign of mourning. Nought is dead

While nought is yet forgotten : days now fled

Shine on the soul as dawnfrom sunset shed.

Scarce less in love than brother and sister born.

Even all save sister and brother sealed at birth.

Change hath not changed us so that cold-eyed scorn

Should bid remembrance hold of little worth

The lowliest flower whose roots keep hold on earth.

The unworthiesl gift that man might think to give.

Remembering days that lived and died, and live

And die not, and are found not fugitive.
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The life that song or story sheds on death

Lights it as lightning, whence the shuddering sky

Shrinks, laughs, and pants with palpitating breath,

And shows the highest of heaven more heavenly high.

Thi shades that here my song bids live and die

Lived, loved, and hated, when the skies were torn

By crossing fires of midnight, and of morn

Whence darkness fled not, nor could day be born.

Love knew not if his name were hate or no.

Faith knew not if her hope were mad or wise ;

And empire high as heaven on eafth lay low.

And none might say what light should fall or rise

Beneath the abysm of storm-divided skies.

Wild wrath and wild-eyed love were twain and one

Before the sovereign silence of the sun

That saw them reign and saw their reign undone.

June, high in heaven, beheld their deadly play

Cast lotsfor life or death : and June, supreme

In power that made of night one fire with day,

Saw these their shadows rise and live, and seem

To speak and smile in life's requickening dream.

And now this latter June is likewise cast

Forth, and made one with all the fiery past.

Take what it gave—the firstfruits and the last.

The Introduction Swinburne never printed, but the Dedication

he revived, and prefixed it to the Second Edition of the Tragedy

published in 1900. It also accompanied the play in the collected

edition of 1906, Vol. v, pp. 381-383.

The Manuscript of Rosamund, Queen of the Lombards is written

upon fifty-seven pages of quarto paper. It was sold by Watts-

Dunton to a London bookseller in 1909, and in the following year
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figured in a Catalogue of Swinburne Manuscripts offered by

Walter M. Hill, of Chicago. The price asked for it was $1600.

There is a copy of the First Edition of Rosamund, Queen of the

Lombards in the Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark

is 1 1644. i. 14.

(106)

[Percy Bysshe Shelley: 1903]

English Literature / Percy Bysshe Shelley / By /

Algernon Charles Swinburne / Philadelphia / J. B.

Lippincott Company / 1903.

Collation :—Post octavo, pp. 18 ; consisting of : Title-

page, as above (with imprint, " Copyright, 1903 /

By J. B. Lippincott Com.pany " upon the centre

of the reverse), pp. i—2 ; and Text of the Essay

pp. 3—18. There are no head-lines, the pages

being numbered centrally in Arabic numerals.

There are no signatures, the pamphlet consisting

of a full sheet of 8 leaves plus a quarter-sheet of

2 leaves, the one imposed within the other. The
last leaf is a blank.

Issued in pale lavender-coloured paper wrappers, with

the title-pa.ge reproduced upon the front. The leaves,

which are trimmed, measure y\ X4| inches.

About Twenty-five copies only were printed.
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The history of this interesting and attractive pamphlet is suffi-

ciently explained in the following letters :

—

J. B. Lippincott Company,

East Washington Square,

Philadelphia.

December lyth, 1903.

Dear Lempetley,

I am glad to be able to send you a first edition Swinburne {on

Shelley), and it will not be issued separately in any other form. The

story is this. We are issuing a new edition of Chambers^ English

Literature, and to protect American Copyright some of the most

important articles are set up and published simultaneously here.

We issue a few of these—only 2^ or 30

—

got up in a cheap manner.

They are not attractive as booklets *

—

but there ' won't be no more.'

Of course the article is in the Cyclopcedia, and will probably appear

in the next volume of Swinburne's Essays ; but it will not appear

separately, in England, as it is there protected by the Chambers' issue.

Sincerely yours,

E. S. H.

* The writer does scant justice to the appearance of the pamphlet, which is

a neat and sightly production.

574, Franklin Avenue,

Cleveland,

Ohio, U.S.A.

February isi, 1904.

Dear Mr. Wise,

You probably know that Swinburne contributed to the new edition

of Chambers' English Literature a paper on Shelley. Of this article

a very few copies were set up and printed in pamphletform—merely

for copyright purposes, not for sale—and I think Lippincotts have

not generally made the fact known.

I I 2
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A friend of mine, connected with their house, confidentially gave

me a copy of this First Edition, which must in_ time become one of

the very rarest of Swinburne items. I think he said that only twenty-

five were printed.

You may ere this have learned of this pamphlet, and may indeed

have already secured a copy. But if you should not have obtained

one, I will give you mine, as Ifeel thatyour wonderful collection should

not be without this item.

Believe me to be.

Very truly yours,

Paul Lemperley.

I availed myself of Mr. Lemperley's very generous offers and

from the copy, he then so kindly gave me I have prepared the

above description of the book.

The Essay was published in Chambers's Cyclopcsdia of English

Literature, 1903, Vol. iii, pp. 107-118. It has not been included

in any of Swinburne's volumes of collected Studies.

It has been suggested that as the present monograph was printed

in the United States of America; and not in this country, therefore

the pamphlet cannot rank as the Editio Princeps of a work by

Swinburne.

The suggestion is an unhappy one. So long as a book or pamphlet

is not a mere piracy, but is printed by or at the instance of the

lawful holders of the copyright, the mere fact of its being first

printed in a land other than that of its author's birth has no

bearing whatever upon the position it occupies in the Bibliography

of that author's writings. The First Edition of Shelley's Adonais

was printed at Pisa in 1821, and the First Edition of his Cenci

was printed in Italy in 1819. The First Edition of Lj^ton's

Weeds and Wild Flowers was printed at Paris in 1825, whilst the

First Edition of Edward FitzGerald's Translations from Comedies of

Moliere and Casimir Delavigne was printed in the same city in 1829.

It was at St. Petersburg in 1835 that George Sorrow's Targum
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and The Talisman first appeared ; and Lamb's Mr. H. Or Beware

a Bad Name. A Farce, first attained the dignity of type in

Philadelphia in 1813. M. G. Lewis's The Isle ofDevils was privately

printed in Jamaica in 1827. Many other similar examples might be

cited, but the above are amply sufficient to show how foolish

and how futile it is to endeavour to depose the monograph on

Shelley from its rightful position as a Swinburne Princeps.

" I am writing a short memoir of Shelley and reviews of his works

for Chambers's ' Encyclopcedia.' I must say it is too funny—
not to say uncanny—how much there is in common between us two :

born in exactly the same class, sent to Eton at exactly the same age,

cast out of Oxford—the only difference being that 1 was not formally

but informally expelled—and holding and preaching the same general

views in the poems which made us famous. And yet nobody has

even pretended to think me an imitator or follower of my elder-born"

. . [From Swinburne's letter to his sister, November z^th, 1902.]

The Manuscript of Percy Bysshe Shelley occupies twenty-two

quarto pages. It was sold in the autumn of 1909 by Watts-

Dunton to a London bookseller. In the following year it was

advertised in a Catalogue of Swinburne MSS. issued by W. M.

Hill, of Chicago, where it was noted as being ' probably unpub-

lished.' The price asked for it was $750.

There is at present no copy of the First Edition of Percy Bysshe

Shelley in the Library of the British Museum.

(107)

[A Channel Passage and Other Poems : 1904]

A Channel Passage / And Other Poems / By /

Algernon Charles Swinburne / London / Chatto &
Windus / 1904.
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Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. x+213 ; consisting of :

Half-title (with imprint " Printed by / Spottiswoode

and Co. Ltd., New-Street Square / London "' upon

the 'centre of the reverse), pp. i—ii ; Title-page,

as above (with blank reverse) pp. iii—iv ; Dedi-

cation "In Memory of William Morris and

Edward Burne Jones " (with blank reverse) pp.

v—vi ; Table of Contents, pp. vii—ix
; p. x is

blank ; Text of A Channel Passage, &c., pp. i—33 ;

p. 34 is blank ; Fly-title to The Altar of Righteous-

ness (with two quotations from ^schylus upon the

reverse) pp. 35—36 ; and Text of The Altar of

Righteousness, and other Poems, pp. 37—213.

The reverse of p. 213 is blank. There are head-

lines throughout, each page being headed with

the title of the particular Poem occupying it. The

imprint is repeated at the foot of p. 213. The

volume is concluded by a leaf, with blank

reverse, and with the Publishers' Device upon the

centre of the recto. The signatures are A (a half-

sheet of 4 leaves), a (2 leaves), B to (thirteen

sheets, each 8 leaves), and P (a half-sheet of 4
leaves). The recto of Sig. Ai is occupied by a

series of Advertisements of Swinburne's Works
;

the reverse is blank.

Issued in dark green cloth boards, lettered in gold across

the back, " A j Channel j Passage / and other j Poems /

Swinburne / [Publishers' device] / Chatto & Windus."

The leaves measure 7^x5 inches. Fifteen Hundred
Copies were printed. The published price was Seven
Shillings. A Second Edition also appeared in 1904,
and again a Third in the same year.
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Contents.
I'AGE

A Channel Passage. [Forth from Calais, at dawn of night,

when sunset summer on autumn shone,] .... i

Previously printed in T/:e North American Review^ J^^^y 1899,

pp. 1—5-

Also printed, for Copyright purposes, in pamphlet form : A
Channel Passage I 1855 By Algernon Charles I Swinburne

Published by j William- j Heineviann / [une MDCCCXCIX.
Small 4to, pp. 8— [See ante. No. 104.]

The Lake of Gaube. \The sun is lord and god, sublime, serene^ 10

Previously printed in The Bookman, October 1S99, pp. 4— 5.

The Promise of the Hawthorn. \Spring sleeps and stirs

and trembles with desire] -15
Hawthorn Tide. [Dawn is alive in the world, and the darkness

of heaven and of earth] 16

Previously printed in The Athenienin, August 2^th, 1900,

pp. 248—249.

The Passing of the Hawthorn. [The coming of the haw-

thorn brings on earth] .28
To A Baby Kinswoman. [Love, whose light thrills heaven

and earth,] 29

Previously printed in The Nineteenth Century, December 1894,

pp. 1008— lOIO.

The Altar of Righteousness. [Light and night, whose

clouds and glories change and mingle and divide,]. . . 35

Previously printed in Harper's Monthly Magazine, June 1904,

pp. 124— 129.
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PAGE

A New Year's Eve. \The stars are strong in the deeps of the

lustrous flight^ 67

Previously printed in The -Nineteenth Century, February 1895,

PP- 367—368.

In a Rosary. [Through the low grey archway children's feet

that pass'] . . lo

The High OakS; Barking Hall, July 19th, 1896

:

[Fourscore years and seven] 73

Previously printed in The Nineteenth Century, September 1896,

pp. 341—344.

Barking Halt, : A Year After. [Still the sovereign trees\ . 80

Previously printed in The Nineteenth Century, February 1898,

pp. 169— 170.

Music : An Ode. \Was it light that spake from the darkness,

or music that shonefrom the word,] 84

Previously printed privately as a separate brochure, 410,

pp. 4.—[See ante, No. 97.]

The Centenary of the Battle of the Nile. [A hundred

years have lightened and have waned] .... 86

Previously printed in The Anglo-Saxon Review, Vol. i, 1899,

pp. 186—187.

Trafalgar Day. [Sea, that art ours as we are thine, whose

name] 89

Previously printed in The Nineteenth Century, November 1895,

pp. 713—714-

Cromwell's Statue. [What needs our Cromwell stone or

bronze to say] 92

Previously printed in The Nineteenth Century, /uly 1895,

pp. 1—2.
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PAt:E

A Word for the Navy. \Queen horn oj the sea, that has borne

her} 95

Previously printed thrice in pamphlet form, as follows :

1. A I Word for the Navy / A Poem I by \ Algernon Charles

Swinburne / [Quotation] / London j Charles Oitley, Landon,

ir" Co. I 1887. Post 8vo, pp. 16—[See an/e. No. 82.]

2. A Wordfor the Navy I By / Algernon Charles Swinburne /

[device] / London / George Kedway / MDCCCLXXXVII.
Crown 8vo, pp. 16—[See ante., No. 83.]

3. One Penny j A Word / for j the Navy / By j Algernon

Charles Swinbtirne / Popular F.ditioii / London j George

Redway I MDCCCXCVL. Crown 8vo, pp. 16—[See ««/<;,

No. 84.]

Also printed in Sea Songand River Rhyme, 1887, pp. vii—viii.

Northumberland. \Between our eastward and our westward

sed\ . . . 102

Previously printed in The Northern Coitnties H/agazine, October

1900, pp. 1—3.

Stratford-on-Avon. \Be glad in heaven above all souls

insphered,] .... ... . 105

Burns: An Ode. [A fire offierce and laughing light] . . 106

Previously printed in pamphlet form : Robert Burns. / A Poem. /

By I Algernon Charles Swinburne, j Edinburgh : Printed

for the Members of the Burns / Centenary Club : 1 896.

Demy 8vo, pp. 11—[See ante. No. 102.]

The Commonweal. A Song for Unionists. \Men, whose

fathers braved ike worldinarms against our isles in union,] 113.

Previously printed, early in fu/y 1886, as a quarto broadside, for

gratuitous distribution.— [See ante. No. 78.]

Also printed in The Times, July 1st, 1886, p. 9,

Also printed in Gathered Songs, 1887, pp. 7— 16.
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I'AGE

The Question. \Shall England consummate the crime] . . 119

Previously printed in pamphlet form : T/te Question /

MDCCCLXXXVII I A Poem / hy / Algernon Charles

Swinburne / Loiidon I Charles Ottley, London, 6^ Co. /

1887. Post 8vo, pp. 15—[See an.'e, No. 85.]

Also printed in The Daily Telegraph, April 2')th, 1887.

Apostasy. (Four sonnets)

:

1. [Truths change with time, and terms with truth. To-day] . 126

2. [Purefaith,fond hope, sweet love, with Godfor guide^. . 127

3. [Fraud shrinhsfrom faith : at sight of swans, the raven] 128

4. [The sole sweet land found fit to wed the sea^ . . . 129

Russia : An Ode. [Out of hell a word comes hissing, dark as

doom,] 130

Previously printed privately as a separate brochure, 4to, pp. 4
—[See ante. No. 95.]

Also printed in The Fort^iightly Review, August 1890,

pp. 165—167.

For Greece and Crete. [Storm and shame and fraud and

darhness fill the nations full with night :] . . . .136

Previously printed in The Nineteenth Century, March 1897,

PP- 337—338-

Delphic Hymn TO Apollo. [Thee, the son of God most high'^ 139

Previously printed in The Nineteenth Century, August 1894,

PP- 313—316.

A New Century. [An age too great for thought of ours to

scan,] 142

Previously printed (under the tentative title " 1901 ") in The
Saturday Review, lanuary t,th, 1901, p. 1.
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An Evening at Vichy. September 1869. Written on
THE News of the Death of Lord Leighton. \A light

has passed that never shall pass away^. . . -143
Previously printed (under the tentative title Reminiscence : Leighton,

Burton, and Mrs. Sartoris. Vichy, September 1869,) in 7721?

Pall Mall Gazette, February 2(>th, 1896, pp. i—2.

To George Frederick Watts. {High thought and hallowed

love, by faith made one,] 147

Previously printed in The Athennum, February 2yih, 1897, p. 278.

On the Death of Mrs. Lynn Linton. \Kind, wise, and

true as truth's own heart,] 148

In Memory of Aurelio Saffi. [Beloved above all nations,

land adored^ 152

Previously printed in The Athenceum, June l^ih, 1896, p. 779.

Carnot. [Death, winged withfire of hatefrom deathless hell] . 154

Previously printed in The Nineteenth Century, July 1894, p. 1.

After the Verdict. \France, cloven in twain by fire of hell

and hate,] 155

Previously printed in The Nineteenth Century, October 1899, p. 521.

The Verdict in question was that which concluded the Dreyfus

trial. Swinburne also wrote two other sonnets upon the

same subject, Meretrix Moribunda and Lutetia. These are

still unpublished. I have the manuscripts, but in view of

the extremely vituperative language employed it is wisest to

allow them to remain unprinted.

The Transvaal. \Patience, long sick to death, is dead. Too

long] . 156

Previously printed in The Times, October nth, 1899, p. 7.

Reverse. [The wave that breaks against ajorward stroke] . 157

The Turning of the Tide. [Storm, strong with all the bitter

heart of hate,] iS^
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J'AGE

On the Death of Colonel Benson. [Northumberland) so

proud and sad to-day^ 159

Previously printed in The Saturday Review, November <jth, 1901,

p. 584.

AsTRAEA ViCTRix. [England, elect of it me,] .... 160

Previously printed in The Saltirday Review, June ')th, 1900

pp. 704—705.

The First of June. \Peace and war are one in proof of

England''s deathless praise
i\

166

Previously printed in The Saturday Review, JiineTth, 1902, p. 724.

Roundel from the French of Villon. {Death, I would

plead against thy wrong,] . . ... 168

A Roundel of Rabelais. [Theleme is afar on the waters,

adrift and afar,] . 169

Previously printed in The Pageant, 1896, p. I.

Lucifer. [Voltaire, our England's lover, man divine] . . 170

The Centenary of Alexandre Dumas. [Sound of trumpets

blowing down the merriest winds of morn,] . . -171
Previously printed in The Nineteenth Century and After, August

1902, pp. 177—178.

At a Dog's Grave :

I. [Good night, we say, when comes the time to win] . 173

II. [To die a dog's death once was heldfor shame.] . . 174

III. [White violets, thereby hands more sweet than they] . 175

Previously printed in the Souvenir of the Charing Cross Hospital

Bazaar, 1899, pp. 189— 190.

Three Weeks Old. [Three weeks since there was no such rose

in being ;]. . 176

A Clasp of Hands :

I. [Soft, small, and sweet as sunniest flowers] . 177

II. [A velvet vice with springs of steel] 178

III. [Two flower-soft fists of conquering clutch^ . . . 179
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PAGE
Prologue to Doctor Faustus. [Light, as when dawn takes

wing and smites the sea^ 180

Previously printed on pp. 5-6 of The Tragical History of Doctor

Faustus. By Christopher IMarlowe. As revived by The
Elizabethan Stage Society, Svo, 1904.

Also printed in The Athencetim, Jtily nth, 1896, p. 64.

The play was performed at St. George's Hall, Langham Place,

on July 2nd, 1896.

Prologue to Arden of Feversham. \Love dark as death and

fierce as fire on wing] 183

Prologue to Old Fortunatus. [The golden bells offairyland,

that ring] 186

Prologue to The Duchess of Malfy. [When Shakespeare

soaredfrom life to death, above] 188

Previously printed in The Nineteenth Century, January 1899,

pp. 90—91.

The Dttchess of Malfy was performed at the Opera Comique

Theatre by the Independent Society in October 1892. The
present Prologue was written more than six years later.

Prologue to The Revenger's Tragedy. \Fire, and behind

the breathlessflight offire] 190

Previously printed in The Star, January i6th, 1899, p. i.

Prologue to The Broken Heart. [The mightiest choir of

song that jnernory hears] 192

Prologue to A Very Woman. [Swift music made of

passion's changeful power

^

195

Prologue to The Spanish Gipsy. [The wind that brings us

from the springtide south] 197

Previously printed on p 3 of the Programme of the Performance

of The Spanish Gipsy by the Elizabethan Stage Society, at

St. George's Hall, April s'h, 1898.

Also printed in The Alhenceum, April <)lh, 1898, p. 46S.

Prologue to The Two Noble Kinsmen. [Sweet as the

deivfall, splendid as the south,] 200

K K
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PAGE

The Afterglow of Shakespeare. \Let there he light, said

Time: and England heard ] 202

Dedication. {The sea that is life everlasting] .... 207

Note :—Each poem to which no reference is attached appeared

for the first time in this volume.

There is a copy of the First Edition of A Channel Passage and

Other Poems in the Library of the British Museum. The Press-

mark is 1 1644. i. 13.

(108)

[Love's Cross-Currents : 1905]

Love's / Cross-Currents / A Year's Letters / By /

Algernon Charles Swinburne / London / Chatto &
Windus / 1905.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. x-)-258 ; consisting of :

Half-title (with blank reverse) pp. i—ii ; Title-

page, as above (with blank reverse)
, pp. iii—iv ;

Dedication " To Theodore Watts-Dunton," pp.

v^vii
; p. viii is blank ; Table of Contents pp.

ix—X ; Prologue pp. i—39 ; p. 40 is blank
;

and Text of the Letters pp. 41—258. Following

p. 258 is a leaf, with blank reverse, and with a

publishers' device upon its recto. There are

head-lines throughout, each verso being headed

Love's Cross-Currents, and each recto A Year's

Letters—save for pp. i—39, where each recto is

headed Prologue. At the foot of p. 258 is the

following imprint, " Printed by j Spottiswoode and

Co. Ltd., New-Street Square /London." The signa-

tures are A (6 leaves) , B to R (sixteen sheets, each
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8 leaves), and S (a quarter-sheet of 2 leaves). Sig,

Ai carries a list of Swinburne's Works upon its

recto, the reverse remaining blank. The title is

printed in red and black.

Issued in dark blue buckram boards, with gilt top, other

edges untrimmed, and lettered in gold across the back,
" Love's I Cross- j Currents j Swinburne j Chatto & Windns."

The leaves measure yf x 5 inches. Two Thousand Five

Hundred copies were printed. The published price was

Six Shilhngs.

A Second Edition of Love's Cross-Currents was published in

1905, and a Third Edition in January, 1906.

The Preface, which appears in the form of a three-page Dedication,

was new to this first separate edition ; it was not present when

the novel appeared in serial form.

Previously printed (under the tentative title A Year's Letters,

By Mrs. Horace Manners) in The Tatler, Vol. ii, August 2^th to

December 2gth, 1877, pp. 13-15, 37-38, 61-63, 85-86, 109-111,

133-13S) 156-160, 181-183, 205-207, 229-231, 253-256, 277-280,

3oi-303> 32S-327» 349-35i> 373-376, 397-4oo, 421-425. and 445-447-

In this serial issue the story (which was written in the form of thirty

Letters and a Prologue) was preceded by a prefatory letter ' To the

Author,' which was dropped when the novel was revived in 1905.

Buried in Chapter xx (p. 326 of The Tatler, and pp. 174-175

of the separate edition) is a set of verses, consisting of six six-line

stanzas, addressed To his most excellent lady, the Lady Margaret

Cheyne, commencing :

Fair face, fair head, and goodly gentle brows.

Sweet beyond speech and bitter beyond measure—
The arrangements for the publication of A Year's Letters in

The Tatler (the editor was Robert Francillon) were made upon

Swinburne's behalf by Thomas Purnell. In the course of the

negotiations which took place some highly amusing letters were
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addressed by Swinburne to Purnell, the former apparently affecting

to regard the whole affair as more or less of a joke. The following

is a sample of this correspondence :

—

December 2ph, 1876.

My dear Purnell,

On receipt oj vour letter this morning I regret to say our mutual

friend of past years Mrs. H. Manners was taken with strong hysterics.

Her 'owls, like those of the late Mr. Harris when his first was shown

him in the arms of Mrs. Gamp, was organs. " If" she said, " if

poor Horace her lamented lord had lived to see this day, he would

have been a proud and happy man. He," she said, with acrimonious

emphasis, " always believed in my genius as a novelist, the others

{too evidently and pointedly alluding to my unoffending self) never

did." Nevertheless our fair friend wishes to know what, if anything,

she would under the circumstances get for Iter immortal work, for

the mere fame which might accrue to her from its publication I have

her own authority for saying that she does not care a damn. She

wishes to know the name and something more of the nature and style

of the proposed magazine. .She added some allusions to editors

of journals, publishers, and others, couched in terms more familiar

to the tongue or pen of Mr. Gladstone than (I am happy to say) to

mine. Suffice it to say the adjectives generally had some reference

to blood, and the substantives to the interesting natives of the suffering

Christian province of Bulgaria. " No B. B.," she was pleased

to assert (not I believe meaning Bashi Bazouk), '' should have the

first fruits of her youth and early married life, except for Cash paid

down on the Nail, and on the delivery or the appearance of each division

of the work." As an honest woman she cannot think at her age of

giving herself for nothing to a total stranger, even tho' introduced

by so old afriend as yourself ; nor, as a moral man, could I conscien-

tiously recommend her to do so. . . .

Ever yours,

A. C. Swinburne.

[From Letters to Thomas Purnell and Other Correspondents, By Algernon

Charles Swinb-nrne, 8vo, 19 lo.]
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To Watts-Dunton Swinburne wrote, on February 14th, 1877 :

" Rather more than a month ago I consulted you in re Puruell, and
his request for the use of an old manuscript of mine long laid aside

which had failed, as the anonymous work of an unknown writer, to

find favour in the sight of any publisher. Not hearing from you on

the matter, and having pretty well forgotten all but the outlines of

character and general tone of my maiden attempt {in 1862-63) ^^ "

study of contemporary life and manners, I hunted up the manuscript

and sent it unrevised and even unreperused to my oldest friend
,
John

Nichol, for his opinion and advice on the matter. It is with no

mendacious mock-modesty that I say I was really startled by the

warmth and thoroughness of his repeatedly expressed admiration,

and the vigour with which he insists that ' it must be published
'

Here, after many years, is the first opportunity given me of paying

some little instalment of my great and lifelong debt to the man [Thomas

Purnell] who was the immediate means of my being presented to

Joseph Mazzini."

There is a copy of the First Edition of Love's Cross-Currents in

the Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is 012632.

bb. 29.

(109)

[The Duke of Gandia : 1908]

The / Duke of Gandia / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne / London / Chatto & Windus / 1908.

Collation : Crown octavo, pp. 60 ; consisting of : a

blank leaf pp. i—2 ; Half-title (with blank reverse)

pp. 3—4 ; Title-page, as above (with " Copyright,

1908, by Harper and Brothers j Dramatic rights

reserved " at the foot of the reverse), pp. 5—6 ;
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List of Persons Represented (with blank reverse)

pp. 7—8 ; and Text of the Tragedy pp. 9—60.

At the foot of p. 60 is the following imprint,

" Printed by / Spottiswoode and Co. Ltd., New-

street Square j London" . Following p. 60 is a

leaf, with blank reverse, and with the device of

Messrs. Chatto & Windus upon the centre of its

recto. This is succeeded by a final leaf, with

blank reverse, and with a hst of Swinburne's

Works upon its recto. The head-line is The Duke

of Gandia throughout, upon both sides of the

page. The signatures are A to D (four sheets,

each 8 leaves).

Issued in dark blue buckram boards, lettered " The j

Duke I of I Gandia / Swinburne " in gold across the back,

with the publishers' device at foot. The leaves, which were

untrimmed, measure 7| X 5 inches. The published price

was Five Shillings. Fifteen Hundred Copies were printed.

There were also One Hundred and Ten Large Paper copies,

demy octavo size. These were printed upon hand-made paper
;

were numbered i—no in a Certificate of Issue which was placed

upon p. I ; and were bound in dark blue buckram boards, with

untrimmed edges, lettered as above. The leaves measure

8| X 5J inches. For these Large Paper Copies the formes were

rearranged, and the signatures are A to H (eight half-sheets,

each 4 leaves). Sig. H4 is a blank.

The Duke of Gandia is all that was written of a Tragedy projected

by Swinburne upon the subject of Caesar Borgia. On September

2gth, 1882, he wrote to Professor Churton Collins :

—

" I rather want something big to do, or at least attempt. The one

great subject for historic tragedy which I have ahoays thought of

and recoiledfrom or put by—' The Life and Death of Ccssar Borgia
'—
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seems no less magnificent but more and more unmanageable the more
I think of it. The catastrophe—if his own reported words be accurate—
is about the most moral thing I ever read of in history, and ought if

dramatised accordingly , to conciliate the suffrages of the religious

reading world : hut what between triple incest, and the bisexual harem

of the Vicar of Christ—points which could not be wholly ignored

in a ' chronicle history ' of the Borgias—even I feel conscious of

something like the sentiment called ' funk ' in face of the inevitable

difficulties. Yet the triumph and fall (through his own triumphant

wickedness) of the greatest warrior and statesman of his age might

and should be an almost incomparable argument of tragic poetry."—
[Letters from A. C. S. to John Churton Collins, 1910, pp. 35-36.]

There are still extant in manuscript some fragments of a play

on the subject of Caesar Borgia attempted by Swinburne at Oxford

in 1859.

On May 25th and 27th, 1919, The Duke of Gandia was pro-

duced at the King's Hall, London, under the auspices of the

Stage Society.

There is a copy of the First Edition of The Duke of Gandia in

the Library of the British Museum. The Press-mark is 2303. f. 3.

(HO)

[The Age of Shakespeare : 1908]

The Age of Shakespeare / By / Algernon Charles

Swinburne / London / Chatto & Windus / 1908.

Collation :—Crown octavo, pp. x + 286 ; consisting of :

Half-title (with blank reverse) pp. i—ii ; Title-

page, as above (with " Copyright, 1908, Harper

and Brothers, U.S.A." at the foot of the reverse),

pp. iii—iv ; Fly-title to Dedication To the Memory

of Charles Lamb (with blank reverse) pp. v—vi
;
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Text of the Dedication (with blank reverse)

pp. vii—viii ; Table of Contents (with blank

reverse) pp. ix—x ; and Text of the nine Essays

pp. I—286. Following p. 286 is a leaf (with

blank reverse), and with the Publishers' Device

upon its recto. There are head-lines throughout,

each verso being headed The Age of Shakespeare,

whilst each recto has at its head the title of the

Essay occupying it. At the foot of p. 286 is the

following imprint, " Printed by / Spottiswoode and

Co. Ltd., New-Street Square j London". The

signatures are A (6 leaves), and B to T (eighteen

sheets, each 8 leaves). Sig. Ai is a blank.*

Issued in dark blue cloth boards, lettered in gold across

the back, " The Age j of j Shakespeare j Swinburne j

Chatto & Windus." The leaves measure yl X 5 inches.

Two Thousand copies were printed. The published

price was Six Shillings.

There were also no Large Paper Copies, Demy Octavo, bound

in dark blue buckram, and lettered as above. The leaves measure

8-J X 5I inches.

A Second Edition was published in 1909.
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